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ABSTRACT 
Brodie, Roderick J., PhD., Department of Agrirultural Econanics and 
Marketing Lincoln College, Universi ty of Canterbury. May 1982 
Market Response Models for Frequently Purchased Branded Goods: A 
. e Stud. Supervisor: Professor C. A. deKluyvcr, Graduate 
anagement, Purdue University. 
Econanetric research in marketing, now entering its third decade, has 
generated a large nunlber of diverse models and estimation methods. lVhile 
this research has shown considerable potential in reducing the uncertainty 
about the nature of market response, it provides few guidelines about which 
models and estimation methods should be used by marketing managers. 
This dissertation canpares a representative number of econanetric 
mode Is in order to provide guidance about the choice between models. The 
study restricts itself to canparing aggregate market response models for 
frequently purchased branded goods and concentrates on the application 
areas of market response analysis and short term forecasting. Data fran 
three New Zealand markets are used in the canparison. 
The literature review critically examines the development of market 
response models over the last two decades and arrives at a representative 
set of models to be included in the methodology. The methodology focuses on 
two aspects of modelling market response: the canparison of basic market 
response specifications and the comparison of models of carryover effects. 
The central issue is whether the more sophisticated models and estimators 
are better than the simpler ones, 
TIle results lead to the conclusion that there is little justification 
for using more sophisticated market response models either for market 
response analysis or short tenn forecasting. However, there is strong 
support for using the ~ore sophisticated simultanews equation estimation 
methods when analyzing market response. The general conclusion of the 
choice between carryover effect models is that, among the models tested 
in this study there does not appear to be one correct model for all brands. 
Secondly, the more sophisticated nonlinear estimation procedures are pre-
ferred to estimate the more complex models. While some of these conclusions 
are consistent with previous studies some are contradictory highlighting 
the need for further research to confirm, refine or reject these conclusions. 
The study's contribution to marketing science is that it is one of 
the first to systematically compare market response models and their 
estimators using a broad set of criteria and data from a number of markets. 
1.1 Introduction 
~mRl 
Introduction 
1 
A major problem faced by marketing managers evaluating past marketing 
action or planning future marketing programs is uncertainty about how brand 
sales respond to price, advertising and other marketing variables. Tradi-
tionally, this issue has been approached by making subjective judgments 
about how the market operates or by the use of simple graphical and correla-
tion studies of sales with selected marketing variables. More recently, 
the development and application of econometric modelling techniques have 
opened the way towards a more complete analysis of the impact of marketing 
variables on brand sales, market share, and other quantities of interest. 
Econometric research in marketing, now entering its third decade, has 
generated a large number of diverse models and estimation methods. However, 
while this research has sho~n considerable potential in reducing the un-
certainty about the nature of market response, it provides few guidelines 
about which models and estimation methods should be used by marketing managers. 
Therefore, a comparative study which attempts to answer this question 
particularly valuable. 
Recent developments which are making it easier for marketing managers 
to use econometric methods have accentuated the need for such a study. These 
developments include: 
1) Computer technology - the development of low-cost, interactive systems 
ldth software capable of handling a wide range of work, including econometric 
analysis, for the marketing department 
2) Data - most large consumer product companies have accumulated an 
adequate set of data to perform econometric analysis. ~~ch of this data 
is now avallable in machine form which considerably reduces the cost of 
2 
using it. The advent of code scanning data at the retail level will further 
reduce data costs and dramatically improve the quality of the dati bases. 
3) Quantitative skill - many young marketing executives have had a 
university business school education and have acquired the skills to use 
quantitative methods. 
1.2 Study Objective 
The objective of this study is to compare a representative number of 
econometric market response models which have been developed in the last 
two decades with the central aim being to determine what level of sophisti-
cation in model specification and estimation is best suited to the two main 
application areas: 1) analysis of market response, and 2) short term fore-
casting. l To accomplish this aim, the study compares the models in terms 
of their: 
1) Descriptive properties - how good are they at analyzing past 
marketing action? 
2) Predictive properties - how accurate are they at short-term 
forecasting? 
3) Managerial properties - what is the likelihood that the model 
will be accepted and used by marketing managers? 
lAnalysis of market response provides response elasticities which can 
be used to evaluate past marketing action and plan future market-
ingstrategy. 
In order to make this' study manageable, it is restricted to models 
which use aggregate time series data to analyze markets with the follow-
ing characteristics: 
1) Frequently purchased low cost consumer products. 
2) A few brands with the majority of the market share. 
3) Product class sales at the maturity stage of the product life 
cycle. 
4) A high level of marketing effort supporting competing brands. 
3 
Markets with these characteristics were chosen because they account for a 
large proportion of consumer product sales and sufficient data is usually 
available to perform econometric analysis. Three New Zealand markets with 
these characteristics were chosen as the data base for this study. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
This section provides a brief outline of the remainder of the thesis. 
Chapter 2 Literature Review. The aim of the literature review is 
to examine the development of market response models over the last two 
decades to arrive at a representative set of models to be included in the 
methodology. The introductory section provides a classification system 
which distinguishes market response models from other marketing models and 
then outlines the organization of the review of empirical studies. The 
first part of the review concentrates on the general devel~ment of market 
response models and is divided into three main sections which examine 
market share models, sales models and intermediate response models. The 
second part divided into two main sections which examine explicit carry-
over effect models and implicit carryover effect models. Each section is 
concluded with a summary which serves as a basis for selecting the models 
to be included in the methodology. 
4 
Chapter 3 - Data. This chapter examines the three New Zealand markets 
fran which data was canpiled. For each market a description is given of the 
industry sales and market competition over the study period. 
Chapter 4 - Methodology. This chapter describes the methodology used 
to compare the various market response models identified in Chapter 2. The 
null hypothesis holds that more sophisticated models and estimation methods 
are not necessarily better than simpler ones for the analysis of markets 
for frequently purchased branded goods using aggregate time series data. 
Data from the three markets described in Chapter 2 are used to test the 
hypothes is. 
Follovving the literature review, the methodology concentrates on two 
aspects of modelling market response: the comparison of basic market response 
specifications (Stage I), and the comparison of models of carryover effects 
(Stage II). The methodology used in Stages I and II is outlined in seven 
sections. Section 2 justifies the selection of market response and carry-
over effects models to be included while Section 3 outlines the methods 
used for evaluating the models. Since the market response models are 
flIDdamentally different fran each other, they are evaluated informally using 
a broad set of criteria which relates to the way they are used in practice. 
In contrast, the carryover effect models are similar and therefore may be 
nested to allow a formal hypothesis testing approach. Section 4 contains 
the model specifications and derives their reduced forms while Section 5 
introduces the estimation methods employed. Section 6 outlines the pre-
liminary data analysis and model screening stages of the methodology. 
Chapter 5 - Results - Market Response Models. This chapter presents 
the results of the Stage I analysis using data fran the three markets 
described in Chapter 3. The key issue is whether properties of more complex 
· 5 
models and estimation methods are superior to those of simpler ones. The 
first section discusses exploratory data analysis and gives the results of 
screening the models for specification error, logical consistency and face 
validi ty. Those which pass these tests are then compared using the des-
criptive and predictive criteria. A comparison is also made between the 
three estimators (OLS, JGLS, and IJGLS) using similar criteria. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn about the estimators and models. 
Chapter 6 - Results - Carryover Effects Models. This chapter pre-
sents the results of. the Stage II analysis using data fram the three markets 
described in Chapter 3. The key issue is whether the partial adjustment 
model offers the most appropriate means of representing carryover effects. 
The partial adjustment model is tested against a number of other plausible. 
implicit and explicit carryover effect models. The tests are carried out 
for each of the 15 brands in the three markets, to allow for the possibility 
that brands in the same market will have different carryover effects. This 
contrasts with the Stage I analysis where the models are compared at the 
market level. 
In the first section the results are screened for specification error 
and theoretical consistency. This is followed by sections which outline 
the results of the likelihood ratio tests and the parameter tests. The 
final section draws conclusions based on these results. 
Chapter 7 - Conclusions.. This chapter uses the results outlined in the 
previous two chapters to draw conclusions about which models and estimators. 
are best suited to the application areas of analysis of market response and 
short tenn forecasting. The managerial cd teria discussed in Chapter 4 
serve as a framework for interpreting and evaluating the benefits and 
costs of the alternative approaches. 
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The first section considers the choice between single and simultaneous 
equation estimators. The next section considers the choice between market 
response models (i.e., linear, multiplicative, attraction and intennediate 
response). The third section considers the choice between implicit and 
explicit carryover effect models and the fourth section examines why partic-
ular carryover effect models have been accepted or rejected. The fifth 
discusses areas for future research while in the final section concluding 
comnents are made about the study's contribution to marketing science. 
1.4 Concluding Comments 
Econometric research into sales response has generated a large number 
ofdi verse models and estimation methods. This study attempts to deter-
mine which of these models and estimation methods are best suited to the 
application areas of market response analysis and short tenn forecasting. 
To achieve this, a representative set of models and estimators are chosen 
and their descriptive, predictive and managerial properties are carrpared 
using data from three markets for frequently purchased branded goods. 
The study's contribution to marketing science is that it is one of 
the first to systematically compare market response models and their 
estimators using a broad set of criteria and data from a number of markets. 
7 
CHAPTER 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Aim of the Review. The aim of this review is to examine the develop-
ment of market response models over the last two decades in order to select 
a representative set of models to be included in the study. In particular, 
the review concentrates on the methods which have been used to model e1e-
ments of the sales response function of markets for frequently purchased 
branded goods. These elements are the competitive effects between brands, 
the interactions between price, advertising and other marketing mix variables, 
carryover effects, and simultaneous relationships within the system being 
mode11ed. 1 The review also takes other important considerations relating 
to the use of models into account: estimation methods, data requirements 
and the descriptive,predictive and managerial properties of the estimated 
models. Before outlining the organization of the review it is necessary 
to define the market response models which are to be included. 
2.1. 2 Market Response Models vs. Other Marketing Models. The wide diver-
sity of marketing models which have been developed during the last two 
decades highlight the need for a classification system which distinguishes 
market response models from other models. Leef1ang (1974, Ch. 2) provides 
2 the following system: 
Iparsons and Schultz (1976, p. 40) refer to these as the e1ementsati ' 
ideal response function should have. 
2A more detailed discussion of the typology of quantitative marketing 
models is given by Naert and Leeflang (1978, Ch. 4).· 
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1) Consumer Behavior Models which describe the individual consumer's 
buying process. 
2) Market Response Models which depict the way the market (i.e., 
aggregate behavior of consumers) reacts to marketing variables. 
3) Decision (or Policy) Models used to detennine the levels of 
marketing decision variables which optimize (or satisfy)the 
finn's objectives. 
This study is restricted to those response models which analyze markets 
for frequently purchased branded goods and product class sales which are 
at the maturity state of the product life cycle. These models can be grouped 
into three classes: 
1) Market Share Models for which the sales for different brands are 
expressed as a share of total sales of the product class. 
2) Sales Models for which brand sales are expressed in absolutetenns. 
3) Intennediate Response Models based on explicitly formulated 
stochastic consumer behavior models. l 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the differences between market share, sales and 
intennediate response models. It shows that in addition to the "black box" 
equation system, intenne4iate response models include equations to describe 
the switching mechanisms between brands. 
lLeeflang (1974, Ch. 2) refers to Intennediate Response Models as 
Type I market response models and market share and brand sales 
models as Type II models. 
FIGURE 2.1 
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2.1.3 Organization of Review. The first part of the review concentrates 
on the general development of market response models and the second part 
examines the large number of mechanisms which have been used to model 
carryover effects. The review of market response models is divided into 
three main sections which examine market share models, sales models, and 
9 
intennediate response models, while the review of carryover effects models 
is organized into two sections which examine explicit and implicit models. 
lAdapted from MacLachlan (1972, Figure 1). 
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Each review is concluded with a summary and conclusions section which 
serves as a basis for,se1ecting the models to be included in the compara-
.1. 1 t1ve ana YS1S. 
2.2 Market Response Models 
2.2.1 Market Share Models 
General Structure Two types of market share models have been developed: 
single equation models and simultaneous equation models. The general 
structure of these equations is: 
Market share for brand j = f (marketing effort for brand j, 
marketing effort of competitors, market share in previous 
periods) 
Where 
mj t-1' ...• ) 
. . . . , 
z = 1, 2, ... q; i,j = 1, 2, ..• n; 
t = 1, 2, ... T. 
mjt = market share of brand j in period t 
IJt= the value of the lth marketing decision 
variable for brand j in period t 
lit = the value of the lth marketing decision 
variable for a competing brand i 
(note l = 1, 2, ... q and may include price, 
advertising, promotion, distribution, etc.) 
lpor more general reviews of the literature see the recent books 
by Parsons and Schultz (1976) and Naert and Leef1~g (1978). 
and 
The logical conditions for the n equations are that: 
n 
L mOt = 1 
j=l J 
o < mOt < 1 J -
(sum constraint) for all t 
(range constraint) 'for all j and t I .. 
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(2.2) 
(2.3) 
In addition to the system of market share equations, same models 
include a system of equations which determine haw the level of marketing 
decision variables are set, i.e.: 
Level of marketing decision variables = f (Market performance 
in previous periods and/or level of marketing effort in 
previous periods of finn j and its canpeti tors) 
i.e. 
7, 
f(mjt_l , 
11-
mi t-l' Ijt = 
. . ... , jt-l' ~ .. , ... , 
7, ... ) 1o l' It-
l 
f(qjt-l' 
l or Ijt = 
. I jt- l , qit-l' . •• 0 , ... , ... , 
l 
lit-I' ... ) 
l = 1, 2, ... q; i,j = 1, 2, ... n; 
t = 1, 2; ... T. 
where qjt = sales of brand j in period t 
And finally there may be an equation to determine product class 
5 ale 5, i. e. : 
(2.4) 
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Product class sales = f(marketing effort, exogenous 
variables) 
Le. _ . t 7, Qt - f(I it , lit-I' ••. ; Ekt , ~t-1' •.• ) 
7, = 1, 2, ... q; i = 1, 2, ... n; 
k = 1, 2, ... p; t = 1, 2, ... T. (2.5) 
where Qt = sales of the product class in period t 
~t the value of the kth exogenous variable in period t 
(e.g. disposable income) 
Single Equation Studies. This section reviews studies which have used 
single equation estimation methods. The major contribution of these 
studies has been in exploring the different ways to represent competitive 
effects between brands, marketing mix interactions and carryover effects. l 
One of the most comprehensive early studies was performed by Weiss 
(1968) who examined th~ influence of price and advertising on market share 
for a market with three erands. To model competitive interactions, the 
brands' prices and advertising expenditures were specified both as ratios 
and as differences from average market price and average levels of advertis-
ing expendi ture, i. e . : 
* l 
Ijt = 7, 1f7, Ijt It (ratio) (2.6) 
* 7, 
Ijt = 
7, 
Ijt 
-7, 
It (difference) (2.7) 
lThe modelling of carryover effects will be discussed separately in 
section 2.3. 
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where (2.8) 
while the marketing mix interactions were specified linearly and multi-
plicatively, i.e.: 
k * b~ 
II I ~=l t 
(linear) (2.9) 
(mul tip lica ti ve). (2.10) 
The linear form implies there would be no interaction between the differ-
ent variables while multiplicative form allows interaction. An advantage 
of the multiplicative form is that parameters can be interpreted directly 
as elasticities. The multiplicative form can also be transformed into 
a linear form by taking logs. Of the different specifications that were 
tested, the multiplicative model expressing marketing decision variables 
as a ratio explained the greatest amount of variation in the dependent 
variable. However, this result is of limited value as most of the models 
which were estimated lacked face validity because same of the price co-
efficients were positive. 
Subsequent single equation studies by Simon (1969), Lambin (1970, 1972, 
1976), Sexton (1970, 1972) and Schmalensee (1973) expressed competitive 
and marketing mix interactions in a way similar to Weiss's. In addition, 
they allowed for carryover effects by assuming a Koyck distributed lag 
or a partial adjustment process. All the studies reviewed so far used 
linear models, or multiplicative models which can be transformed easily 
into linear forms by taking logs. 
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The attraction model, by contrast, which expresses competitive inter-
action and the marketing mix interaction as: l 
k 
Jl "l ,b"l 
m = bjoZ=l(Ijt) exp Ujt 
j t \'b. k (I"l. ) b"l exp 
:- 10 II 1 t U j t 
1 "l=l 
(2.11) 
cannot be easily transformed into a linear form. It has considerable 
theoretical appeal, however, because Bell, Keeney and Little (1975) show 
how it can be deduced from a set of axioms and is also logically consistent 
with range constraints (i.e. 0 < mjt < 1) and the sum constraints 
( . \' _ 1) 2, 3. l.e. L.. mjt - • 
Examples of empirical studies using this forn include Kuehn and Weiss 
(1965), Kuehn, McGuire and Weiss (1966), and Nakanishi (1972). While the 
Kuehn and Weiss and Kuehn et al studies assumed this formulation to be non-
linear and used non-linear estimation procedures, Nakanishi demonstrated 
how this type of model could be transformed into a linear form, hence 
allowing for a simpler estimation procedure. The Nakanishi linearization 
4 was: 
lrhe attraction model is sometimes called the relative marketing 
pressure model or relative marketing 'competitive interaction 
model. 
2Por a discussion and extensions of the Bell et al (1975) market 
share theorem see Chatfield (1976) and Barnett (1976). 
3Naert and Bultez (1973), Beckwith (1973) and McGuire and Weiss (1976) 
discuss the implications of logical consistency. 
4In a later paper by Nakanishi and Cooper (1974), include a disturbance 
tern. in the linearization. 
t 
k Z -Z * log m
J
' t - mt = log bJ
·o - b + 2: b log (IJo t - It) + uJot - u . o Z=l Z t 
n 
where mt = . 2: log m. in j=l Jt 
n 
b = L log b ./n 
o j=l oJ 
-I l = ~ log I Z I t t... JOt n 
j=l 
* n 
1lt; = L uo t j=l J 
j = 1, 2, ... , n-l (2.12) 
An alternative linearization was suggested by Bultez and Naert (1975): 
m. b 0 
log . Jt == log b OJ 
nlj+l,t oj+l 
+ 
j = 1, 2, ... , n-l 
l k I. t I b z?-og -;:"J,--_ 
Z=l I Z j+l,t 
+ (2.13) 
Although the "simple" attraction model offers a number of attractive 
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features, Naert and Leeflang (1978, p. 158) recognized two major disadvan-
tages. Firstly, market share will be zero when anyone of the explanatory 
variables was zero, and secondly the response parameters (bZ's) were assumed 
to be the same for each brand. The authors suggested the first problem 
could be overcame by adding a very small constant to the explanatory 
variables, and the second by specifying an "extended" attraction model, 
i. e. : 
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(2.14) 
Studies using the "extended" model were perfonned by Bul tez and 
Naert (1975) and Naert and Weverbergh (1981). In both studies the models 
were transfonned into linear fonns using methods similar to those for the 
simple attraction model, but the Bultez and Naert study showed that acute 
multi-collinearity problems might occur as a result of these transfonnations. l 
The review of single equation studies reveals three general fonns of 
the market share function: linear, multiplicative and attraction. While 
all three fonns perfonn adequately, the lack of comparative empirical 
studies makes it difficult to rank their performance. Further evaluation 
of the relative merits of these three approaches will be left to the summary 
and conclusions section of this review, where a comparison is made with 
the other approaches to modelling market response. 
Simultaneous Equation Studies. This section reviews the developments in 
studies which specified multiple equation models requiring simultaneous 
equation estimation. The uses of this approach as opposed to the single 
equation approach has been justified for two reasons: 
1) Contemporaneous correlation among the disturbances of the market 
share equations, causes single equation estimation to be in-
ff " 2 e lClent. 
~ese two studies will be referred to again in the discussion of 
simultaneous equation studies. They used joint generalized least 
squares as well as ordinary least squares to estimate their model. 
2This is sometimes referred to as the problem of "seemingly unrelated· 
equations". 
2) Interdependence between the subsystem of market share equations 
and other subsystems of equations, causes single equation 
estimation to be inconsistent. 
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Wildt (1974, p. 53) argued that the disturbance terms of the market 
share equations for competing brands would be negatively correlated be-
cause a favorable impact on the market share of one brand would probably 
produce unfavorable impacts on the market shares of competing brands. 
Zellner (1962) showed that if there was contemporaneous correlation between 
disturbance terms of an equation system, then ordinary least squares would 
be asymptotically inefficient. To overcome this problem, Zellner suggested 
using joint generalized squares (JGLS) and iterative joint generalized 
least squares (IJGLS) estimators both of which he showed to asymptotically 
more efficient than ordinary least squares. 
Zellner, (1963) in examining the finite sample properties for a two 
equation model, showed there was a decided gain in efficiency when using 
a joint estimation method, except with very small samples and a very low 
level of contemporaneous correlation. Further support for using JGLS is 
given in a study by Kmenta mld Gilbert (1968) which conducted a series of 
Monte Carlo experiments to compare the small sample properties of JGLS 
and IJGLS with a number of other estimators. 'They concluded that JGLS 
performed as well or better than other estimators, and that the asyrnptopic 
properties of this estimator tended to hold for small samples as well. 
However, their results did not show IJGLS to outperform JGLS, which is not 
completely unexpected because, as Kmenta and Gilbert show,the two estimators 
are asyrnptopica11y equivalent. 
,The first marketing study to account for contemporaneous correlation 
amongst the residuals of a system of market share equations was by Beckwith 
(1972). The study investigated the effect of advertising competition between 
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five brands with each expressing market share as a function of the previous 
period's market share and the current period's advertising share. 015, JGLS, 
and IJGLS estimation methods were used, with the JGLS estimates showing a 
considerable gain in efficiency over OLS estimates and IJGLS showing small 
gains over JGLS. 
Clarke's (1973) study specified a 19 equation model using equations 
similar to Beckwith's. The study is important because it extended the 
Zellner technique to accommodate autocorrelated as well as cross-correlated 
residuals. Clarke also reported gains in efficiency when using Zellner's 
methods but he did not indicate whether there were additional gains when 
using IJGLS. Another aspect of interest in Clarke's study was the deriva-
tion of cross elasticities for advertising which identified the ways brands' 
competed with each other. 
Wildt's (1974) study modelled canpetition endogenously. It utilized 
a block recursive equation system, with the first block containing market 
response equations for the three canpeting brands, and the second block 
containing six equations describing how the level of marketing decision 
variables were determined. The system of equations was estimated using a 
three stage procedure. First, the nine equations were estimated using OLS 
to obtain an estimate of the system covariance and the corresponding corre-
lation matrices to test: (1) whether the residuals of the SUb-system of 
market share were independent from the other sub-system of equations, and 
(2) whether the market share residuals were negatively correlated. Secondly, 
the market share equations were estimated using JGLS and IJGLS. And finally, 
the second block of equations was estimated using a two stage least squares 
method. Unfortunately the study failed to indicate whether there were gains 
in efficiency from using JGLS and IJGLS. 
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In addition to Wildt's (1974) study there were two others (Schultz 
(1971) and Hanssens (1980)), which took into account the interdependence 
between the sub-system of market share equations and other sub-systems. 
Schultz (1971) specified a five equation system to investigate a two city 
air travel market. The first equation determined demand for the service 
which was a function of price, advertising, population, business and personal 
income, and GNP. The second equation determined market share for the air-
line, while the remaining three equations determined advertising shares 
in the two cities, and the airline's share of flights. The demand equation 
was estimated using ordinary least squares and the rest of the system was 
estimated using three stage least squares to allow for the interdependence 
between market share and advertising share equations. The recent study 
by Hanssens (1980) examined a market similar to the one in the Schultz 
study and demonstrated the use of multivariate time series analysis in 
conjunction with the traditional econometric analysis. The author claimed 
that the lack of theoretical premises about competitive market behavior 
meant this approach would lead to better results, but the lack of any 
comparative analysis makes this impossible to judge. 
Houston and Weiss (1974) modelled advertising carryover effects ex-
plicitly by using a Koyck distributed lag mechanism rather than the partial 
adjustment mechanism. A three equation model was specified with each of the 
three equations expressing market share as a function of its relative price 
and cumulative advertising share. A modified IJGlS estimation procedure, 
which corrected for serial correlation, was used to estimate the model. 
Unfortunately, the authors did not report whether they tested for con-
temporaneous correlation in the disturbances and hence whether there were 
gains in efficiency when using JGLS and IJGLS. 
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The studies by Bultez and Naert (1975) and Naert and Weverbergh (1981), 
which were mentioned in the discussion of single equation studies, demon-
strated the use of JGLS and IJGLS to estimate the extended attraction 
model. 1 The Naert and Weverbergh study was particularly important because 
it compared the predictive properties of the attraction model with the 
linear and multiplicative models. The three models were estimated using 
data from two markets (gasoline and electric razors) and the results in-
dicated that the attraction model had superior predictive properties. It 
also was the only model to have better predictive properties than a naive 
A 
time series model (Le., mjt == m: jt-l)' The study was also important be-
cause of .its comparison of the 018, JGLS and IJGLS estimators. The re-
sults showed that there was a distinct efficiency gain when using JGLS but . 
little if any gain when using IJGLS.2 The authors emphasized the need for 
further comparative studies to either confirm or refute their conclusions. 
The review of the simultaneous equation studies serves several pur-
poses. First, while it confirms the author's expectations about the gains 
in efficiency resulting from the use of JGLS as opposed to 018 when there is 
contemporaneous correlation among the residuals of the system's market 
share equations, it does not provide evidence that additional gains are 
made from the use of IJGLS. Second, the review discovers three studies 
which indicate ways to take into account the interdependence between 
market response and the setting of marketing decision variables. And 
Irhe transformed attraction model includes error terms from two of 
the original market share equations thus providing an additional 
cause for contemporaneous correlation. 
Zrhis conclusion is consistent with the results of the Monte Carlo 
experiments by Kmenta and Gilbert (1968). 
finally, the review describes the important study by Naert and Wever-
bergh (1981), the only one cited which systematically compares alternate 
models and estimators. It is clear that further comparative research is 
necessary before any definite conclusions can be drawn about the value of 
the simultaneous equation approach over the single equation approach. 
2.2.2 Sales Models 
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General Structure. Sales models are analogous to market share models in 
that they include si~gle equation models as well as more complex simultaneous 
equation models. However, because the dependent variable in the sales 
response ~quation is expressed in absolute ter.ms, exogenous variables such 
as population, disposable income and seasonality as explanatory variables 
must also be included. Thus, the general structure of the brand sales 
equations becomes: 
Sales for brand j = f (marketing effort for brand j; marked ng effort 
of competitors, brand sales in previous periods, exogenous variables) 
Z Z Z Z 
i.e. qjt = f(Ijt, I jt- l , ... , lit' I it- P •.. , 
(2.15) 
qjt-l'· .. ·; Ekt , ~t-l' •.• ) 
Z where qjt' I jt , Ekt are as for the market share models 
j = 1, 2, ... , n; k = 1, 2, ... , p; Z:::: 1, 
2, ... , q; t = 1, 2, ... , T 
The general structure of the other two subsystems of product class 
sales and the level of marketing decisions variables, if included, remain 
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the same as for market share models. 
Empirical Studies. The first econometric study to identify the cumulative 
effects of advertising was Undertaken by Pa1da (1964, 1965), who examined 
the relationship between advertising and sales for a proprietary medicine 
called Lydia Pinkham. A single equation model was specified, including a 
Koyck distributed lag to represent the cumulative advertising effects. 
Also included as explanatory variables were disposable income, a time 
trend and a number of dummy variables to represent different eras of ad-
vertising copy. The model was estimated from the 52 years of annual data 
using ordinary least squares. Further analysis of the Lydia Pinkham data 
using alternative lag structures and estimation methods were included in 
studies by Clarke and NcCann (1973, 1977), Houston and Weiss (1975), 
Helmer and Johansson (1977), Weiss, Houston and Winda1 (1978), Weiss and 
Winda1 (1981) and Jagpa1, Sudit and Vinod (1979). Details of the lag 
structures used in these studies are given in the section on carryover 
effects. 
Studies of other markets using single equation models include those 
by Simon (1969), Lambin (1970, 1976), Pe1es (1971), Bas3 and Clark (1972), 
Sexton (1972), Schma1ensee (1973), Yon and Mount (1975). The models in 
these studies used competitive and marketing mix interaction mechanisms 
similar to the mechanisms used in linear and multiplicative market share 
models. 
Not only was Bass's (1969) study the first market response 
study to use a simultaneous equation model, but it was also important be-
cause it demonstrates the application of Basmann's (1965) notion of predictive 
testing to validate the model. Bass's pioneering study used a four 
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equation model to investigate the advertising elasticity for filter and 
non-filter cigarettes. Two of the equations described the demand functions 
for filter and non-filter cigarettes, using advertiSing expenditure and 
disposable income as explanatory variables. The other two equations des-
cribed the level of advertising expenditure on filter and non-filter 
cigarettes using sales of filter and non-filter cigarettes as explanatory 
variables. Examples of other sinultaneous equation studies include those 
by Bass and Parsons (1969), Rao (1972) and Schmalensee (1973). 
The application of predictive testing by Bass involved using theory 
and prior knowledge to hypothesize limits on each of the structural para-
meters prior to estimation. For example, value ranges were hypothesized 
for the demand elasticities for advertising, price and income. Predictive 
testing was also used by Bass and Clark (1972) to help distinguish between 
six similar distributed lag models. 
Recent studies by Parsons (1975) and Mahajan et al (1980), specified 
models which allowed the parameters of the firm's marketing decision vari-
ables to vary from period to period. However, these studies covered long 
periods and Parsons and Schultz (1976, p. 158) argued that time varying 
parameter structures were of limited use when analyzing short -term market 
response: 
"Since we consider the measurement of advertising carryover 
difficult even in favourable circumstances, we think that 
superimposing time varying parameters on top of distributed 
lag models may well create insurmountable problems." 
The review of studies using sales response models has failed to 
uncover any further developments in modelling competitive interactions 
between brands. The main contribution of the studies, in exploring the 
alternate ways of specifying and testing carryover effects models is 
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reviewed in more detail in Section 2.3. 
2.2. 3 Intermediate Response Mode Is 
General Structure. This section reviews market response models based on 
explicitly formulated stochastic consumer behaviour models estimated 
from aggregate time series data. 1 The majority of empirical studies using 
models of this type assumed that consumer brand choice followed a first 
order Markov process and implicitly assumed consumer homogeneity.2 This 
assumption implies that the consumers' probability of the choice of brand j 
in period t depends on their brand choice in the previous period t-l, and 
not on periods preceding t-l. In most empirical studies, these probabilities, 
referred toas transition probabilities, were related directly to the mar-
keting decision variables, e.g. Telser (1962a, b), Hartung and Fisher (1965), 
l.eeflang and Koerts (1974) and B.orsky (1977). Exceptions were studies by 
Kuehn (1961) and Hemiter and Howard (1964) which assumed only non-loyal 
consumers were influenced by the marketing decision variables. 
The general form of this type of model consisted of a set of behavioural 
equations which determined the transition probabilities and a set of equations 
defining market share, i.e.: 
i) Transition probability of switching from brand i to brand j = f 
(stationary state probability, marketing effort for brand j and 
competitors' brands in period t) 
lA more detailed review of these are given by Leeflang (1974, Ch. 4) 
and Naert and Leef1ang (1978, Ch. lO). 
2Givon and Horsky, (1978) examine the limitations of making this 
assumption at the aggregate level. 
(2.16) 
i, j = 1, ... , n t = 1, 2, ... , T 
wi th logical rest:tictions (2.17) 
P"t > 0, E P"t = 1 1J i 1J 
for all i and j (2.18) 
ii) Market share for brand j in period t = f(sum of the previous 
period market shares weighted by their transition probabilities) 
mjt = I Pijt m:it-l t = 1, 2, .•• , T (2.19) 
where Pijt = the probability that the consumer who bought brand i 1n 
period t-lwould buy brand j·in period t (Le., the trans-
ition probability) 
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p .. = constant (representing the long term transition probability)l 
1J 
mjt = the market share of the firm's brand in period t 
7., 
Ijt = the value of the 7.,th marketing decision variable for. the 
firm's brand in period t 
Itt = the value of the l,th marketing decision variable for a 
competing brand i. 
Irhis will account for past marketing activity ("the marketing 
assets") which are not "explained" by the instrumental variables 
in the short term. 
Empirical Studies. Hartlmg and Fisher's (1965) model of the gasoline 
market treated the market as a quasi-duopoly with the competitive market-
ing effort expressed by the firm's share of retail outlets. The transi-
tion probability flmctions for the firm's brand (brand 1) were: 
where Pllt = probability of a consumer who bought the firm's brand 
(1) in period t-l buying in period t 
p 21 t = probability of a consumer who bought another brand in 
period t-l switching to the firm's brand 
kl , k2 = lmknown parameters 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Dl , D2 = the number of outlets for the firm and its competitors 
and the market share for the firm was defined as 
(2.22) 
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A linear reduced form of the model was derived by substituting the transi-
tion probability functions info the market share equation, and the model 
was estimated using ordinary least squares. 
Naert and Leeflang (1978, pp. 201-202) pointed out the Hartlmg and 
Fisher model was not "robust" because the transition probabilities were 
not restricted to the range 0 to 1. The parameters which were estimated 
implied that if the firm increased its market share beyond 25.5 percent 
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then the transition probabilities would exceed 1. When Naert and Bultez 
(1975) applied the same model to analyze the determinants of market share 
for a brand of petrol, they obtained meaningless results, so they reformu-
lated the model using a number of al temate, more "robust" forms of the 
transition probability function. A form which gave more satisfactory 
results was: 
Pllt = 1 - exp (-klDltID2t) 
P2lt = 1 - exp (-k2D2t/Dlt) 
where kl , k2 are tmknown parameters. 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
A non-linear estimation procedure was used to estimate the reduced form 
of the model. 
Horsky's (1977), study was important because it demonstrated how inter-
mediate response models could be used to develop "stronger" predictive 
tests than market share models. The study examined advertising effects 
for different brands of cigarettes, using a transition probability 
function of the form: 
i = 1, 2, n ; t =' 1, 2, ... T 
where Alt is the brand's stock of advertising 
"goodwillll at period t 
kl is the tmlmown parameter. 
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This gave a reduced form which was non-linear in its parameters, and which 
was estimated using non-linear estimation methods. The "stronger' pre-
dictive tests came from testing the internal consistency of the parameter 
estimates. 
Leeflang (1974, Ch. 7) explored the use of a more complex transition 
probability mechanism to investigate the dried soup market with five com-
peting brands. Included in the transition probability function were five 
different marketing variables: advertising expenditure, promotion ex-
penditure, price, number of varieties and retail availability. A number 
of forms of the transition probability functions were investigated. The 
linear forms of the behavioural equations were: 
L I~ - I? (I~ I~ ) Jt 1t Jt-l 1t - l p .. = p .. + l: a for i " j (Z.26) 1J t 1J ~=l ~ n n 
L 
p.. = p .. + l: a 
JJ t JJ Z=l ~ 
l: 
i=l 
I? l: 
1t i=l 
and subject to the constraints: 
1 < p .. 
- 1J ~ 0; for each i and j 
n 
l: p .. 
j=l 1J 
= 1 for all i 
~ I-
1t "1 
n 
l: 
for i=j (Z. Z' 
(Z.Z8) 
(Z. Z9) 
and the definitional equations: 
n 
L: P . m. 1 + u. ". 1·Jt 1t- Jt 1=1 " 
(2.30) 
j = 1, ... , n; t = 1, 2, .•. , T 
The reduced forms of the models were estimated using ordinary least 
squares and generalized least squares. l The results, however, failed to 
confirm that the transition probabilities were non-stationary because the 
estimated reaction parameters (ais) were small, wi~ relatively large 
standard errors. A number of reasons were given for the large standard 
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errors including: multicollinearity between explanatory variables, "rough" 
data, lack of degrees of freedom and the restrictions placed on the transi-
tion probabilities. 
For comparison purposes, a number of market share models were estimated 
from the same data. Leeflang concluded that these models appeared to be 
more useful in measuring the effectiveness of marketing decision variables, 
while intermediate response models were more useful to draw conclusions 
about brand loyalty and brand switching, with the marketing decision vari-
abIes only being used as "cleaning variables." 
The review shows that the performance of intermediate response mode 1 s us i n! 
aggregate data has been poor especially when there are a number of brands 
and a number of marketing variables. Thus, it is questionable whether the 
lIt is not clear whether Leeflang introduced restrictions to ensure 
the estimates of the transition probabilities were positive. 
Methods for doing this are discussed in Chapter 4. 
advantages of modelling consumer behaviour explicitly and performing 
"stronger" predictive tests can be realized when panel data are not 
available. 
2.2.4 Summary and Conclusions 
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The review has shown that, while a number of models have been developed 
which adequately analyse market response, market share models show the 
greatest potential for such analysis. 
Sales Models. The major disadvantage of sales models is their depend-
ence upon exogenous variables, such as disposable income and population, 
as well as marketing decision variables in the response function for each 
brand. Because of this problem, sales models tended to be used to analyse 
markets where there were no close substitutes for a brand, and where one 
marketing variable, usually advertising, had a dominant influence. Thus 
it can be concluded the main contribution of sales models has been to 
explore different ways for modelling the carryover effects of advertising. 
Intermediate Response Models. While intermediate response models 
had appeal because they explicitly took consumer behaviour into account, 
their performance was poor, particularly when they were used to analyse 
markets where there were a number of brands and a number of marketing 
variables. As well, the unrealistic assumption of consumer homogeneity, 
which is necessary when using aggregate data, made the estimates of the 
transition probabilities of questionable value. Thus, the intermediate 
response models appear to be of limited value for analyzing complex markets 
where only aggregate data is available. 
Market Share Models. The review of market share models indicated three 
general forms of the sales response function (linear, multiplicative and 
attraction) which have been used to model competitive interaction between 
brands and marketing mix interactions. The linear form is: 
q *l 
ffi]'t = bO]' + L: bz:.' I]'t + u]'t (2.31) t=l ] 
*z where Ijt l n l = I'tl L I
J
' t or ] j=l 
while the multiplicative form is: 
q * b"7' 
b 'IT r l L-] eUJt 
ffi]' t = e OJ . jt 
l=l 
and the attraction form is: 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
All the studies included advertising expenditure as a marketing 
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. * 
decision variable (i.e., Itt) with additional variables being price, retail 
coverage and product qual~ty or brand changes. 
The advantages of the linear and multiplicative forms were that they 
provided simple descriptions of competitive market behaviour and the 
ffiodels could be easily esttmated. In addition to competitive interaction, 
the multiplicative form also described the interaction between marketing 
decision variables. The major disadvantage of these two model founs, how-
ever, was that there was no guarantee that all the market share predictions 
\\lould meet the sum and range constraints. Le.: 
n 
E m' t == 1 j=l J 
and 0 < mOt < I 
- J -
(St.nll constraint) (2.34) 
(range constraint) for all j (2.35) 
t = t+l, t+2, .•• 
While the sum constraint can be satisfied by implicitly specifying 
the nth equation as a balance equation, i.e., 
m = 1 -nt 
n-l 
E mJ't 
j=l 
this does not guarantee the range constraints are met. 
(2.36) 
The third model form, the attraction model, implicitly met both the 
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range and sum constraints and hence, on theoretical grounds, was preferable 
to the linear and multiplicative fonns. Estimation with this model, 
however, may be more difficult, because, while it could be transformed 
into a linear form, there were a greater number of parameters to estimate, 
and Bultez and Naert (1975) showed the transfonnation might lead to acute 
multicollinearity problems. 
To allow for the carryover effects of advertising and marketing 
effort, the models usually included a geometric (Koyck) distributed lag 
or a partial adjustment process. These and the other carryover effects 
mechanisms will be reviewed in more detail in the next section. 
While the earlier studies tended to use single equation estimation (OLS), 
the later studies paid attention to the problem of contemporaneous correlation 
between the disturbances of the market share equations by using Zellner's joint 
generalized squares (JGLS) estimation method. The review showed there was 
clear evidence of a gain in efficiency by using this method although it was 
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unclear whether it was worth using the iterative version of JGLS. 
Three simultaneous equation studies were cited which indicated ways 
of modelling the interaction between market response and setting marketing 
decision variables. A pioneering study by Schultz .(1971) demonstrated the 
use of three stage least squares to estimate a five equation system of a 
two city air travel market and a recent study by Hanssens (1980) demon-
strated the use of a combined multivariate time series analysis and econo-
metric approach to analyse a market similar to the one in the Schultz 
study. The third study by Wildt (1974) used a block recursive equation 
system which analyzed brand competition endogenously. 
Only the recent study by Naert and Weverbergh (1981) attempted to 
systematically compare the different methodologies which have been used. 
The study offered limited evidence that the attraction model had predictive 
properties superior to the linear and multiplicative models. A disturbing 
result in this study was that only the attraction model had predictive 
properties superior to a naive time series model. 
In conclusion, while the review shows market share models to have 
greater potential than sales and intermediate response models, it reveals 
the literature is lacking in empirical evidence about which market share 
models and which estimators are best suited to marketing managers needs. 
Some evidence is provided by Naert and Weverbergh that the attraction model 
has superior predictive properties to the linear and multiplicative models, 
and a number of studies have shown gains in efficiency from using simultan-
eous equation estimation, but this evidence is far from conclusive. This 
highlights the need for further comparative studies to confirm or refute 
and extend these tentative conclusions. This study aims to meet this need. 
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2.3 Carryover Effects 
2.3.1 Introduction. The notion that the effects of marketing effort, 
especially advertising, tends to carry into future periods is well accepted 
both by marketing practitioners and researchers. In a recent survey of 
the marketing literature, Barnes and Wildt (1980, p. 293-4) divided the 
reasons which may cause advertising carryover effects into six categories. 
They were: 
1. Delayed response - delays between the advertising expenditure and 
the execution of the advertisement, the noting of the advertisement by 
the potential consumer, and the purchase of that product as a result of 
the advertisement. 
2. Build up - the notion that a build up of consumer awareness, 
goodwill, or whatever, to a threshhold level, is necessary before a pur-
chase is induced. 
3. Borrowing - the shifting of future sales into present periods 
due to the effect of increased advertising. 
4. Extended communication - the interpersonal communication generated 
as the result of an advertisement. 
5. Holdover (or customer loyalty) - future repeat sales attributable 
to customers whose initial purchase is a result of ~urrent advertising. 
6. Alteration in market structure - the impact of advertising on the 
elements of market structure, including tIle number and composition of com-
petitors, the distribution system, shelf space allotments, and other market 
characteristics, which leads to increased sales in future periods. 
While these effects have been related to advertising they could also 
be related to other elements of the marketing mix. Barnes llild Wildt (1980, 
p. 297) conclude that future research should take particular care to 
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distinguish between advertising and other marketing mix carryover effects. 
The remainder of this -section' reviews the different carryover 
effect mechanisms which have been used. First, models which make explicit 
assumptions about the carryover effects of advertising and other marketing 
variables are examined and second, models which implicitly assume carryover 
effects are examined. 1 All the empirical models cited in the review assume 
composite carryover effects. They do not, therefore, distinguish between 
the various reasons for the time lags in sales response. 2 
2.3.2 Explicit Advertising Effects Models 
The general structure of these models is: 3 
and this is usually assumed to be approximated by a linear distributed lag 
function, i.e.: 
where Yt = sales in period t 
A = advertising expenditure in period t-s 
t-s 
S = number of periods for the lag 
u = random disturbance term. t 
lThis grouping follows Barnes and Wildt (1980). 
(2.37) 
2A recent stilly by Winer (1980) distinguishes between different ad-
vertising carryover effects on families' consumption behaviour 'by 
using experimental data. 
3For ease of explanation it will be assumed advertising is the only 
explanatory variable. 
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Direct estimation of the linear form is seldom undertaken because the 
number of periods for the iags is usually unknown and even when it is 
known, estimation problems occur due to loss of degrees of freedom and 
multicollinearity among the lagged terms. These problems have led to the 
search for models which yield reduced forms which: 
1) have few parameters 
2) are easy to estimate 
but 3) come as near to the true lag as possible. 
Extensive reviews of the conceptual aspects and estimation problems 
which make the achievement of these objectives difficult are given in 
Griliches (1967), Dhrymes (1971) and Johnston (1972, Ch. 10), while recent 
reviews of applications in marketing are given by Parsons and Schultz 
(1976, Ch. 6) and Naert and Leeflang (1978, pp. 83-97). Some of the 
commonly used approaches are now reviewed. 
Geometric decay models. This type of model was first used by Koyck 
(1954) in his study of distributed lags in investment analysis. The 
structural form of the Koyck model was arrived at by assuming the coefficients 
of equation have the same sign and a finite sum. The equation can be re-
written as a set of weights or probabilities, i.e.: 
(2.38) 
where 0 < w < 1 andE w = 1 
s t=O s 
and assuming a declining geometric sequence for Ws (Le., maximum impact' 
of marketing expenditure in first period): 
s w s = (1- A ) A ,; s = 0, 1 , 2 , 00 
where A is a constant with a < A < 1. 
Equation (2.38) can then be rewritten as: 
00 
L: 
s=O 
(2.39) 
Koyck then proposed the foflowing transformation: nrultiply A times the 
response function for the previous period t-l: 
00 
AYt - l = AbO + bl (I-A) L: AS Xt -s + AUt s=l 
and subtract (2.40) from (2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
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The Koyck assumption tremendously simplifies the number of parameters 
to be estimated in the equation (2.41). And the implication of a geometri-
cally declining advertising impact is also reasonable in many cases. 
However, thQ transformed model is not without its problems. For one 
thing, if the original error term ut satisfies the assumptions of the classi-
cal linear regression model, then the error term of the transformed equation 
(ut - AUt_I) will not, and ordinary least squares estimators will be in-
consistent. In addition, the lagged dependent variable on the right hand 
side means ordinary least squares estimates are biased for small samples. 
Despite these problems the majority of empirical studies have used 
ordinary least squares estimationl rather than a consistent but 
lClarke(1976) provides a comprehensive list of empirical studies 
which have assumed a geometric decay and used the Koyck trans-
formation. The majority of these studies used an ordinary 
least squares estimation method. 
computationally burdensome nonlinear method such as the one proposed by 
Zellner and Geisel (1970).1 
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Because the lag is assumed to follow a geometric probability distribution, 
the mean value (Le., mean lag) is A/(l-A), and the variance of the lag 
will be AI(1~2). But of more interest is the duration of the interval 
to achieve a certain proportion of the effect, e.g., (0.9). This.has been 
shown (e.g., Parsons and Schultz (1976, p. 174)) to be: 
N < log (l-p)/log A (2.42) 
where N is the number of intervals 
P is the proportion of the total effect. 
Clarke (1976) investigated the length of the duration interval for 
advertising implied by 59 studies which assumed Koyck lags. 2 The results, 
which are given in Table 5, showed a marked increase in the implied duration 
interval as the data interval increases. This increase led Clarke to sus-
pect the estimates based on large data intervals were biased. 
The problem of data interval bias was confirmed further when it was 
noticed that different duration intervals were obtained from the same data 
sets. For example, Palda's (1964) study of advertising for Lydia Pinkham's 
vegetable compound estimated values of A equal to 0.390 from monthly data 
and a value of A equal to 0.628 from annual data giving 0.9 duration in-
tervals of 2.4 months and 59.4 months respectively. Support for studies 
IAn exception is the recent study by Weiss and Windal (1980). 
2peles (1979) criticizes Clarke for interpreting the model used in 
his study as a simple Koyck model. See also Clarke (1979) for a 
reply. A more serious criticism, however, is that majority of the 
studies in Clarke's survey used ordinary least square estimation 
which leads to inconsistent estimates. 
Data Interval 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Bimonthly 
Quarterly 
Annual 
TABLE 2.1 
Data Interval and Average Implied 
Duration Interval 
Average o. 9 Duration 
Value Interval in 
forA Months 
.537 0.9 
.440 3.0 
.493 9.0 . 
.599 25.1 
.560 56.1 
Number of 
Observations 
2 
10 
10 
10 
27 
Adapted fram Clarke (1976, Table 2, p. 351). 
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using shorter data intervals was provided by Clarke, who compared the 
results of studies which compared models to direct lags in the Koyck model. 
To formally test for data interval bias, Clarke suggested testing 
the current effects hypothesis, "that the cumulative effect attributable 
to advertising is shorter than the data interval," as an alternative to 
the Koyck hypothesis. A recent study by Weiss and Windal (1980), however, 
has demonstrated the need for a more generalized testing procedure, which 
also includes several other plausible cumulative effects models. This 
generalised procedure for testing the cumulative versus current advertis-
ing effects hypothesis is outlined later in this section. 
Extensions to the Koyek model. The geometric lag model is a special case 
of a family of polynomial lag models which allow for considerable flexi-
bility in shape. The structure of the reduced forms of these models is: l 
(2.43) 
Studies by Lambin (1972), Montgomery and Silk (1972) and Bass and 
Clarke (1972) explored some of the more complex shapes. In the Bass and 
Clarke study, six models were tested with the follow~ng combinations: 
m = 1, 2, 3 and n = 1, 2, which allowed for a number of nonmonotonic lag 
. 
structures and pretty well exhausted the range of distributed lag models 
which was reasonable or practical to consider. The six models were 
Irhis general structure was first suggested by Jorgenson (1966) and 
is referred to as the rational lag structure. 
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estimated from monthly data using ordinary least squares maximum likelihood 
methods. 1 Two testing procedures were then used to discriminate between 
the models. These were: 
1) Parameter (predictive) tests - the models' parameter estimates 
were tested for consistency with the restrictions implied by 
the structural models. 
2) Analysis of residual variance - likelihood ratio test between 
nested alternative models. 
The results of these tests led the authors to conclude that the non-
monotonic decay functions were more consistent with the evidence than the 
Koyck model when the data interval is small. 
There are many alternate ways of allowing for a non-monotonic lag 
structure, apart from models suggested by Bass and Clarke (1972). App1i-
cations of these in the marketing area include: the use of the Pascal 
distribution (negative binomial distribution) by ~mnn (1975) and Bu1tez 
and Naert (1977), the use of polynomial approximations to estimate a direct 
lag structure by Yon and Mount (1975), the use of a ratchet model by Parsons 
(1976), and the exploration of time series methods by Helmer and Johansson 
(1977), Hanssens (1980) and Moriarty and Sa1aman (1980). 
Non-homogeneous sales ~unctions. A recent article by Jagpa1, Sudit and 
Vinod (1979) explored the use of mu1tip1ica~ive and non-homogeneous ~) 
models. The general form of this structure is: 
k k k 
log Y t :::: bO + E bs logAt _s + E E bsr log At -s log At -r + ut s=O s=O r=O 
lrhe OLS estimates of the models were inconsistent of the disturbance 
unless very strong assumptions were made about the form tenus. Henc( 
a maximum likelihood methods was used (see Bass and C1ar~ 
1972, p. 307-8). 
s, r = 0, 1, •.. , k 
t = 1, ... , T 
According to them, the advantages this structure had over the linear and 
log linear distributed lag forms were that it explicitly allowed for: 
1) a flexible pattern of intertemporal interdependence among ad-
vertising outlays 
2) variable returns on advertising 
3) testing of alternative hypotheses regarding the marginal 
effectiveness of advertising, both past and present. 
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A number of MNH models were estimated using the Lydia Pinkham monthly 
data (1954 - 1960) and the results were compared ,.nth the traditional linear 
and log linear distributed lag models. The results showed that an MNH 
model with a maximum lag of three periods provided the "best" fit, 1 and 
was clearly superior to the homogeneous formulations. But because the 
article failed to report tests for multicollinearity and autocorrelation • 
the authors' conclusions are somewhat suspect. 
More than one explanatory variable with carryover effects. The geometric 
lag model and the other models which have been discussed can be extended 
to include explanatory variables other than advertising which have carry-
over effects. Unless it is assumed all the variables have the same decay 
rates, however, the reduced forms of the models have complex error tenns 
and hence are difficult to estimate. For example, the Peles (1971) study 
which assumed two variables with different geometric lags, used a reduced 
form equation which had a very complex parameter and error structure. 
lU· th .. f-R2 slng e crlterla 0 • 
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2.3.3 Imp lici t Carryover· Effects Mooels 
This group of models does not explicitly hypothesize carryover effects, 
but by assuming current sales depend on the previous periods sales, it 
implies current sales are indirectly a function of the previous period's 
advertising and other marketing decision variables. Thus, marketing 
mix carryover effects are an impliCit property of these models. 
The partial adjustment model which has been the most commonly used 
implicit carryover effects model derives a reduced form equation from 
1 . 1 F h· th . f h I" 1. h two structura equatlons. . or t e J equatlon 0 t e lnear mar.l\..et s are 
model the two equations are: 
where ~jt is the response if there are no carryover effects. 
* mOt - mOt 1 = (l-y.) (m. t - m· t 1) J J- J J J-
where 0 ~ Yj ~ 1. 
Yj is called the partial adjustment coefficient and can be thought 
of as representing the inertia of brand j which has a dampening effect 
on current response. By substituting (2.45) in (2.46) we obtain 
k *z 
m· t = (l-y.) b ~ + {1-y.) L b-;. 1. + y.m· t 1+ (l-y.) UO t J J oJ . J l= 1 (; J J t J J - J J 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
None of the marketing studies cited which have used a partial adjust-
ment process (e.g., Schultz, (1971), Beckwith (1972), Clarke (1973), Wildt 
(1974), Weiss and Windal (1980) and Naert and Weverbergh (1981)) have 
Irhe partial adjustment model was first used by Nerlove (1956). This 
description is based on that by Johnston (1972, p. 300). 
derived the reduced form fram the structural form of the model. This 
makes it unclear whether these authors have considered its source. 
Recent support for the partial adjustment model was shown by Bass 
and Pilon (1980) who derived an equation form fram an individual brand 
choice model which is consistent with the reduced form of the partial ad-
justment model. 1 
Another model whose reduced form implied carryover effects was the 
first order autoregressive model; 2 
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k *Z 
m't = b ,+ E bZ' IJ't + u' t J ~ Z=l J J 
(2.48) 
By lagging (2.48), multiplying it by Pj and then subtracting it from (2.48) 
we obtain: 
(2.49) 
It is important to note the similarities of the reduced forms of the 
Koyck, partial adjustment and first order autoregressive models. For ex-
ample, if advertising is the only explanatory variable, then the only 
difference between the Koyck and partial adjustment models is that the Koyck 
model has a more complex disturbance term. Likewise, the only difference 
between the first order autoregressive model, and the partial adjustment model 
is the lagged advertising term. 
lStrictly speaking, the empirical studies models and the Bass and Pilon 
(1980) derivation are not the same as the reduced form of the partial 
adjustment model because their parameters struculres differ slightly. 
Barnes and Wildt (1980, p. 295) call the reduced form of the partial 
adjustment model the inertia model if no reference is made about the 
structural form. 
2This model was referred to in the previous section. 
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As was mentioned in the previous section, the study by Weiss and Windal 
(1980) demonstrated a generalized testing procedure to help distinguish 
between the models. 1 The study included six models: 
1) Current effects (i.e., no carryover effects). 
2) Current effect/first order autoregressive 
3) Geometric lag for advertising. 
4) Geometric lag/autoregressive. 
5) Partial adjustment. 
6) Partial adjustment/autoregressive. 
These models were estimated from the annual Lydia Pinkham data using 
ordinary least squares and a variety of non-linear methods. 2 In order to 
discriminate between the models, they were nested within each other and 
likelihood ratio tests were performed. The nested alternatives to the 
partial adjustment autoregressive model constitute the partial adjustment, 
the current effects autoregressive and the current effects models, while 
the nested alternatives to the geometric lag autoregressive model constitute 
the current effects autoregressive, current effects, partial adjustment and 
geometric lag models. The results showed the partial adjustment autoregres-
sive model to best "fit" the data. 
2~3.4 Summary and Conclusions 
This section has contrasted two different approaches used to model 
composite carryover effec~s. The first approach made explicit assumptions 
Irbis article brings together the results of the previous studies by 
Houston and Weiss (1975) and Weiss, Houston and Windal (1978). 
2Nonlinear least squares procedures were used for estimating the parametE 
of the partial adjustment model, its autoregressive extension and the 
current effects autoregressive model while the geometric lag model ane 
its autoregressive extension were estimated by a method suggested by 
Zellner and Geisel (1970). 
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about the carryover effects of advertising and other marketing variables, 
while the second treated carryover effects implicitly by including a lagged 
dependent variable as an explanatory variable. Thus, current sales are 
indirectly a function of the previous periods' marketing effort Which in-
cludes all the marketing mix variables. 
Explicit carryover effects models. The majority of these studies assumed 
advertising had a geometric decay and, by means of the Kayck transformation, 
arrived at a manageable reduced form model. Other studies included more 
than one explanatory variable with a geometric decay function, different 
lag structures including non-monotonic decay functions and explored inter-
temporal dependence between lagged advertising variables. As could be 
expected, these more elaborate structures led to reduced forms with complex 
parameter and error structures which made estimation more difficult, es-
pecially when the number of data intervals was small. The author wonders 
whether the attempt to gain added realism is worth the trouble if it cannot 
be determined with any accuracy. 
Implicit carryover effects models. Most of the studies which used implicit 
carryover effects models simply included a lagged dependent variable on 
the right-hand-side of the market share equation and referred to this as a 
partial adjustment model without referring to the source of the reduced 
form equation. Recent support for this type of model came from Bass and 
Pilon (1980), who showed how the market share partial adjustment model 
could be derived from an individual stochastic brand choice model. 
Distinguishing between models. The problem of distinguishing between ex-
plicit and implicit carryover effects is complicated by two factors. First, 
the reduced forms of these models are often similar, which means a number of 
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models may fit the same data set equally well. Second, in many cases 
there is little a priori reason to support or reject any particular model. 
Despite these two problems, the majority of studies cited in the review, 
failed to test their models against alternative specifications and in many 
cases used estimation methods which lead to inconsistent results. l 
The review cited studies by Bass and Clarke (1972) and Weiss and 
Windal (1980) which provided methodologies that help distinguish between 
carryover effects models. Both studies used generalized testing procedures 
which took advantage of the nesting relationships between the combinations 
of plausible models. While the Weiss and Windal methodology relied solely 
on likelihood ratio tests to distinguish between models, the Bass and Clarke 
methodology also included parameter (predictive) tests. The approach suggestec 
by these studies provides a sound basis for methodology to be used in this 
study. 
le.g. Use ordinary_least squares to estimate Koyck models. 
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rnAP1ER3 
Data 
3.1 Introduction 
The three New Zealand markets fram which data was collected are: 
Market 1 Chocolate Buscuits 
Market 2 Liquid Dishwashing Detergents 
Market 3 Toothpaste 
First, the extent to which each market conformed to the conditions in 
the study objective is assessed: l 
1. Frequently purchased, low cost consumer products. 
The 'retail prices for all the products were in the $1 - $3 range and 
a large proportion of households purchased the products at 
least once every two months. 
2. Few brands with the maj ori ty of the market share. 
Market 1 had three proprietary brands which held over 95 percent of 
the market share while market 2 had six propri~tary brands holding over 
70 percent of the market share and market 3 had seven proprietary brands 
holding over 95 percent.of the market share. 
3. Product class sales at the maturity stage of the product life 
cycle. 
The products were well established with no major product changes during 
the study period. 'While Market 2' s annual sales remained relatively stable, 
lOther considerations in choosing the markets were that there was 
adequate data available and the companies supplying the data were 
particularly interested in the markets. 
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Market 1 had a decline in sales. This decline was associated with an increase 
in Market Its price relative to the substitute products from other markets. 
Market 3 had a gradual increase in sales. (See Table 3.1). 
TABlE 3.1 
Annual Sales in Markets 1, 2, and 3 
Market 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1 
tOIUles 
4,214 
4,148 
3,599 
2,911 
2,123a 
a For first eight months. 
2 
tonnes 
7,380 
7,561 
7,936 
7,528 
7,206a 
Source: Nielsen Data Service. 
3 
tormes 
1,058 
1,096 
1,157 
1,175 
869a 
4. A high level of marketing effort for competing brands. 
Most of the brands in the three markets were supported with a high 
level of marketing effort which resulted in a high standard of packaging, 
instore display, retail coverage and retail backup by sales representatives. 
The TV advertsiing expenditure sales ratios for the three markets ranged 
between 2 and 10 percent. l (See Table 3.2) 
lVirtually all of the advertising for the three products was on 
television. 
TABLE 3.2 
Television Advertising Expenditure to Sales Ratios 
Market 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1 
% 
1.6 
2.5 
2.3 
2.4 
lola 
2 
% 
3.4 
5.9 
3.5 
4.2 
5.0a 
a For first 8 months. 
Source: Hunter Analysis. 
3 
% 
9.2 
6.9 
7.7 
10.3 
9.Sa 
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Thus it can be concluded the three markets meet with the four conditions 
in the study objective. 
The next three sections discuss each market in detail and the 
final section draws 
in three markets. 
3.2 Market 1 
conclusions about the similarities and differences 
Industry Sales. Over the period 1975 to 1979 there has been a decline 
in the sales (by volume) of biscuits on the New Zealand market with a marked 
decline in sales of enrobed biscuits (see Table 3.3). 
TABLE 3.3 
Biscuit Sales 
All Biscuits (000 tonnes) 
Enrobed Biscuits (000 tonnes) 
a For first 8 months. 
Source: Nielson Data Service. 
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979a Change 1 
1975-79 
20.2 19.6 18.8 18.4 12.6 -38% 
4.2 4.1 3.6 2.9 2.1 - -50% 
The decline in sales was associated with large increases in retail 
prices with the greatest increases being in the price for fully enrobed 
biscuits (see Table 3.4). 
TABLE 3.4 
Average Retail Prices 
1975 
All biscui ts $1. 55b 
Fully enrobed $2.03 
Partially enrobed $1. 79 
Consumer Price Index 
a For first eight months. 
b Price per kilo. 
Source: Nie lsen Data Service. 
1976 
$1.80 
$2.39 
$2.16 
for Biscuits 
1977 1978 1979a Change 
1975-79 
$2.07 $2.32 $2.51 62% 
$2.79 $3.47 $3.79 87% 
$2.79 $2.96 $3.23 80% 
82% 
• 
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lEnrobecl biscuits show marked seasonality in their sales with sales being 
highest in May-August and lowest in January-February. Here the 
estimate of change was adjusted accordingly. 
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Market Shares. The enrobed biscuit market was dominated.by three· 
companies whose sales make up over 99 percent of the market.. The market lead-
er Canpany A (Brand A) 1 had an average market share of 55 percent (by value), 
followed by Company C (Brand C) having an average share of 33 percent and 
CompanyB (Brand B) with a share of 12 percent. While the positions of 
the three companies did not change in the period 1975 to 1979, there were 
noticeable variations in the companies' shares.· In the last two years 
Company A increased its share at the expense of both competitors' shares. 
TABLE 3.5 
Market Shares in Market 1 
Brand A Brand ·C Brand B 
% % % 
a) Average for 
1975 52.3 29.3 18.2 
1976 54.2 34.0 11. 7 
1977 . 50.5 35.6 13.8 
1978 56.5 34.3 9.1 
1979a 60.4 32.7 6.9 
b) Average 1975-79 54.7 33.2 12.0 
. c) Highest 61.1 36.3 19.4 
d) Lowest 46.6 24.7 4.5 
a For the first eight months only. 
Source: Nielsen Data Service. 
Irhe companies names were used as brand names. 
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Product Lines. Brand C had a greater number of items in its line for 
fully enrobed biscuits while Brand A had a greater number of. partially en-
robed varieties. 
TABIE 3.6 
Number of Varieties in Product Lines in Market 1 
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
a) Partially Enrobed 
Brand A 
Brand B 
Brand C 
b) Fully Enrobed 
Brand A 
Brand B 
Brand C 
10 
'3 
7 
7 
4 
11 
Sources: Company Price Lists. 
9 
3 
8 
9 
3 
10 
8 
Z 
11 
8 
.4 
11 
9 
,3 
10 
6 
2 
12 
9 
2 
5 
6 
1 
9 
Price'Competition. There were only small fluctuations in prices 
with none of the companies' average retail prices for the product line moving 
more than 5 percent away from the market's bi-monthly average. The following 
table gives the relative p'ricesl for the product lines. 
lRelative Price = Average Price for Company Product Line 
Average Price for Market 
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TABIE 3.7 
Relative Prices in Market 1 
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
a) Partially Enrobed 
Brand A 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 
Brand C 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 
Brand B 0.91 0.99 0.96 0.95 0.98 
b) Fully·Enrobed 
Brand A 1.06 1.04 1.05 1.08 1. 06 
Brand C 1. 06 1.05 1.06 1.07 1. 07 
Brand 13 1.05 1.08 1. 07 1.12 1.03 
\ 
Source: Nielsen Data Service. 
Retail Availability. Both Brand A and Brand C had a very high level 
of retail coverage for both fully and partially enrobed biscuits. Brand 
B's coverage declined over the period especially for fully enrobed biscuits. 
TABLE 3.8 
Retail Coverage in Market 1 
a) Fully Enrobed 
Brand A 
Brand C 
Brand B 
b) Partially Enrobed 
Brand A 
Brand C 
Brand B 
1975 
% 
99 
96 
86 
98 
95 
90 
Source: Nielsen Data Service. 
1976 
% 
100 
98 
78 
91 
93 
93 
1977 
99 
97 
70 
99 
93 
95 
1978 
99 
97 
Sl 
98 
93 
88 
1979 
100 
99 
S3 
100 
95 
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Advertising. The majority of media advertising was on television. 
Both Brand A and Brand C were advertised on television for nearly all' 
5S 
of the bi-monthly periods while Brand B was only advertised in four of the 
bi-monthly periods. I 
l~1edia advertising is distinguished from retail price advertising which 
is done mainly in local newspapers. Unfortunately data was not 
available for this. 
TABLE 3.9 
TV Advertising in Market 1 
1975 1976 1977 1978 19791 
a) Share of TV Advertising 
Expendi ture 
Brand A 60.3 84.2 69.7 84.5 36.0 
Brand C 23.0 15.8 20.0 15.5 64.0 
Brand B 16.7 0.9 10.3 0.0 0.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
b) Coverage (proportion of 
the bi-month1y periods) 
Brand A 6/6 6/6 6/6 5/6. 1/4 
Brand C 4/6 5/6 5/6 2/6 2/4 
Brand B 1/6 0/6 3/6 0/6 0/4 
IPor the first eight months only. 
Source: Hunter Analysis. 
Other Ponns of Promotion. Apart from media advertising, a range of 
other forms of promotion may have influenced the competing firms' market 
share. These include: 
(i) Consumer directed promotion, e.g. tie-ins with other products, 
cents off deals. 
(ii) Trade-directed promotion, e.g. trade presentations, group 
cooperative advertsiing resulting in local retail price ad-
vertising in newspapers, mail advertising and point of sale 
promotion. 
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(iii). . Generic promotion of company, e. g. competitions,· generic 
promotion of company's name and all of company's products. 
Unfortunately, bi-monthly data was not available for these factors 
for the three companies. 
3.3 Market 2 - Liquid Dishwashing Detergents 
Industry Sales. Over the period there was little variation in 
total sales (by quantity) either annually or on a seasonal basis. 
Brands. The New Zealand market had two companies marketing 
proprietary brands, with company A marketing· two brands and company B 
marketing four brands. There were also a number of non-proprietary 
brands marketed mainly in the bulk packs. 
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The following table lists the brands, their package sizes and special 
characteristics. 
TABLE 3.10 
Brands in Market 2 
Canpany Brand Sizes Characteristics 
A Al Small, medium lligh strength reduced slightly 
in February 1977. 
A2 Small. medium Lemon additives. medium strenth. 
large 
B BI Small, medium Pink and mint addi ti ves, medium 
strength. 
B2 Small, medium Medium strength. 
large 
B3 Sachet Concentrate. 
B4 Small. medium Lemon additive, medium strength. 
Non -proprietary C Large LcrI.,r strenth. 
brands 
Approximately half the sales (by volume) were in large packages and 
about half of these sales were in lower strength non-proprietary brands. 
However, recently the non-proprietary brands share has declined. 
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Brand Share. Brand A2 was a clear market leader with an average share 
of 48 percent (by value). Second was Brand B2 with an average share of 
16 percent, followed by brands AI, Bl and B4. While A2's share remained 
relatively stable over the period, other brands' shares showed noticeable 
variations, with B2 showing a steady increase at the expense of the other 
brands. 
TABLE 3.11 
Brand Shares in Market 2 
Brand Al A2 Bl B2 B3 B4 C 
% % % % % % % 
a. Average for: 
1975 13 .3 46.7 7.9 10.6 3.8 4.0 14.7 
1976 12.8 48.2 5.3 11.3 4.2 3.3 14.9 
1977 11.1 48.1 4.2 15.8 3.6 2.0 15.2 
1978 11.6 49.1 2.5 20.6 2.7 0.9 13.2 
1979a 10.9 49.7 4.0 21. 5 1.9 0.2 11.8 
b. Average 1975-79 11.9 48.2 4.9 15.6 3.2 1.9 14.3 
c. Highest 15.2 50.7 9.6 24.0 4.8 4.4 17.4 
d. Lowest 10.3 44.5 1.1 9.6 1.7 0.0 10.7 
~or the first eight months only. 
Source: Nielsen Data Service. 
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Price Cempetition .. Apart frem the decline in the price of BrandAl, 
relative prices for the different brands remained cemparatively stable 
(see Table 3.12). Retail price ccmpetition (i.e. specials) resulted 
in small fluctuations in bi-monthly prices. 
TABLE 3.12 
Relative Prices in Market 2· 
Brand Al A2 Bl B2 B3 B4 C 
a. Average for: 
1975 1. 71 1.29 1.42 1.39 0.35 1.42 0.53 
1976 1.65 1.27 1.34 1.39 0.37 1. 39 0.53 
1977 1.53 1. 27 1.43 1.33 0.36 1.41 0.55 
1978 1.46 1. 23 1.33 1. 24 0.38 1.33 0.50 
1979a 1.45 1. 21 1.19 ·1.21 0.37 1. 26 0.47 
b. Average 1975-79 1.57 1.26 1.35 1. 32 0.36 1.35 0.52 
c. Highest 1.77 1.34 1.49 1.46 0.39 1.46 0.57 
d. Lowest 1.44 1.19 1.17 1. 20 0.35 1. 20 0.45 
~or the first eight months only. 
Source: Nielsen Data Service. 
Retail Availability. Both of Company A's brands had a high level 
of retail coverage, while Company B's brands showed greater variations 
with marked decline in coverage for B4. The non-proprietary (Brand C) 
coverage ranged between 80 and 90 percent. 
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TABLE 3.13 
Retai 1 Coverage in Market 2 
Brand Al A2 B1 B2 B3 B4 C 
% % % % % % % 
a. Average for: 
1975 99 97 95 91 68 80 86 
1976 93 97 89 92 73 79 86 
1977 96 93 86 79 73 70 84 
1978 98 92 50 79 71 43 83 
1979a 99 100 84 99 75 5 90 
b. Average 1975-79 96 96 81 87 72 55 86 
c. Highest 100 100 97 100 77 83 90 
d. Lowest 92 93 29 74 51 2 80 
~or the first eight months only. 
Source: Nielsen Data Service. 
Advertising. Virtually all of the media advertising was on television. 
Brands A2 and B2 were advertised for the majority of the bi-monthly periods 
while there were marked variations for· the other brands. Both A2 and B2's 
advertising shares exceeded their brand shares. 
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TABLE 3.14 
1V Advertising in Market 2 
a) Share of 1V Advertising b) ~..TIl-.&.SLlJ?roportion 
Expendi ture "'" of bimonth~ ~eriods) 
AI A2 Bl B2 B3 B4 Al A2 Bl B2 B3 B4 
l'< 
0 % % % % % 
1975 9.9 53.8 9.5 20.3 6.5 0.0 2/6 6/6 5/6 6/6 4/4 0/6 
1976 20.9 48.4 6.4 13.1 2.7 8.5 4/6 6/6 4/6 5/6 2/6 4/6 
1977 19.4 51.9 0.0 20.0 2.7 5.9 3/6 6/6 6/6 5/6 1/6 3/6 
1978 18.6 55.4 2.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 5/6 6/6 1/6 4/6 0/6 0/6 
1979a 16.7 57.4 6.4 19.4 0.0 0.0 4/4 4/4 3/4 4/4 0/4 0/4 
Bpor the first eight months only. 
Source: Hunter Analysis. 
Other Fonns of Promotion. Apart from 1V advertising, a range of other 
fonns of promotion may have influenced the competing brands share of the 
market. These include: 
(i) Consumer-directed price promotion, e.g. cents-off deals 
with price marked packages, and coupons (this would reflect 
in the average retail price for the brand). 
(ii) Trade-directed promotion, e.g. group cooperative advertising 
resulting in local price advertising in newspapers, direct 
mail, point of sale promotion. 
Unfortunately, bi-monthly data was not available for these. 
·3.4 Market 3 - Toothpaste 
Industry Sales. As is indicated in Table '3.1 there was a gradual 
increase in sales volume over the period. Except for lower sales in 
January and February, there was little seasonal variation. 
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Brands. The market had four canpanies which with their seven brands 
held over 95 percent of the market share. Canpany B had three brands which 
together held 40 percent of the market share while Company A had two brands 
and Canpanies C and D one brand each. 
The following table lists the brands, the number of packages, sizes, 
and the target market segments. 
Company Brand 
A Al 
A2 
B Bl 
B2 
B3 
C C 
D D 
TABLE 3.15 
Brands in Market 3 
Sizes Target Market Segment 
2 A 
2 B 
3 A 
2 B 
2 B 
2 A&B 
2 A 
Brand Share. Brand C was the clear market leader, increasing its 
share fran 25 to 36 percent over the study period. Second was Brand B2, 
wi th its share fluctuating around 20 percent, followed by Brands Al and 
Bl with shares between 10 and 15 percent, Brand D with 5 to 10 percent, 
and finally Brand B3 and A2 with less than 5 percent. 
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TABLE 3.16 
Brand Shares Market 3 
Brand Al A2 B1 B2 B3 C D 
% % % % % % % 
a) Average for: 
1976 15.2 5.7 10.4 23.9 3.4 26.2 9.4 
1977 15.0 4.2 13 .0 21.1 3.4 27.9 9.9 
1978 15.8 3.4 14.3 20.6 2.6 30.8 6.9 
1979 15.5 1.9 14.3 20.5 2.1 31.7 8.0 
1980a 16.7 1.5 14.3 20.5 1.8 32.5 8.3 
b) Average for 1975-79 15.6 3.3 13.2 21.2 2.7 29.8 8.5 
c) Highest 19.0 6.4 16.1 2.6.0 4.2 36.6 10.8 
d) Lowest 12.9 1.2 9.8 19.0 1.6 25.4 5.8 
~or first eight months. 
Source: Nielsen Data Service. 
Price Competition. The market was characterized by very little 
annual variation in the brands' relative prices. There were, however, 
small bi-month1y movements due to specials. 
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TABLE 3.17 
Relative Prices in Market 3 
Brand Al A2 Bl B2 B3 C D 
a) Average for: 
1976 1.00 1.01 1.04 1.01 1.06 1.04 0.95 
1977 1. 00 1.01 1.02 0.99 1.07 1.06 0.96 
1978 1.01 1.02 1.01 0.99 1.08 1.06 0.93 
1979 1.02 1.04 1.01 0.99 1.07 1.04 0.93 
1980a 1.02 1.04 1.01 0.99 1. 06 1. 03 0.94 
b) Average for 1975-79 1. 01 1.02 1.02 0.99 1.07 1. 05 0.94 
c) Highest 1.03 1.06 1.13 1. 03 1.10 1.07 1.00 
d) LotV"est 0.98 1.01 0.87 0.97 1.03 1. 04 0.91 
~or the first eight months only. 
Source: Nielsen Data Service. 
Retail availability. The period was characterized by an overall in-
crease in retail coverage for most brands with Brand C achieving 100 per-
cent coverage and brands AI, Bl and B2 achieving 99 percent and Brand D 
96 percent. The other two brands had a lot-ver level of coverage with Brand 
A2 's coverage declining to 57 percent. 
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TABLE 3.18 
Retail'Coverage in Market 3 
Brand Al A2 Bl B2 B3 C D 
% % % % !l: 0 !l: 0 % 
a) Average for: 
1976 93 83 80 98 66 96 94 
1977 93 82 88 96 76 92 92 
1978 95 79 92 98 75 98 91 
1979 96 66 97 98 73 99 95 
1980a 99 57 99 99 64 100 96 
b) Average for 1975-80a 95 73 91 98 71 97 93 
c) Highest 99 95 99 99 79 100 96 
d) Lowest 83 54 76 93 28 87 90 
3.por firs t eight months only. 
Source: Nielsen Data Service. 
Advertising. Virtually all the brand image advertising was on tele-
vision with the major brand advertising in all of the bi-monthly periods. 
Brand AI, B2 and C advertising shares tended to exceed their market shares 
while the other brands' market shares tended to be greater than their 
advertising shares. 
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TABLE 3.19 
'IV Advertising in Market 3 
Brand Al A2 B1 B2 B3 C D 
% % % % 9.: 0 % % 
a) Share of TV Advertising 
~ena:rture -
1976 20.8 7.4 22.8 14.2 4.6 30.2 0.0 
1977 22.0 3.5 22.0 18.3 1.1 33.1 0.0 
1978 25.4 0.0 19.6 16.4 1.0 36.5 0.9 
1979 20.4 0.0 20.4 15.8 0.0 37.7 5.7 
1980a 18.3 0.0 0.3 42.2 0.0 27.1 12.1 
b) Coverage (proportion of 
15i -montllIr Eeriods) 
1976 6/6 5/6 6/6 6/6 3/6 6/6 0/6 
1977 6/6 3/6 5/6 6/6 3/6 6/6 0/6 
1978 6/6 0/6 6/6 6/6 1/6 6/6 0/6 
1979 6/6 0/6 6/6 6/6 0/6 6/6 3/6 
1980 4/4 0/4 1/4 4/4 0/4 4/4 2/4 
<lpor the first eight months. 
Source: Hunter Analysis 
Other fonus of Promotion. As with the other two products, the brands 
in market 3 were also supported by other forms of consumer and trade 
directed promotion. Unfortunately, bi-month1y data was not available to 
quantify these influences. 
3.5 Conclusions 
The major differences between the markets were that market 3 had a 
greater number of companies and brands than markets 1 and 2 and higher 
advertising to sales ratios for its brands. There were also differences 
in the products with market l' s products being luxury i terns and markets 
2 and 3's products regarded as necessities. In addition, market l's 
brands had a larger number of i terns in their product lines. The price 
conpetition between brands in all three markets was similar as were the 
levels of retail coverage for brands. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 
Methodology 
This chapter describes the methodology used to compare the various 
market response models identified in Chapter 2. The null hypothesis 
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holds that more sophisticated models and estimation methods are not neces-
sarily better than simpler ones for the analysis of markets for frequently 
purchased branded goods using aggregate time series data. Data from the 
three markets described in Chapter 2 are used to test the hypothesis. 
Following the literature review, the methodology concentrates on two 
aspects of modelling market response: the comparison of basic market re-
sponse specifications (Stage I), and the comparison of models of carryover 
effects (Stage II). The methodology used in Stages I and II is outlined 
in six sections. Section 2 justifies the selection of market response and 
carryover effects models to be included while Section 3 outlines the methods 
used for evaluating the models. Since the market response models are funda-
mentally different from each other, they are evaluated informally using a 
broad set of criteria which relates to the way they are used in practice. 
In contrast, the carryover effect models are similar and therefore may be 
nested to allow a formal hypothesis testing approach. Section 4 contains 
the model specifications and derives their reduced forms while Section 5 
introduces the estimation methods employed. Section 6 outlines the pre-
liminary data analysis and model screening stages of the methodology. 
4.2 Model Choice 
4.2.1 Introduction. In specifying market response models, decisions 
must be made about: (1) the nature of the equation system, and (2) the 
form of the brand sales equations. Regarding the nature of the system of 
equations, relevant considerations include: 
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1) lVhether there should be a single brand sales equation (i.e., 
homogeneous response function) or multiple brand sales equations? 
2) Whether marketing decision making and product class sales equations 
should be included? 
Decisions about the form of the brand sales equation(s) focus on: 
1) Choice of basic model (i.e., market share, sales or intermediate 
response). 
2) Which explanatory variables to include? 
3) How to express competitive and marketing mix interactions (i.e., 
linear, multiplicative and attraction models)? 
4) How to express carryover effects? 
The remainder of this section discusses the selection of a set of models 
to be included in Stages I and II. The results of this choice are given 
in Figure 4.1. 
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FIGURE 4.1 
Choosing Between Market Response Models 
1. System of Equations· 
1.1 BrandSa~s Equations 
Single Eq-U-a-t-i-on---------------OR------Mu~ltiple Equations 
(Homogeneous Response (Different Response Functions 
Function for all Brands) for each Brand) 
1.2 Marketing Decision Making Equations 
. ~ 
No' OR Yes 
1.3 Product Class Sales Equation 
NO~R .Yes 
2. Form of Brand Sales Equation(s) 
2.1 Basic Model Type 
. ~~~--~------------
Market Share Sales Inte~ediate Response 
(Sales Relative to OR (Absolute OR (Consumer Behaviour 
Total r-.1arket Sales) Sales) Modelled Explicitly) 
2.2 Explanatory Variables 
(e.g., Price, Retail Coverage, Advertising, ProUuct Quality, etc.) 
2.3 Competitive and Marketing Mix Interactions 
~ .-~--~=====~==s_--------_ 
Linear Muii"itlicative At~action 
(Explanatory Variables (Also Allows for (Brands Market-
Expressed in Relative Terms) Interaction Be- ing Effort Rela-
tween Explanatory . tive to Com-
Variables) petitors) 
2.4 Carryover Effects ;j--" 
Explici t 
(Carryover Effects of Advertis.-
ing and Other Explanatory 
Variables Explicitly Stated) 
~licit 
(Carryover Effect of Market-
ing Mix Implicit) 
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k: 
4.2.2 Stage I 
The System. Separate brand sales equations are included for each brand, 
as it is unrealistic to assume all the brands to have the same response 
function. However, since the study is concerned with short term (bi-monthly) 
sales response, equations which determine the values of marketing decision 
variables are excluded. This is justified because when sales are used to 
determine the level of marketing decision variables, it is usually for 
longer periods,l For example, the size of this year's advertising budget 
may be based on last year's sales. The product class sales equation fran 
the market share models is excluded because it is unlikely product class 
sales will influence'market share when sales are at the maturity stage of 
the product life cycle. 
Market Share or Sales Models. Attention is restricted to market share 
models since this study is concerned with analysing a competitive market 
with a few brands holding the majority of the market share and because 
product class sales are relatively stable. Under these conditions, market 
share models have a clear advantage over sales models because they include 
only variables which influence the relative position of competing brands. 
Thus, less data is required, and the models can be estimated with greater 
precision due to the gain in the number of degrees of freedom usually from 
fewer explanatory variables. 
lIf competition between the competing brands is to be represented 
endogeneously then it is necessary to assume a block recursive sys-
tem of equations between brand sales and the level of marketing 
decision variables (e.g., Wildt, 1974). It is beyond the scope of 
the study to investigate this extension. 
Intermediate Response Models. An intermediate response model is in-
cluded because of the potential of this type of model to provide brand 
switching probabilities. 1 Leeflang's (1974) model is chosen because it 
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was the most comprehensive model cited in the review, having been developed 
to analyse a market in which there were a number of competing brands and 
a number of explanatory variables. 
Which Explanatory Variables? Price, retail coverage and advertising 
expenditure are chosen as explanatory variables as these were the main 
sources of brand competition. (See Chapter 3). 
Competi tive and Marketing ~1ix Interactions. The three functional 
forms wh~ch are commonly used to capture competitive and marketing mix 
interactions are included. These are the linear, nultiplicative and attrac-
tion models. 2 
Carryover Effects. Carryover effects are assllllled implicitly by using 
a partial adjustment model. Stage II investigates the limitations of this 
as SlllllP ti on. 
Thus, Stage I involves comparing four multiple equation market response . 
models, i.e.: 
1. Linear market share partial adjustment. 
2. Multiplicative market share partial adjustment. 
3. Attraction partial adjustment. 
4. Intermediate response. 
Section 4.4. discusses the estimation methods to be used. 
lGivon and Horsky (1978) question the value of information about 
aggregate brand switching probabilities. 
Zrhe inclusion of these three models makes the study comparable with 
the comparative study by Naert and Weverbergh (1981). 
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4.2.3 Stage II 
The objective of Stage II is to test the partial adjustment model 
against other plausible implicit and explicit carryover effects models. 
To achieve this, the author follows Weiss and Winda1 (1980). Three basic 
models - partial adjustment, first order autoregressive and geometric ad-
vertising lag and various combinations of these models provide an adequate 
basis for the test. 
The six models included are: 
l. Partial adjustment 
2. Partial adjustment autoregressive 
3. Current effects (no carryover) 
4. wrrent effects autoregressive 
5. Geometric advertising lag 
6. Geometric advertising lag partial adjustment 
The autoregressive alternatives for 5 and 6 are initially excluded because 
of estimation difficulties. The linear form of the market share model 
in Stage I is used. 
4.3 Model Evaluation 
4.3.1 Introduction. The problems being investigated in Stages I and II 
require different approaches to model evaluation. In Stage I the problem 
is to choose between four fundamentally different models, while in Stage II 
the problem is to discriminate between six similar models. 
For Stage I, model evaluation relies on an informal approach which 
uses a broad set of criteria which follow what Dhrymes., et. al. (1972) have 
called a process of "Sherlock Holmes inference": 
" a process of data analysis in which Sherlock Hanes, 
the econometrician, weaves together all the bits of 
evidence into a plausible story. In this view, it is 
taken as axiomatic that the process being modelled is 
far too complicated and the data available too weak to 
be able to specify and implement a structurally and 
behaviourally sound representation. Such notions as 
parametric hypothesis testing, best linear unbiased 
estimators, and the like are then wholly irrelevant, if 
not dangerously misleading. Nearly all that remains is 
a series of evaluative measurements specified in the 
light of particular uses to which it is desired to put 
the mode 1. .. II 
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The criteria to evaluate the four models in Stage I are grouped into three 
categories: descriptive, predictive and managerial. The descriptive 
criteria are relevant when the model is to be used to analyse market re-
sponse (i.e., obtain measures of market response to the marketing variables), 
while the predictive criteria are .relevant when the model is used for short 
term forecasting and the managerial criteria assess the likelihood of the 
models being accepted and used by marketing managers. l 
In contrast, model evaluation in Stage II follow a formal approach 
involving hypotheses testing. The approach takes advantage of the nesting 
relationships between the models by using likelihood ratio and parameter 
tests. 
Prior to the evaluation of the models in both stages, they are subj ect 
to tests for specification errors face validity and the logical consistency 
of the parameter estimates. These tests are outlined in the final section 
of this chapter. 
First, the descriptive, predictive and managerial criteria to be used 
in Stage I are reviewed, then the tests to discriminate between the models 
in Stage II are outlined. 
lparsons and Schultz (1976, Ch. 11) and Naert and Leeflang (1978, 
Chs. 13, 14) refer to managerial criteria as organizational criteria. 
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4. 3 . 2 Stage I 
Descriptive Criteria. The descriptive properties of the model can be 
judged by the overall "goodness of fit" and the precision or reliability 
of the parameter estimates. 
1. Goodness of Fit. "Goodness of fit" measures indicate the degree 
to which fluctuations in the dependent variable are explained by the model. 
The most commonly used measure is the coefficient of variation R2: 
E &t-Y) 
2 
R2 = explained variation = (4.1) 
total variation E(y
t
-y)2 
T 
where Y = E Yt/T 
t=l 
Yt = the actual value of the dependent variable in period t and 
'" 
Yt = the predicted value of the dependent variable in period t. 
When comparing models with different numbers of explanatory variables 
and/or observation it is necessary to adjust the coefficient of variation 
for the number of degrees of freedom: 
. -2 2 k-1 2 l.e., R = R . -T-J( (l-R ) (4.2) 
where T the number of. observations 
and k = the number of explanatory variables. 
Because R2 and R2 are only useful measures when comparing results 
from similar regressions with the same dependent variable to compare the 
log linear (multiplicative) models, it is necessary to make antilog con-
versions before calculating R2. Conversions are also necessary to compare 
the attraction model. 
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2. Precision of the estimates. The reliability or precision of the 
estimated model can be judged by examining the standard errors of the 
estimates. The two most commonly used tests are the t and F tests, both 
of which apply to linear equation models with normally distributed error 
terms. The t test examines the significance of the individual parameter 
estimates while the F test examines the significance of the entire relation-
ship. 
t test - It can be shown that: 
A 
b.,. - b.,. 
"J "J 
A 
Vb -
Z,j 
n ~-k 
where bz, ~ the parameter for the Z,th explanatory variable 
(4.3) 
bz, = the estimate of the parameter for the Z,th explanatory variable 
and ~-k is a t distribution with T-k degrees of freedom. 
Further, if bz,. is set to zero then the estimated coefficients can 
J . 
be tested to see whether they are significantly greater than or less than 
A A 
zero. The ratio of bz,j/vbz'. is referred to as the t statistic. 
J 
F test - It can also be shown that for the null hypothesis the independent 
variables of the model have no explanatory power at all: 
i.e., blj = b2j = 
the ratio 
re ression sum of squares/k-l n F (4.4) 
error sum 0 squares T- k-I,T-k 
where Fk-I;T-k is an F distribution with k-l,T-k degrees of freedom. This 
ratio referred to as the F statistic. The F test is also used to test 
linear restrictions in a system of market share equations. Appendix I pro-
vides details about this test. 
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Predictive Criteria. While most empirical studies using market re-
sponse models have given adequate consideration to the face validity and 
descriptive properties of their models, little attention has been given 
to predictive properties. 1 An examination of the predictive properties of 
"candidate" models is particularly important in this study because fore-
casting is one of the major uses for the models. 
In order to assess the forecasting ability of the models, the last 
year (six periods) of data are "held back" and the first 22 periods are 
used for estimation. 2 The predicted values for the hold-out sample are 
then compared with the actual values. The six periods for the hold-out 
sample were chosen because they coincide with the annual planning period, 
which means they are likely to be re-estimated annually, especially if 
the model is used for short term forecasting. 
A ntnnber of "goodness of fi ttl measures can be used to evaluate the. 
predictive power of the market share equations. These include: 3 
1. Absolute Errors - mean error, mean absolute error, root mean 
squared error. 
2. Relative Errors - Theil's Inequality Coefficients. 
3. Error Decompositions - bias and other forecast errors. 
4. Tracking Measures - number of turning points missed or falsely 
predicted. 
5. Comparative Errors comparison with "naive" time series forecasts. 
- comparison with "judgemental" consensus and 
other non-econometric forecasts. 
IAn exception is a recent study by Naert and Weverbergh (1981). 
2Ideally new data should have been used for the hold-out sample. For 
example, the Naert and Weverbergh (1981) study used 20 quarterly ob-
servations to estimate their models and 15 quarterly observations 
in the hold-out sample. 
~his based on Dhrymes et al (1972), p. 314) summary of non-parametric 
measures for the evaluatIon-of econometric models. 
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This study examines the models' predictive power by comparing their 
relative errors. Attention is also to be given to the error decompositions 
and how the econometric models' predictive power compares with a number of 
simple time series models. Tracking measures are not included because fore-
casts are being limited to one period ahead. 
Theil's inequality coefficient (U) provides a useful measure of relative 
perfonnance. It can be defined as: 1 
P? (P t -At) 2/J " ~=T+l 1 
U = ------------~ (4.5) 
where P t = predicted value of the dependent variable in period t 
At = actual value of the dependent variable in period t 
and the model is estimated over periods 1, 2. . •• , T 
with period T+l, ... , T+h being the hold-back sample. 
It can be seen the closer U to a the better the prediction. This 
definition can easily be modified so it can be used to compare a system 
of market shares equations. 2 
i.e. , 
(4.6) 
2, :-z 
J
1 
~iln 
lSee Theil (1965, pp. 26-36). Several alternative definitions for this 
inequality which lead to different interpretations are found in the 
literature. However, regardless of the definition used, the numerator 
remains the same. 
2 . Naert and Weverbergh (1981, p. 148) also use a "system" measure. 
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The numerator, which when squared is the mean squared error (MSE), can 
be decomposed to distinguish between different types of prediction error. 
First of all the bias component (P-A) can be identified: 1 
Le., - A\2 2 MSE = (P-A) + Sp_A (4.7) 
2 and Sp-A' the variance of the predictor, can be further decomposed in two 
ways: 
2 2 2 
SF-A = Sp + SA - 2rSpSA 
2 = (Sp-SA) + 2(1-r)SpSA 
variance 
component 
covariance 
cornponent 
where S~ = the variance of the actual values 
s; = the variance of the predicted value 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
and r = the correlation between PandA. The alternative decomposition 
being: 
S~_A =(Sp - rsA)2+ (1-r2)S; (4.10) 
regression disturbance 
component component 
These decomposition can be expressed relative to the MSE. i.e.: 
_.l\1 __ (p - A) 2 __ 
LJ MSE bias proportion 
S (Sp-SA)2 
U = MSE = variance proportion 
C 2 (l-r)SrSA 
U = MSE = covariance proportion 
. . R (Sp-SA) 2 
and U = ~~E = regression proportion 
11'his section is based on Maddala (1977, p. 344-346). 
( 4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
( 4.14) 
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= disturbance proportion (4.15) 
where UM + If' + UC = Jf + UR + tP = 1. (4.16) 
A large value for Jf will indicate a serious problem because the 
average predicted change will deviate from the average actual change. 
Granger and Newbold (1973) argue UR and UD provide a more useful inter-
pretation than US and UC. This is because by regressing actual against 
predicted values, ie.: 
At=a+bPt 
Jf wi 11 be zero if a' = 0 and UR wi 11 be zero if b = O. Thus the optimal 
predictor will be one when Jf and UR tend to zero. Granger and Newbold 
also point out it is not possible to make a meaningful interpretation of 
US and UC. 
Two time series models are used as "bench marks" to compare the per-
formance of the econometric models: 
1. 
2. 
Naive mjt = mjt- l 
Annual Moving Average 
6 
mJ"t = L m"t_S/6 
S=l J 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
Managerial Criteria. The managerial criteria attempt to assess the 
likelihood that the models will be accepted and used by marketing managers. 
They differ from the descriptive and predictive criteria in that the 
literature provides few guidelines useful to the evaluation of market re-
sponse models. Only a recent study by Larrech6 and Montgomery (1977) which 
evaluated marketing decision models provides some guidance. This study 
surveyed groups of experienced researchers, asking them what they thought 
were the characteristics of marketing decision models which influenced their 
acceptance and use by marketing.managers. The characteristics, or dimensions, 
identified ln this study can be grouped into six categories. They are: 
1. Expected value of modei 
2. Initial costs of model 
3. Model structure 
4. Usage characteristics 
S. Usage context 
6. Validation history 
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These dimensions, when factor analysed, revealed two underlying dimensions 
which the authors interpreted as (1) Pragmatic simplicity, and (2) Long-run 
risk return. Further details about the six dimensions are given in Table 4.1. 
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TABLE 4.1 
Olaracteristics of Marketing Decision Models 
Influencing Likelihood of Acceptance 
Olaracteristic 
1. Expected Value 
2. Initial Costs 
3. Model Structure 
4. Usage Characteristics 
S. Usage Context 
6. Validation History 
Description 
How valuable the model is expected to be in 
a typical situation? i.e.-savings fram using 
model to help make faster/cheaper/better 
decisions 
- training value of model in providing a 
framework for making decisions. 
How expensive it will be to implement the model] 
i.e., purchase, development, adaption, and 
initial data gathering costs. 
How good the structure of the model is in 
terms of its acceptability to the user? ego 
simplicity canpleteness, adaptiveness, robustness." 
How easy it is to use the model? i.e., ease of 
communication, ease of control, input volume, 
response time, running costs. 
The extent to which the context in which the 
model is to be used favours its acceptability 
by marketing managers? i.e., problem area and 
its importance, frequency of use, number of 
users and 1evel(s) of user(s) in organization. 
How the model has been validated in the past? 
i.e., parameter and structure validation and 
history of successful use. 
Adapted from Larreche and Montgomery (1977, Table 2, p. 491). 
lThese characteristics were first suggested by Little (1970). For a 
discussion of these criteria in a more general context, see Little 
(1970), Urban (1974) and Naert and Leeflang (1978). 
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The Larreche and Montgomery characteristics are used to arrive at 
four criteria for evaluating the market response models in this study. 
They are: 
1. Information Value. 1 This critenonattempts to compare the expected 
value of information that the models provide. For market analysis 
the descriptive criteria of "goodness of fit" and precision of the 
estimators are used while for short term forecasting Theil~ 
inequality coefficient is used. 
2. Costs. This criterion takes into account the initial costs and 
usage characteristics of the models and estimators and concentrates 
on the differences in the computer programming and computational 
requirements for the different estimators and models. 
3. Acceptability of Structural Characteristics. These criteria of 
simplicity, campleteness, adaptiveness and robustness, take into 
account the structural characteristics in terms of their acceptabilit) 
to users. Table 4.2 elaborates how they apply to market response 
models. 
4. Past Performance. This criterion relates to the past performance 
of the models and estimators and uses the literature review 
(Chapter 2) as an input. 
In the final chapter of this thesis these four criteria are used to 
help draw conclusions about which models and estimators are suited to the 
two application areas of market analysis and short term forecasting. 
lMarket response models are not formally used in decision making so 
it is not possible to rate them according to the additional value of 
information they provide. All that can be done is to rank them using 
criteria which relate to the information they provide. 
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TABLE 4.2 
Managerial Criteria and the Structure 
of Market Response Models 
Criteria 
1. Models should be Simple 
2. Models should be built in 
an Evolutionary way 
3. Models should be Complete 
on important issues 
4. Models should be Adaptive 
5. Models should be Robust" 
Guidelines 
The number of variables should be kept to 
a workable level by: 
- clustering variables, e.g. aggregate 
competing brands 
- introducing relative variables~ e.g. 
advertising share rather than advertising 
expenditure and product class expenditure. 
A sequence of models should be introduced, 
starting with a simple model incorporating 
what the manager sees as the essential 
elements. As the manager gains experience 
with the model, he incorporates the addi-
tional elements that he sees to be missing. 
Models should incorporate all the essential 
elements of the problem, even it means 
including subjective judgements, e.g. 
competitive marketing mix interactions, 
carryover effects, and simultaneous relation-
ships. 
Models should be capable of being updated 
when new information becomes available, 
especially parameters, but also to a 
certain extent model structures. 
Users of the model should find the model 
unlikely to yield bad answers. Thus 
market shares should be greater than or 
equal to zero and sum to one. l 
lNaert and Btiltez (1973) and McGuire and Weiss (1976) establish properties 
that allow a market share model to meet these conditions. 
4.3.3 Stage II. Stage II takes advantage of the nesting relationships 
between the models by using likelihood ratio and parameter tests to 
discriminate between models. 
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The likelihood ratio test (e.g. Theil, 1971, pp. 98-100) involves 
examining the ratio (A) of likelihood functions of the restricted (nested) 
* model (i.e., L(8)) and the general model (i.e., L(e)) i.e.: 
* 
A = L(8) L[§) (4.19) 
It can be shown that under the null hypothesis (i.e., the restricted model 
is equivalent to general model), -2A1ogeA asymptopically has a chi-squared 
distribution with the number of degrees of freedom equal to the number of 
restrictions. Kendall and Stewart (1973, pp. 257-261) show the likelihood 
ratio test is equivalent to the following F test, i.e.: 
~2 2 
F - T-k o~ - &A - r (-\J~""2 ....;.8) (4.20) 
h A 2 were 0e * °e A 2 . and 0e are the least squares residual sum of squares for the 
general and restricted models. The restricted model is rejected if: 
F>F. Tk ex,r, - (4.21) 
where ex = the confidence interval, 
r = the number of restrictions, 
T = the number of observations, 
k = the number of explanatory variables in the general model. 
While the likelihood ratio test is a robust procedure for testing modelS, 
in some cases, it is not powerful enough. For example, Bass and Clark 
(1972, p. 305) were unable to discriminate between a number of advertising 
carryover effects models using these tests. 
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Parameter testing offers an alternate means to discriminate between 
nested models. For exan~le the two linear models: 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
can be nested into a general model: 
(4.24) 
Then if b2 = 0, we would reject the first model and if b3 = 0, we would 
reject the second mcxiel. While this approach may have greater discrimina-
tory power, it suffers from the limitations that only one parameter can 
be considered at a time and exact knowledge is needed about the distributions 
of the parameter estimates to perform statistical tests. 
4.4 Model Specification 
4.4.1 Introduction. This section specifies the models in Stages I and II 
and derives their final equation forms. The four models chosen to be in-
cluded in Stage I are the linear and multiplicative partial adjustment 
market share models, the extended attraction partial adjustment model and 
Leeflang's (1974) intermediate response model. In Stage II six linear 
market share models are specified with differing carryover effects assumptions 
1 Final equation forms are derived for j = 1, 2, .. " n-l of the n brands. 
Irhis implicitly assumes the nth equation acts as a balance equation thus 
insuring the market shares sum to one (see Beckwith, 1973, p. 341). 
The variables and notation used are: 
mjt = the market share (revenue) for brand j in period t. 
1ft = the value of the Zth marketing decision variable. 
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ift = the value of the Zth marketing detision variable expressed 
in relative terms. 
uj t = the random error term for the j th equation. 
Pjt = average retail price (per unit) for brand j in period t 
(divided by the consumer price index). 1 
Djt = average weighted retail coverage (%) for brand j in period t. 
Ajt = advertising expenditure for brand j in period t (divided 
by the consumer price index). 
* Pjt = Pjt/Pt where Pt = average retail price for product class 
where i, j 
in period t. 
Dt = average market coverage for product class 
in period t. 
~·t = total advertising expenditure. 
. 1 
1 
1, "" n (i.e., competing brands). 
4.4.2 Stage I 
Linear Market Share - partial adjustment. The partial adjustment 
models consist of two equations, which when combined, produce the final 
* equation form~ Let mjt be value of mjt when -there are no carryover effects. 
Then: 
(4.25) 
Lrhe consumer price index was used because a consumer price index for 
groceries was not available. 
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where I 2) U'ts are NID (0,0 J uj 
and let (l-Yj) be the adjustment parameter for carryover effects. Then 
the partial adjustment hypothesis is: 
(4.26) 
where 0 < Y j < 1. 
Combining (4.25) and (4.26) we get: 
* * * m't = b ,(l-y.) + bl·(I-y,)P· t + b2·(I-y.)D· t +b.3(I-y.)A· t J oJ J J. J J J J J J. J J (4.27) 
+ y.m· t I + (l-y,)u't· J J - J J 
Multiplicative - partial adjustment. The final form of the multiplica-
tive model can be derived in a similar way: 
* b .* bl ·* b2 ,* b3~ ., - oJp JD JA J u. mjt - e jt jt jt e Jt (4.28) 
2 where Ujts are NID (0, 0uj) 
* * * or log m' t = b ' + bl,logP't + b2 ,logD't J oJ J J J J 
(4.29) 
and then the partial adjustment hypothesis is: 
(4.30) 
where 0 < y, < 1. 
J 
INID stands for Normally Independently Distributed. 
Combining (4.29) and (4.30) we, get: 
* + b3j (l-yj) log Ajt + Yj log mjt-1 + (l-yj) Ujt 
(4.31) 
Extended Attraction Model. The extended attraction model has the 
following structure: 
n 
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m . t = Z. tl z: Z •. t 
J J i=l 1 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
This study assumes the most commonly used form of (4.33) which is: 1 
j = 1, ... , n 
(4.34) . 
where u. and u. are NID (0,0 2). (4.34) can be 1inearised by taking the J: 1 U . 
ratio of mjt and mrt (j~r) and taking logs: 
k Z Z 
log (mJ't/mrt) = z: (bZj log Ijt - bZr log I rt) 
Z=l 
j = 1, ... , n (j~r) 
'-" . 
(4.35) 
or 
log (mj/mrt) = b 1j log Pjt - bIr log Prt + b2j log Djt - bZr log Drt 
+ b3j log Ajt - b3r log Art - a log (mj '/mrt _1) + U jt - Urt 
(4.36) 
The inclusion of a cammon error term (i.e. urt) in each equation may add to 
that level at contemporaneous correlation between the error terms at the 
equations. 
1Carryover effects are assumed implicitly by including lagged dependent 
variables. The assumption of the same market inertia effect across 
brands is tested in the model screening stage. 
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Intennediate Response Models. The intennediate response models to be 
tested are based on those used by Leef1ang (1974, Ch. 7). The 
behavioural equations for the transition probabilities are defined as: 
(4.37) 
for i ::f j i, j = 1, ... n 
(4.38) 
and the definitional equation as: 1 
n 
m' t = l: p. 'tm't 1 + u' t J i=l 1J 1 - J 
(4.39) 
where p .. t = the probabili ty that the consumers who bought brand i 
1J 
in period t -1 will buy brand j in period t 
p .. = constant (representing the long tenn transition 
1J 
probability) 
and uj t NID (0, cr~j)' 
Substituting (4.37) and (4.38) into (4.39): 
n k *Z *Z 
m
J
' t = E [(P .. + E b"1' (IJ' t - I 1· t ) ) m1· t - 1] i::fj 1J Z=l t-J 
k n *Z *Z 
+ (Pjj + Z~l b lj i~j (I jt - lit) ) mjt-'l + U jt 
n k 
= l: p .. mOt 1 + l: 
j=l 1J J-
(4.40) 
Irhis implicitly assumes consumer homogeneity. See Givon and Horsky 
(1978) for a discussion of the limitations of this assumption. 
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While each final fonn equation has only (n+k) unknown parameters, the 
computation required to derive price distribution and advertising variables 
increases markedly as n increases. 
* * * Substituting Pjt , Djt , Ajt into (4.41) we obtain: 
(4.43) 
An additional problem with this formulation is that the transition 
probabilities as well as market shares should satisfy the sum and range 
constraints, i.e.: 
n 
E p .. := 1 
i=l 1) 
n 
and E p .. t = 1 for all j 
i=l 1) 
a < p .. < 1 
1) 
n 
and l: p.. = 1 for all i, j 
i=l 1) 
4.4.3 Model Specification - Stage II 
The six carryover effects models are: 
1. Current Effects (CE) - no carryover effects. 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
2. Current Effect Autoregressive (CEA) - the CE model's error tenn 
follows a first order autoregressive process. 
3. Partial Adjustment (PA). 92 
4. Partial Adjustment Autoregressive (PAA) - the PA model's error' 
term follows a first order autoregressive process. 
S. Geometric Advertising Lag (GAL) - advertising has a geometric 
decay function while price and distribution have only current 
effects. 
6. Partial Adjustment Geometric Advertising Lag (PAGAL) - in addition 
to a general partial adjustment process, it is assumed advertising 
has a geometric decay function. 
The linear versions of these models are specified below, and where 
necessary, their final equation forms derived: 
1. Current Effects (CE): 
* * * mjt = boj + bljPjt + b2jDjt + b3jAjt + U jt 
where uj t NID (0, a~j) 
2. Current Effects Autoregressive (CEA): 
* * * m' t = boo + bl,P't + b2 ,Dot + b3·A't + VO t J J. J J J J J J J 
I p·1 < 1 
J 
Lagging (4.49) by one period and multiplying both sides by Pj: 
* * p.m· t 1 = b .p. + bl·p,P· t 1 + b2·p·D't 1 J J - oJ J J J J - J J J -
* + b3 ·p,A· t 1 + p.vt 1 J J J - J-
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
Subtracting (4.50) from (4.49) gives: 
* * ** mjt = bOj (l-Pj) + blj (Pjt - Pj Pjt- l ) + b2j (Djt - Pj Djt- l ) 
* * + b3j (Ajt - Pj Ajt- l ) + Pjmjt-l + Ejt 
3. Partial Adjustment (PA): 
This was derived in Section 4.4.2 as: 
* * * 
mjt = bOjYj + bljYjPjt + b2jYjDjt + b3jYjAjt 
+ (l-y,)m, t 1 + u. t J J - J 
where 0 < y. < 1 UJ't NID (0, au~) 
J J 
4. Partial Adjustment Autoregressive (PAA): 
* * * m' t = bo'Y' + bl,y,P' t + b2,y,D' t + b~,y,A't J J J J J J J J J oJJ J J 
+ (l-y.)m. t 1 + v· t 
J J - J 
where 0 <Yj < 1 
I p·I < 1 
J 
d NID (0 0" 2) an E j t 'E. 
J 
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(4.51) 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
Lagging (4.53) by one period and multiplying both sides by Pj gives: 
* * Pjmjt-l = bOjYjPj + bljYjPj~t-l + b2jYjPjDjt_l 
* + b3, Y , P , A, t 1 + p. (l-y , )m , t 2 + p. v . t 1 JJJJ- J J J- JJ- (4.54) 
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Subtracting (4.S4) from (4.S3) gives: 
* * m't = bO,(l-p,)y. + bl,y, (P't -P'P't 1) J J JJ JJJ JJ-
* * * * + b2 ,y,(D't ~ p.D· t 1) + b3 ,y,(A't - PJ·At-l) . J J J J.J - J J J 
+ (l-Yj+Pj)mjt_l - (1-Yj}Pjmjt_2 +Ejt (4.SS) 
S. Geometric Advertising Lag (GAL): 
* * 00 * m't = bO' + bl,P't + b2,D't + b3,(1-A,) E A~ A + u, (4.S6) J J J J J J J J s=O J jt-s Jt 
where UJ't NID (0, au:) 
J 
and 0 < A, < 1 
J 
Lagging (4.S6) by one period and multiplying both sides by Aj gives: 
* * A,m't 1 = bO,A, + bl,A,P't 1 + b2,A.D't 1 JJ- JJ JJJ- JJJ-
00 s 
+ b3 j (1- A, ) E A. J s=l J 
* A, + A,U't 1 Jt-s J J - (4.S7) 
Subtracting (4.S7) from (4.S6) gives 
* * * * m' t = bO·(l-A.) + bl,(P't-A'P't 1) + b2· (D't-t, ,D't· 1) J J J J J JJ- J J JJ-
* + b3 , (l-A,)A, + A.m't 1 + V't J J Jt J J - J (4.S8) 
Equation (4. Sb) referred.to as GAL 
Zellner and Geisel (1970, p. 868) have suggested a way of transforming 
(4.S8) to obtain an autocorrelation free error term. However the transformed 
equation cannot be estimated by ordinary least squares and requires a com-
putationally burdensome nonlinear procedure. 
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Let (4.59) 
hence ajt- I = mjt- I - Ujt- I (4.60) 
and a
J
. t - A. a . t 1 ;:: m. t - ~\.-,m . t 1 - (u. t - A. U . t 1) 
JJ- J JJ- J JJ-
(4.61) 
* * = bO·(I-A.) + bl,P' t - bI·A.Po t 1 J J J J J J J -
* * + bZjDjt - bZjAjDjt 
* + b3 · (1- A . ) A, t J J J (4.62) 
(4.63) 
and 
(4.64) 
Substituting (4.64) in (4.63) 
(4.65) 
hence by continuous substitution on the right-hand side of (4.65) we have 
t 2 t-I * t* a' t a·OA. + bO·(I-A.)(I+A.+A.+ ... + A. ) + b. '(P' t - A.P. O) J J J J J J J J 1J J J J 
* ti! * * 2* t -1 * 
+ b3·(b·t-A~D·O) + b3 ,(I-A.) (A't+A.A·t I+A.A·t 2···+A A'I) J J JJ J J J JJ JJ- J (4.66) 
In (4.59) ajt = mjt-ujt. Hence (4.66) can be re~Titten as: 
.. Z t-I *. ti! a'OA~ + bO·(l+A+A. + ... +A. ) + b1·(P·t-A:-P· O) J J J J J J J JJ 
* ~ * * 2* + b2 ·(D· t -A:D· O) + b3 ·(1-A.)(A· t +A.A· t l+A.A't 2+ JJ JJ J J J JJ- JJ-
(4.67) 
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Equation (4.67) is referred to as GALZG 
6. Partial Adjustment Geometric Advertising Lag (PAGAL) 
* * m' t = booy. + b. ,y,Po t + b2oyoD' t J J J 1J J J J J J 
00 *' + b3·y·(1-A.) r A.A· t s + (l-YJ,)mJ' t - l + uJ' t J J J s=O J J - (4.68) 
where U jt NID (0, cr ~j ) , 
Lagging (4.68) by one period and multiplying both sides by Aj gives: 
* * A ·1';1 0 t 1 = bO' y 0 A, + b ,y. A ,P 't 1 + b2, Y , A ,D 't 1 J"' J - J J J 1J J J J - J J J J -
00 s * + b3 ,y- (l-A-)r Ao A't + (1-YJ-)AJ_mJ' t - 2 + AJ,uJ"t'-'l J J J s=l J J -s -
(4.69) 
Subtracting (4.69) from (4.68) gives: 
* * * *-mOt = bO·y·(l-A-) + b,-y-(P't-A-P't 1) + b2·y-(D· t -A.Do t 1) J JJ J .... JJJ JJ- JJJ JJ-
* + b3jYj (l-Aj)Ajt + (l-Yj+Aj)mjt~i'~ (1-Yj)A j mjt_2 +,.vjt, 
(4.70) 
whe re v 0 t = U 0 t - A 0 U - t 1 J J J J -
Equation (4.70) is referred to as PAGAL. 
The Zellner Geisel transformation can also be applied to (4.70) in 
order to obtain an autocorrelation free error term. The transformed equation 
which derived in Appendix 2 is: 
t 2 t-l * t* mOt = a. OA 0 + bO -y 0 (1+ A + A + + A - ) + bl -y . (P . t -A. P. 0) J J J JJ J JJ J J J 
* 'e * 2* +,t-lA*.) + b2·y·(D·t-A'-U·O)+b3·y·(1-A.)(A·t l+A .A· t 2+ .•• 1\ 1 JJJ JJ JJ J J- JJ- J. 
(4.71) 
Equation (4.71) is referred to as PAGALZG. 
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Figure 4.2 demonstrates the nested relationships between the models 
on which the likelihood ratio and parameter tests are based. It can be 
seen the three models CE, PA and CEA are nested within the parent model 
PAA and the three models CE, PA and GAL are nested within the parent model 
PAGAL. 
FIGURE 4.2 
Nested Relationships Between Carryover Effects Models 
a) First Nest (CE, PA, CEA in PAA). 
y. r 0 
CE J ) PA 
y. = 0 
i I 
J 
I 1 p. = 0 p. f 0 p. ::;: 0 p. 'I 0 J J J J 
y. 'I 0 
CEA J ) PAA 
( 
0 y. ::;: 
J 
b. Second Nest (CE, PA, GAL in PAGAL) 
y. 'I 0 
CE. J + PA 
+ 0 y. = 
J 
II A. = 0 i 1 Aj ; 0 A. ::;: 0 A. 'I 0 J J J 
y. 'I 0 
.. GAL J > PAGAL 
y. 
J 
- a 
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4.5 Estimation 
4.5.1 Introduction. The final equation forms of the models in Stages I 
and II can be represented as a system of (n-l) linear market share equations.l,Z 
First, the observations concerning brand j can be written in matrix 
notation as:" 
y. = X. B. + U. 
J J J J 
where Y. == T x 1 vector of observations 
J 
Xj = T x q data matrix 
B. = q x 1 vector of coefficients 
J 
U. T x 1 di sturbance vector 
J 
and the total system of n-l equations becomes: 
-
yll : Xl 0 . . . . 
. 1 
Yz 0 XZ' 
= 
o o . 0' • 0' 
0 
0 
X n-l 
, 
-I 
~ 
Bl 
BZ 
B n-
+ 
Ul 
Uz 
U n-l 
(4.72) 
(4.73) 
lIn order to ensure the market shares sum to unity, the nth market share 
equation for the linear multiplicative and intermediate response 
models is specified implicitly as a balance equation, i.e.: 
n-l 
Y == 1- l: Y. 
n j=l "J 
ZIt is important to note some of the models in Stage II, while linear 
in the variables, are non-linear in their parameters and hence do 
not conform exactly to this general structure. Also the inter-
mediate response model differs because it has sum and range restric-
tions on the probabilities. 
or Y = XB + U 
where Y = (n-l) T x 1 vector 
X = (n-l) T x q.T matrix 
B = (n-l) q x l vector 
U = . (n-l) T x 1 vector 
and the general form of the variance covariance matrix of U 
L = E(UU') = 
, 
E(UlUl ) 
E(UzUi) 
E(UlU~) 
E(UZU;) 
E(UlU~_l) 
ECUZU~_l) 
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defined as 
(4.74) 
ECU U' ) n-l n-l 
The remainder of this section outlines the estimation methods. 1 Stage I 
uses both single equation (ordinary least squares) and simultaneous equation 
(joint and iterative joint generalized squares) estimation methods so to 
measure the gains in efficiency from using simultaneous equation methods. 
In contrast Stage II only uses single equation methods because the alterna-
tive carryover effect models are being tested for each brand rather than 
each system of equations. In addition to ordinary least squares non-linear 
iterative and search methods are used to cope with the problems of multi-
collinearity and autocorrelation. 
lNo attempt will be made to provide a detailed description of the methods 
as they are adequately covered in most econometric texts, 
e.g., Theil (1971) and Johnston (197Z). 
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4.5.2 I 
1) Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) assumes that the error terms of the 
n-l equations are not contemporaneously correlated, i.e.: 
, 
E(U., U.) = 0 
1 J 
i t j 
hence each of the n-l equations can be estimated independently. It is 
also assumed that for each equation: 
j = 1, ... m-l 
the classical linear model assumptions hold: 
1. The error term is normally distributed with zero mean, i.e.: 
(4.75) 
(4.76) 
(4.77) 
2. The error variance is the same for all values of X. (homoscedas-
J 
ticity) : 
2 E(ujt ) := 
2 . 
cr. for all t 
J 
3. The individual errors are statistically independent of each 
other (non autocorrelation): 
B(u. u. ) = 0 
Jr JS 
r, s=l, ... T r > s 
4. The error term is uncorrelated with the pre-determined 
variables: 
for all t 
5. The matrix Xj has rank q < T (i.e., linear independence). 
(4.78) 
(4.79) 
( 4.80) 
It is also desirable for the explanatory variables not to be highly 
correlated 1'lith each other. 
Given assumptions 1 to 5, the 01$ estimator: 
.t -1 
B. = (X. X . ) X. Y J" ( 4 • 81) 
J J J J 
can be shO\\1\1 to be the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE). However, 
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all of the models include lagged dependent variables, Yjt-1, as explanatory 
variables, and hence: 
which contradicts assumption 4. The consequence of this is the OLS estimator 
is biased for small samples. EVen so, Monte Carlo studies have shown that 
it is still usually better to use an OLS estimator, because the improvement 
in bias from bias-corrected estimators is more than offset by increased 
variance. l Thus, because this study is dealing with a mode~ate sample 
size (i.e., 27 observations), corrective action is not considered worthwhile. 
2) Simultaneous Equation Estimation. Zellner (1962) has shown that 
if there is contemporaneous correlation between the error tenns of the (n-l) 
equations, as is likely for market share equations, OLS estimates will 
be asymtotically inefficient.2 To overcame this problem Zellner proposed 
joint generalized least squares (JGLS) and iterative joint generalized least 
squares (IJGLS) methods. Assuming there is no autocorrelation in any of 
the n-l equations: 
then 
i.e. 2 2 1, T (4.82) E(Ujt ) = 0. t = J 
E(Ujt , 
uit) :=; 0 t = 1, T t " s (4.83) 
the variance covariance matrix will be: 
lSee Johnston (1972, p. 305). 
2Section 2.2.1 in the literature review discusses why a system of market 
share equations error tenns are contemporaneously correlated. 
21 
E(u u') -
a a n-l,l n-l,2 
a 2n-l 
where I is an identity matrix of order n-l x n-l 
®I = 
C9denotes the Kronecker multiplication of matrices. The B vector 
of coefficients can now be estimated by applying Aitken's generalized 
least squares estimator: 
B = (X II: -IX) lX' I: -ly 
Var (B) = (X' I:-lX)-l 
which has the same properties the OLS estimator. 
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(4.84) 
(4.85) 
(4.86) 
In practice I:c is unknown and must be estimated. Zellner (1962) pro-
poses the following procedure: 
1. Apply OL8 to each equation. 
2. Estimate the elements of I:c using: 
A 
cr ..... .:: 
J1 
T 
I: u· t u. t t=l J 1 
1 1 
(T-k. )Yz(T_k.)Yz 
J 1 
j, i = 1, ... n-l (4.87) 
where k., k. are the number of explanatory variables in equations j and 1-
J 1 
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3. JGLS estimates of B. 
Zellner then suggests steps 2 and 3 should be repeated until the estimates 
of B converge. 
This study compares 01$ and JGLS for all the models in Stage I and 
JGLS and IJGLS only for the linear model. 1 The criteria for comparing 
the estimators are the efficiency of the parameter estimates, the ability 
of the estimators to isolate individual parameters, the predictive accuracy 
of the estimated model and the computer costs. These criteria and their 
indicators are given in Table 4.3. 
TABLE 4.3 
Evaluation of Estimation Procedures 
Criteria 
1. Efficiency in estimating 
the parameters 
2. Ability to isolate 
individual parameters 
3. Predictive ability 
4. Estimation Costs 
Indicator 
Standard Errors of Estimates 
Number of Significant Parameter 
Estimates 
Relative Errors, i.e. Theil's U 
Computer time, computer capacity 
1 Because of the computer costs, only one model is used to canpare 
IJGLS with JGLS. 
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Estimation with Restrictions. Both the reduced forms of the attraction 
and intermediate response models have linear restrictions across equations. 
For the attraction model the parameters blr , b2r , b3r and a occur in each 
of n-l equations while for the intermediate response model the p .. 's 
. 1J 
(i.e. transition probabilities) are required to sum to lover the n equa-
tions. Fortunately the 01$ and JG1$ estimation methods can easily be 
modified to meet these linear restrictions. l 
In addition to these linear restrictions all of the models in Stage I 
imply zero one range restrictions on the parm3ters of their lagged dependent 
variables. However, to meet this restriction it would be necessary to use 
computationally burdensome nonlinear estimation methods which are beyond 
the scope of this study.2 
4.5.3 Stage II 
Estimation and testing of the six models in Stage II is potentially 
complicated by three problems. 3 They are: 
1. Correlated variables: A number of the reduced forms of the models 
* * * * include current and lagged variables (i.e. Pjt , Pjt- l ; Djt , Djt- l ; 
* * Ajt' Ajt- l , and mjt- 1, mjt-2, which may be highly correlated. Be-
cause multicollinearity does not violate any of the assumptions 
of the classical linear model the OLS estimates can be used 
for the likelihood ratio tests. However, the 01$ estimates may have 
lJohnston (1972, p. 155-159) discusses how this can be done. 
2Naert and Leeflang (1978, p. 245) discuss a non-linear programming 
approach to this problem. 
3The problem of contemporaneous correlation does not apply to models in 
Stage II because the carryover effect models are being tested for 
each brand rather than for each system of equations. 
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large standard errors for the parameter estimates of the correlated 
variables, thus limiting the use of parameter tests and tests 
about the internal consistency of the model. 
2. Autocorrelated errors. Both the GAL and PAGAL models error terms 
follow a first order moving average process which violates assump-
tion 3 of the classical linear model. This has the consequence 
that the OLS estimates may exaggerate the R2 and t statistics, 
3. Lagged dependent variables. All but CE and GALZG models include 
lagged dependent variables as explanatory variables which has the 
consequence that the OLS estimator is biased for small samples. 
But, because this study deals wi th a moderate samp Ie si ze and 
there are no satisfactory bias corrected estimators available, 
corrective action is not worthwhile. However as the GAL and 
PAGAL models also have autocorrelated error terms, autocorrelation 
free forms of each of these models (i.e. GALZG and PAGALZG) are 
also used. 
Table 4.4 summarizes which of these potential problems affect 
which mode Is. 
The approach for this study is to estbnate the reduced forms of the 
CE, CEA, PA, PM, GAL and PAGAL models using OLS (''lid the structural forms 
of the CEA and PM models (i.e., equations (4.49) and (4.53)) and the GALZG 
and PAGALZG models using two stage estimation methods. 
The CEA and PM models are estimated using the Cochrane-Orcutt. 
iterative process coupled with the Hildreth lu grid search method to ensure 
the Cochrane-Orcutt process converges to a global minimum. 1 The GALZG and 
? 
PAGALZG models are estimated using the Zellner Geisel grid search method.~ 
IMaddala (1977, p. 278-279) and Jolu).ston (1972, p. 262) provides a good 
description of the Cochrane-Orcutt and Hildreth Lu methods. 
2 The values of A-=.l, .2, ... , .9 are used. 
J 
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TABlE 4.4' 
Potential Estimation Problems Stage II 
Model l. Correlated 2. Autocorrelated 3. Lagged 
Variables Errors Dependant 
Variables 
CE No No No 
CEA Yes No Yes 
PA No No Yes 
PM Yes No Yes 
GAL Yes Yes Yes 
GALZG No No No 
PAGAL Yes Yes Yes 
PAGALZG No No Yes 
4.6 Preliminary Analysis 
4.6.1 The Data. The follo\'<ling table outlines the principal variables 
and data sources for this study. Consumer promotions are not included 
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as explanatory variables because it is assumed they are correlated with 
price discounting, and hence reflected in the average bimonthly retail 
price. There "''ere no major product changes in the three markets over the 
study period. Five years of bimonthly data was used for each market. 
TABLE 4.5 
Data Used to Specify Models Numerically 
Symbol Variable Source 
mjt market share (revenue) for Nielsen brand j in period t 
Pjt the average retail price Nielsen (per kilo) of brand j in 
period t 
Djt the market coverage of brand j Nielsen 
in period t (weighted % 
of retail outlets in stock) 
Ajt the TV advertising Hunter 
expenditure for brand j in Analysis' 
period t 
4.6.2 Preliminary Data Analysis 
Naert and Leeflang (1978, Ch. 11) and Parsons and Schultz (1976, 
Ch. 4) disOlSS a number of issues which are important to consider in the 
preliminary data analysis. They are: 
1. Errors in variables - Inaccuracies may occur from both sampling 
and non-sampling errors. While it is not possible to assess objectively 
the accuracy of the Nielsen and HWlter audit data, consultation ~~th the 
Nielsen staff and comparisons ~~th other data such as ex factory sales, 
indicate the data is of a reasonably high precision. 
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Theil (1971, pp .. 607-6~3) shows if there are errors in any of the 
models' exogenous variables, then ordinary least squares estimates will 
be inconsistent and either a maximum likelihood or instrumental variables 
method should be used. However, Parsons and Schultz (1976, p. 84)-draw 
attention to the practical drawbacks of implementing tilese methods and 
comment that the common "solution" is to ignore the errors in variables 
problem, which is what is done in this study. 
2. Variability in data - Econometric analysis is concerned with trying 
to explain variations (or fluctuations) in dependent variables, as fluctua-
tions in the independent (explanatory) variables in the data series used. 
Therefore, if the latter do not vary they will be of little value in the 
analysis. To detect this problem the preliminary data analysis examines 
the variability in each data series by calculating standard deviations and 
coefficients of variation.' 
3. ~rulticollinearity - In addition to examining whether there is enough 
variation wi thin individual data series, it is important to ensure that certain 
explanatory variables are not highly correlated, because high correlation 
will make the separation of the influences of individual variables difficult. 
To test for this, the correlations between the explanatory variables are 
calrulated. l 
4.6.3 Specification error tests. The problems which are most likely to 
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occur in a study of this type are multicollinearity between the variables, 
autocorrelation, and contemporaneous cOTrelation with the disturbance terms. 
Table 4.6 summarizes the consequences of these problems and the tests and 
corrective measures which are used in this study. Further details about 
the tests are provided in most econometric text books, e.g., Theil (1971), 
Johnston (1972) and Maddala (1977). 
TABLE 4.6 
Specification Error Analysis 
Problem Consequence Tests Corrective l'-Ieasures 
Contemporaneous OIS estimates Test whether Use Zellner's (1962) 
correlation of inefficient contemporaneous JGLS and IJGLS methods 
disturbances be- correlation ma-
tween equations trix is an iden-
tity matrix 
.Multicollinear- Individual Inspection of If caused by pairs of 
ity parameter es- correlation ma- current and lagged vari-
timates not trix between ex- ables, transform model . . 
planatory vari and apply a GLS two preClse 
abIes. Comparing stage estimation pro-
F and t tests cedure 
Autocorrelation t and F Durbin Watson Transform model and 
tests ex- and Durbin h apply GLS two stage 
aggerated tests estimation procedure 
~ulticollinearity tests are also included as a specification error 
analysis. 
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4.6.4 Theoretical tests. The estimated models are tested for two types 
of theoretical restrictions. 1 They are: 
1. Restrictions implied by the structural models. These restrictions 
relate to the value ranges for the partial adjustment coefficients (y j's) , 
the autocorrelation coefficients0.,s)and the advertising carryover effects 
J 
coefficient (A, 's) • 
J 
2. Model restrictions implied by the nonlinear parameter structures 
of the reduced fonn models in Stage II. These restrictions only apply 
when the models are estimated directly by ordinary least squares. 
If the estimated parameters of a model are statistically significant 
but do not meet their restrictions, then the model rejected. 2 Unfortun-
ately the testing of the models for the second group of restrictions may 
be hampered by large standard errors for same of the parameters caused by 
correlation amongst their variables. 
The remainder of this section presents the reduced fonn models derived 
in Section 4.4 and arrives at their theoretical restrictions to be tested. 
Stage I 
1. Linear Market Share Partial Adjustment. 
Equation (4.27) is equivalent to: 
* * * mjt = BOj + B1jPjt + B2j Djt + B3jAjt + B4jmjt + Vjt 
where BOJ'::: (l-y,)bO" B1' = (1-y,)b1,, BZ' = (1-y,)b2, J J J ] JoJ JJ 
B3; ::: (1-y,)b3", B4' = y, J J J J - J 
and 0 < y, < 1 
J 
(4.88) 
1These theoretical tests are referred to by Bass (1969) as predictive 
tests. 
2 0 
t and F tests are used to test the h)~otheses about the restrictions 
Appendix 1 outlines how an F test can be used to test linear • 
restrictions across equations. . 
Thus the one theoretical restriction for each equation is: 
o < B4j < 1 
2. MUltiplicative Market Share Partial Adjustment 
Equation (4.3::0 is the same as the linear market share model except 
logarithmic form. 
Thus the model has the same theoretical conditions. 
3. Extended Attraction 
Equation (4.36) is equivalent to: 
* * * log (mjt/~t) = Bllj log Pjt + B12j log Prt + B2lj log Djt 
* * * + B22j log Drt + B3ljAjt + B3ljArt + B4j 
III 
(4.89) 
log, (mjt-imrt-l) + U jt (4.90) 
where Bllj = blj , B12j = -blr , B2lj = b2j , B22j = -b2r , 
B3lj = b3j , B32j = ~b3r' B4j = a; 
and 1 < a < 1 and Ujt NID 
The theoretical restriction for each equation is 
1) o < B4j < 1 
and the theoretical restrictions across 
2) B4j = B4i for all i, j 
3) B12j = B12i for all i, j 
4) B22j = BZ2i for all i, J 
5) B32j = B3Zi for all i, J 
and for 
4. Intermediate Response 
Equation (4.43) is equivalent to: 
equations are: 
(4.91) 
(4.92) 
(4.93) 
(4.94) 
(4.95) 
where BOij = Pij 
where 0 < p.. < 1 
- 1)-
for all i j 
and l: p.. = k < 1 for all j 
. 1) -
1 
where k is a constant equal to sum of the n-1 market shares. 
Thus the theoretical conditions are: 
1) 
2) 
o < BO.. < 1 for all i 
- 1) 
n-l 
L Boi · = k < 1 for all j i=l ) 
Stage II 
1. Current Effects 
Equation (4.48) is equivalent to 
* * * mjt = BOj + BljDjt + B2jDjt + B3jAjt + Ujt 
.' 2 
where Ujt NID (0, 0Uj) 
There are no theoretical restrictions on this equation. 
2. Current Effects Autoregressive (CEA) 
Equation (4.51) is equivalent to: 
* * * * mjt = BOj + BlljPjt + B12jPjt-l + BZljDjt + BZZjDjt-l 
* * + B3ljAjt + B32jAjt-l + B4jmjt-l + Ujt 
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(4.96) 
(4.97) 
(4.98) 
(4.99) 
B4j = p. J 
and Ujt NID (0, °u) 
J 
o < p. 
J 
< 1 
The theoretical restriction is: 
o < B4j' < 1 
and the nonlinear parameter structure nuplies 
3. Partial Adjustment (PA) 
As for Stage I. 
4. Partial Adjustment Autoregressive (PAA) 
Equation (4.55) equivalent to 
* * * * IDjt = BOj + BlljPjt + B12jPjt-l + B2ljDjt + B22jDjt-l 
* * + B3ljAjt + B32jAjt-1 + B41jIDjt-l + B42jIDjt-2 + U jt 
BOJ' = b ,y(l-po) , Bll' = bl,y" B12" = -bloY·p·, oJ . J J J J J J J J 
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( 4.10;1) 
( 4.102) 
( 4.103) 
B21j ::: b2j
y j , B22j ::: -b2j
y jPj , B31j ::: b3jy j , B32j ::: - b3jy jPj , 
B41j ::: (l-Yj +pjj) B4~j ::: -(l-Yj)Pj 
2 
U't NID(O, 0u') J J . 
where 
o < y. < 1 and 0 < p. < 1 
J J 
The theoretical restrictions are: 
-1< B41j < 2 
o < . B4Zj < 1 
and the nonlinear parameter structure implies: 
5. Geometric Advertising Lag (GAL) 
Equation (4.58) GAL is equivalent to: 
* * * * mjt = BOj + BlljPjt + BIZjPjt-l + BZljDjt + BZZjDjt-l 
* + B3 j Aj t + B 4 j mj t -1 + v j t 
where BOJ·:::: b .(l-A.), Bll · = bl ·, BIZ' = -b .. 
A., oJ J J J J 1J J 
BZlj = bZj ' BZZj = -bZjAj , B3j = b3j (1-Aj), 
B4j = Aj 
and Vjt = Ujt - AjUjt_l Ujt NID (0, a~j) 
The theoretical restrictions are: 
and the nonlinear parameter structure implies: 
o < A. < 1 
J 
6. Partial Adjustment Geometric Advertising Lag (PAGAL) 
Equation (4.70) PAGAL is equivalent to 
* * * * 
mjt := BOj + BlljPjt + B12jPjt-l + B21jDjt + BZZjDjt-l 
* 
+ B3jAjt + B4ljmjt-l + B4Zjmjt-Z + Vjt 
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(4.104) 
(4.l0~) 
(4.106) 
(4.107) 
(4.l0?) 
(4.10Q) 
(4.110) 
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where BOj = bO·Y· (I-A.), Bllj :: bljy j' B12j = -b1jYjAj , J J J 
B2lj == b2jy j' BZ2j = -b2jy jAj , 
B3j = b3 ·y·(1-L), B4lj = (l-y. +A. ) B42j =-(l-Yj) (Aj) J J J J J 
, , 
and Vjt == Ujt - AjUjt_l' o < A. < 1, J o < y. J < 1 
The theoretical restrictions are: 
o < B3j ( 4.111) 
o < B4lj < 1 and 0 > B42j > -1 (4.ll~) 
and the nonlinear parameter structure implies l 
( 4.ll~) 
4.6.5 Face Validity 
In addition to theoretical testing, this study systematically 
examines the models' parameter estimates to see if they meet with prior 
expectations. Horsky (1977, p. 16) refers to this form of model screening 
as "weak" predictive testing because the tests do not provide sufficient 
grounds to reject models. Further evidence is required before this can be 
done. 
Expectations about the value ranges for the parameter estimates can 
cane fran both empirical evidence and subjective judgements by marketing 
managers and other experts. The parameter ranges for this study are based 
on the results of empirical studies and discussions with the marketing 
managers of the two companies which made the data available for this study. 
Table 4.5 outlines the values chosen and the two important empirical studies 
which had a major influence on the values chosen. 
~e implications about the combinations of B4lj and B42j are too compli-cated to be included in this study. 
TABLE 4.7 
Guidelines for Judging Face Validity of 
Estimated Models 
a) Values for this Study 
Coeffieient 
(Elasticity) Sign 
+ ve 
Value Range 
0.5 + 0.2 
-0.01 to -1.50 
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Brand Inertia 
Price 
Distribution 
- ve 
+ ve generally smaller magnitude 
than price, say 0.01 to 1.0 
Advertising + ve 
b) Previous Empirical Work (two important studies) 
generally smaller than 
distribution, 0.01 to 0.20 
1. Estimated Response Coefficients for Western European Markets for 
Frequently Purchased Branded Goods (Lambin (1976, Exhibit 6.30, p. 148))1 
Marketing 
Variable or 
Indicator 
Brand Inertia 
Rate 
Brand Price 
Elasticity 
Rival Brand 
Elasticity 
Relative 
Advertising 
Advertising 
Shares 
NLnnber of 
Estimates 
42 
20 
10 
10 
Mean 
0.55 
-1.50 
0.10 
0.04 
Standar4 
Deviation 
0.20 
0.92 
0.12 
0.04 
2. Leone and Schultz (1980) itA Study of Marketing Generalizations" 
p. 13 "The elasticity of selective advertising on company (brand) 
sales low (inelastic) reported elasticities from over 20 
studies of frequently purchased branded goods were between .003 
and .23. 
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OiAP1ER 5 
Results - Market Response Models 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of the Stage I analysis using 
data from the three markets described in Chapter 3. The key issue is 
whether more complex models and estimation methods have superior properties 
to simpler ones. The first section discusses exploratory data analysis 
and the second gives the results of screening the models for specification 
error, logical consistency and face validity. Those which pass these tests 
are then compared using the descriptive and predictive criteria. A com-
parison is also made between the three estimators (OLS, JGLS, and IJGLS) 
using similar criteria. Finally, conclusions are dra"TI about the estimators 
and models. 
5.2 Exploratory Data Analysis 
5.2.1 Screening for Lack of Variation in the Sample Data. l Table 5.1 
shows the coefficients of variation for the dependent variable (i.e. market 
share) and independ~nt variables (i.e. price, distribution and advertising) 
for the 15 data sets.2 The coefficients for the market share variables 
range between 7 and 22 percent; price between 1 and 8 percent; distribution 
between 2 and 17 percent and advertising between 29 and 305 percent. 1~i1e 
it would be desirable to have greater variation in the data, none of the 
values of the coefficients'are considered low enough to exclude any of the 
data series. 
1The mean (x), standard deviation (s) and range (r) for each variable in 
each data series are given in Appendix 3. 
2The coefficient of variation (i.e. C = sIx x 100) is used because it 
provides a relative measure of variation. 
5.2.2 
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TABLE 5.1 
Coefficients of Variation for Variables 
Variable 
* * * Market Brand m.t p.t D.t A.t 
J 
% % % % 
Market 1 A 7 1 2 76 
B 33 3 5 305 
C 9 1 2 109 
Market 2 Al 13 7 9 103 
A2 4 3 7 29 
Bl 39 8 17 173 
B2 30 6 10 46 
B3 27 5 9 204 
Market 3 Al 9 2 4 49 
A2 46 2 14 185 
Bl 13 2 7 69 
B2 8 1 2 63 
B3 29 2 13 212 
C 12 1 4 29 
D 16 3 :; 31 
for Excessive Correlations Between LAL'-LCU Variables. 
Generally the correlations between explanatory variables are low. (See 
Appendix 4.) 
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5 . 3 Mode 1 Screening 
5.3.1 Specification Error'Analysis 
Multicollinearity. The results confirm the tentative conclusions of 
the exploratory data analysis, namely that multicollinearity is not a 
problem for the linear, multiplicative and intermediate response models. 
This is because the majority of correlation coefficients between explana-
tory variables are low and in most cases considerably smaller than the co-
efficient of determination for the estimated model. 1 As expected however, 
the correlations between the pairs of price variables in the attraction 
model have made it very difficult to isolate their individual effects. 
Analysis of Residuals. The Durbin h statistics shown in Table 5.2, indicatE 
the linear and intermediate response models to be relatively free from 
first order autocorrelation in all three markets. 2,3 However autocorrelation 
is detected for 3 out of 5 equations in ]vIarket 2 and 2 out of 7 equations 
in Market 3 for the multiplicative model; and lout of 2 equations in 
Market 1 and 3 out of 4 equations in Market 2 for the attraction model. Thus 
the R2 and t statistics for these models need to be interpreted with caution. 
The results, presented in Appendix 6, confirm prior expectations about 
negative contemporaneous correlation between the residuals for the linear 
lKlein (1963) suggested this as a way of judging whether there is acute 
multicollinearity. 
2There was no reason to suspect higher order autocorrelation runong the 
error terms. 
3The Durbin h test is used in preference to the Durbin Watson tests 
because the models include a lagged dependent variable as an explana-
tory variable (see Johnston 1972, p. 313). However, the test is used 
wi th caution as it is only a large srunple test. Johnston recommends 
n > 30 and in this study n = 27. 
Market 
Market 1 
Market 2 
Market 3 
Note: 1) 
2) 
3) 
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TABLE 5.2 
Durbin h and Durbin Watson Statistics: 
Stage I Models 015 Estimates 
Model 
Brand Linear Multiplicative Attraction 
(Unrestricted) 
Intennediate 
Response 
A 
B 
C 
Al 
A2 
Bl 
B2 
B3 
Al 
A2 
Bl 
B2 
B3 
C 
D 
.. 
(Rb) .34 .75 1. 79 .03 
1.05 .83 - .28 
.43 .26 .17 .44 
2.26 (DW) 1.90 (Rb) 2.61 (Ra) 2.26 (DW) 
2.28 (Rb) 2.26 (Rb) 6.14 (Ra) .39 
0.60 ' 1. 92 (Ra) 4.55 (Ra) .06 
.85 1.53 .57 .19 
1.32 1.48 - -
2.24 (DW) 2.15 (DW) 2.20 (DW) 2.42 (DW) 
0.78 
(Rb) 
1.47 
(Rb) 
1.37 2.37 (DW) 
2.17 2.01 2.12 (D\'l) .66 
1.02 .60 2.18 (DW) .54 
(Ra) . 3.34 (Ra) 3.04 (Ra) .93 4.69 
0.13 .87 .40 2.06 
0.54 .79 - 1.86 
Reject the null hyPothesis that there is 
the 99 percent confidence level. 
zero autocorrelation at 
Reject the null hypothesis that there is 
the 95 perce~t confidence level. 
zero autocorrelation at 
The Durbin Watson statistic (D'I-\T) is given when it is not possible to 
calculate the Durbin h statistic. This occurs when n v(B4j) ..::. 1 
where v(B4j) = the estimate of the sampling variance for B4j the co-
efficient of lagged dependent variable (see Johnston 1972, p. 313). 
The reduced fonn of the Attraction model has one less equation per 
market. 
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multiplicative and intermediate response models. 1 For the attraction model, 
however, there are high positive correlations. 2 
5.3.2 Theoretical Tests. Table 5.3 summarizes results of the tests for 
the logical consistency of the estimated models. While there is a high level 
of consistency for the linear, multiplicative and attraction models for 
all three markets, the intermediate response model is only consistent for 
Market 1. For the other two markets where there are a larger number of 
brands, the estimates of the transition probabilities are inconsistent, 
both with the non-negativity and sum conditions. Thus the intermediate 
response model is excluded for Markets 2 and 3. 
5.3.3 Face Validity. The linear and multiplicative models have levels 
of face validity, which are canparable with similar studies. Eighty 
percent of their price, distribution and advertising parameters are statis-
tically significant and the majority of these estimates have consistent 
signs and values. 3 Face validity is lowest in Market 2, where for the 
linear model, 2 of the 11 significant estimates are inconsistent, and for 
the multiplicative model, 4 of the 15 significant estimates are inconsistent. 
While the OLS estimates of the attraction model were not good, the restricted 
JGLS estimates were comparable to the linear and multiplicative models with 
76 percent of the estimates being statistically significant and only one in-
consistent estimate. The intermediate response model has an acceptable level 
of face validity for Market 1 (see Table 5.4 and i\ppendix 5). 
lBart1ett tests (see Morrison, 1976, p. 116-120), rejected the null 
hypotheses that the correlation matrix was an identity matrix in 
every case. 
2These high levels of positive correlation are probably caused by the re-
duced form attraction models having a canponent of the error term which 
is canmon to the n -1 equations. 
3Caution is necessary in interpreting the results for the multiplicative 
and attraction models because autocorrelation Inay.exaggerate the t-
statistics for parruneter estimates in a number of equations. 
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TABLE 5.3 
Theoretical Tests Stage r 
Model Null Hypothesis Market 1 Market 2 Market 3 
Linear o < B4j < 1 not rejected reject for 1 reject for 1 
for all j of 5 equations of 7 equations (75% confidence (75% confidence 
level) level) 
-
.Ml1tip1icative i o < B4j < 1 not rejected not rejected reject for 1 
for all j of 7 equa ti ons (at 75% confi-
dence level) 
Attraction 1) o < B4j < 1 not rejected not rejected not rejected 
for all j 
2) B4j = B4i not rejected not rejected not rejected 
for all i ,j i1j 
3) B12j = B12i not rejected not rejected not rejected 
for all i ,j i1j 
4) B22j = B22i not rejected not rejected not rejected 
for all i,j i1j 
5) B32j = B32i not rejected not rejected not rejected 
for all i ,j .lit 
Intermediate 1) o < BO' < 1 not rejected reject for 1 reject for all 
Response - J- for both re- of 4 equations equations for both for all i stricted and for both re- unrestricted and . 
unrestricted stricted and restricted estimate 
estimates unrestricted (75%, 90%, 95% 
estimates (75% confidence levels) 
confidence 
level) 
n-1 
2) E BO" = k < 1 not rej ected reject (95% reject (95% 
1 1J both restrict- confidence confidence level) 
for all j ed andunre- level) 
stricted es-
timates 
Note: 1) fhe null hypotheses are tested using t tests for hypotheses abrut individ· 
ua1 parameters and F test for hypotheses about linear restrictions. 
The JGLS estimates are used for the tests, 
2) For further details see Appendix 5.". 
TABLE 5.4 . 
Face Validity of Price,Distribution 
and Advertising Parameters - Stage I 
a) Proportion of Statistically Significant Estimates (75% 
Model Estimator Market 1 Market 2 
Linear 018 7/9 11/15 
JGLS 8/9 12/15 
Multiplicative OLS 7/9 15/15 
JGLS 5/9 15/15 
Attraction OLS (restricted) 7/9 13/15 
JGLS (restricted 7/9 13/15 
Intermediate 018 (restricted) 5/9 
Response JGLS (restricted) 8/9 
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Confidence Level) 
Market 3 Total 
16/21 34/45 
16/21 36/45 
13/21 35/45 
15/21 35/45 
11/21 31/45 
19/21 39/45 
5/9 
8/9 
b) Proportion 'of Significant Estimates with Inconsistent Signs (75% Confidence Level 
Model Estimator Market 1 Market 2 Market 3 . Total 
Linear OLS 1/7 2/11 1/16 4/34 
JGLS 1/8 2/12 1/16 4/36 
Multiplicative OLS 1/7 4/15 1/13 6/35 
JGLS 1/5 4/15 1/15 6/35 
Attraction 018 (restricted) 0/7 0/13 0/11 0/31 
JGLS (restricted) 0/7 0/13 0/19 0/39 
Intermediate 018 (restricted) 0/5 0/5 
Response JGLS (restricted) 0/8 0/8 
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5.4 Comparing the Estimators 
5.4.1 Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and Joint Generalized Least Squares (JGLS). 
The reasonably high levels of contemporaneous correlation (see Appendix 
6) resulted.in the standard errors of the JGLS estimates being considerably 
smaller than those for the OLS estimates (see Appendix 7). This led to in-
creases the proportion of statistically significant parameters at the 95 and 
99 percent confidence levels (see Table 5.5). 
The gain in precision from using JGLS as opposed to OLS has not led 
to a clear improvement in the predictive power of the models. Table 5.6 
shows in most cases the errors of prediction over the holdout sample for 
OLS and JGLS estimates are of a similar magnitude, with JGLS estimates 
having slightly smaller errors in 7 of the 10 cases. 
5.4.2 Joint Generalized Least Squares (JGLS) and Iterative Generalized 
Least Squares (IJGLS). Appendix 7 shows that in all the linear market share 
equations, there is a further reduction in the standard errors of the para-
meter estimates when using IJGLS as opposed to JGLS. These reductions are 
of a similar magnitude to those between the OLS and JGLS estimates, and lead 
to further increases the number of statistically significant parameters at 
the 95 and 99 percent confidence levels (see Table 5.5). 
5.4.3 Computer Costs. The additional costs incurred from using simultaneous 
equation estimation with an efficient application package and large scale 
computer are negligible. However, these costs may become important for smaller 
computer systems where efficient programs are not available. 1 
lPor exanvle, there is an approxlllately a 10 fold increase in the time 
and capacity requirements from using the TSP version of JGLS on the 
University of Canterbury's Burrough's 60700,while the increases in 
using the SPSS version of JGLS on the larger CDC computer at Purdue 
University are small (see Appendix 8). 
TABLE 5.5 
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Precision of the Estimators - Number of 
Statistically Significant Parameters 
Estimator 
Confidence 
Model Level OLS JGLS IJGLS 
Linear 99% 19 (25%) 28 (37%) 46 (61%) 
(5 parameters 95% 35 (47%) 43 (57%) 53 (76%) 
per equation) 90% 43 (57%) 52 (69%) 56 (75%) 
75% 58 (77%) 61 (81%) 65 (87%) 
Mu1 tip licati ve 99% 28 (37%) 33 (44%) 
(S parameters 95% 40 (53%) 45 (60%) 
per equation) 90% 50 (67%) 52 (69%) 
75% 60 (80%) 61 (81%) 
Attraction 99% 28 (47%) 27 (45%) 
(Res tricted) 95% 30 (50%) 30 (50%) 
(4 parameters 90% 33 (55%) 35 (58%) 
per equation) 75% 40 (67%) 37 (62%) 
Intennediate 99% 7 (39%) 11 (61%) 
Response 95% 10 (56%) 12 (67%) 
(6 parameters 90% 11 (61%) 15 (83%) 
per equation) 75% 12 (67%) 16 (89%) 
Note: This Table includes all the parameters in each model. 
TABLE 5.6 
Comparing Errors of Prediction 
(Theil's U) for Estimators 
Estimator 
Model . Market OLS JGLS 
Linear 1 .0391 (2) .0365 (1) 
2 .0194 (1) .0211 (2) 
3 .1010 (2) .0970 (1) 
(2) (1) 
.Multiplicative 1 .0336 (1) .0379 (2) 
2 .0208 (1) .0260 (2) 
3 .1066 (2) .0954 (1) 
(1) (2) 
Attraction 1 .0418 (2) .0389 (1) 
2 .0225 (2) ~ 0213 (1) 
3 .2173 (2) .0566 (1) 
(2) (1) 
Note: The numbers in brackets indicate the ranking of the estimators. 
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5.5 Descriptive Properties 
To compare the descriptive properties, the four models are ranked 
according to their "goodness of fit" of the estimates in the structural 
models (Le., R2) and the proportion of sign~ficant OLS and JGL5 estimates 
of the parameters for the marketing decision variables (i.e., price 
distribution and advertising). The intermediate response model is excluded 
fram comparisons in Markets 2 and 3 because the parameter estimates are 
logically inconsistent. 
On the basis of the criteria of R2, the linear and multiplicative 
models are ranked ah~ad of the attraction model (see Table 5.7).1 While 
the reduced (i.e., estimated) form of the attraction model has R2 values 
of simil~r magnitude to the linear and multiplicative models, (see Appen-
dix 5), the values for the structural models are very much lower ~ "The 
lowest values are in Markets 2 and 3 which have a greater number of brands. 
The R2 value for the intermediate response model in Market 1 is slightly 
lower than for the linear and multiplicative models. 
On the basis of the proportion of significant parameters with correct 
signs there is little difference between the JGL5 estimates for the linear 
multiplicative and attraction models (see Table 5.6). Surprisingly, all 
of the JGL5 estimates of the marketing decision variables parameters for 
the intermediate response model in Market 1 are statistically significant. 
10L5 estimates are used. 
Market 
Market 1 
Market 2 
Market 3 
TABLE 5.7 
Comparing "Goodness of Fi til (R2) for Stage I Models 
Brand Linear 
A .72 (1) 
B .84 (2) 
C .27 (1) 
(1) 
Al .40 (2) 
A2 .29 (2) 
HI .89 (1) 
B2 .92 (1) 
'B3 .89 (2) 
(1) 
Al .10 (2) 
A2 .92 (2) 
B1 .78 (1) 
B2 .62 (1) 
B3 .62 (2) 
C .71 (1) 
D .49 (1) 
(2) 
Model 
Multiplicative 
.70 (2) 
.83 (3) 
.23 (2) 
(2) 
.35 (3) 
.30 (1) 
.86 (3) 
.90 (2) 
.90 (1) 
(2) 
.15 (1) 
.93 (1) 
.78 (1) 
.42 (2) 
.65 (1) 
.69 (2) 
.45 (2) 
(1) 
Attraction 
(restricted) 
.60 (4) 
.76 (4) 
.02 (4) 
( 4) 
.42 (1) 
- (3) 1 
.89 (1) 
.86 (3) 
.49 (3) 
(3) 
- (3) 
.54 (3) 
- (3) 
.22 (3) 
.11 (3) 
- (3) 
- (3) 
(3) 
Intermediate 
Response 
.68 (3) 
.86 (1) 
.22 (3) 
(3) 
Note: 1) The numbers in brackets indicate the ranking of the models. 
2) The blank spaces are when the R2 value is negative. 
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Estimator 
018 
JG18 
Note: 
TABLE 5.8 
Precision of Stage I Models - Number of St?tistically 
Significant Parameter Estimates 
Model 
Confidence 
Level Linear Mul tip lica ti ve Attraction 
99% 19 (23.3%) 28 (37.3%) 28 (46.7%) 
95% 35 (46.7%) 40 (53.3%) 30 (50.0%) 
90% 43 (57.3%) 50 (66.7%) 33 (55.0%) 
75% 58 (77.3%) 60 (80.0%) 40 (66.7%) 
99% 28 (37.3%) 33 (44.0%) 27 (65.0%) 
95% 43 (57.3%) 45 (60.0%) 30 (50.0%) 
90% 52 (69.3%) 52 (69.3%) 35 (58.390) 
75% 61 (81. 3%) 61 (81. 3%) 37 (61.7%) 
This Table considers all the parameters in each model. 
Intennediate 
Response 
7 (38.9%) 
10 (55.5%) 
11 (61.1%) 
12 (66.7%) 
11 (61.1%) 
12 (66.7%) 
15 (83.3%) 
16 (88.9%) 
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5.6 Predictive Properties 
The predictive properties of the four models are compared by examining 
the errors of prediction over a holdout sample of the last six bimonthly 
periods. Two time series models are also included to act as benchmarks 
for the perfonnance of the econometric models. They are the "naive" 
model which uses the previous period's market share and the annual moving 
average model. Theil's U statistic is used to compare the relative perfonn-
ance of the six models (see Table 5.9). 
In two markets the linear and multiplicative models are ranked ahead 
of the attraction model while in the third market the attraction (JGLS) 
in ranked ahead. However, in most cases the differences in the errors 
between the attraction model and linear and multiplicative models are 
small (see Table 5.9). Despite the very small differences between the errors 
for the linear and ITn.lltiplicative models, the linear model is ranked ahead 
in five of the six cases. The intennediate response model is ranked behind 
all the models in Market 1. 
The errors of prediction for the time series models are of a similar 
magnitude to those for the econometric models, although the econometric 
models have slightly smaller errors in all markets. 
The Theil's U values vary considerable between the individual equations 
of the econometric models (see Appendix 9). The error decamposftions for 
individual equation indicate bias 
for the Theil's U statistics. l 
one of main causes of the high values 
Irhe un tenn in the error decamposi tion provides a measure of the 
proportion of the prediction error which can be attributed to pre-
diction bias (see Section 4.3). 
Market Estimator 
Market 1 OLS 
JGLS 
Market 2 OLS 
JGLS 
Market 3 OLS 
JGLS 
TABLE 5.9 
Comparing Errors of Predictions 
(Theil's U) for Stage I Models 
Linear 
.0391 (2) 
.0365 (1) 
(1) 
.0194 (1) 
.0211 (1) 
(1) 
.0995 (1) . 
.0945 (2) 
(2) 
Econometric Models 
Intennediate 
Multiplicative Attraction. Response 
.0336 (1) .0418 (3) .0545 (4) 
.0379 (2) .0389 (3) .0529 (4) 
(1) (3) ( 4) 
.0208 (2) .0225 (3) 
.0260 (3) .0213 (2) 
(3) (2) 
.1016 (2) .2173 (3) 
.1015 (3) .0566 (1) 
(3) (1) 
Time Series 
MOdels· 
Naive .AMA 
.0397 .0403 
.0299 .0219 
.0706 .0675 
5.7 Summary and Conclusions 
The results of the Stage I analysis lead to a number of conclusions 
about the performance of the estimators and mod.els in analyzing the three 
markets. 
5.7.1 Estimators 
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1. The use of simultaneous equation estimation methods lead to 
considerable reductions in the standard errors of the parameter estimates, 
and for some equations increase the number of statistically significant 
parameters. 
2. The iterative simultaneous equation estimation methods lead to a 
further reduction in the standard errors with a further increase in the 
number of statistically significant parameters at the 95% confidence level. 
3. The increased precision when using simultaneous equation estimation 
does not lead to clear improvement in the predictive properties of the 
models. 
4 .. The additional costs incurred using simultaneous equation estimation 
with an efficient application package and largescale computer are negligible. 
However, these costs may become important on smaller computer systems and 
where efficient programs are not available. 
5.7.2 Models 
1. The results confirm prior expectations that the intermediate response 
model is not sui table for analyzing markets where there are a large number 
of brands. 
2. The multiplicative and especially attraction models tend to be more 
susceptible to specification errcrs. Autocorrelation is detected in a number 
of the equations in the multiplicative and attraction models and severe 
multicollinearity is encountered between the pairs of price variables in 
the reduced form of the attraction model. 
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3. On the basis of criteria of "goodness of fit," the linear and 
multiplicative models are ranked ahead of the attraction and intermediate 
response models. However, on the basis of the criteria of proportion of 
significant parameter estimates with the correct signs, there is little 
difference between the four models. 
4. There are inconclusive results about the predictive ability of 
the models. In two markets the linear and mUltiplicative models are ranked 
ahead while the attraction model is ranked ahead in the third market. 
The intennediate response model is ranked fourth for Market 1. 
5. The results indicate the econanetric models to have only marginally 
better predictive properties than the time series models. 
6. The linear model has slightly better descriptive and predictive 
properties than did the multiplicative model. 
In summary, while the results show the simultaneous equation estimators 
to have superior properties, they fail to show the more complex attraction 
and intennediate response models to have superior properties. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Results Carryover Effects Mode Is 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of the Stage II analysis using data 
fran the three markets described in Chapter 3. The key issue is whether 
the partial adjustment model offers the most appropriate means of represent-
ing carryover effects. The partial adjustment model is tested against a 
number of other plausible implicit and explicit carryover effect models. 
The tests are carried out for each of the 15 brands in the three markets, 
to allow for the possibility that brands in the same market will have 
different carryover effects. This contrasts with the Stage I analysis where 
the models are canpared at the market level. 
In the first section the results are screened for specification error 
and theoretical consistency. This is followed by sections which outline 
the results of the likelihood ratio tests and the parameter tests. The 
final section draws conclusions based on these results. 
Throughout th~ chapter the following abbreviations are used to repre-
sent the models to be tested: Current Effects (CE), Current Effects Auto-
regressive (CEA) , Partial Adjustment (PA) , Partial Adjustment Autoregressive 
(PAA) , Geometric Advertising Lag (GAL), Partial Adjustment Geometric Ad-
vertising Lag (PAGAL), Geometric Advertising Lag with the Zellner Geisel 
transformation (GALZG), Partial Adjustment Geometric Advertising Lag with 
Zellner Geisel transformation (PAGALZG), the CEA model estimated using the 
Cochrane Orcutt method (CEACO) and the PAA model estimated using the Cochrane 
Orcutt method (PAACO). 
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6.2 Model Screening 
6.2.1 Specification Error Analysis 
Multicollinearity. Unlike the models in Stage I, a nlIDlber of the 
models in Stage II include variables which are both current and lagged, 
thus providing another possible source of multicollinearity. Table 6.1 
shows 29 of the 60 pairs of variables have correlation coefficients greater 
than .5, with 5 of these being pairs of price variables, 12 being pairs 
of distribution variables, 2 being pairs of advertising variables and 10 
being pairs of market share variables. These high correlations may make 
it difficult to isolate the individual effects of the pairs of variables 
and hence severelylimit the effectiveness of parameter tests based on the 
models' nonlinear parameter structures. 
TABLE 6.1 
Correlations Between Pairs of 
Olrrent and Lagged Explanatory Variables 
Variable Pair 
* * * * * Market Brand p. t-l) (Djt, Djt-l ) (Aj t' Aj t-l) 
1arket 1 A .23 .74 .00 .74 
B .67 .78 -.01 .84 
C .04 .73 .27 .42 
1arket 2 Al .90 .91 .20 .40 
A2 .73 .83 -.06 .39 
Bl .86 .72 .23 .91 
B2 .91 .73 -.13 .94 
B3 .47 .75 .23 .93 
I[arket 3 A1 .09 .37 -.23 -.41 
A2 .43 .88 .62 .91 
Bl .29 .90 .31 .82 
B2 .23 .13 .45 .43 
B3 -.06 .32 .53 .63 
C .50 .68 .17 .84 
D -.08 .67 .00 .75 
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Autocorrelation. Except for the CE model, the majority of the ordinary 
least squares and Cochrane'-Orcutt estimates of the models have Durbin 
Watson statistics close to 2 indicating the models are relatively free 
from first .order auto~orrelation.l For the CE model the null hypothesis 
that there is zero order mltocorrelation is rejected for 6 data sets (i.e., 
Market 1 A, B, C, Market 2 Bl and Market 3 C, D) and values of the. Durb:i:n 
Watson statistic are very close to the rejection region in 4 other data 
sets (see Table 6.2).2 
Autocorrelation is not a major problem for the Zellner Geisel estimates 
(see Appendix 11). 3 
lAll but the model include a lagged dependent variable which means 
the Durbin Watson statistic may be biased towards 2. However, a 
study by Malinvruld (1966, pp. 460-465) has sho~n the degree of bias 
in the Durbin Watson statistic becomes smaller as more explanatory 
variables are added. This suggests the Durbin Watson statistic can 
be used with c&1tion. . 
2The failure to detect rultocorrelation in the GAL and PAGAL models is 
contrary to expectations as the error term for these equations follows 
a first order moving average process. 
3The values of Aj where autocorrelation is detected are excluded from 
consideration as solutions (i.e. GALZG Market 2 A2 Aj = .5 to .9 and 
Market 3 D all values of Aj). 
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TABlE 6.2 
Durbin Watson Statistics Stage II Models 
Market Brand Models 
CE CEA PA PM GAL PN.;AL CEACO PMCO 
Market 1 A .96R 2.11 2.23 2.07 2.28 2.25 1.66 2.21 
B .95R 2.21 2.24 2.02 2.25 2.07 2.16 1. 97 
C .92R 2.26 2.21 2.26 2.11 2.14 2.30 2.30 
Market 2 AI 2.14 2.25 2.26 2.36 2.21 2.36 2.07 2.09 . 
A2 1. 24 1.43 1.36 1.54 1.43 1. 55 1.43 1. 52 
B1 .46R 2.41 1. 79 2.25 2.36 2.12 2.40 2.15 
B2 1.30 2.31 2.20 2.25 2.32 2.26 2.15 . 2.01 
B3 1. 21 2.95 2.37 2.75 2.77 2.78 1.44 2.22 
Market 3 Al 2.52 2.11 2.19 2.09 2.08 2.05 2.03 2.12 
A2 1.21 2.11 2.07 1.91 2.09 1. 90 1. 89 1.89 
B1 1. 67 2.34 2.50 2.24 2.41 2.35 2.41 2.14 
B2 1.57 2.25 2.00 2.08 2.41 2.17 2.26 1. 51 
B3 1.11 2.57 2.98 2.70 2.59 2.62 2.57 2.83 
C .70R 2.02 2.01 1. 50 2.03 1.56 1. 95 1. 57 
D .87R 2.06 1.85 1. 94 1.98 1.86 1. 78 1.87 
Note: R = Reject the null hypothesis that there is zero order autocorrelation 
at the 95%confidence level. 
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6.2.2 Theoretical Tests. Table 6.3 summarizes the results from screening 
the models for the theoretical conditions established in section 4.6.4. 1 
First Nest feE, CEA, PA, PM, PAACO). For the first nest the CEA is 
accepted in every case? while the PA model is rejected once and there is 
an inconclusive result for one data set. The more complex PM model is 
rejected once, with inconclusive results for 11 data sets, while the PMCO 
model is rejected twice with inconclusive results for 3 data sets. 
Second Nest (CE, PA, GAL,PAGAL). For the second nest the GAL model 
is rej ected once, with inconclusive results for 3 data sets, while the 
PAGAL model is rejec~ed {) times, with inconclusive results for 7 data sets. 
The results for the PA model are the same as for the first nest. 
Tabl~ 6.4 shows the Zellner Geisel grid search method provides satis-
factory estimates for most of the models for large ranges of the values of 
A .. 2,3 The GALZG mode 1 is excluded for all values of A. for one data set 
J . J 
(i.e., Market 3 B2) and the PAGALZG model is exc~uded for all values of Aj 
for 2 data sets (i. e., Market 2 Al and Market 3 AI) . 
Irhe results of the tests based on the nonlinear parameter structures 
of the CEA, PM, GAL, and PAGAL models are not included because 
most of them are inconclusive. Appendix 10 provides a full listing 
of the estimates of the Stage II models. 
2The values of Aj which produced inconsistent results (I.e., B3j :5.. 0 
and 0 > B4j > 1) are rejected as possible solutions. The values 
o~ AJ :vere also rejected if B3j or B4j were not statistically 
SIgnIfIcant. 
3Appendices 12 and 13 .' provide a full listing of the parameter 
estimates for the GALZG and PAGALZG models. 
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Model Screening - Stage II OLS and Cochrane Orcutt Estimates 
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;-;ote: R ~ Reject the null hypothesis at th~' 75 per.:ent ..:onridellce level 
1 im;ollclusivc I'cslIlt-l'anuneter not statistically significant 
p ~ Pass theoretical test 
TABLE 6.4 
Values of A j Where GALZG and PAGALZG Models 
Passed Model Screening 
Models and Null Hypotheses 
GALZG PAGALZG 
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Market Brand (B3j > 0) (B3" > J . 0) (0 <: B4j < 1)' 
Market 1 A • 3 - .4 all all 
B all all all 
C all all • L-". 5 
Market 2 Al all all none 
A2 .1 - . 3, .7 - .9 .1 -.3 y .7-.9 all . 
Bl all .1- .8 .1 - .8 
B2 all all all 
B3 all all all 
Market 3 Al all all none 
A2 all all. all . 
Bl all all all 
B2 none none .1 - .J 
B3 all all .. 1 - .7 
C .1 - .8 .1- .4,.6 -.8 .1 - .7 
D .8 - .9 all all 
Note: The values of Aj in the table are those where the null 
hypotheses i~ not rejected at the 75 percent confidence level. 
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6.3 Likelihood Ratio Tests 
This section presents the results of the likelihood ratio tests for 
models in the first· and second nests. Only those models which passed 
the model screening stage are included in the tests •. 
6.3.1 First Nest (CE, CEACO, PA, PMCO). Table 6.S shows the CE model is 
not rejected for one data set, while the CEACQ model is not rejected 6 
times, the PA model is not rejected 6 times and the PMCO model cannot be 
rejected in 4 cases. For two data sets the tests fail to reject both the 
CEACO and PA models. 
Market 
Market 1 
Market 2 
Market 3 
Brand 
A 
B 
C 
Al 
A2 
TABLE 6.S 
Likelihood Ratio Tests First Nest 
Model Pairs 1\\1n Hypotheses 
CE CEACO CE PA CEACO PMCO 
(f>. = 0) (y. = 0) (y. :: 0) 
J J J 
l1.3a l3.8a a 
17.4a a 
21.6b 27.0a 7.5 29.la 12.5 .0 
.9b .2 .8 4.4 .4 
PA PMCO 
(p. = 0) 
'J 
5.2b 
1.9 
10.la (I) 
1.6 
3.0 
P.MeO 
PA 
CEACO 
CE 
CEACO 1.6a Bl 112.0: 44.3 R R CEACO, PA 
26.1a 5.Sb B2 l7.9a 1.3a PA B3 14.6 S6.0a 76.5a 12.0 PAACO 
Al b R .0 (I) 3.3 (I) CEACO 5.4b A2 5.5 n.8a 9.3a 2.3 PA 
Bl 3.6 n.9a 9.7a 2.2 PA 
B2 n.2a 2.2 Ra Ra CEACO 
B3 n.sa 20.3a 27.7b lS.Db PMCO C 32.9a .)4.3a 7.5 6.S PMCO 
D 25.5a 21.la .1 (I) 3.4 (1) CEACO, 
ApP61dix 14 lists the sum of squared residuals for the Stave II 
models which provide the input for the Likelihoerl Ratio Tesis. 
PA 
Note: a = Reject the null hypotheses (i.e., nested model) at the 9~percent 
confidence level. 
b :: Reject the nu~l hypotheses .(Le., nested model) at the 95 percent 
confidence level. 
R :: Unrestricted merlel rejected at the model screening stage. 
I = Unrestricted model had inconclusive results.at the merlel screening 
stage. 
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6 . .3,2 Second Nest (CE, PA, GALZG, PAGALZG). Table 6.6 shows the CE model' 
is not rejected for 3 data sets, while the PA model is not rejected 6 times, 
the GALZG model is not rejected 10 times and the PAGALZG model is rejected 
for every data set. For 4 data sets the tests fail to reject both the PA 
and GALZG mode Is. 
Market Brand 
Market 1 A 
B 
C 
Market 2 Al 
A2 
Bl 
B2 
B3 
Market 3 Al 
A2 
Bl 
B2 
B3 
C 
D 
TABLE 6.6 
Likelihood Ratio Tests Second Nest 
CE PA 
(y. = 0) 
'J 
a l3.8a 21.0 
l2.5a 
.2 
1.6 
44.3a 
26.la 
86.0a 
1. 4~R) 
13.8 
1l.9a 
2.2 
20 3a • a 
34 .. 3 
21.la 
Mcxlel Pairs and Null Hypotheses 
CE GALZG PA PAGALZG GALZG PAGALZG 
(A' = 0) (A' = 0) (y'= 0) 
] J J 
3.5 1.lb l8.la 
n.Oa . 1. 4a 3.3 
38.4a 13.6 .0 
2.3 R R 
.8 1.1 1.8 
l86.6a 31.5· .0 
28.4a 3.la 3.4 l60.8a 24.0 . 6.0 
1.2 R R 
24.la 1.6b l.4 
ll.la 1.~ 2.1 
R 4.6a -62.6a 11.5 .0 
39.8a 2.8 . .7 
R 2.3 -
Mcxlels Not 
Rejected 
PA 
PA, GALZG 
GALZG 
CE 
CE 
GALZG 
PA, GALZG 
GALZG 
CE 
GALZG 
PA, GALZG 
GALZG 
GALZG 
PA, GALZG 
PA 
Note: a = Reject the null hypotheses (i.e., nested model) at the 99 percent 
confidence level. 
b = Reject the null hypotheses (i.e., nested model) at the 95 percent 
confidence level. 
R = Unrestricted model rejected at the model screening stage. 
I = Unrestricted model had inconclusive results at the model screening 
stage. 
6.4 Parameter Comparison Tests 
This section refines the results of the likelihood ratio tests by 
examining the precision of the parameters of the nested models in their 
parent models. Only those models which passed th~ model screening stage 
are included in the tests. 
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6.4.1 First Nest (CE, CEACO, PA in PAACO). Table 6.7 shows that at the 
99 percent confidence level the CE model is not rejected for one data set, 
the CRACO model is not rejected 6 times, the PA model is not rejected 5 
times, and the PAACO model is not rej ected 3 times . If the confidence 
level is lowered to 7S percent then the tests also fail to reject the 
PAACO model for 6 additional data sets. 
6.4.2 Second Nest (CE, FA, GALZG, PAGALZG). Table 6.8 shows PA is not re-
jected at the 9S percent confidence level for 4 data sets and not rejected for 
11 data sets when the confidence level is lower to 75 percent. It is not 
possible to test hypotheses about Aj because the estimation procedure used 
did not calculate the standard errors of these estimates. l However, it is 
interesting to note that the minimum least squares estimates for Aj tended to 
concentrate around 0 and 1 implying either very short or very long duration 
intervals for the carryover effects of advertising. 2 These results differ 
from those obtained from past studies which have used ordinary least squares 
estimators (see Table 2.1). 
was decided this refinement was beyond the scope of the study. 
2Equation (2.42) section 2.3.2 provides a formula for calculating 
the duration interval. 
Market Brand 
Market 1 A 
B 
C 
Market 2 Al 
A2 
Bl 
B2 
B3 
Market 3 Al 
A2 
Bl 
B2 
B3 
C 
D 
. TABlE 6.7 
Parameter Comparisons - First Nest 
Model Pairs and Null Hypotheses 
PA in PMCO CEACO in P MCO 
(Ho: a > 'Yj > 1) (Ho: I P t > 1) 
Estimate for Estimate for 
'YjPj 
.573 (4.65a) -.109 (- .56) 
.576 (6. 25a) - .317 (-1. 70C) 
.022 ( .12) -.456· ( 2.62a) 
.266 (1. 39~) c -.288 (-1. 53b) .127 ( .72 ) .3621 ( 1. 98a) [ .665 ( .10 ) .850 (-9. 58d) .711 (5.55a) -.176 (- .90 ) 
.916 (11. 32a) -.539 (-3.26a) 
.148 ( .65 ) -.589 (-3.71a) 
.552 (5.l0a) -.298 (-1. 59~) 
.582 (4.50a) -.3391 (-1.83 ) ( .257 (1.482C) .722 ( 5.33a) 
.687 (11. 39a) -.763 (-6.02a) 
.805 (11.l8a) -.811 (-7.06a) 
.128 ( .59) .700 ( 5. OOa) 
Models Not 
Rejected 
PAa 
PAa PMCOc , 
CEACOa 
CEa , ~MCOc 
CEACO , PMCOd 
CEACOa ]1 
PAa , PMcoci 
PMCOa 
CEACcr 
PAa , PMC~ 
PAa , PMCO 
CEACOa , PAC J 1 
PMCOa 
PMCOa 
CEACcr 
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Note: The values in brackets are the t statistics. 
a Null hypothesis rejected at the 99 percent confidence level. 
b = Null hypothesis rejected at the 95 percent confidence level. 
c = Null hypothesis rejected at the 90 percent confidence level. 
d = Null hypothesis rejected at the 75 percent confidence level. 
1 The PMCO model is rejected at the model screening stage so the 
parameter estimates and t values are for the CEACO and PA models. 
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TABLE 6.8 
Parameter Comparisons - Second Nest 
r 
Market Brand PA in PAGALZG GALZG in P AGALZG 
Estimate for Estimate for 
y. 
J 
A. 
J 
Market 1 A .542 (4. 73~) .2 
B .375 (1.89d) .7 C .116 (.707 ) .S 
Market 2 Al R R 
A2 .211 (1. 09d) .8 
Bl .009 (.07)b .8 
B2 .371 (1.89b) .9 B3 .393 (2.31 ) .9 
Market 3 Al R R 
A2 . 158 (1. 17d) .8 
Bl .276 (1. 48C) .9 
B2 .046 (.25A .1 B3 .114 (.83 ~ .7 
C .348 (1. 66 ) , .1 
D .634 (3. 4Su) .9 
Note: a = Null hypothesis y. < 0 rejected at 
J -
99 percent confidence level 
b = Null hypothesis y. < 0 rejected at 
J -
95 percent confidence level 
c = ~ull hypothesis y. < 0 rejected at 90 percent confidence level 
J -
d = Null hypothesis y. < 0 rejected at 75 percent confidence level 
J -
R = Model rejected at model screening stage 
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6.5 Conclusions 
6.5.1 General. The results in this chapter clearly indicate that among 
those models investigated in this study there is no one correct carryover 
effects model for all brands. Secondly, the two stage Cochrane Orcutt 
and Zellner Geisel estimation methods are shown to be superior to ordinary 
least squares for estimating the CEA, PM, GAL, and PAGAL models. 
6.5.2 First Nest (CE, CEACO,PA;PMCO). Table 6.9 combines the results 
from the likelihood ratio tests and the parameter tests. These combined 
results would support the choice of the CE model for 2 data sets, the CEACO 
model for 5 data sets, the PA model for 5 data sets and the PMCO model 
for 3 data sets. If the confidence level is lowered to the 75 percent 
level, the PMCO model could not be rejected for 6 additional cases. 
Thus it can be concluded that the partial adjustment model is not always 
"I 
the most appropriate implicit carryover effects model. 
6. 5.3 Second Nest (CE, PA, GALZG, PAGALZG). The conclusions about the 
Stage II models are drawn solely from the Likelihood Ratio tests because 
the parameter tests are inconclusive. The Likelihood Ratio tests support 
the selection of the CE for 3 data sets, the PA model for 6 data sets 
and the GALZG model for-lOdata sets. Thus it can be concluded that in a 
number of cases the explicit advertising carryover effects model (PAGALZG) 
is more appropriate than the implicit partial adjustment model. 2 
lrhis conclusion is based on statistical criteria. The next section 
considers the implications of these results in a broader context. 
2ance again this conclusion is based on statistical criteria. The next 
section considers the implications of these results in a broader context. 
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TABLE 6.9 
Conclusions About Models in First Nest 
LR Test Parameter Tests Model Not Rejected 
Market Brands (Models Not Rejected) (Models Not Rej ected) in Botli Tests 
Market 1 A PMCO PAa PA 
B PA PAa, PM~Oc PA 
C CEACO CEACO CEACO 
Market 2 Al CE rna PMCOc CE 
A2 CEACO CEACoa, PAAcod CE 
Bl CEACO (CEACoa) 1 CEACO 
B2 PA PAa, PMcod PA 
B3 PMCO PAACoa PMCO 
Market 3 Al CEACO CEACOa CEACO 
A2 PA PAa PMCOc PA 
Bl PA PAa' PMCOb PA 
B2 CEACO (rnAcoa, PAC) 1 CEACO 
B3 PAACO PMCoa PAACO 
C PMCO PMcoa PMCO 
D CEACO, PA CEACOa CEACO 
Note: a = Alternative model rejected at the 99 percent confidence level 
b = Alternative model rejected at the 9S percent confidence level 
c = Alternative model rejected at the 90 percent confidence level 
d Alternative model rejected at the 75 percent confidence level 
lThe PMCO model is rejected at the model screening stage so the 
parameter tes~are based on the CEACO and PA models. 
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6.5.4 . Combining the Resli1tsfromtheFirst 'artdSecdnd -Nests. Table 6.10 shows 
the CE model to be the most appropriate for 2 data sets, the CEA model for 
2 data sets, the PA model for 1 data set the GAUG model for 1 data set, 
either the CEACO or GALZG models for 3 data sets, the PA or GALZG models 
for 3 data sets, and the PAACO or GALZG models for 3 data sets.! This leads 
to general conclusion that among those models investigated in this study there 
is no one correct carryover effects model for all brands. 
Market 
Market 1 
Market 2 
Market 3 
1 
TABLE 6.10 
Combining Results From First and Second Nests 
Models Not Rejected 
Brand First Nest Second Nest 
A PA PA 
B PA PA, GALZG 
C CEACO GALZG 
Al CE CE 
A2 CE CE 
Bl CEACO GALZG 
B2 PA PA, GALZG 
B3 PMCO GALZG 
Al .CEACO CE 
A2 PA GALZG 
Bl PA PAdAGALZG 
B2 CEACO LZG 
B3 PftACO GALZG 
C PAACO PA, GALZG 
D CEACO PA 
. 
Models Not 
Rejected 
PA 
PA, GALZG 
CEACO, GALZG 
CE 
CE 
CEACO, GALZG 
PA, GALZG 
P AACO, GALZG 
CEACO 
GALZG 
PA GALZG 
CEAcO, GALZG 
P AACO, GALZG 
P AACO, GALZG 
CEACO 
A more general model is needed to discriminate between these pairs of 
models. See for example Weiss and Windal (198~, p. 374). 
7.1 Introduction 
~WR7 
Conclusions 
l~ 
This chapter draws conclusions about which models and estimators are 
best suited to the application areas of market response analysis and 
short term forecasting. The managerial criteria outlined in Chapter 4 
serves as a framework to evaluate the performance of the models and estima-
tors. 
The first section considers the choice between single and simultaneous 
equation estimators while the next section considers the choice between 
market response models (i.e., linear, multiplicative, attraction and inter-
mediate response). The third section considers the choice between implicit 
and explicit carryover effect models and the fourth section examines why 
particular carryover effect models have been accepted or rejected. The 
fifth section discusses areas for future research while in the final sec-
tion concluding comments are made about the study's contribution to marketing 
science. 
7.2 Single Verses Simultaneous Equation Estimators 
7.2.1 Introduction. This section draws conclusions about which of the 
three estimators (i.e., ordinary least squares (018), joint generalized 
least squares (JGLS) and iterative joint generalized least squares (IJG18) 
is best suited to the application areas of market response analysis and 
short term forecasting .. The conclusions are reached by ranking the three 
estimators using the four managerial criteria of: 1) Information Value; 
2) Initial and Usage Costs; 3) Acceptability of Structural Characteristics; 
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4) Past Performance. Table 7.1 summarizes the rankings. 
7.2.2 Information Value. The results presented in Section 5.4 show there 
is considerable improvement in the parameter estimates by using JGLS and 
further improvement by using IJGLS. I However, this added precision in 
most cases only leads to sma 11. improvements in the predictive power of the 
models. Thus, for market analysis IJGLS and JGLS are preferred to 015 
but for short term forecasting the ranking is not clear. 
7.2.3 Costs. In most cases OLS is preferred to JGLS and IJGLS because 
efficient simultaneous equation estimators are generally not available 
with commercial computer installations and the cost of establishing such 
a system in most cases would be substantia1. 2 
7.2.4 Acceptability of Structural Characteristics. The simplicity of 
OLS makes it initially more acceptable especially as it follows naturally 
from correlation and graphical analysis. However, it is easy to justify 
the use of simultaneous equations estimation as the next step in improving 
the analysis. 
7.2.5 Past Performance. Studies which report gains in precision from using 
JGLS instead of OLS, include these by Beckwith (1972) and Clarke (1973), 
with Beckwith's study reporting further small gains from using IjGLS. 3 Naert 
and Weverbergh' s (1981) study, was the only one found which compared the 
this study there are reasonably high levels of contemporaneous correIa· 
tion between the residuals of the market share equations (see Appendix 
7). If the correlations were lower the gains in precision would 
probably be smaller. 
2The costs include both increasing the level of econometric expertise in 
the organization and the man hours to develop the computer programs. 
3Neither Beckwith's or Clarke's studies reported the levels of contempo-
raneous correlation of the residuals of the market share equations. 
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TABLE 7.1 
Ranking of Estimators Using Managerial Criteria 
Criteria 
Information Value 
a) Market Analysis 
(precision of 
parameter estimates) 
b) Short Term Fore-
casting (Theil's U) 
Costs 
a) Initial 
b) Use 
Acceptability of 
Structural Character-
istics 
Past Performance 
a) Market Analysis 
b) Short Term 
Forecasting 
Ranking 
IJGLS > JG13 > 013 
JG13? 013 
OLS > JGLS > IJGLS 
(most cases) 
OLS > JGLS > IJGLS 
(most cases) 
013 > JGLS, IJGLS 
(only if organiza-
tion lacks ex-
'pertise in econo-
metrics) 
IJG13 ? JG13 > OLS 
JGLS > IJGLS, OLS 
Conunents 
Marked improvements in moving 
from OLS to JG13 to IJGLS 
(see Table 5.5). 
Generally small improvement 
but same contradictory results 
(see Table 5.6). 
Efficient simultaneous equation 
estimation procedures are not 
generally available with commer-
cial computer installations. 
Hence substantial program develop-
ment is required. Econometric' 
as well as computer programming 
skills required. 
Except for cases where-there is a 
large scale ccrnputer and efficient 
computer programs, computer time 
capacity requirements are sub-
stantially greater (see Appendix 8: 
The simplici ty of OLS makes it 
initially more acceptable but 
it is also probably quite easy 
to provide justification for using 
simultaneous equation methods. 
JGLS > 013.Support by Beckwith 
(1972) Clarke (1973). Beckwith's 
study shows only a small gains 
in IJGLS over JGLS 
Naert and Weverberg (1981) only 
study fOlmd. 
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predictive power of the three estimates. They found using JG15 as opposed 
to 015 improved the predictive power of their models, although there was a 
loss of predictive power from using IJGLS. The conclusion about the 
superiority of JG15 is inconsistent with the results in this study. 
7.2.6 Conclusions. The choice of estimator depends on whether the applica-
tion is concerned with market analysis or short term forecasting and 
secondly whether an efficient simultaneous equation estimation procedure 
readily available. 
Market Analysis. If an efficient simultaneous equation procedure is 
readily available then there is strong evidence supporting the use of 
JGLS as 'opposed to 015 but less conclusive evidence about the use of IJGIS. 
If an efficient simultaneous equation procedure is not available careful 
consideration should be given to whether the expected gains in precision 
justify the costs of developing an efficient simultaneous equation estimation 
procedure. 
Short Term Forecasting. This study shows that the use of JG15 as 
opposed to OIS does not consistently lead improvements in the models' pre-
dictive power. Hence even though a simultaneous equation procedure is 
readily available, OLS may provide adequate results. 
7.3 Choice Between Models 
7.3.1 Introduction. This section draws conclusion about the choice between 
the linear and multiplicative partial adjustment models and the more carrp1ex 
attraction model. The intermediate response model is not considered as it 
is rejected at the model screening stage. As with the previous section the 
four managerial criteria are used to conclude which model is preferred for 
market ffilalysis and which model preferred for short term forecasting. 
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Table 7.2 summarizes the results and conclusions. 
7.3.2 Information Value 
Market Analysis. The results presented in Section 5.5 fail to show the 
attraction model has superior descriptive properties either on the basis 
of goodness of fit or in terms of precision of the parameter estimates 
(Table 5.8). 
Short Term Forecasting. The results of the predictive tests over the 
holdback sample (section 5.6) also fail to show the superiority of the 
attraction model. l 
7.3.3 Costs. There is little difference in the cost of using the three 
models. 
7.3.4 Acceptance of Structural Characterisitcs. In terms of simplicity the 
linear model is preferred over the multiplicative model which in turn is 
ranked ahead of attraction model. In terms of completeness the attraction 
and multiplicative models are preferred because they allow for marketing 
mix interactions. For the criterion of adaptiveness the linear and multi-
plicative models are preferred because it is easier to add and delete 
variables to them. Finally, regarding robustness the attraction model must 
be deemed preferable because it automatically satisfies the sum and range 
constraints (Naert. and Bultez (1973)). However, tllis advantage is not very 
significant because the linear and multiplicative models can easily be con-
strained to satisfy the sum constraint (Beckwith 1973).2 
t is important to note that the study showed econometric models to be 
marginally better than time series models. 
2It is more difficult to impose range constraints (i.e., 0 ~ mjt ~ 1 for 
all j) but for most practical situations this constraint is not binding 
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TABIE 7.2 
Ranking of Models Using Managerial Criteria 
Critiera 
Information Value 
a) Market Analysis 
(R2, precision 
of parameter esti-
mates) 
b) Short Term Fore~ 
casting (Theil's U) 
Costs· 
a) Initial 
b) Usage 
Acceptance of Structural 
Characteristics 
a) Simplicity 
b) Completeness 
c) -Adaptiveness 
d) Robustness 
Past Performance 
a) Ivlarket Analysis 
b) Short Term Forecasting 
Ranking 
L, M > A 
? 
L> M, A 
Li ttle difference 
L > M >.A 
M, A > L 
L, M > A 
A > L, M 
? 
A > L, M 
L = Linear Partial Adjustment Model 
1'-1 = lvIultiplicative Partial Adjustment Model 
A = Attraction Model 
Ca:nments 
-2 R - Land M consistantly ranked 
ahead of A (Table 5.7). 
Precision of Parameters - little 
difference between 4 models 
(Table 5.8). 
Little difference between models 
(Table 5.9). 
Data transformations required 
for M and A. 
The extra computation in using A 
in most cases would be unimportant. 
L does not allow for marketing 
mix interactions. 
Moderate programming changes 
required to add variables for A 
while little modification for L 
and M. 
L and M non-robust because 
they don't automatically meet mar-
ket share sum and range constraints 
(Naert and Bul tez (1972)). They can 
easily be constrained to ensure this 
(Beckwi th (1973)) • 
No comparative studies found. 
Naert and Weverbergh (1981) only 
study found. 
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7.3.5 Past Performance. No comparative studies were found which adequately 
compared the descriptive properties of the various models and the only 
study found which compared predictive. properties was by Naert and Weverbergh 
(1981). Naert and Weverbergh's conclusion that the attraction model has 
superior predictive power contradicts the conclusion of this study. 
7.3.6 Conclusion. The results in this study provide little justification 
for using the more complex attraction model in place of the linear or 
multiplicative models either for market analysis or for short term fore-
casting. Further comparative research necessary to resolve the contra-
dictory results of this study and the Naert and Weverbergh study. 
7.4 Carryover Effect Models 
The results presented in Chapter 6 lead to two general conclusions about 
carryover effect models. 
1) For those models tested, there does not appear to be one correct 
implicit or explicit carryover effect model for all brands. 
2) The two stage Cochrane and Orcutt and Zellner-Geisel estimation 
methods appear to be superior to ordinary least squares for the estimation 
of the more complex models. 
These conclusions ~eriously challenge the results of the majority of the 
previous studies in this area because the methodologies used in these 
studies have failed to test their chosen model specification against 
explicit alternative carryover effect models. Secondly, ordinary least 
squares has been used as the principal estimator. Thus even though the 
estimated models in these studies may be logically consistent and have face 
validity tllere is no guarantee they are the correct models. 
The implication of this study is that future research should use 
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methodologies which specifically allow for the testing of a range of plausible 
carryover effects models. Moreover,two stage estimation procedures should 
be used to estimate the more complex models. 1 
7.5 Factors Associated with the Se1ection/Rejection of the Explicit 
Advertising Carryover Effects Model 
This section considers a number of reasons which may have led to the 
acceptance/rejection of the explicit advertising carryover effects model. 
Reasons investigated are: 1) differences between markets, 2) differences in 
market share, 3) differences in the magnitude of the current response 
parameter for advertising, 4) differences in the level of advertising 
expenditure,S) differences in price,and 6) differences in retail coverage. 
The 'results, which are tabulated in Table 7.3, lead to the follaw~ng 
. lu' 2 tentatlve conc Slons. 
1) Markets - Difference between the types of markets in this study 
do not appear to influence model selection. 
2) Market Share - Differences in market share do not appear to influence 
model· selection. 
3) ilirrent Advertising Response - Iniplici t models are likely to be 
rejected when the brand~s current advertising response parameter is high. 
4) Advertising - Implicit models, are likely to be selected when the 
brand's advertising share is high. 
Irhere is always the chance that the correct model is not included in the 
range of plausible models. A multivariate time series approach to 
model specification would minimize this risk (see Bass and Pilon (1980) 
2These conclusions can only be regarded as tentative because of the small 
sample size (i.e., 15 data sets). 
Factor 
Market 
TABLE 7.3 . 
Factors Influencing Selection/Rejection of Explicit 
Carryover Bffects. Models 
Values 
Market 1 
Market 2 
Market 3 
Model Selection 
Number of Brands \Vhere 
Explicit Model Explicit Mcxlel 
Selected Rejected 
2 1 
3 2 
5 2 
10 5" 
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----------~r_----------------------4_------------~-------------------.. 
Market Share 
ilirrent . 
Advertising 
Response 
Advertising 
Price 
Retail 
Coverage 
a) Size High C~ 15%) 
Low « 15%) 
b) Absolute High 
Variation Low 
c) Relative High 
Variation Low 
High B3j > .04 
Low B3j 2. .04 
a) Share High 
Low 
b) Absolute High 
Variation Low 
c) Relative High 
Variation Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Mediwn 
6 3 
4 2 
10 5" 
3 1 
7 4 
10 5" 
7 
3 
10 
3 
7 
10 
5 
5 
10 
6 
4 
10 
5 
5 
10 
3 
7 
10 
4 
6 
R" 
2. 
3 
5" 
4 
1 
5" 
4 
1 
5" 
2 
3 
5 
1 
4 
"5" 
4 
1 
5 
1 
4 
3" 
Note: The classification of a brand into a high mediwn or low category is based on 
its value relative to the other brands vulues, 
5) Price - Explicit models are. likely to be selected when the 
brandfs price is low. 
6) Retail Coverage - The average level of retail coverage does not 
appear to influence model selection. l 
7.6 Future Research 
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7.6.1 Theory of Aggregate Response for Frequently Purchased Brand Goods. 
Perhaps the major factor complicating the choice between either basic 
market response models or carryover effect models is the lack of theory 
about aggregate market response for frequently purchased branded goods. 
This lack of theory means there is little a priori reason to support or 
reject any of the large variety of plausible models. 
One approach to this problem has been to develop aggregate models 
from models of individual brand choice (e.g., Bass and Pilon (1980), Blattberg 
and Jeuland (1981)). However this approach is hindered by the lack of on~ 
generally accepted theory of individual brand choice and until such a 
theory becomes apparent this approach appears rather limited. A further 
complication to the micromodelling approach, which has been highlighted in 
this study is that there may not be one "correct" aggregate model for all 
brands, but different models for different brands. Thus, a useful step 
towards a general theorY'of aggregate brand choice would be to examine under 
what market conditions different aggregate models are accepted or rejected. 
Lrhis conclusion should be interpreted with caution because most of the 
brands in this study had high average levels of retail coverage. 
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Section 7.S explores this approach by examining whether differences between 
markets, differences in market share, and differences in marketing variables 
lead to the acceptance/rejection of the carryover models tested in this 
study. A much larger sample than the 15 data sets used in this study is 
needed before any general conclusions can be drawn. 
7.6.2 Estimation of Basic Response Models. A useful extension to the 
research into the choice between ordinary least squares and simultaneous 
equation estimators would come from using Monte Carlo simulation methods to 
explore the small sample properties of the estimators. These methods could 
be used to examine: 
1) The relationship between gains in estimation efficiency and the 
level of contemporaneous correlation between the residuals of the market 
share equations. 
2) The relationship between sample size and gains in estimation 
efficiency. 
3) The effects of not conforming to the assumptions of the classical 
linear model (e.g., autocorrelation, including a lagged dependent variable 
as an explanatory variable). 
7.6.3 Estimation of Effects Models. The use of Monte Carlo 
simulation methods would also provide a useful extension to the research 
into the estimation of carryover effect models. 
7.6.4 Multivariate Time Series Analysis. The studies by Bass and Pilon 
(1980) and Hanssens (1980) present an alternative approach to model specifi-
cation. Future research could evaluate when this computationally more 
burdensome approach is superior to the econometric approach used in this 
study. 
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7.6.5 Data. Section 4.6.2 discusses a number of data related problems 
which may affect model estimation. Questions which could be investigated 
using Monte Carlo simulation methods include: 
1) The effect of errors in variables. 
2) The effect of lack of variability in the marketing variables. 
3) The effect of excessive correlation between marketing variables. 
7.6.6Criteria for Choosing Between Basic Response Models. Future research 
could examine the validity of the managerial criteria used in this study 
(section 7.3) and also attempt to arrive at importance weights for each 
criterion. This could be achieved by surveying actual or potential users 
of the models and/or undertaking an in-depth case study into the implementa-
tion and use of the models. 
7.6.7Testing Carryover Effect Models. Future research could estimate a 
general model which nests both the first and second nest models' of this study. 
Thus models which were not rejected in the first nest could be tested 
against models which were not rejected in the second nest. Another refine-
ment to this study would be to extend the computer program for the Zellner-
Geisel method so it calculates the standard errors of the advertising carry-
over coefficients (i.e., A. IS). Thus, parameter tests could be used to 
. J 
discriminate between models in the second nest. 
7.7 Concluding Comments 
The contribution of this study to marketing science is that it 
one of the first to systematically compare market response models and their 
estimators using a broad set of criteria and data from a number of markets. 
By doing this it has aimed at providing some guidance about which of the 
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large number of diverse models and estimators are best suited to the appli-
cation areas of market response analysis and short term forecasting. 
The methodology focuses on two aspects of modelling market response, 
the comparison of basic market response specifications and the comparison 
of models of carryover effects. The central issue is whether the more 
sophisticated models and estimators are better than the simpler ones for 
the analysis of markets for frequently purchased branded goods using 
aggregate time series data. The results lead to the conclusion that there 
is little justification for using the more sophisticated market response 
models either for market response analysis or short term forecasting. How-
ever, there is strong support for using the more sophisticated simultaneous 
estimation methods when analyzing market response. The general conclusion 
about the choice between carryover effects models is that, amongst. the 
models tested in this study there does not appear to be one correct model 
for all brands. Secondly the more sophisticated nonlinear estimation pro-
cedures are preferred to estimate the more complex models. 
While some of these conclusions are consistent with previous studies 
some are contradictory highlighting the need for further research to con-
firm, refine or reject these conclusions. 
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APPENDIX 1 
F Test for Linear Restrictions 
An F test can be used to test the general linear hypothesis given by 
R&=r 
where R = a matrix with as many rows as there are restrictions and as many 
columns as there are coefficients in the system of market share equations; 
6 = a vector from all the coefficients in the system of coefficients 
in the system of market share equations; 
r = a column vector with as many rows as there are restrictions. 
If we let T be the number of observations, m the number of equations, 
qm the number of coefficients in the system which are not a priori assigned 
the value zero and k the row rank of the R matrix, then for testing the 
general linear hypothesis that R5=r, the F statistic 
F(q,mT-qm) 
is used. 
= (R6-r) '[R[x,(~-1~)x]-lR,]-1(R6_r) 
(y-x6)'(~-~)(Y-X&) 
Where x = the data matrix for the explanatory variables 
mT-qm 
k 
y = vector of observations for the dependent variable. 
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APPENDIX 2 
Zellner Geisel Transformation on PAGAL 
The reduced form of the partial adjustment geometric advertising lag m< 
(PAGAL) derived in 4.4.3 is 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
. * * * * = b 0 j 'Y j ( 1-A j )+\. j 'Y j P j t - bl j 'Y j A j P j t -1+ b 2 j 'Y j b j t - b 2j 'Y j A jD j t-1 
(5) 
+ (l-'Yj ) (m. t 1 - Ajm. 2) J - . Jt- (6) 
(7) 
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substituting (7) in (6) 
* 2* * . * 
+ b2jYjDjt-b2jYjAjDjt_2+b3jYj(1-Aj)(Ajt+AjAjt_1) 
2 ' 
+ (1-Yj)(mjt_1-Aj ffijt_3), (8) 
hence by continuous substitution on the right-hand-side of (7) and 
substituting a
jt 
in (2) we have 
t 2 t-1 * t* 
mjt = a j L+b .y.(1-L)(l+L+Aj+. a a A. )+b jYj(Pj -XjPj ) o J oJ J J J J 1 t 0 
* t* -1-' 2" t-1~ 
+ b2j Y /D j t- AjD jo)+b3j Y j (1- Aj)(A j t +)'jA j t-l+)' r" j t-2 + a •• \j A j 1) 
i 
+ (1-Yj)(mjt_1 - Ajmj~t) + Ujt (9) 
APPENDIX 3 
Descriptive Statistics·for Data 
Variable Statistic 
* 
mj t 
* P
jt 
* 
[) j t 
* 
Ajt 
Key: X ~ mean 
R ::;> range 
it 
R 
S 
C 
X 
R 
S 
C 
X 
R 
S 
C 
i1 
R 
S 
C 
Harket 
A ' II 
.545 ,\20 
.14S ,159 
.039 .040 
.072 .332 
.988 .991 
.034 .054 
.009 .034 
.010 .034 
1.061 .902 
.089 .150 
.025 .045 
.023 .050 
.697 .066 
1.000 1.000 
.375 ,201 
.755 3.045 
S - standard deviation 
c AI 
,))4 0,119 
.116 O,OB 
.030 ,012 
.088 .127 
1.031 1.567 
.061 .339 
,015 0.108 
.014 0.Ob9 
1.038 1,229 
.089 .)28 
.022 .110 
.021 .089 
.251 ,166 
1.000 ,683 
.213 .171 
1.088 1.030 
C a coefficient of variation (i.e., SIX) 
Market 2 
tl2 III 112 63 Al tl2 
.483 ,049 ,IS6 .033 ,IS6 .033 
,080 ,085 ,154 .244 ,ObI .052 
.019 .019 .047 .009 .144 .015 
.039 .388 .301 .273 .092 .45b 
I. 256 1.346 1. 319 ,367 1.010 1.024 
.125 .313 .268 .047 .056 .050 
.038 .103 .080 .124 .Olb .019 
.030 .077 .060 .049 .016 .019 
1. 134 1.040 l.051 .909 1.072 .838 
.221 .728 .421 .323 .206 .382 
.076 .178 .108 .077 .379 .117 
.067 .171 .103 .085 .035 .140 
.5n .052 .191 .025 ,220 .024 
.673 .195 .349 .175 .470 .149 
.156 .090 .088 .051 .108 .045 
.292 1. 731 .461 2.040 .492 1.847 
Market ) 
B 1 B2 83 c D 
.133 ,212 ,0266 ,298 ,08S 
.Ob3 ,070 .026 .112 ,050 
.175 .164 .770 .02b .013 
.132 .078 .289 .012 .156 
1.020 .993 1.069 1.045 .942 
.093 .056 .077 .461 .099 
.020 .013 .020 .017 .027 
.019 .013 .019 .012 .029 
1.031 1.103 .805 1.095 1.056 
.260 .107 .556 .184 .059 
.072 .024 .107 .040 .035 
.070 .022 .132 .036 .034 
.176 .198 .015 .336 .on 
.475 .439 .114 .450 .454 
.122 .125 .032 .100 .094 
.690 .629 2.121 .294 .308 
APPENDIX 4 
Correlation Matrices for Dependent .and Independent Variables 
Market 
.15 
Market 1 
-.07 
Market 2 
.90 
-.36 
.84 
Market 3 
.80 
Note: 
Correlation Matrices for Each Brand 
A 3 
-.4S .7' -.16 -.86 .17 .78 .38 
- .12. .64 -.29 .31 .67 .26 
-.31 -.01 .38 -.23 
-.25 .14 
Al A2 
.'3 -.01 .23 .46 -.58 -.10 .27 
.12 -.02 .24 -.39 -.29 -.IS 
-.54 -.18 -.40 -.3S 
-.01 .26 
Bl B2 
-.92 -.03 .14 .70 -.28 -.64 .46 
,..82 -.06 .13 .03 -.50 .24 
.05 -.16 .36 -.32 
- .13 -.14 
Al A2 
- .17 .21 .38 .93 -.52 .92 .67 
.5S .11 -.42 -.43 .8S .65 
.12 -.21 -.50 -.46 
.06 .SO 
Bl 32 
-.74 .76 -.09 .59 .45 .Sl -.09 
-.64 .79 -.2S .n .31 -.26 
-.68 -.20 .21 .07 
-.39 .34 
c D 
-.25 .46 .37 .74 .37 .17 .08 
-.16 .39 .16 .53 .18 -.07 
-.54 .34 .28 -.09 
.01 .28 
Correlation co-
efficients for 
pairs of variables 
m.t 
] . 
m.t-1 ,] 
* ,~ p.t 
I 'J 
*' 
O.t 
:1 
,C 
.53 .17 .11 
.04 .14 
.41 
A3 
.54 .34 .78 
.36 .48 
.06 
33 
.67 -.07 .41 
-.06 .IS 
.13 
174 
.01 
-.35 
-.10 
-.03 
.28 
.06 
.08 
.17 
.54 
.18 
-.20 
.23 
5.1 1 LINEAR PARTIAL ADJUSTMENT MODEL 
MARKET 1 
A B C 
OLS JGLS lJGLS OLS JGLS IJGLS OLS JGLS lJGLS 
BOj 0.850 0.133 -0.149 -0.123 -0.207 -0.322 -0.198 0.018 -0.225 
(1.52) (0 .42) (-1.88) (-1.08) (-2.34) (-4.30) (-0.55) (0.07) (-2.76) 
B1j -1. 203 -0.552 -0.039 -0.172 -0.084 • 0.002 0.391 0.166 -.022 (-2.59) (-2.08) (-1.83) (-1.597) (-1.14) (0.25) (1.05) (0.84) (-1.31) 
B2j 0.563 0.593 0.441 0.382 0.385 0.423 -0.074 -0.055 0.406 (2.49) (3.90) (4.88) 0.95) (4.72) (4.69) (-0.29) (-0.289) (4.46) 
B3j 0.007 0.009 0.000 0.025 0.022 -0.000 0.034 0.014 0.000 
(0.65) (1.38) (0.20) (l.I.7) (1.67) (0.06) (I. 7 5) (1.41) (0.51) 
B4j 0.521 0.599 0.487 0.546 0.498 0.47'2 0.595 0.598 0.484 
(3.72) (6.71) (5.99) (5.21) (5.86) (5.67) (3.53) (6.09) (5.95) 
R2 0.76 0.86 0.39 
n:2 0.72 0.84 0.27 
F4 ,22 t 7.8 34.1 ... 3.5 
Dw 1. 91 2.34 2.07 
Dn 0.34 1.05 0.43 
MARKET 2 
Al A2 81 B2 B3 
OLS JGLS IJGLS OLS JGLS IJGLS OLS JGLS IJGLS OLS JGLS lJGLS OLS JGLS lJGLS 
BOj -0.096 -0.085 -0.087 0.790 0.596 0.474 -0.015 -0.015 -0.016 .288 0.328 0.381 -.010 -.005 -.007 
(-1.31) (-1.34) (-1.39) (3.69) (3.44) (3.19) (-.59) (-0.95) (-1.07) (2.44) (3.25) (4.13) (-.15) (- .29) (-.46) 
B1j .093 0.097 0.103 -.259 
-0.152 -0.092 -.000 0.005 0.006 -.177 -0.205 -0.235 -.042 -.049 -.050 
(2.49) (2.97) (3.18) (-2.43) (-1.70) (-1.17) (-.00) (0.47) (0.65) (-2.33) (-3.15) (-3.87) .(-.73) (-1.07) (-1. 19) 
B2j 
.044 0.040 0.040 -.081 -0.042 -0.015 .026 0.022 0.021 -.005 0.002 0.001 .024 .021 .023 
(1.54) (1. 69) (1. 73) (-L73) (-1.10) (-0.44) (2.59) (3.00) (3.25) (.71) (0.093) (0.027) (1.79) 0.99) (2.37) 
B3j .035 0.037 0.038 .020 0.023 0.035 .009 0.042 0.058 .007 -O.Oto -0.023 .032 0.031 0.027 
(2.52) (3.32) (3.54) (1.01) (1.51) (2.75) ( .66) (2.75) (4.20) (.23) (-0.36) (-0.94) (2.41) (2.92) (2.86) 
B4j .075 -0.025 -0.093 .208 0.236 0.256 .665 0.646 0.632 .699 0.653 0.585 L068 1.07 1. 10 
(.366) (-0.15) (-0.55) (1. 27) (L81) (2.2l) (6.67) ,(8.35) (8.74) (5.11) (5.53) (5.42) (9.30) (11.42) (12.53) 
R2 0.49 0.44 0.90 0.92 0.91 I-' 
11:2 
-....] 
0.40 0.32 0.88 0.90 0.89 c..n 
F 4,22 5.33 4.38 48.5 66.7 54.0 
Dw 2.26 1.53 1. 79 2.24 2.59 
Dn 2.28(R") 0.60 0.85 1.32 
" ___ ~ _______ 4 ___ • 
APPENDIX 5.1 (continued) 
MARKET 3 
Al A2 BI B2 
OLS JGLS lJGLS OLS JGLS lJGLS OLS JGLS IJGLS OLS JG1.S IJGLS 
BOj 0.093 0.341 0.416 0.001 0.030 0.025 0.279 0.252 0.264 -0.439 -0.247 -0.140 
(0.48) (2.S3) (4.9l) (0.02) (-1.67) (0.88) (t.98) (2.30) (3.14) (-1.79) (-1.48) (-1.30) 
B1j -0.009 -0.175 -0.288 
-0.03 -0.06 -0.056 -0.264 -0.246 -0.263 0.278 0.15 0.066 
(0.04) (-1.33) (-3.98) (-0.6S) (-1.67) (-2.27) (-2.30) (-2.78) (-3.94) (1. 22) (0.97) (0.68) 
B2j 0.084 -0.004 -0.031 0.060 0.057 0.052 0.050 0.012 0.093 0.294 0.231 0.181 (1. 16) (-0.08) (-0.90) (4.26) (S.33) (6.45) (1.22) (2.21) (3.52) (2.42) (2.63) (3.14 ) 
B3j 0.033 O.OlS 0.046 0.041 0.031 0.016 0.021 0.026 0.025 -0.002 -0.002 O.Oll 
( 1.12) (1. 90) (4.S1) 0 .. 84) (1.63) (1.14) (1.83) (2.34) (2.98) (0.94) (-0.12) (1.39) 
84j -0.282 -0.073 
0.349 0.414 0.493 0.625 0.S07 0.411 .0.287 0.257 0.273 0.421 
(-1.18) (-0.44) (3.70) (3.64) (5.77) (9.84) (3.45) (3.62) (3.28) (1. 48) (2.16) (5.06) 
R2 0.24 0.94 0.81 0.51 
11:2 0.10 0.92 0.78 0.42 
F4 ,22 1.76 79.8 23.8 5.74 
Ow 2.24 2.07 2.54 2.17 
Oh 0.78 2.17(Ra) 1.02 
c 0 
OLS JGLS lJGLS OLS JGLS IJGLS 
BOj -0.006 0.003 0.086 0.418 0.529 0.664 0.03.0 0.091 0.171 
(-0.113) (0.07) (2.91) (1. 20) (1. 95) (4.17) (0.37) 0.35) (3.47) 
B1j 0.002 -0.008 -0.098 -0.411 -0.4S1 -0.523 -0.014 -0.087 -0.209 (0.04) (-0.20) (-3.59) (-1.46) (-2.06) (-4.04) (-0.17) (-1.29) (-5.27) 
B2j 
0.017 0.023 0.038 0.062 0.020 0.015 0.010 0.002 0.027 
(1. 85) (2.83) (S.43) (0.71) (0.29) (7.34) (0.02) (0.04) (0.70) 
B3] 0.092 0.084 0.029 0.081 0.096 0.106 0;018 0.0'2 0.0'" 
(2.934) (3.14) (1. 56) (2.86) (4.13) (7.34) (0.81) ( 1.88) (6.2S) 
B4j 0.547 0.470 0.S48 0.724 0.633 0.437 0.777 0.858 0.941 
(4.51) (4.41) (S.S8) (5.86) (6.09) (S.28) (4,60) (6.11) (l LOS) 
R2 0.68 0.16 0 .. 56 
11:
2 0.62 0.11 0.49 
F4 ,22 11.4 11.2 1.14 
Ow 3.0(} 2.04 1.90 
Oh 3.34(Rs ) O~ 13 0.54 ........ 
-...J 
KEY: Ra _ Reject the null hypotnesis tnat there i8 not 1st order sutocorrelation. at the 997. confidence level. 0\ 
~ 
R' - Reject the null hypothesis that there is not 1st order autocorrelation at the 95% confidence level. 
APPENDIX S. 2 Multiplicative Partial Adjustment Model 
MARKET 1 
A 8 C 
OLS JGts OLS JGLS OLS JGLS 
80j -.388 -.325 -.617 -.495 -.526 -.723 
(-3.68) (-4.06) (-2.94) (-3.85) (-2.86) (-4.03) 
81j -2.323 -1. 294 -.880 .926 1. 153 - .064 (-2.62) (-2.10) (-.87) (1. 34) (.99) (- .08) 
82j 
1.060 1.090 3.215 -.374 -.063 3.200 
(2.25) (2.91) (3.89) (-.54) (- .08) (4.34) 
83j .000 .000 .009 .000 .004 .009 ( .04) (-.02) (1. 22) (.64) (1.49) (1. 55) 
84j .507 .594 .528 .554 .528 .474 
(3.56) (5.44) (4.64) (5.24) (3.36) (4.90) 
R2 .75 .85 .39 
R"2 .71 .82 .28 
" F 4,22 16.56 30.12 3.56 
Ow 1.83 2.14 2.15 
Oh .65 .21 .45 
(Structural 
Model "Rh .75 .83 .26 
MARKET 2 
A1 AZ 81 82 83 
OLS JGLS OLS JGLS OLS JGLS OLS JGLS OLS JGLS 
8
0j 
-2.633 -2.740 -.385 - .400 -2.537 -2.465 - .139 - . 220 -.017 .096 
(-3.74) (-4.09) (-3.48) (-4.24) (-6.72) (-7.12) ( -1.07) (-1.91) (-.03) (.16) 
8
1j 1.241 
1.276 -.721 -.533 .880 .837 -1. 358 -1. 555 -.582 -.505 
(2.37) (2.51) (-2.52) (-2.24) (2.09) (2.15) (-2.16) (-2.95) (-.94) (-.97) 
8
2j 
.296 .303 -.198 -.153 1.213 1.070 -.180 -.125 .876 .813 
(1.05 ) (l.12) (-1.77) (-1.58) (6.88) (6.79) (-1.09) (-.86) (2.7) (3.02) 
83j 
.008 .008 .014 .016 .0172 .018 .004 .003 .010 .011 
(1.99) (2.23) (.76) (1.11) (3.22) (3.75) (.73) ( .76) (2.16 ) (2.94) 
84j 
.035 -.010 .199 .244 .227 .243 .708 .604 1.118 1. 125 
(.15) (-.04) (1.21) (1.81) ·(2.33) (2.72) (5.37) (5.90) (!2.14) (13.80) 
R2 .44 .44 .90 .92 .93 
i\2 .34 .33 .88 .91 .91 
F4 ,22 
4.39 4.23 49.06 66.45 69.28 f-' 
'-l 
Ow 2.45 1.56 1.36 2.43 2.50 
'-l 
Oh 1. 90(R
a
) 2.26(R
a ) 1. 92(R
a) 1.53 1.48 
StT'u~rural 
MARKET 3 
Al A2 Bl B2 
OLS JGI,S OLS JGts 0\.8 JGI.S OLS JGtS 
BOj 3.314 3.039 l.065 .922 1.187 1.23 2.027 2.096 
(5.48) (6.08) (4.04) (4.10) (3.35) 0.44) (4.00) (4.95) 
B
lj 
-.0658 - .640 -LOOI -1. 796 -1.946 -2.063 I. 237 .651 
(- .05) (-.68) (-.63) (-1.38) (-2.23) (-2.44) (J.19) (.81 ) 
B
2j 
.265 - .124 1.857 1.698 .377 .374 1.292 1.088 
(.54) (-.31) (4.27) (4.55) (1.20) . (! .22) (2.14) (2.22) 
B3] • 061 .050 .007 .004 .006 .006 -.010 .002 
(2.18) (2.25) (1.03) (.611) (2.12) (2.26) (-.51) (.11) 
B4j. -.177 -.011 .409 .491 .562 \ .548 
.290 .279 
(-.76) (-.37) (3.06) (4.21) (4.06) (4.06) (1.66) (1.93) 
R
Z .34 .95 .84 .48 
ii:2 .23 .94 .8t .38 
F4 ,22 
2.89 104.48 29.05 5.00 
Dw 2.15 2.40 2.56 2.10 
Dh 1.47 2.0HR") • 60 
(Structural 
Model 1{2) .15 .93 .78 .42 
B3 C D 
OLS JGLS OLS JGLS OLS JGtS 
BO] .796 .801 .86 1. 216 .548 .433 
(3.50) (3.77) (2.30) (3.42) (1.34) (t. 16) 
B
1j 
-.221 -.116 -.809 -1.132 - .091 -.577 
(-1.07) (-1.89) (-.90) (-1.40) (-.09) (-.64) 
82 ] 
.306 .362 .334 .226 .120 .067 
(1. 39) (1.74) (L 102) (8.18 ) (.15) (.09) 
B3j .023 .020 .050 .046 .004 .006 
(2.43) (2.30) (2.63) (2.71) (.65) (1.26) 
8
4 
.495 .466 .767 .669 .754 .811 
(3.52) (3.45) (6.78) (6.25) (4.33) ('i.08) 
R2 .65 .78 .55 
1{2 .58 .73 .46 
F4 •22 9.99 18.9 6.60 
Ow 2.80 2.27' 1.81 ..... .""-.1 
Dh 3.04(R") .81 .19 00 
(Structural 
Model'Rh 
.65 .69 .45 
a) 
BUj -.391 - .591 - [. 0 I - .1136 -1.151 -I. ]99 -2.89 -3.195 - 1. 141 -.797 -5.12 -1.36 
(-.32) (-.58) (-.75) (-.39) (-2.03) (-2.20) (-1.91) (-1.06) (-1.80) (- 1.44) (-3.59) (-).49) 
8
21j 
3.776 3.554 2.895 2.591 3.178 1.998 ).<J07 2.118 1.190 1. 216 1.069 .535 
(5.58) (5.12) (J.58) 0.25) (1 •• 73) 0.52) 0.81\ (3.27) (4.95) (7.92) 0.74 ) (1.55) 
B
31j .007 - .001 .Oto .009 .018 .019 .00)· - .008 .008 -.001 .026 .014 
([.23) (-,,92) (1.73) (1.1,7) (1.96) (2.15 ) (2.78) (-!. 27) (,112) (-.25) (1.00) ( 1.lJ4) 
84ij . 
.284 .256 .383 .351 .231 .109 .131 .111 -.010 .019 .055 .083 
(J .66) 0.42) (4.48) (4.28) (1.92) (I .03) (2.10) ( l.OS) (-.10) (.23) (.42) (.117) 
11
12j 
-.589 -.298 .688 .106 1 •• 656 1. li71 .178 L ?51 2.020 I.Q~7 2.01it. .1i~5 
(-.52) (- . 30) (.52) (,26) (1.31) (l. 45) (.22) (.94) (1. 27) (1.46) (LOll (.43) 
B
22j 
-3.534 -3.285 -2.788 -2.492 -2.598 - [. 291 - 3.84 L -1.346 • - .464 -.448 -.483 -.293 
(-5.34) (-4.88) (-3.51) (-3.19) (-2.57) (- 1 .48) (-2.65) (-1.46) (-.76) (- .86) (- .428) 
(-.404) 
il
32j 
-.011 .016 -.010 -.015 .002 -.004 - .000 - .OOL -.007 -.017 
- .014 -.031 
(-1.34) (-1.16) (-1.11 ) (-.99) ( . 16) (-.3l) (-.03) (-.59) (-.29) (-.74) 
(-.60) (-1.37) 
R2 .85 .80 .76 .65 .62 
.80 
li2 .81 .73 .69 .55 .51 .74 
F ",20 
19.02 12.99 10.57 6.28 5.45 LJ.57 
Ow 1.37 1.96 I.n .66 .50 1.84 
Dh 1. 79(R
b
) .17 2.61(R
3
) 6.14(R
a
) 4.55(R
a
) .57 
MARKET 3 
Al A2 III B2 B3 
OLS JGLS OLS JGLS OLS JGLS OLS JGLS OLS JGtS 
B
11j 
1.283 .931 .743 .785 -.827 -.932 - .662 -.92L 1. L8 .477 
- . L45 -.LL9 
(1.45) ( 1. 05) (5.77) ( . 76) (-.78) (-I. ')0) (·.62) (-1.19) (.90) ( . 38) 
(- . 14) (-.17) 
11
21j 
2.24 .519 1.959 I. 816 .761 .hOS 1.308 .603 .269 
.4(,.9 2.079 .742 
(l.66) (.54) (4.22) (5.24 ) (.89) (I. 25) (.95) ( .702) (1.05 ) (2.02) ( 1.80) 
( 1.(9) 
BJij .003 .075 .004 .012 
.004 .007 -.009 .007 .on .015 .054 .060 
(4.92) (2.05 ) (.37) (1.46) ( . 51,) ( l.88) (-.22) (. ?9) 
(1.46) ( 1. 77) (1.1Ll (? LS) 
B4j .332 
.297 .231 .350 .706 .582 .554 .615 .272 .271 
.607 .594 
(1. 59) ([.82) (1.32) (2.75) (J.6!) (4.59) (2.33) 0.71) (1.64) (I. 78) 
(3.30) (4.77) 
II
L2j 
-1.311 - .930 -.815 -.819 .8·14 .961 .666 .930 -1.217 
- .S?) .168 .145 
(-.116) (-l.03) (-1 •. 26) (-.78) (.79) (1.337) (.62) (1.20) 
(- .92) (-.42) (.17) ( .70) 
B
22j 
-2.221 - .592 -2.036 -1.881 -.718 -.558 -I. 206 -.5)7 -.474 
-.640 -2.100 -7.623 
(-1.73) (-.65) (-i •• 26) (-5.27) (-.85) (-1.17) . (-.88) (-.63) (-1.98) 
(-2.94) (-1.87) (-1.15) 
8)2j - .004 -.005 - .005 
1.220 -.005 -.003 -.001 -2.95 - .020 -.OL9 -I. 952 
1.2980 1-1 
(- .45) (-. (2) (-.45) (L. 12) (-.75) (-.527) (-.18) (-.47) (-2.15) 
(-2.02) (-3.13) (2.17) ....... 
to 
R2 .49 .89 .77 .36 .56 .73 
'R2 .33 .86 .70 .14 .43 .64 
F 6,20 3.15 26.95 10.98 1.69 4.22 8.S4 
Ow 2.7.0 2.22 2.12 2.1" 2.51 2.07 
b) Restric t"ti Es l im~tC's (111'j:hlll .' fI :11 12j 121' "n{llnl' lin {1117I • for ;!ll I: I ••. !l-I) 
HARKET J. 
II 
OL5 JGI.S 
IILJ -1.1l4 -1.2')2 -1.7')2 - .191 -.Iln -. '; 77 
(- [. 12) (-1.31 ) (-I. Il) (.20) (-.60) (- .1>4\ 
1l
2j 
3.297 1.444 1.050 !. 1')9 'J. 169 3.787 
(6.17) (4.93) (5.88) (4.65) (5.27l (4.74) 
B
Jj 
.001 - .005 .014 .0[3 .011 .005 
( .123) (-.756) (I.TJ) ( .9JI) (1.16) ( .82) 
fl
4j 
.3J8 
(5.96 ) 
Structural 
Nodel 11:
2 
.60 .76 .02 
MARKET 2 /\2 112 IlJ 
01.5 JGLS OLS JGts OI.S JGI.S 
B
lj 
-1. 568 - [. 196 -J.826 - 3.137 -1.456 -.659 -5.518 -r, .474 -2.193 -1.56\ 
(-3.70) (-2.92) (-4.37) (-5.20) (-2.55) (-1.1>5) (-6.87) (-8.17) (3.58) (L.57) 
6
2j 
1.485 1.206 1.607 1.470 1.311 1.073 I. [35 .926 .529 .459 
(10.S2) 00.64) (5.21) (9.67) (6.32) (9.69) (5.09) (8.08) (1.97) (Lin) 
B
Jj 
.022 .019 - .035 -.094 .006 .OOJ .025 .Oll .009 .008 
(2. JO) (3.38) (-.28) (-.26) ( .35) (.39) (.97) (.86) (J .12) (.54) 
IlI,j .020 
( .50) 
Structural 
Nodel i{2 .42 -.22 .89 .86 .49 
MARKET 3 
Al A2 61 C 
OLS JGLS OLS JGts OLS JGLS Ol.S JGLS 
Il
lj .179 .600 .l33 -.629 .183 - .;,01 .18'> - .606 .IR5 - .1>45 .217 -.571 1.879 -.606 
(.33) (-1.21) (.23) (-1.26) (.39) (-I. 19) ( .42) (-1.21) ( .29) (-1.4)} (.t.S) (-1.15) (.35) (1. 20) 
112 j 1.541 1.097 1.520 I. 130 [. ('24 1. 221 1.~q4 I. 219 .1,14 .1.068 1.581, 1.1Sl l. 658 1.168 
(4.42) (J.83) (4.52) (4. ))) (5.83) (4.52) (5.99). (4.42) (1.67) (2.')';) (5.43) (I, .07) (5.0ll (4.4ll 
B
Jj 
.047 .01\9 -.OOl .007 .004 .007 - .017 .009 .011 .Ol? .00') .054 • DOL .002 
( 1.(5) 0.49) (- .13) (.88) (. (3) ( I. 89) (- .4J) (.44) (l. 12) (1. S6) ( 1.06) 0.22) (. ';0) (.4"J) 
h-' 
B4j .454 .522 00 
(4.92) (6.21) 0 
Structural 
-2 Model R .54 .22 ,11 
APPENDIX 5.4 Intennediate Response Model 
5.4 INTERMEDIATE RESPONSE MODEL 
MARKET MARKET 2 
B C Al 
A3 III 
OLS JGLS OLS JGLS OLS 
JGI,S OLS JGLS OLS JGLS 
B
1j 
-.141 -.188 - .181 - . 181 - .041 -.178 H1j 
- .025 - .038 .123 -.060 -.002 
-.036 - .191 -.158 
(-.79) (-2.23) (-2.18) , (-2.32) (-.160) (-1.77) (-.41) (-.72) (-1.39) 
(-.79) (-.080) ( •. 19) (-1.9t) (-l.8t) 
B2J .348 .238 .208 .215 - .199 .167 
8
2j 
.027 .020 .00) .040 .023 .029 
.002 -.015 
(2.73) (3.73) (3.72) (4.07) (-.67) ( 1.48) (.67) 
(.56) ( .05) (.86) (2.12) (3.34) ( .06) 
(-.53) 
B3j .005 .008 .013 .009 .006 .007 B3J 
.025 .029 .009 .016 .012 .013 .015 
.001 
(.57) (1.37) (1. 78) ( 1.59) (.57) (1.15) 
(2.40) (3.26) ( .82) (1.67) (1. 00) (1.39) 
(.45) ( .00) 
B41J .725 .778 .004 .004 .245 .218 
B
41j 
.269 .237 .369 .342 .178 .206 
.095 .93 
(8.36) (10.86) (.08) (.07) (2.76) (2.78) 
(1.33) (1. 19) (1.17) (1. III (1. 30) (1. (4) ( .40) (.40) 
B
42j 
.254 .191 .723 .715 .010 .089 B42j 
.151 .147 .736 .770 -.013 -.014 
.084 .077 
(2.23) (1.91) (9.85) (9.86) (.08) (.79) 
(2.34) (2.43) (7.63) (8.45) (-.40) (-.47) 
(1. 39) (1. 29) 
B
43j 
.204 .174 .194 .197 .636 .630 B43j 
.253 .245 -.048 .217 .652 .609 -.312 
·.296 
(1.87) (1. (3) (2.91) (2.96) (4.97) (5.17) 
( 1. 19) 0.18) (-1.20) (.57) (4.75) (4.78) 
(-1.29) (-L.23) 
R2 .71 .89 .36 1l44j 
-.033 -.038 .305 .20) .037 .040 .750 
.770 
(-.24) (-.73) (1.64) (1.20) (.76) ( .86) 
(6.68) (7. 16) 
'R2 .65 .87 .20 R2 .46 .18 .89 
.93 
F 5,21 10.44 35.02 2.33 'R2 .30 - .07 .86 .90 
0" 1.95 2.10 2.13 F 6,20 2.85 
.72 27.82 42.06 
Dh .03 .28 .44 
Ow 2.26 2.13 1.95. 
1.96 
Dh .39 .06 
.19 
MARKET 3 
A2 Bl 
JGLS OLS JGLS OLS 
B1j .OLO .017 - .002 -.002 .000 ( .08) ( 1.48) (-.54) (-.65) ( .03) 
B
2j 
.016 .013 .001 .001 '.000 
(.33) (.28) ( .86) (.72) (.82) 
B3j .021 .023 -.000 •. 000 -.000 
(1.45) (1.53) (- .80) (-'.88) (-2.43) 
B41j -.263 
-',261 .102 .097 -.322 
(-1.06) (-LOS) ( .87) (.82) (-1.91) 
B42j .384 .393 .833 .845 .118 ( .91) (.93) (4.18) (4.24) ( .41) 
B43j .248 .245 .038 .035 .598 (1.04) ( 1.02) (.34) (.31) (3.62) 
B44j .224 .222 .041 .037 -.130 
(1.3!) (1.30) ( .51) ( .46) (-1.12) 
B45j -.938 -.959 -.223 -.222 .720 
(-1.53) (-1.56) (-.76) (-.77) (1. 70) 
B46j - .311 .31:1 -.109 -.106 .392 
(1.63) (1.64) (-1.22) (-1.18) (3.04) 
B47j .404 .415 .163 .170 -.081 
(1.50) (1. 55) (1. 28) (1. 34) (- .44) 
R2 .47 .89 .83 
tt2 .19 .84 .74 
F 9,17 1.70 15.80 9.27 
Ow 2.42 2.37 1.87 
Dh .66 
APPENIDX 5.4 (continued) 
B2 B3 
JGLS OLS JGLS OLS 
.000 -.000 -.000 .053 
(.02) (- .40) (-.34) (.74) 
.000 -.000 -.000 .437 
( .81) (- .40) (- .49) (3.56) 
-.000 .000 .000 .075 
(-2.42) (1.04) (1. 06) (1.04) 
-.320 .359 .360 .053 
(-1.91) ( 1.66) (1.67) (.74) 
.117 -.094 -.102 .437 
( .41) (-.26) (-.28) (3.56) 
.598 -.340 -.341 .075 
(3.63) (-1.57) (-1.57) (1.04) 
- .130 .537 .537 - .061 
~-1.12) (3.57) (3.57) (-1.22) 
.719 1.069 1.078 -.038 
(1. 70) (1. 94) (1. 96) (-.20) 
.391 .200 .199 - .018 
(3.03) n.19) (1. 19) (-.33) 
-.081 .016 .011 .205 
(.44) ( .07) (.04) (2.58) 
.67 .83 
.50 .75 
3.89 9.45 
1.87 2.48 
.54 4.69{R 8 ) 
C 
JGLS OLS JGLS 
.000 .000 
(.19) (.14) 
-.000 - .000 
(-.63) (-.65) 
.000 .000 
( .14) (.10) 
.438 .433 
( 1.48) (1.47) 
-.825 - .813 
,-1.64) (-1.61) 
.307 .303 
(1.03) ( 1.02) 
.351 .348 
(1. 70) (1. 69) 
.627 .617 
( .82) ( .81) 
.473 .475 
(2.07) (2.09) 
-.185 - .175 
(-.56) (-.54) 
.75 
.67 
5.63 
2.06 
D 
OLS 
-.000 
(-.67) 
.000 
(.72) 
-.000 
(-.15) 
.018 
( .lD) 
-.OlD 
(-.03) 
-.001 
{- .01} 
.136 
(1. 02) 
.204 
( .49) 
-.022 
(-.15) 
.657 
(3.14) 
.61 
.41 
3.00 
1.86 
JGLS 
-.000 
(-.76) 
.000 
(.75) 
-.000 
(-.00) 
.016 
( .09) 
-.025 
(-.08) 
.002 
( .01) 
.143 
(1.07) 
.229 
( .47) 
-.023 
(.: .16) 
.644 
(3.08) 
I-' 
00 
N 
~larket 1 
A 
APPENDIX 5.4 (continued) 
n-l 
Restl'icteJ EstilllHtcs (Le. 1: 1l4i' ~ k "'" 1) 1"1 .. J 
~Iarket 2 
8 c AZ 
183 
III IlZ 
OLS JGI.5 01.5 .JGIS OIS ,](a5 015 JG1.5 015 .JGLS OlS JGLS 0L'i ,Jf;15 
-.lu5 -.192 
(-.71) (-1.42) 
-.09 -. 180 -. 117 -. 179 I -. 035 -. OS2 -. 153 -. 13 7 -.022 -.004 -.263 .220 
(-.72) (-1.53) (-3 .. 76) (-1.79)( .7S) (-l.08) (-2.23) (-2.70) (-.88) (-.15) (-2.71) (1.98) 
.599 .389 .4116 .351 .050 .235 .083 .088 .025 .053 . 006 .021 -. 009 .009 
(3.96) (4.04) (5.11) (4.59) (1.46) (1.82) (2.21) (2.64) (.51) (1.21) (.51) (1.96) (-.26) (1.16) 
-.001 .002 .020 .006 -.002 .nOl .026 .030 .Oll • (liS -.011 .007 .018 -.347 
( .06) (.2S) (1.75) (.67) (-.15) (.16) (2.3S) (3.00) (1.06) (1.76) (·.90) (.60) (.51) (-1.46) 
1141j .392.430 .191 .087 .400 .479 .295 .247 .340 .278 .248 .155 .227 .676 
(4.94) (7.60) (3.36) (1.40) (5.H) (8.13) (1.56) (1.41) (1.22) (1.05) (.30) (1.06) (1.09) (6.04) 
.451 .297 .325 .447 .225 .Z60 .136 .136 .696 .705 .002 -.010 .066 -.261 
(4.46) (3.00} (4.12) (4.72) (2.07) (2.74) (2.43) (2.67) (8.67) (.938) (.07) (-.27) (1.20) (-3.07) 
B43j .584 .652 .149 .224 .282 .123 .32(> .327 .067 .240 .843 .681 -.336 ,ol9 (5.35) (7.80) (1.90) (.67) (2.40) (J.~6) (1.63) (1.74) (.20) (.78) (,6~3) (4.55) (-1. 52) (-,94) 
Narket 3 
Al 
01.5 JGLS 
.003 .051 
(.29) l.~6) 
81 
OIS JGI.5 OLS 
-.002 0.003 .000 
(-.81) (-.83) (.24) 
-.101 
1(-·88) 
-.Il'l5 
( -. !12) 
H2 
.JGI.S· OIS .JGJ5 
. 000 • 000 . 000 
(.29) (-.56) (.37) 
.341 
l2. 2(1) 
OIS 
.000 
( .(7) 
.295 
(2. Hl) 
-.!ll1 .(I2~ 
(-.43) (.44) 
c II 
JG[S 0[5 JGlS 
-.000 -.000 -.000 
(-.15) (-.62) (-,20) 
.016 .021 .001 .001 .000 .000 -.000 -.000 -.000 -.000 .000 .000 
(.33) (.45) (.78) (.59) (.87) (.88) (-.47) (-.44) (-.67) (·.99) (.81) (.96) 
029 .030 -.001 -.000 -.000 -.000 .000 .000 - . 000 -.000 -. DOD .000 
(1.99) (2.11) (-1.53)(-1.23) (-1.86) (-1.77) (.63) (.91) (.31) (-.64) (·.56) (-.20) 
-.159 -1. 26 
(-.69) (-.58) 
.194 .144 .233 '.215 .445 .::;80 
(1. 75) 
.546 
(2.00) 
.658 .107 
(1.69) (1.20) (-1.47) (-1.38) (2.21) (2.81) (.62) 
.485 .514 .906 .S94 .193 
(1.23) (1.38) (4.65) (4.3S) (.72) 
.279 .230 .034 .043 
(1.27) (1.11) (.31) (.38) 
.593 
(3.82) 
.20S 
(.79) 
.618 
(4.09) 
.022 -. Oi6 -.724 -.639 .062 
(-.06) (-,20) (-1.54) (-1.58) (.20) 
- .347 
( 1.73) 
.309 .341 
(-1.46) (1.27) 
.288 .000 
(1.26) (00) 
.176 .156 .001 .OU 
(1.09) (1.02) (.02) (.17) 
-.170 -.175 .496 
(-1.5t1) (-l.b3) (3.53) 
.529 
(3.~6) 
.300 .243 .O!)8 
(I. 56) (1.47) (.78) 
-1. 220 1. 09 
(-2.20)(2.08) 
.379 .308 .571 .540 
(-1. 2b)( 1.00) (1. 37) (1.30) 
.925 . ~)6~ 
(I.72) (1.85) 
.. 337 
(.49) 
.385 
(. (4) 
.476 
C. HI) 
.058 
(.31) 
-.OOl 
( -.00) 
.029 
(. IS) 
.134 
(.98) 
.129 
(.26) 
.231 .246 -.156 -.137 .347 .321 .156 .lb7 .390 .3b~ -.Ob7 .061 
(1.35) (1.54) (-1.BUl(-I.50) (2.87) 
.60-1 .555 .279 .241 .!l35 
(2.741 12.771 (2.19) (1.82) (.20) 
l2.73) lUll) (1.0~) (1.92) (2.11) (.49) h42) 
.llb3 
(.3(» 
. 132 
1.58) 
.OS3 .1117 • USC> 
(. ,1(0) l. (J64 ) (. 26 ) 
.76b .705 
l .(2) (3A4) 
.680 -.000 
(0.31) (-.01) 
APPENDIX 6 
CONI'EMPORANEOOS CORRElATICNS OF RESIDUALS BETWEEN EQUATIONS 
Nodel Nnrket I Nark<'t Nilrket 
tl near II C II III 112 113 /12 IH 112 l!3 C 1) 
/I .03 .73 /II -.34 .47 -.09 . f4 /II .28 -.10 -.60 -.16 .09 -./6 
B 
, 
-.50 /12 -.28 -.]4 - .t.o ,\2 - .46 - .03 .06 .22 .17 
III - .31 .05 III .07 .27 .03 -.21 
ll2 .30 Il2 .19 -.36 -.17 
113 -.22 .09 
C .02 
l1ultipli- Narket Narl<et 
cative II /12 III 112 83 /12 III 112 nJ C l) 
II .06 -.67 /11 -.28 .17 .14 .02 Al .20 .03 -.58 - .10 .12 - .32 
B -.5f> /12 -.07 -.33 -.51 A2 -.35 .00 - .04 .24 - .14 
III -.43 -.10 III .10 -.16 .06 -. /3 
112 .38 !II. .1 ~ - .41 .12 
113 -.38 .10 
C -.22 
Attraction Narket Narket ~Iarket 3 
a) Unrestricted C /12 III 112 A2 III liZ 113 C 
/I .89 AI .43 .50 .53 /11 .36 .69 .49 .21 .66 
112 .74 .85 ~1. .60 .69 .38 .65 
III .80 III .74 .35 .76 
112 .41 .71 
B3 .36 
Market Market 2 Market 
b) Restricted C A2 III Il2 A2 III 112 113 C 
A .85 Al .81 .76 .112 /11 .48 .49 .45 .33 .72 
A2 .87 .87 112 .53 .64 .57 .66 
III .78 III .75 .29 .75 
112 .43. .73 
83 .33 
Intermediate Market 
Response B C 
a) U nres t ric ted A -.30 -.68 
Il -.55 
b) Restricted B C 
II -.30 -.68 
II -.55 
APPENDIX 7 
STANDARD ERRORS OF 015, JGLS AND IJGLS PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
APPENDIX 7 (continued) 
3) Attraction Model 
a) UnrE:'s tricted 
Parameter Estimator MMket 2 
A 1\ I 1\2 Bl 112 
Bllj OLS 1.28t l. 395 .665 
JGLS 1.014 l.ln .591 
1.498 • 7t, 7 1.429 1.118 1.288 1.055 1.068 I. 319 1.005 
1.01,6 .553 .962 .161 1.035 .718 .776 1.248 .710 
621j 
OLS .7)6 .848 .672 
JGLS .694 .797 .568 
1.027 .241 .614 1.149 .464 :8S6 I. 375 .256 1.15) 
.65) .154 .346 .888 .347 .483 .855 .233 .683 
831j 
OLS .010 .010 .009 
JGLS .007 .006 .008 
.lI8 .020 .027 .053 .Oll .007 .040 .009 .048 
.063 .012 .012 .952 .008 .004 .025 .008 .028 
B41j 
OLS .080 .088 .120 
JGLS .075 .082 .105 
.158 .100 .132 .208 .1l4 .195 .237 .166 .184 
.105 .081 .095 .037 .127 .117 .158 .153 .124 
B
I2j 
OLS 1.147 1.368 I. 263 
JGLS .980 1.164 1.156 
l. 757 l. 595 2.041 1.133 1.291 1.U56 1.071 \. 328 1.015 
1.340 1.347 1. 555 .900 1.039 .718 .777 I. 258 .718 
B22j OL5 
7.167 .829 1.010 
JGLS .674 .782 .871 
1. 451 .607 1.129 I. 281 .478 .84l 1.371 .239 1.123 
.9?2 .523 .724 .907 .357 .476 .855 .718 .664 
B32j OLS .015 .016 .014 
JGLS .014 .015 .014 
.018 .024 .024 .007 .011 .006 .007 .009 .006 
.017 .023 .022 .007 .009 .006 .006 .009 .006 
b) Restricted 
Parameter Narket 3 
Estimator /II /12 III B2 B) C 0 
Blj 
OLS 1.005 .827 1.043 .423 .876 
JGLS .954 .952 .906 .410 .642 
.572 .804 .613 .534 .586 .474 .446 .646 .451 .541 
.398 .572 .992 .496 .501 .503 .503 .450 .497 .503 
1I2j 
OLS .534 .519 .601 .137 .J08 
JGLS .699 .679 .693 .113 .152 
.207 .223 .269 .349 .338 .278 .283 .260 .261 .313 
. III .IlS .396 .286 .261 .270 .280 .178 .290 .264 
6)j OLS .010 .010 .097 .009 .126 
JGLS .006 .011, .006 .006 .045 
.017 .026 .008 .045 .010 .007 .038 .010 .038 .003 
.009 .013 .014 .028 .007 .004 .021 .006 .024 .005 
1I4j OLS .057 
JGLS .076 
.092 
.086 
..,.... 
00 
.0\ 
APPENDIX 7 (Conttd.) 
4) ,Intermediate ResEonse Model 
a) Unrestricted b) Restricted 
Market 1 Market 1 
A B C A B C 
B1j 
OLS 1.788 .083 .258 B1j OLS .234 .128 .074 
JGLS .084 .078 .100 JGLS .135 .118 .150 
B2j 
OLS .127 .056 .294 B2j 
OLS .151 .078 .109 
JGLS .064 .053 .113 JGLS .096 .077 .157 
B3j OLS .079 .008 .011 B3j 
OLS .010 .012 .117 
JGLS .005 .006 .006 JGLS .008 .008 .008 
B41j 
OLS .087 .054 .088 B41j 
OLS .079 .057 .074 
JGLS .072 .052 .078 JGL8 .057 .063 .059 
B42j 
OL8 .114 .073 .129 B42j 
OL8 .101 .079 .109 
JGL8 .0lD .072 .123 JGL8 .099 .094 .095 
B
43j 
OL8 .109 .067 .128 B43j OL8 .109 .078 .117 
JGL8 .107 .066 .122 JGL8 .084 .076 .085 
...... 
00 
''''-J 
APPENDIX 8 
COMPUTER TIME AND CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS FOR OLS, JGLS AND IJGLS USING THE BURROUGHS B60700 .AND TSP. 
MODEL 
MARKET ESTIMATOR LINEAR MULTIPLICATIVE TNTERMEDIATE RESPONSE 
Time Capacity Time Capacity Time Capacity 
Market 1 OLS 9 395 16 . 593 
JGLS } 108 1113 89 1049 113 2445 IJGLS 
Market 2 OLS 16 568 21 468 25 890 
JGLS 121 1539 \ 227 } 5894 121 2023 IJGLS 160 5445 J 294 4348 
Market 3 OLS 22 272 25 323 62 1737 
JGLS 205 5318 188 3610 226 3097 
IJGLsa 532 1402 605 17131 
Note: 1. Processing time is in seconds of ~he central processing time. 
2. Processing capacity is expressed in the kiloword seconds use of the memory integral. 
3. Version 2-7 of the TSP statistical package was used. 
4. IJGLS was restricted to 10 iterations. 
~ 
00 
00 
1) Ol;; E~till1atcs 
Mooel 
. Linear 
Nultiplicative 
Attraction 
In tenlleuia te 
Response 
APPENDIX 9 
Theil's U Statistic and Error Decompositions 
for Individual Equations 
St,at istic 
U .032 . ~S;; .082 .0(,;; .O!!) .2(;$ .OS!! .106 . lIS 
lJ~1 .14 .55 • OS .39 .12 . !ll .os .04 .68 
uJ! .31 .25 .45 .1Z .M • (Ill .03 .16 .07 
uil .20 .49 .49 .03 .8!! .25 
T:lff)" T:lff)" T:lff)" r.Oll T:lff)" l.Ol) 
II .O2!! .374 .Ils.! .055 . ()29 .3·19 .0(,1 .117 .122 
tJ,~! .01 .38 .00 .48 .09 .SO .19 .10 • ~b 
UR .36 .29 .50 .on .17 .19 .00 .Z6 .01 
UD .63 .33 .50 .52 .74 .01 .81 .64 .23 
roo roo l.Ol) T.OO 1. 00 T:lill T.1iO 1.00 T.1iO 
II .045 .450 .073 .105 .OZO .257 .074 .582 .110 
U'I .40 .72 .10 .(,S .30 .89 .12 .89 .65 
lJR .38 .09 .23 .21 .13 .06 .36 .05 .19 
uD .ZZ .b7 .14 .57 .05 .52 .06 .16 
1. 00 l.Ol) r:oo r.oo T.Oil T.OO T.liO T.Oil 
liM • 05~1 .344 .144 
.56 .45 '? lJ . '" 
UR .28 .23 .01 
UD .32 .27 
roo roo 
.071 .140 .075 .Hl9 
.no .7l! .:>1 .09 
.45 .25 .04 .51 
.54 .65 .40 
1.00 1.00 T.OO 
.102 .104 .090 .149 
.15 .69 .43 .34 
.68 .20 .00 .49 
.19 .11 .57 
DiO 1. IlO T.liO 
.042 .038 .117 1.003 
.89 .48 .45 1.00 
.04 .04 .31 .00 
.01 ,.48 .00 
roo roo T:ljj) 
APPENDIX 9 (contd) 
2) JGlS Estimates 
Model Statistic 
Linear U 
lI'l 
UR 
UD 
!vil1 tip Hcati ve U 
lI'l 
UR 
UD 
Attraction U 
lJI'l 
UR 
UD 
Intermediate ~I Response 
UR 
UD 
3) Time Series 
Market 1 
ABC 
.• 030 .409 .081 
.01 .56 .06 
.34 .21 .51 
.65 .23 .43 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
.031 .406 .080 
.20 .58 .00 
.25 .17 .68 
.55 .25 .32 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
.048 .339 .087 
.46 .66 .02 
.29 .09 .24 
.25 .25 .74 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
.062 .568 .073 
.65 .40 .52 
.20 .29 .32 
.15 .31 .16 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
Market 2 
Al A2 B1 B2 
.062 .034 .240 .065 
.37 .35 .90 .37 
.09 .04 .07 .00 
.53 .61 .03 .63 
1. 00 T:OO 1.00 1.00 
.044 .028 .481 .077 
.21 .01 .97 .48 
.07 .11 .02 .02 
.78 .84 .01 .50 
1.00 1.00 1. 00 1.00 
.084 .026 .383 .0610 
.66 .47 .85 .00 
.21 .04 .08 .29 
.12 .49 .07 .71 
1.00 1.00 D:iO 1.00 
Market 3 
B3 Al B1 B2 C D 
.108 .139 .066 .109 .078 .091 
.01 0.73 .00 .68 .00 .09 
.13 0.15 .36 .23 .36 .32 
.86 0.12 .64 .09 .64 .59 
T.OO l.OO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
.186 .136 .129 .083 .070 .165 
.61 .77 .05 .66 .46 .77 
.13 .07 .64 .18 .16 .04 
.26 .16 .30 .17 .38 .19 
1.00 1.00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 . 1. 00 
.596 .110 .188 .039 .007:' .082 
.91 .47 .11 .18 .27 .38 
.07 .01 .15 .23 .03 .05 
.07 .52 .74 .59 .70 .57 
l.OO 1.00 D:iO D:iO r.oo 1.00 
~lodel Statistic Market 1 Market 2 Market 3 
ABC Al A2 Bl B2 B3 Al A2 Bl B2 B3 c D 
Naive U .037 .318 .104 .022 .044 .066 .081 .092 .068 .184 .072 .027 .287 .082 .089 
UM .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .02 .05 .41 .00 .13 .00 .14 .13 .17 .10 
UR .57 .61 .74 .49 .39 .37 .10 .15 .33 .22 .45 .23 .81 .29 .25 
UD .43 .39 .26 .51 .61 .61 .85 .44 .67 .65 .55 .83 .06 .54 .• 65 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 T:OO 1.00 r.oo 1.00 T:OO 1. 00 1. 00 T:OO 
Annual ~I .054 .403 .065 .054 .037 .229 .016 .280 .071 .283 .062 .048 .203 .072 .107 Moving .66 .58 .03 .51 .00 .77 .41 .94 .12 .74 .10 .02 .58 .11 .05 
Average UR .17 .18 .12 .00 .20 .17 .38 .03 .29 .07 .15 .69 .38 .71 .54 
UD .17 .24 .85 .49 .80 .06 .21 .03 .59 .09 .75 .28 .04 .18 .41 
1.00 1.00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 r.oo 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1. 00 r.oo r.oo 
APPENDIX 10 
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Brand A 
Model ESHHATEC SUI\OARO r-IIAIHAeL£ cce FF IC IE I\T ERI<OR STATISTIC HEA" 
liSA .~""f:9C 
C. • "5075'; • U53te .65773" 1.COOOOO 
PRICEA -1.05H"11 • S7E,6I1E -1.83G651 .~ee.nE 
CE OISTA 1.0711015 .22,,55e 4.113690 I.C611E7 AOVA .0011"3,, .01396'3 .031041 .4"7480 
R- SGUA REO · • £H280 COR REt TEl: R-SQUARED · .~H099 F-STATISTICI J. 23' . 12. ,6123S 
OUR BIN-WATseN STATISTIC !ADJ. FeR GAPS' .';SU40 
NUMeER OF CeSERI/AfICIiS 27 
5U11 OF SQUARED RESICt:ALS · . .00!S21 5 TANOARD ERRCR Of THE ECUJI n eN .J .CH22S 
t ~ ~ 
C .55734e .71HaE .774971l I.CCCCOC 
PRICEJI -1.0e,,3SIo • H23E" -2,263612 .<;ee33E 
PRICELIJ1 • 05<;65'!! • stelof .. .1150611 .~~a730 
DISTA .52"105<1 .;:5HH 2.045657 I.CEllE7 
OISTLlA .117,,32 .2'llo9E3 .39812S 1.CE04U 
CEA ADVA .OO90S! • C1l6 eE 
.7710653 • 10 'H Ioe 0 
AOYL 1A .02Z2CC .Cll1024 1.943251 .~2e2H 
~SL1A .521482 .1770115 2.91010305 .~Io1'SII:! 
>t-SCUAREC · . .~OH3" GORREC TEe R-SQI.:ARED · .13060" F-STAfISTICC 7, l'U 11.C7H61o 
()UREIN-HIITSCI\ STATISTIC IJI OJ. FCR C GAPS) 1.7S135!t 
NUHEER CF CeSERY.nIC~S 27 
SUH OF SCUARED RESIDCALS · .coeO'lE S TANDA~D ..c;I1I1CR Of THE ECUATIOIt .C2C61oZ 
C .1I5010Q • !l5<a2 72 1.,2002Q 1.CCCOOC 
PR leu -1.2026U .1,63713 -2, ,Q35117 ."S6llE 
DISH .H.l61:! .UEOOI 2.IoI19102e 1.cell0 
ADVA .00 ;31e • C11310C .6105339 .4971030 
PA ~SlU .521357 • JIo0067 3.722210 .SIo1'!1I3 
~-SaUJlREC · . • lE;!':!" 1 CORREt lcC R-saUARED · .121022 F-STATISTIC( 10, 22) P.7'HZ':!'! 
JURe IN-d TSCN SUTISTIC (JlOJ. fCR ° CJlI's) 1.<; Hell 'lUtlEER OF ceSERVATIC~S 27 
SUM OF SCUAflEO RE!':ICI.:AlS · .tC<;708 STANDARD ERRCR Cf THE ECUJI lICN .C210~E 
... .7<'1181 101115E'l 1.(C\",~O: 
L • ~n2S38 
,''l I C~A -1.10!6E~ .L.5!Z~1 -2.43g4~~ 
.~teZZ~ 
;-->IC: L14 .. • 13~~,e • ~2Z';31· -.2&£:71'! 
.~~e:.~2 
G I::: T,~ • f~~1 t~ ,25~DOC 2'.S3e541 
I. ttl')'?! 
OI::TL1A -.0:'23(C .2'3!9Ee 
··.11038'3! 1.C<~;IIE 
AJ~A .010He .Cll1'3C 
,1Z83<tS .~~:l~Z 
PM A'J,L1A 
.Olf7:!! • Clll!~ 1 • .,,;;E-351 .=li.:tt. 
I'SL1a .~7CH'" ,<0"217 ?2Qt,4'H 
.~4~ :"C 
!'5le4 .11'41:: .17~322 .&S2SQ7 
.~3Sn7 
• n eS51 
.. - 5CUAR"C .it~lrto 
GCRR!':C kC "-S(;t;~HC · 11.Ct:C:7~1 F-STATISTIC< e. 171 
)U'<eW-~ATSCN STAtISTIC (ADJ. fCR GAFS) 
:: • !: E <: '1:; p. 
ZE 
:,UM ~:'R ~F C;:';;:RvtTIOS 
SliM GF SCUA..ciC ~ESI[)I:ALS . .CCE7~! 
STAt-CARe :;I<R(I< CF THE ECUATICN 
. .U<:E'H 
c .''38'171 .fe c l21 1.3Q~~1" 1.CC(~1t. 
PHCSA -1.17f7C7 • t,S7Z~~ -~.Sl1i21 .~p.e22~ 
P~IC~l1A -.O'i~St,1 • ~celH<; -.16~Ut, .c::.a~~~2 
DISH .i:"08C~ • 2<; H 1e l.671':310 1.ltlS~! 
CISTl1A -.Up.4e:: .'Il~Q"1 - ... a=l~S 1. CH,8€ 
GAL 
~Q\i A • cce6r:: • Cll"H .161S01 .~ctl'2 
~SL 1 A .5S721C .1nc5E '.loen 1 .~~2!% 
~-SCliA;?EC . .eH72~ 
COrlR'cC T::.C «- S"I;ARdl • 1: t "'5 0 
F-STATISnr:t t. 1'11 
1~.;E,!t02 
LlURErN-~HSCI\ SHTISTIC IArlJ. FC;'; GHS) 2.H'!"~ 
'WHE"Q ~F ceS:~\ll TIC~~ H 
suM (.F 3I;U,I<:'0 '<::Slc\:eL~ . .(0;]4<; 
STA~CAR,) ;'~RCR CF Tf': EG\JATICN .(Z~!q! 
Market 1 
Brand A 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
(continued) 
" I 
Model 
PAGAL 
CRACO 
p. = .582 
J 
PMCO 
p. = -.109 
J 
GALZG 
:\. = .3 
J 
PAGALZG 
:\. = .2 
J 
t.~tII"Atr:.C 
VAI<IAeu: CCEFF ICIr:.rn 
MS~ 
C' l.OQ121,lj 
P~IC"A -l.ZO!6E2 
PltlC~L1A -.lS7t;7e 
DISH • E'JE6ES 
DISTl1A -.1f;HdC 
ACIIA .CO':;O~C 
I"SLlA .seED:':; 
I'SL214 .07£07< 
~-5Cl!AR:'C • 
CCAQEC lEt P-sc~tREC 
F-STATTSIICI 7. tel 
)UREI~.w~T~C~ ~T~TISTrc (ADJ. FCR 
NU~~t.R OF C=SE"V~TIC.S • 
S~M o~ scuaRac RESIC~.LS • 
S[A~CA~~ t.~~C; :F T~E ECUITICN 
C 
PRICEA 
DIS'" 
AOIIA 
~-S(lUAREO • 
• !;Z"'I26 
-.86f:& .. f: 
.8Z,,2Cj4 
.aaO"f:'.! 
CORRECtEC It-SQUARED. 
F-STATISTICC 3. 221 
DUREIN-riATSON STATISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
~UMeER OF C8SERv~TIO~S 
SUM OF SCUARED RESIC~ALS • 
ST4NOARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
STA~OARO ERROR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHO 
~·SCUAREC IN TER~S OF C~ANGES • 
C 
PRICE .. 
OISTA 
AOIIA 
"SLlA 
~-SQUAR::C • 
.80:!1o"" 
-1.20n'u 
.51H953 
.0111 f!; 
.572611 
CORRECTEC R-SQ~ARED • 
F-STATISTICI It. 211 
~UReIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. feR 
~UMeER OF CeSE~\lATIO~S • 
SUM OF SCUAREO RESIDUALS • 
STANDARD ERRCR OF TPE ECUATICN 
i STANOA~D ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
R-saUAREc IN TERI'S OF C~ANGES • 
L13 
1.23 
PRICEA 
DISTA 
AA 
~-SQUAREC • 
CORR<.CTE:C R-SCUAREO 
• 66 a4 '+1 
• Z498 23 
-1. aa"439 
1.17<;715 
.0082'1!: 
=-STATISTrCI ~. 221 
JURBIN-WATSON STATISTIC (ADJ. FOR 
~UM6~R OF C6SERVATIO~S 
5UM OF SCUARED RESIDUAlS • 
:iTANO~RD tRROR OF THE EQUATICN 
LlZ 
l22 
PRICE' 
DIS T. 
A 
I":Sll 
R-SCuAR~G. • 
1.'l378e~ 
.E.76"2 
-1.2e258e 
.E3eZ1~ 
.HS72' 
• <;41867 
CORRECTEC R-SCLARED • 
F-STATISTICI S. 21) 
uUREI;-':-wATSC~ SUTISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUMEE~ OF ceSERvlTIOKS • 
SUM OF SQUARED R€SIOL4l~ • 
STA~OARO ERROR OF THE ECUOTICN 
SIH()~RD 
ERRCR 
.1HH8 
.t710~. 
• : .. 772! 
• 21"~23C 
.2'H232 
• Cll&"''l 
.'1~"1~ 
.le;::!s, 
GAFS 1 
.57'?020 
.10542"2 
.26U21 
.ClOCOl 
Q G AFS) 
• "9'1114 
• ~HQ73 
.19alEe 
• QUit? e 
• 12JOf:e 
o GAfS J 
.Ea4673 
.44'16ES 
.54S142 
.215"37 
.011815 
GAPS 1 
.Hel01 
• .!er:g=r 
.~Qc ... ec 
.'0\: .. 1S 
• toe'l2'? 
.124Q41 
GIFS) 
t-
~TA TlSTIC 
! .345'177 
-2.?5~5l7 
- .Z8642e 
2.&373~e 
-.?5S30~ 
.77270f: 
2.36H4S 
... Z6UE; 
.901;518 
-1.907894 
3.0'!?3f7 
.046851 
1.&O'!1It3 
-2.909628 
2.933733 
1.06"&10 
4.&528110 
1.266032 
.55557& 
-1.969218 
5.1t?619E 
.102130 
Z.'13l;1S7 
1..S';lJ~2 
-i.ltldH 
~.13,,6gc. 
1./6100<; 
:'.3'S860.! 
192 
1.tctCOQ 
.~ee22'i 
.~~e~S2 
1. ttl'?'!! 
1.u:tSaE 
.: cel112 
.:~<~eQ 
• ~ 3<;.337 
.nii<;H 
.7!~HI, 
11.1~22'H 
2.'~CR;'1, 
2E 
.tCH7t 
.~2C~t.4 
l.tocCoa 
.<;e822~ 
I.Cf:19'1J 
.!Ctle2 
.74,.ltO:! 
.10~~4~ 
21.Hi70ft 
t.telCjllo 
Zf: 
.Cl0461t 
.(ZI6Q~ 
.15"'lt83 
3.E4'!147 
• ~ .. a9'i 
1.(Ceoae 
.~t822'1 
1. te 19'n 
.5CCt82 
.~ .. allc 
.eO'l841 
.71~621 
22.!'H507 
2.aHH 
2e 
.non85 
.(1<;25" 
.1<;~'!"~ 
-. f59080 
.~IlS.!7c 
.CD47&2 
1 ... 217&9 
.<:ee33l: 
1.C€11&7 
.~2e672 
.€6e620 
.EOO&9 
11. Q97261 
1.C88QaIl 
21 
• C U&ZIl 
.02'659 
• (C t es 
l"l.tic~ 
,~e~!J 
l.tEa.: 
.E2f€7 
.~41~'3 
.HUH 
.7 e;.. S 11.. 
1'l.~!f.20~ 
2.(ei,)5~ 
.C07t<;'" 
.'1d .. ,,: 
Market 1 
Brand B 
Model 
CE 
CEA 
PA . 
PM 
GAL· 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
IIAI<IAELE 
Hse· 
C 
PRICEe 
OISTS 
AOIIS 
R -SQUHEo • 
E::TIHATEC 
CCHFICIHT 
-,IoH5EE 
-.080222 
.67';701 
.OloC;1 ZIo 
CORRECTEC R-SQUAREO • 
F-STATISTICI ~. 23) 
OUReIN-WATSCN SHTISTIC (ADJ. fCR 
NUNEER OF ceSERVATIC~S 
SUM OF SCUARED RESIDUALS • 
STA~DARO E~RCR Cf THE EC~ATICN 
C 
PRICES 
PRICELle 
OISH 
OISTL18 
Acva 
AOI/Lle 
I'SLlB 
R-SQUAREC. • 
-.l1c<)ce 
-.1611040 
.Qf)I'!et 
.3<)<)061 
-.010 7603 
.02EIo11 
.Of)~50S 
.SE27elo 
CORREC lEe R-saUAREC • 
F-STATISTICI 7, 1'3. 
OUReIN-WATSCN STATISTIC I~OJ. FCR 
NUNcER OF ceSERI/ATIC~S 
SUM OF SQUAREC RESICUALS • 
STANDARQ ERROR OF THE EGUATIoN 
C 
PR IC Ee 
OISTe 
AOIIB 
HSL1'1 
~-SCUA ~EC • 
-.123104! 
-.17 2" 0<; 
.38210<; 
.02!3S0 
• S4E 2 71 
CORRECTEC R-SCUAREO • 
F-STATISTICI 4, 22. 
DUReIN-WATSCN ST~TISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUHEER CF CeSERVftTIC~S 
SUM OF SCUAREO RESIOUALS • 
STA~OARC ERRCR CF THE ECUATICH 
c 
PRlc~e 
P!<Ir::'112 
OI::T~ 
Dt~ Tue 
AC~ 13 
AD·"Lle 
I"Sl1:l 
HSlZ2 
~-SCt:AREC • 
-.14Q<t 
-.14LHQ 
-.azc2e2 
.3f;<:U7 
.OU'+62 
.133"12141 
.C1U71 
.27E5EO 
.20leO 
CO~~~CUCA-SCl'REO • 
F-STATIJI[CI e. 17) 
0U~E[N-~~ISC~ 5111[SIIC (ACJ. FCR 
'lUM2!:.R :;F CESERvH'ICt<S 
SUM CF ~cunR~C PE5IClALS • 
5TANO.~~ i~RCR CF TPE E'UATIC~ 
C 
PRIC:::e 
DRIC~l1!! 
OISn 
DISTl1E 
A!lv~ 
M~ln 
~-scu.~ R~C • 
-.13(671' 
,., • 11 e t: 3S 
-.OItClElt 
.~CC1EZ 
-.02CEZZ 
.32'12 e .. 
.5U<;l1E 
COR'i:'C I~C R-Sr.LAR"C • 
F-SI~TISIIC( C, l~) 
QUD@tN-.IT~C~ ~TtTISTIC (ADJ. feR 
NuHEER CF ce~ ~vtT[C~5 
SUM OF S~U.Rt ~EsrCLel~. 
SfANOIRe fARC CF I~E £'U'TICN 
STANOARO 
ER!<OI? 
.144532 
.15,555 
.U4f)f)'i! 
.C21,35l 
o UFS) 
.134657 
.11o~IE2 
• 1633'i!.! 
• 13'3f)1O 
• 153'1Q6 
• aU'llol 
.C21<)02 
.1J4'30~ 
o CAFS» 
.113331 
.107<)310 
• C<)E131 
.0172ez 
.104947 
o GAl'S I 
.11t;?73<; 
.IS~'+'l~ 
.1E t!J! 
.1'+~9fl€: 
.171CC~ 
.021551 
• ez:!7 'l3 
.202621 
ol'l45E! 
C (AFSI 
.13:22~ 
.1'+'l'!€" 
.l5Co'+" 
• 12!Ue. 
• 1~<'lSE 
.C1S10~ 
.15~51~ 
C GAfS I 
T-
STATISTIC 
-2.882170 
-.51571E 
5.'l61828 
Z.017282 
-.1123631 
~1.11 <)81t1 
.1)12126 
2.11707104 
-.310'l111 
1.3'lItJ51 
.160013 
... 171755 
-1.08104112 
-1.5'!73411 
3.91o'l'!14 
t.Io6£:82Z 
5.21351'Jl 
-1.0 Q?66 2 
- .'IH'l8Z 
-.12193<0 
2.5S10L7 
.U:ES~S 
1.620HZ 
.S7~7a1 
1.052lH 
1.0J75JE 
-.'l6~3'+1 
-.r9108Q 
-.26E612 
3.25114!l 
-.1341122 
~.532'l"E 
3.27101406 
193 
.11'3'371 
1 .• coo f) 0 0 
.~'!1245 
.~OI561 
.teelt5E 
.E9C331 
.E4<!QloE 
17. C'U3'!1 
.~47f)Oe 
21 
.Ct;!272 
.tZLQZZ 
1.tocOoo 
.'l9124' 
.<;'!3eIlO 
.'301561 
.~Q~4JQZ 
• CHfo5E 
.tH4H 
.12413! 
.HZ575 
.~11,!Io5 
17.C.!E1I1E 
2 • .!'J70<)S 
27 
.CO!8'J0 
.C17E07 
1.COCCOO 
.'>9124, 
• <; 01561 
.CEE"5E 
.IZ473' 
.H.123lt 
.eJEQO;! 
34.131,918 
<.H717~ 
27 
.tO~q47 
.CH .. 42 
I.CCtCOC 
.<:<;1 ~2£ 
.~S.! ... ~~ 
.e<;<;7<:7 
.<;C~CC!; 
.H'S012 
• c~sct<; 
• 12HI!I' 
.12 H17 
.enHI 
.n !OH 
12. E 1 t lH 
2.( ,~'<7E 
Z€ 
• CO ~~!Of. 
.tl71c! 
1.ccun 
.~~1J:!22 
.CZ~.!~~~ 
• ~ <;'i; l<J7 
.~c.!nl];; 
.CF ~G12 
.121?ee 
• e it ~::~ t 
• (S t:: I! 
t7.~il~~~t 
2"l.i~e1(! 
2c 
.tc no::; 
.c!7r.O~ 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
Market 1 
Brand. B (continued) 
., , 
Model 
PAGAL 
CEACO 
Pj = .629 
PMACO 
p. = -.317 
J 
GALZG 
>... = .7 
J 
PAGALZG 
A- = 7 J . 
£~TIMAT=-C 
vA"IAEU C(EFFICI:;~T 
f1se 
C -.1215~C: 
PRIc::e -.132t31, 
PRIC~Lla -.OSS77C 
DI S TE .4112,1, 
DISTl1e -.Cl15~L 
AD~ e .0:!~Sll 
r'SL1e .~313C7 
I'SL2e .18<3e~ 
R-SC;UAR::C • 
CORRECT~C R-SC;LA~EC • 
F-SIATlSTIC( 7. leI 
QUReIN-~ATSCN ST~TISTIC (ACJ. FeR 
NU~EER CF (ESERV~TIC~S 
SU~ CF S'UAREC RESIC~~LS • 
5TA~DA;D f~RCR CF THE ECUATICN 
C 
PRICEe 
aISTE 
AOVa 
R-SQUAREC • 
-.25C60'1 
-.0&C&48 
.46HaO 
.025277 
CORRECTEC R-SQ~AREO • 
F-STATISTIC( 3, 22) 
JUREIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
NUHeE~ OF CeSERVATIC~S 
SUH OF SCUAREO RESIC~ALS • 
I 5 THOARO £RRCR CF THE ECl:A TICN 
,STAI\OARD ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
~-SCUARED IN TER~S CF C~ANGES • 
C -.121352 
PRICEe -.13011:1 
OISTE .32i71e 
AOVa .0.3<;677 
HSL16 .575501 
~-SCUARED • 
COR~ECTEC R-sa~AREO • 
F-STATISTIC( 4. 211 
OUREIN-~ATSON STATISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
~UHeER OF CeSERVATIO~S 
SUH OF SQUAREC RESIOl:ALS • 
STA~OARD ERROR OF THE ECUATICN 
STA~OA"C EwRCR OF RHC ' 
T-STATISHC FeR RHC 
R-SQUAREC Ih TER~S CF C~ANGES • 
L17 -.051927 
L27 -.062915 
PRICES -. 061321: 
;)I:iTtl .406281 
Ail .058167 
~-SQUARED 
; ORP<'C lEG ~-SQUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( '" 221 
)U~eIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
NUMet.~ OF oeSE~vA~ICNS 
5UH OF SQUARED RESIOUALS • 
iTA~D~RO E~RCR OF THE ECUATION 
U7 -.033b23 
L27 -.03~87C 
PRIC::, , -.143033 
;)1 ST. • ~E: a s C:c 
A." .03~b27 
~SL1 • 3214 G4 
R-SCUAR';:C • 
CORR~CT::C K-SQUARED 
F-STATISTIC( ~. 211 
DUReIN-OjATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUMEER CF Oe~tRVATIC~S 
SUM OF SC~ARED RESICLALS • 
5TA~ca~D E~RC~ ~f T~E EC~~TICN 
SIA"ct~C 
ERI;CI? 
.13~7t7 
• 15 eli" 1 
.15173E 
.12Z80! 
o15Z4P.l 
.C2C1e< 
• <~(c .. 7 
.1eeOS€ 
GAFS I 
.1740 24 
.14295 e 
• 12E909 
.015531 
o GAFS I 
• C<J:!4 34 
.C9!2~1 
.C6187': 
• 017721 
• C'I2097 
GAFS) 
.117081 
.032176 
.108401 
.098950 
.01!255 
OFS I 
.111175 
• aJ~8S c 
.111375 
• C9E-331 
• 01,047 
.17<"JOS 
C GAFS I 
'. 
T-
~TATISTIC 
-.6'15275 
-.87<;00~ 
-.367545 
3.3215«e 
-.07"210 
1.75"55, 
1.37E7H 
.96~33e 
-1.441228 
- .424240 
3.688471 
1.62750'1 
-1.2'16801 
-l.361:3E7 
1o.0024H 
2.239059 
6.24883E 
- .443516 
-1.955318 
-.565733 
4.12£:121: 
3.812977 
-. 302~J3 
-1.03014E 
-1.2~9b33 
3.720122 
1.~179E:~ 
1.~9354~ 
194 
.1171H 
l.tCtC~C 
.SC:laZ2 
.~~245S 
.eC:S7<;7 
.~O~CC5 
• t~~C12 
.121:~e 
0127817 
.eS~C.!l 
.7"~~77 
14.~2:..~q7 
,.cn7!E 
2~ 
.tC~47C 
.(17~!2 
1.COCOOO 
."'11822 
.e'!'17 CH 
.C6~012 
.ecoel~ 
.77J~51 
2«.1,82920 
2..15<;0'12 
2E 
.t07413 
• C 1 e3SE 
.1~(S40 
1,.12C!01 
.~30135 
1.tOOOOO 
.~'!H22 
.~':97cH 
.CE~012 
.1215e~ 
.e5340Q 
.~2~48~ 
30.H!83'! 
1.~E<;OS<; 
26 
.to!45E 
.ClElle 
.1eEO!O 
-1.70lE cH 
.~8CI:0'! 
.C1:0489 
~.131700 
.<:91245 
.~01561 
•• 20768 
.e4e,,82 
.82C933 
30.7'1<;342 
1.~473J6 
l.7 
.COE4<J4 
.C17181 
.ti:c .. e<; 
~.1317CC 
.~S12"': 
.SC15U 
• <2C7~e 
.12~7!" 
.e7C57S 
.e3~7~S 
2~.':~~CS 
'.C5e~r2 
27 
.Cu::~l 
.(H2~2 
Market 1 
Branci. C 
Model 
CE 
CEA 
PA 
.. , 
PAA 
GAL 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
I1se 
C 
PRICEC 
OISTC 
AOVC 
R-SCUAREC. • 
CORRECT£[ R-SQt.:AI<EO 
ESTIMATEC 
CCEfFICIENT 
-.0528£1 
.313918 
.oseal'! 
,0055'36 
F-STATISTIC( !. Z3t 
DUReIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. FeR 
NUHSER OF ceSERVATle~s • 
SUM OF SQUAREO RESICt.:AlS • • 
S TAI<OARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATlCH 
C 
PRIC::C 
PQIC::L1C 
DISTC 
OISTl.IC 
AC\tC 
t'SL1C 
'<-S'UA~<'C. • 
.0710(S 
• Cr;~9~! 
• oe<;6:~ 
-.H~3iE! 
.3l!e14e 
• \lit (7 C!i 
.L.414.!4 
CORRfCTEC ~-SCCAR~C • 
"-STATISTIC( f. 1"1 
CU~EIN-.ATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
~UMeE~ CF CESERVITICtS • 
SU~ tF SCU~REC RESICCILS • 
ST~~CA~C EQ~CR CF T~t ECUATICN 
C 
PRICEC 
OISTC 
AOVC 
HSl1C 
i<·saUAREO • 
-.1982(5 
• 39CS8~ 
·.0736711 
.OH1U 
.S9SH9 
CORRECTEC Q·SQt.:AREC • 
F-STATISTIC( ... 22l DURelN-~ITSON STATISTIC (AOJ. fOR 
NUMBER OF ceSERvATIC~S 
SUH OF SCUAREC RES lOCALS • 
TA~OARO ERRCR CF THE ECUATICH 
C 
P'<IC:::C 
Pi(!C::L 10 
CI~TC 
[lISTllC 
AOIIC 
AO~L1C 
;-SLlO 
;-SLZC 
,,-SC;\JARi:C • 
.oe15~1 
.hn;:~ 
.0700SS 
-.3~!11t, 
.31~1Ee 
.0" 77 11 
-.Ol;?7~;: 
.1,50332 
.Q2~51e 
COR~:::Cl::C ~-SClA~EC • 
F-,TATIST!C( e. 171 
DU?EIN-.ATSC~ STATISTIC (ACJ. FCR 
~UMeER CF cesE~\lITIC~S 
SUM CF SGU~R[C RESICt.:~l~ • 
sTANOA~a SRRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
C 
PRICEC 
PRICEllC 
OISTC 
OISTl1C 
AOvC 
AO~l1C 
HSL1C 
R-SOUAREC. • 
CORRECTED R-SQUAREO 
.03e""c 
.272801 
-.:!3518t 
-.1020~C 
.2S2SJe 
.0312S£ 
-. 01211n 
.60!222 
F-STAT1STIC( 1. 1'31 
oURelN-WATSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. fCR 
~UHeER OF CeSERVATIO~S • 
SUH OF SCUARED RESICUAlS. • 
STANOA~O ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
• '1t2 ... E:f 
• '522'!It 
• ~02H" 
• C22Z53 
. 
o GAPS) 
,~8C .. l= 
.!S'3;777 
.!~el!~ 
• ~723'H 
.:!O~OS! 
• C1e2'l2 
.lSi4]! 
(j AFS) 
.3636e9 
• !7COiE 
.24'!602 
• C1945~ 
.16e411 
C GAfS) 
• ,,'le 11" 
• ~7.1 .. !" 
• :.H81E 
.!811',7! 
• ~21t17<; 
.C2C2~E 
• C2C827 
• Hes .. !, 
.1'H31S 
(AFS I 
• Hi333e 
.~071'3'l 
.4314e .. 
.~211L! 
• !H61t 0 
.C22Z2<! 
.C2C62'l 
• 17l'714 
C (AFS) 
T-
STATISTIC 
•• 11 '3 ... 8 It 
.691t058 
.1<:11t861 
.... 31231t 
.14nQS 
.11<;757 
.22~UIo 
-1.J0781Z 
1.06171e 
2'.33r.."H 
2.S0U3! 
-.5"'51'9 
1.05558£ 
-.2<:151H 
1.153812 
3.S33357 
.1E>!b7'? 
.12?2~~ 
.1E~IEP. 
-.3~t,b)t, 
.'17~1~1 
2.35S3U 
- .'H:2SH 
~.13889t, 
.11 <;791 
.064&89 
.6&'394£ 
-.7&H'l1 
- .23e683 
.6'38312 
1.675967 
-.621t(31) 
3.3753S6 
195 
.334271 
1.teeooo 
1.C30gee 
1.C31512 
.H0819 
.(37032 
-.01l1l51l 
.(9Ita21 
• 9 Hall! 
21 
.CH6E1t 
.(31391 
1.CC(t~O 
1.t!;.:aSl 
1.{!C .. ('~ 
1. C3f.~lC 
1.t:!OO<; 
.~H .. ·H 
.!3"~"3C 
.~7~t;a1 
.19!CC~ 
t.~.!~!t.1 
<.Ill!!~ 
2E 
.COr:1!,! 
.tZH3! 
1.COOOOO 
l,nO'S1I8 
t.CH51Z 
.<SOel'! 
.332181 
".Je565'S 
• H !961 
:h4SH8E 
•• CE:122C 
21 
.C14"S'! 
.CHOE: 
1.(ttCllt 
1.{!'~~1 
1.C~t~t! 
t.(J.II;:!~ 
1.DUO': 
.'!E~~l 
.<EC~2~ 
.Z:!t.4.!( 
• n!7J~ 
.t..a:!l~ 
.lZZS27 
1." H!E I 
l.,Sjt77 
2~ 
.to~:!;~ 
• c.n~~E 
1.tCCOOO 
1.C30'lIH! 
1.C:!1026 
1.C37512 
1.C3~'l22 
.~5C81~ 
.251157 
.~32182 
.4!lHZ 
• <21592 
2. C 5 135 7 
2.CCS1t40 
21 
.Olnae 
• tZESH 
Market 1 
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Brand C (continued) 
----------,.-----------------------_._-_. __ ._------_. 
Model E ~ TII'IITE C ~ARIAeLE CC£I'FICIEl\T 
'1St 
C • onset 
DRIC::::C .041E€E 
PRICEL1C .tC41~7 
DISTC -.JU''lH 
DISTL1C • .!122C?:S 
A;;"C • a .. 29se PAGAL 
"SL1C .!'HH2 
MSI..ZC • ceu!~ 
UA~::C . 
t.C Tt.C R-sca:AREO . 
HISTIC( 7. tel 
I ~~-I'i ~ T S eN SHTISTIC (ftQ.; • FCR 
eR :1' CESEftVHICI-S 
CF SCt:ti<l:.C 1':': SIDI.'ALS · . 4 ;; } :: ::;',; rR r:t: r~~ ;;tJ4 T rrr.; 
STA~C~P'O 
"RI'C~ 
... 9 CO 72 
.'?E!'s .. e 
.40712<; 
.!ec~ze 
.31f7S: 
• Cte6H' 
.lde01e 
.16S2ee 
GArS I 
T-
~TA TISTIe 
.1"e-OE! 
.t U98:! 
• ZSS9.!1 
-.95cJS1 
• '3 8"73~ 
2.H!2~e 
2.0~311Z 
.50'lJ7~ 
I.CttCOO 
1.c:~aS1 
1.C!C4€! 
1.(Z8HC 
1.CH10q 
.<!~49~ 
• ~3 C. ... ~ ~ 
.~3110~ 
.~!iqlC 
.1~<;H'E 
1.'Z~€H 
<. 14E::>! 
2t 
.tCSS1S 
.~2~:~~ 
----------;----------------------------------------------... 
CEAca 
P j = .469 
PMca 
P. = .456 
J 
GALZG 
A. = .8 
J 
C' .4'385Gt: 
PRICEC • 03'HlII~ 
OISTC -.20 C 811E 
AOVC .0410112 
~-SOUARi:O • 
CORRECTEC R-SQUAREO • 
F-STAIISTIC( 3, 2Z) • 
nUReIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
~UMeER OF ceSERVATIO~S 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIOUA~S • 
STA~OARO ERReR of THE ECUATICN 
S TA/\OARO ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHO • • 
<-SCUAREC IN TER~S CF C~'NGES • 
C ... 3~2C;J 
?R",C~~ • O~~ .. ~E" 
OISTC -.1~861'.! 
AO\lC .Olt~52~ 
MSL1C .OZ15C7 
~-saUj\Rr:D • 
CORRECTEC R-SCUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( ~,21) 
OUReIN-wATSON STATISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
NUMEER of C2SEqVATIO~S 
SUM OF SCUAREO RESIOUA~S. • 
STA~DARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
STA~DARO ERROR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
R-SCUAI'EC IN TER~S OF (~ANGES • 
L18 .766"19 
L28 .181588 
PRIC::C -.173147 
OISTe -.Jge9Qe 
AC .031531 
~ -SCUA R£O. • .. 
~ORR£CTEC R-SQUARED , 
=-STATISTIC( lo. 221 
JURBIN-"ATSON STATISTIC [ADJ. FeR 
~UM8tR OF oeS~RvArIO~S 
5UM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS • 
,TANOARQ E~RCR OF THE ECUATICN 
--._------+ .. ~.--~. 
PAGALZG 
A. = .5 
J 
LH .Q6C03!l 
LZ5 .2,,1053" 
PR I ce:- -.O1'!:"1~ 
OIST -.17~HJ 
A, .031771 
"S~1 ' .111043 
R-SCUARcC • 
CORRlCT;;:!: ~-SQUAREO • 
F-S TATIStIC [ 5, 211 
QUREIN-"~TSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
NUMEER CF ceSERVATIC~S 
SUM CF SCUAREO Rt.SIDUALS • 
STA~OARO ~RRCR CF THE ECUATICN 
• ~3Z97E 
• HC631 
• anJ7 
.IIHOU 
. 
o CAFS) 
• It6Ul2 
• 285lEIo 
• L6 E95e 
.017357 
.13~561 
.. 
GAFS) 
• ~aU120 
.CEl2315 
.288192 
.Z026J~ 
.012021 
D GAFSI 
.29295'1 
.IH8!l2 
• ~OtlO~ 
.199 .. 77 
.C1144E 
.laCt1,!! 
C GAPS I 
1.J01H4 
.1471167 
-.766912 
2.743216 
1.1Qe3!1'" 
.15" .. ,3 
-.71010017 
2.493316 
.11E:527 
2.533714 
2.91"037 
-.600ao~ 
-1. 9S91E 7 
2.622934 
.l%'l2S 
1,"IH,016 
-.0&J381 
-.874u~2 
c.775Te7 
.70i':735 
1.000000 
1.C!Z051 
1.C3es1C 
.21e4ge 
.HH~e 
.~':l3009 
~.4S3717 
2.;;~i171l 
2t: 
.&0<;752 
.&21054 
.17JteO 
2.1112Z" 
.57HZ" 
l.tCtCOC 
1.;:3cJ51 
1.(~eHC 
.ne .. 9S 
.:!3IoitlO 
.n j951 
.'Sc;~6t: 
~.18':l1l5e 
2.29£1110 
21: 
.(6'3751 
.e:l1s .. e 
.1745109 
2.E1191'! 
.~78e9" 
.l1eZ32 
... 100£16 .. 0 
1.C30'lell 
1.C11572 
1.C8H,83 
.€4'3621 
.S8S91S 
10 • .1"": l ..... -. 
2.0001100 
27 
.eoe24E 
.Cl'i3EO 
.Cleo'! 
1.Se2'1e3 
1.C,Jt'Ee 
1.CUST< 
.~!ete€ 
.3!C1a2 
• £.3:~71 
.5fte1~! 
7.:QSOII~ 
1.8825H 
27 
.toer;~" 
.CaUl 
197 " 
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Market 2 
Brand Al 
Model ESTIMATEO STA,"OARO T-VARIASl£ CCEFFICIEt-iT ER~OR liTA TISTIC HEAN 
HSAl .113275 
C -.1079C5 • C6~a25 -1.635359 i.cocooa 
CE 
PRICEU .103131 • 02!:61o ~ It. a 21963 1.H1lt77 
DISTAl .Olt3051o • C2lt82;! 1.935369 1.225085 
AOVAl .03E1t55 • eli5a 1 2.'31£:230 0171812 
R-SDUAR£O . " .ltHJQ1 
CORI<ECHC R-SQIJAR£O • .421565 
F-STATISlIC( 3. 23' 7.Z1UIl1 
DURE!IN-WATSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. FeR 0 GAFS) 2.135793 
NUHfER OF oeSERVA TIO,"S . 27 
SUH OF seUAREO RESIOUAlS . .tOH67 
S TAhDARO ERRCR OF THE EOUATION • (1 C~6'i 
C -.17H 87 .06t221 -2.5lt7194 
I.COIlOOO 
PRICi;A1 ·.aQ86!:~ • C .. 7100 -.181386 I.H1It71 
PRIC£L1Al .130588 .C44905 2.908102 1.571E62 
DISTAl • lit EO 1S .047541t 3.072lt33 1.~25085 
OISTllAl -.082'He .Clt1673 -1.989293 1.:<2f061o 
AOVA1 .0315511 .ttl53!! 2.735ltOE: .171812 
CEA AOVlUl -.OO! .. 71t .CH10E: - ... 52193 
• 1£: t 95 Iv 
MSllA1 .15~3Ill .18~501 .3110613 .11':907 
R-saUAREO . . .HOSH 
CORRECT"C R·SQ\;AREC . .~(H2lt8 
F-STATISTIC( 7. 19' 
6.2501033 
DUReIN-wHSCN ST~tISTIC (AOJ. FOR GAFS, 2.:12!O61 
NUMBER OF oeSt::Rv~TIO"S 27 
SUH OF SQUARED RESIDUALS . .COl61~ 
S TANDHD ERROR CF THE EeUA TICN .to':232 
C -.a~HC() • C73293 -1.305725 
1.ccccao 
PRIG£A1 .Q93319 .1I37t.51 2."Q13lt6 
1.5611on 
DISTAl .0103503 .C28195 
1.5"2Q71 1.~2~O8~ 
ADVAl .Q31057'3 .CU7!E 2.5111t"2 
.111812 
~Sl1Al .OH2lte • Z05627 .365'142 
.l1S907 
PA ~·SOUAI<ED . .It<jl"O~ 
GORRE.C TEl: R-SCI!AREO . .!'le'l31 
.-STATISTIC( It. 22) 
S.~HOE! 
DUReIN-IoA1SCN STATISTIC (AOJ. FeR 0 GAFS) 
2.oH823 
NUMBE.R OF CBSERVHIO,"S 
27 
SUH OF SCUAREC R£SIDU~lS · .C1l2151 STANDARD ERRCR CF THE E eUA TI etl .(11132 
c -,22~a77 • (<)12J1 -2.30 .... .!1 l'£CCC;C 
;>'ICoAl -.COSHC • CS 0 ... ., -.HlI:68" 1.~SUGf 
P~lC;;LlAl • "'82~3 .C5! ... S3 2.613;17 1.:E€ .. ~~ 
DISH1 .IH2CQ • Cf5!'l 1;5 2.75"157 1.H~S2C 
OIS TL1A1 -.OC;EU2 • c .. e 1 e .. -1.')Q"'8'lS 1.'2t!07 
~D 0,;' A 1 .OHZEC .C124e! 2 .6E- 43!!4 .1~;7!1 
PM toe .L1A 1 " CCiJeJ • Cl!872 
-.532U~ .1l~!1! 
~$ L 1 A 1 • 2U Cit e<; • (CU 8! .972384 .! UEill 
r<SLza t -,OE:C;5C.:! • 183Q,2€ -.1118e~ .12C~~'l 
~-SCUARi:.C .€JS~P.€ 
COR'<ECTEC q'SCLAI<"C . .'nJEl 
F-';TATISTI~{ e. 171 :!.f.Qe2JiS 
JUR2IN·w~T"iCr-: SH TISTl( (AO';. FC" GAl'S I '.H€C9C 
'WM2E'1 uF CES,,~;JHIC~; · 2E :iUH CF sceAREe RESICI,;PL::; · ,(01'3H JT~I\D<l"!O C:~I<CR CF THE E't:ATICN ,tC'iS"''i 
C -, ZOC;8JE , C,HOC;" -2.~3~Z€:! 1.(ctC~C 
?~IC=A1 -.03'2~f • c .. p 11 2 •• H8Z~ 1 1.!:tt:f 
P'(IC'::l1A1 ,1" 17~" .~\t~o5e 3.10:;S~1 1.~€t~~~ 
DI~r H ,1: C J;),2 ,C57<j~! 2.767550 1.2t<;t;2; 
GETLlA1 -,u~~se .. • c .. ! H! -1.')112'324 1.H1J:7 
AC~At • Q.!( '+ 4S .Cl17Q7 2.75G220 • 1;; i 7 ! 1 
GAL r'SLlAl .1UI: 21 .171,,01 .73<5l! .IHEe1 
R-Sr.UIIR'-E . .€Z32~J 
CO~"~CT~C Q·oGLA"£.C . .:a~a~ 
F-STATISTlC{ t, 1 ~ , ~.'3tSC1 
uUREIN· ... ~T';O' oB rr:;TIC (A OJ, FeR GHS) '.tl1 .. q~ 
:-4UMEt:;;> CF CES£:''1vtTlOS · 2E SUM CF S~U~~EC R':SICUl~ · ,(Cle17 5U"CJlI<Q ~~R(~ ';F THE ((;UATICN .CC~2ZE 
Iv'Jarket 2 APEENDIX 10 (continued) 198 
Brand Al (continued) 
--~----------------------------------------~------------
Model 
PAGAL 
CEAca 
p. = -.055 
J 
PMca 
Pj = -.288 
GALZG 
Ie. = .1 
J 
nott.. 
HS ~1 
C 
PRICoA 1 
PR IC::1.1 A 1 
c'I~ui 
DISTUAI 
AOli41 
"'CillAl 
HSl2~1 
~-SGLARe:C • 
COq'~CToC q-SClA"EO • 
F-STAT!5TIC{ 7, leI 
E~TI"'ATC.C 
CC~FFICIE"T 
-.22eS€7 
-.GO!7e< 
.IS~Gec 
.lce77~ 
-.08E92C 
.OH1Cl 
• 15:!/tcO 
-.Og28el 
Ju,,;:r~·~tTSCN STtTISlIC (ACJ. feR 
~U~EE~ ~F CESERVITIC~S 
SU~ CF SCUAR~C ~~SIC~AL~ • 
STANDA~C E;RCR CF T~E ECUATICN 
C 
PRICEAt 
DISTAl 
AOVAl 
il.-SGUAREO • 
CORRECTEt ~-SQUAREO • 
-. Q1C35! 
.OQOOS5 
• OH051 
.0J41'3~ 
,-STATISTIC I 3. 221 • 
DUREIN-wATSCN ST~TISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
NUHeER OF ceSE~VATIO~S • 
SUM OF SCUAREC RESIDUALS • 
STANDARO ERROR CF THE EeUATICN 
STANDARO ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC • • 
~-saUAREC IN TER~S OF C~ANGES • 
C -. O"U!i~ 
PRIC::H .Of!233 
DISTAL .022985 
AD~Al .028665 
I'SI.. 14 1 .26£13/j 
il.-SCUAREC • 
CORRECTED R-SQ~lREO • 
F-STATISTIC( ". 211 
DUReIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
NUMBER OF ceSERvATIO~S 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIOUALS • 
5TANDARC ERRCR CF THE ECUlTICN 
STANDARD ERRCR Of RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
R-SCUAREC IN TERMS OF CHANGES • 
ll1 -11.5233,,7 
l12 3."lE .. 82 
PRIC::Al .062219 
DISTAL .011486 
AAI .0281'l3 
~-SQUAR::O • 
CORRECTED ~-SQUAREC • 
=-STATISTIC( ~. 221 
)UR9IN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. fCR 
~U"8eR OF C9S[RVATIC~S 
SUM OF SQUAReD RESIDUALS • 
STANDARD eRRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
STHCARO 
ER"C" 
.Cq~1\5S 
.C4<;13~ 
• C52~e 1 
.(cHEE 
• C"/t07E 
.C120~~ 
0182542 
.1'f~D21 
C CJlfS I 
• a175ltl 
.0300a" 
.CZ!'3"<J 
• UnitE 
C G AFS) 
• Q7C472 
• OHOZ" 
• 02E3U 
.012927 
.1910"10 
C GAFS 1 
10.751381 
Z. E6<t76! 
.00933 8 
.U2012 
.cl1al'! 
o GAFSI 
T-
STATISTIC 
-2.~138EC 
-.117570 
2.q336S~ 
2.75neS 
-1.91227'> 
2.6651U 
.8/t0683 
-.53057S 
-.901312 
Z. 9<J3"Z 1 
1.1762,,0 
2.682102 
-.69325" 
1.5&25411 
.87122" 
2.Z173£7 
1.39JQ~0 
-1.071802 
1.282093 
6.669390 
.956175 
2.385317 
PAGALZG ... ode1 is rej;.)ctet:. at model screenbg stage. 
.11 i014 
t.tc.cac 
1.!SHOE 
1.~H"C~ 
1.cl';S2C 
1."'DE7 
.HUH 
.11eSet 
.12tSE~ 
.EZ"CIIS 
." p.,. 72 ~ 
c. • .!S ~7"! 
•• ~sn'!c· 
2E 
.tOl~,!l 
.(C,,.OE 
1.£C(COO 
1.:'HlOE 
1.<1':520 
• H\ 7731 
.n'>7E2 
.('l~U~ 
".~·3C07'3 
2.CE 121~ 
2E 
.COH62 
.£11001 
.1'!~He 
-. ,al.!2~ 
.:21'387 
I.CCtOOC 
1.~5f10E 
1.H<:S20 
.10 1731 
• 111!681 
.~QHS< 
.~'H253 
3.H837'; 
Z.C'!!",,6" 
2E 
.COZ55E 
.t11031 
• 1817'!4 
-1.~3469<J 
.S/t1170 
.CCOIoIZ 
.&01352 
1.St;1/tn 
1.2Z'S085 
.1'!0256 
,<;31011, 
."5263" 
c • .!7S!Q'l 
2.~ .. (34'l 
27 
• (OHO" 
.Cl06f>'l 
Market '2 
Brand A2 
Model 
CE 
CEA 
PA 
PAA 
GAL 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
eSTIMATE[; 
VARIAeLE CCEFFtCIHT 
/1SAZ 
C .'171523 
PRICEAZ -.31101<;2 
DISTA2 -.0'113'13 
AOVU .D188ltC 
R-SCUAREC. • 
CORftECTEO R-SQUAREC • 
F-STATISTIC( 3. 23l 
DURBIN-WATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUHeER CFceSE~VATIC~S 
SUH OF SQUAREC RESIDUALS • 
STA~OARO ERRCR CF THE EC~ATICN 
C • 5<)'H 3'1 
P'UCEAZ -.3410432 
PRICEL1A2 .161 .. 8e 
OISH2 -.12C204 
OISTLUZ .0508CC 
ADVA2 .02l9C1 
AC~L1A2 -.OO! .. e2 
I1SL lA2 .3eUH 
R-saUAREO. • 
CORRECTED R-SQUARED • 
f'-S TA TISTIC( 7. I'll 
OUReIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. fOR 
NUMBER OF OeSERVATIC~S 
.SUM OF S'UAR~O RESIOUALS • 
STAhDARO E~RCR CF THE ECUATICN 
C .78<:610 
PRIC'!H -.Z5'33'1e 
DIS TA2 -.D8C5SIt 
AOvA2 .02GOl'! 
MSLlAZ .201587 
~-SQUAREC. • 
CDRRECT~C R-Sa~AREO • 
F-STATISTIC( ft, 221 
DUREIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. feR 
I ~uHetR OF ceSERVATICNS • SUM OF SCUARED RESIOC_LS • 
STANDARD ~RRC~ OF THE EGUATICN 
'-
t>,.;.rC:':2 
p; IC",L !A2 
Dr S TAZ 
c:r!:TLltl2 
t.e.A2 
";:;..,LIA2 
MSLl~Z 
t'S l2 A 2 
~-SCl,AR"C • 
CORRlC'~C ~-SC~IRec • 
F-STATI31ICI e. 17' 
.e!~8~E 
-.10315 teO 
.132lE .. 
-.1H8?'; 
• C<'f2~: 
.02C35: 
-.0158.1 
.49457. 
-.1 q 7 0 SC 
JU"IEI1;-hAlO(t, ~TATlSTtC (ACJ. FCR 
~UMe~R CF ceSE;vITIC~S 
3UM CF SCUlrl~C RESICC~L~ • 
3TA~DARQ EQRCR CF THE ECUITICN 
C .teC1t~ 
?'IrC€AZ -.37<;211 
PHC:'LlII, .1" e 4 ,,= 
DISHZ -.1H9~3 
DIS IUl2 .03<;67e 
IIO.A2 .nC7U 
!'SL1A2 .~~18Cl 
R-Sr.U~~t:C • 
COR;fCT~[ R-SCL.;EC 
F-il&TI3tICI t. lJl 
Qu~eI"-.~TSC~ StlTISTIC IAOJ. fCR 
~UM2Eq CF ceS~~VITIC~S 
SUN Cf' SCUA~EC q.~ICLAL~ • 
STA~CARS €RRCR CF THe ECuATIC~ 
SUI\DARD 
ERIlCR 
.1618'17 
.C'1'120e 
.O .. E .... C 
.C2l!02E 
. . 
II GAPS l 
.28461'! 
.131381 
.llte7a2 
.C8E .. 35 
.08780e 
.0213210 
.C20U1 
.232690 
o GAFS) 
.21 .. 065 
.10UTe 
.O"ES'H 
~ C1,,77'! 
.lE2631 
o GAfS J 
.221te:! 
• ~s C3~~ 
.l5C"~2 
• C9e77<: 
• c~zsr<,; 
.C224ZZ 
• CZZ3iE 
.2"10 7 e" 
.19EIH! 
GAFS I 
.2Q;S:!2 
.1~1701 
.141372 
.ce167~ 
.C8~Z:!1 
.C2Cf.':11 
.<zno~ 
GIFSI 
T-
ST~TISTtC 
6.00088." 
-3.167003 
-1.9679'17 
.'1 .. 0787 
2.10H23 
-Z.5Z1578 
1.08598 .. 
-1.3906'17 
.578530 
1.0Z70S3 
-.2614'12 
1.6"'1257 
3.688638 
-2 ... 270 .. 5 
-1.728732 
1.01210'1 
l.Ue .. lS 
2.54eSS9 
-Z.86'lZ61 
.8112557 
-1.3&5429 
.21'12135 
.'10783E 
-.&7~79S 
2 • 0 Z 0 40 t 
-1.OO~9~C 
2.2116021 
-2'''Hl~4 
1.007147 
-t.57350C 
.476122 
!.QO:!3f;S 
1.7<;7~2Z 
199 
MEAt. 
l.cocoao 
1.eS3 .... S 
1.12<;123 
.~Z'182'1 
.100H3'1 
.32"eO'! 
5 olE ! .. o.. 
1.cH1S7 
27 
.CO~'1S1 
• C1LE7Z 
1.COteOO 
1.HJ"4~ 
1.;;S1307 
1.12'3123 
1.130275 
.!;2';e2~ 
.~3177t, 
.LelS~! 
."7'3l8C 
.a 743E 
2."'1e277 
1.E518ltZ 
27 
.to"!15 
.Cn1l71l 
1.CCCOCIO 
1.~!;31t"5 
1.1Z'3123 
.~Z'382'1 
.~835QJ 
... 4373 .. 
• ~t,2!'31t 
10.38134'3 
1.!3H62 
27 
• taHI0 
.Cl"lt7! 
1.tCC:Cr. 
1":17"~ 
1.':1o~"C 
. 1 .. 1,c.~=e 
1.12!r.QJ! 
.~3C~5C 
.~2CC(,'S 
,f. ~ .... q7' 
.4e~4'3~ 
.~lL~E4 
.,e~q76 
2.Hl€04 
1.:41':/10: 
2f; 
.(O,!~"~ 
.(1~~?~ 
1.tete!.'( 
1.<'O17~" 
1.251.~~C 
1.1Z435~ 
l.tZ~ ~q~ 
.:2C~~f: 
.~e~,!72 
.4717l~ 
.'!c,,·~e~ 
2.e~;c7c 
1.~.!"''''<J 
2~ 
• C 3L1~~ 
• C lL~3e, 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
Market 2 
Brand A2 (continued) 
l"viodel 
PAGAL 
CEACO 
Pj = .425 
PMCO 
Pj = .362 
GALZG 
A. = .9 
J 
PAGALZG 
,,- ::: .8 
J 
M5A 2· 
c 
Pi<'IC:'A2 
pqrC:::LlAZ 
DIS Tl\Z 
DrSTLHZ 
Il.D~1l.2 
MSUA2 
!'SL Z.IIZ 
~-SC:LJIlRd) • 
"~1t:-!A'~C 
CCUFlcrE~T 
• 7 'i!1 a !:E 
-.40ez .. " 
.tlt46Cl 
-.lllS:!: 
.aoC;17e 
• 02 "H<: 
• .:. .. tb ze 
-.20CS~7 
COR"EC1~C R·$~l4"EU • 
F-STATrSTLC( 7. 1~1 
JUI'HrN-~AT';CN SHTrSTIC lil()J. feR 
NUMeE~ OF C2S£~VATIC~S 
SUM OF 3'U~RED .ESID~AL~ • 
STA~ClqC ~DRC~ CF THE fCuATICN 
C 
PRICEJ2 
OIS TIlZ 
AOIIA2 
R -saUA REO • 
1.1275!i: 
-.36~,)2e 
-.15~S73 
.OZ1021 
CQRRECTEC ~-SQ~AREO • 
F-STATISTIC( !, 2Z) 
OUReIN-I\ATSCN STAHSTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 
SUM OF SCUAREC RESIOUALS • 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE E'UATICN 
STANDARD ERR(R OF RHO 
T-STATISTIC FeR RHO 
~-SOUARED IN TERMS OF CHANGES • 
C 
PiHCEH 
OISTAZ 
ADvA2 
I'SLlAZ 
R-SCUAREO. • 
1. Q1,'!Z20 
-.387')85 
-.15£6'31 
.0220,0 
.1ZE'3eO 
CORRECTED R-SQVAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( 1" (1) 
JUReIN-~ATSON STATISTIC (AOJ. FOR 
NUMEER OF OBSERVATIONS 
SUM OF SCUAREO RESIDUALS • 
STANDARO ERRCR OF THE ec;UATICN 
STA~OARO ERRCR CF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
~-SCUAREC IN TER~S CF C~ANGES • 
L1'1 
ll9 
P~IC::A2 
DISTA2 
AA2 
~ -SQUARi::D. • 
CORRt-C TC:C R-SQUARED • 
1.0 .. 2156 
.a'H857 
-.3Z2385 
-.l37ZGIo 
.011,50'3 
-STATISTIC( ". ZZ) 
)UR2IN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (AQJ. FOR 
NUMBER JF 08SERVATIO~S 
5UM OF S~UAR£D RESIDUALS • 
,TANOARJ E~~CR ~F THE EQUATION 
L18 
LZS 
PRICC:AZ 
DISTAl 
AA2 
MSLlAl 
R-$CUIlREC • 
.'18"3<;5 
.1842'3S 
-.3406 .. E 
-.1"243" 
• 017855 
.'!G7Ot 
CORRECT£C R-SCUAR~O • 
F-STATISTrC( S. 211 
OUReIN-W~TSCN ST~rISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUMEER OF ceSER~ATIC~S 
SUM OF SCUARED RESI CUALS • 
ERROR OF THE ECUATICN 
S lHC~RC 
t~i;C" 
.~1774Z 
.1"42C4 
.1"11~~ 
.C"l1~" 
• CUHl 
• CZ10 "E 
• .3C7E;C 
.1'1!82C 
C Ii .!IFS) 
.207552 
.1ZZ310 
.C&e79E 
• C1!73E 
o GA FS) 
.217,)U 
.123951 
• a&<':l1! 
• illES],'! 
.11~8EC 
.-
o GAPS I 
.ZZ91toE 
• CZ0Z66 
• 13Z&E .. 
• C&E'19S 
.011"10 
GAPS) 
• ''''!o3e 
• 0" :382 
.133707 
.CE.939C 
• C12111 
.t'1It.JO 1 
GAFSI 
T-
STATISTIC 
2.50aSQZ 
-2.IB13E!) 
.'392713 
-1.Z2352:! 
.10"11~ 
1.1135 .. 73 
1.'13S"E3 
-1.0H7e7 
5,1032&Z5 
-3.138')76 
-Z.Z41:823 
1.335808 
• 
10.92"695 
-3.l3a!!1 
-2.27000'.1 
1.3Z863: 
.7ZZ0~3 
4.5 .. 1')90 
... 77'33115 
-2 ... 30088 
-2. 0It 7'3611 
1.271559 
3.'1"328,, 
10.061002 
-z.s It 77Q 7 
-2.05261,3 
1 ... 710233 
1.086081 
200 
1.CCtCJ)Q 
1.H17P.1o 
l.,s~el!e 
1.124~:1' 
1.12~""1! 
.~3t!'5€ 
.~e .. 'l72 
." ~ 2 ~gE 
.:Ql:!el 
.~C1l.t74 . 
2.~eH7(' 
1.!~l.t~!€ 
ZE 
.(C~~!t~ 
.C143H 
1.coaoaa 
1.H1781o 
1.t2~3511 
• !JCI3H 
.1,7'.1811 
.loce88;! 
1:.71:1,210 
1.1033960 
ZE 
.OOtil') 
.e1H83 
oll1H8 
2.~,:!101,5,:! 
.ne'ilS8 
I.Ctcllao 
1.<517810 
1.12~358 
• ~ 3 C 35 E 
.1,810'.112 
.1090281 
.3'.131')1 
5.C4<J7U 
1.~233e3 
ze 
.co~a3E 
.C1U64 
.18H'il1, 
1.~el'!11 
.~61Io27 
.2 
7.17""4'3 
1.253'<45 
1.1Z'H2~ 
3.1H23*! 
.~2'l1"1 
.32~3"'l 
10.134604 
1.!2C'1'lB 
21 
• (0107.31 
.Cl .. 664 
.lte2~' 
4.&.oeec.: 
1.'S,3"4~ 
1.1Z~12.3 
2.~2"4S2 
.1.83SQ.! 
.~7H30 
• ~ 10 i 1'1 C 
~.H~S5,! 
1.~1~CE:~ 
27 
.(CtJe'l 
.(1~"2~ 
Market 2 
Brand Bl 
Model 
CE 
APPENTIIX 10 (continued) 
vARIAElE 
I1SH 
c 
PRIc,;et 
OIST81 
ACVal 
il-SCUARr:C • 
i::STIIU TEe 
COEFFICIENT 
-.0~Ha1 
.OS055S 
.0745'" 
.Ute8':!!: 
CORRECTC:C R-SQCAREC • 
F-STATISTIC( ~. 23) 
DUREIN-wATSCN STATISTIC (ACJ. FCR 
NUMfER OF CESERV~fIC"S 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS • 
srA~DARO ERROR OF THE ECuATICN 
STAt-CARC 
ERROR 
• 02e,,£~ 
.Cl'3"91! 
• Cl1&e! 
• C229tc 
o GAPS) 
.' 
T-
S fA nsTIC 
-3.""£85£ 
2.592175 
6.38a7t9 
.82"829 
~----'---+---------------------
Cli"" 
PA 
PM 
GAL 
c 
PRICe!! 1 
PRICEl1!!l 
DISTBl 
DISTl181 
AOv81 
ADVL 11!1 
I':S1181 
:(-SCUARED. • 
.GOaH:! 
• COl027 
-. QOZ5lte 
.0"2862 
-.0t.Cl~3 
-.OOHEe 
.01761tE 
.8HH'3 
CORRECTEC R-SQUARED • 
F-STATISTIC( 1, 191 
uUReIN-HATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
NUMEER OF C8SERVATIO~S • 
SUM OF SCUAREO RESIDUALS • 
STA~DARD ERRCR OF THE ECUAfICN 
C 
PRICE!!l 
DIST8l 
ADwe 1 
IISl!el 
R-SCUA~C:C • 
-.OI251t3 
·.caC04~ 
.02:9110 
.Goes'i!!! 
• £ES 13'3 
CORRECTEO R-SQUARED • 
F-STATISTIC( 4, 221 
~UREIH-"ATSON ST~TISTIC (aDJ. FeR 
~UMeEA OF ceSERvATIC~S 
SUM OF ScuARED RESIDUALS • 
STANDARD ERRCR CF THE EeU.TICH 
;:>~I!:~el 
PR:C~L1el 
DIST"!l 
OI~ TL 131 
ACwdl 
ACIiLlel 
I'SL 1 '! 1 
l'::il221 
~-SC\..l\R::C • 
• i)O~<;et 
.0041'3:' 
-.011531 
• a .. ~<;77 
-. O"~8IoS 
-.0186401 
• G21 UC; 
.~Cl'3CC 
.JSe,.eE 
COR~:CT~C R-SC~AREC • 
F-$TATISTIC( e. 171 
OUREI'-NATSC~ ~TtTISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
~UM2£~ CF ce~~~~tTIC~S 
SUM OF 5~vAQ~C ReSICCALS • 
~TA~OAP~ ::,~CR C~ THE eCOATICN 
c • aC(81~ 
pi<Ic:::el • OC I O~!: 
PRIC;:L121 -.aOLe'lJ 
OISHI • 3"~HJ 
OISTLlIH -.%lHl 
ACv31 .CCCSI2 
~SL1 El .e5S0';7 
Q-S~UAR~C • 
CC""EC I"C R-SC\..tf'cC • 
~-STATIsrlr.( c. 191 
JURe!N-~ATSC~ ~r~TISrrC (t0~. FCR 
~UMe.R CF CeSERv~IIC~S 
SUM OF SGU~REC RtSICCAlS • 
STA~CARC ERKeR CF THE E'UATICN 
• 
• (If''3! 
.1111105U 
.1117970 
.008U3 
.009521 
.00999" 
.CO'i!97G 
.118"621 
o lOAFS) 
• 
• C21089 
.013110'3 
.UCOH 
• CU5S!! 
• C'l'!711 
1) GAPS' 
.Cl~?31t 
.CU3U 
.CIH,7e 
.coeoo~ 
• tC ~ 1 "" 
• Cll1 e~ 
.CC"lC~ 
.1'H~107 
.tt.1277 
G ~FS I 
• tune 
.Cl'?:;72 
.Cl"5~7 
.CO~021 
• C1C7:~ 
• C1C8~~ 
• C'3SS2~ 
G ~ FS I 
.OItJ318 
.223075 
-.1101789 
5.187029 
-1t.2H295 
-.216173 
1.769811'3 
9.8811ItO 
-.5910789 
-. a 0 3535 
2.58&713 
.656UIt 
6.6T0f;81o 
.65H2C 
.25101\10.., 
-.6'}t3'lJ 
b.2:'ltltel 
-1..'3~t37C 
-1.6e3~E2 
2.32 .. 210 
3.16~o;n 
2.537"7~ 
.O"57e~ 
.3'09351t 
-.23'3"6'1 
".'31 71<:8 
·3.~'l3S'39 
.Ot.71€1 
1I.63lEe~ 
201 
1.tCCOOG 
1.!U"3! 
1.t:Hl1':! 
.C"!!"3 
.E'H2E7 
.fSC12! 
11.("E712 
."58'3Q'3 
21 
.C025!:! 
.C1C55f 
l.ceoOOC 
1.~ltltltl3 
I.Hl1t75 
1.03111'3 
1. C381t51 
.Clte!!'1t3 
.esc-HO 
• '10<;166 
.~!Io993 
• ~3e"12 
51.!91021oE 
2.H1t10 
27 
.ua037! 
.CC''101t2 
l.cecooa 
1.:1t101t33 
l.t3111<; 
.tlte!43 
.CIt'ii16E 
.~'3H91 
• e7,!&/IU 
"/I.~22~17 
1.18!9E3 
27 
.CGoeitO 
• t0E2Ge 
1.tetcH 
1.::41!:~ 
1.::4~~s,e 
1.tl"1~-: 
1.(2~11!~ 
• (,," llE 
.(SC .. 1C 
.C't7~g~ 
.CSt~g2 
."S7~:P 
.".n~gE 
H.E71e4~ 
2.'''~EItQ 
2€ 
.CCC211 
.ca!~~r. 
I.UtteC 
1.!'tl!~'! 
1.~4c;~~e 
1 • C 1 <; 1" <; 
1.U:"1~~ 
,{,,<SIze 
,C",~'l8 
.~ ~ 1';7~. 
.SOS'H7 
".~.11't314 
l • .! E 12 S It 
2E 
.(CC~!1 
.tC'-7~4 
,1 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
Market' 2 
Brand Bl (continued) 
Model 
PAGAL 
CEACO 
p. = .850 
J 
PAACO 
Pj = .883 
GALZG 
A'. ::: .9 
J 
A. ::: .8 
J 
liA~IAeLE 
I1S21 
c 
Pi?!c::el 
PQlC:::l.191 
OIST~l 
aISTL121 
H,t!l 
I'SL131 
I'~lZ11 
~-SCU:'R~C • 
E ~n"AH,C 
C(EFF 1(IEI\1 
.ooe6:.3 
.OCeIH!~ 
-.(112235 
.CSC .. 1Z 
-.O .. E42<; 
-.01!0C;" 
.:;1:3667 
.3116 C€ 
COR~t~ToC <·SC~AREr • 
F-ST~TISTIC{ 7. leI 
0UREl~-.ATSCN !T~T[ST[C {ADJ. FCR 
~U"E~R ~F ceS£RvATIC~5 
SUM c~ SCU~REC ~(SIC~4l! • 
5Ia,s:~~ E~i(R CF T~E EC~ATICN 
C 
PRICEe1 
DIST91 
AO~Bl 
R-SCUAREC • 
CORRECTED R·SQ~AR£O • 
-.OH .. C .. 
.002551 
.CIon .. E 
•• OOH 3~ 
F·STATISTICC !. 22) • 
JUReIN-WATSCN STHISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
NUHeER OF CeSERVATIC~S • 
SUH OF SCUARED RESICCALS ~ 
STA~OARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
STANDARD ERRCR CF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FeR R~C 
R· SOUA H.C IN TER!'S CF Ct'ANGES .. 
C 
PRICEE1 
DISTal 
AO\l81 
I'SL1St 
~-SQUAREIl • 
-.01<585 
.00£01'! 
.051711 
-.Q203E7 
-. JU5 20 
CORREC1EC R-SCUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( ... 21) 
OUReIN-WATSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
NUHeER OF ceSERvATIC~S 
SUM OF SCUAREC RESIDUALS • 
STANDARD ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
STANDARD ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FeR RHe 
R-SCUAREC IN TERI'S CF CI'ANGES • 
L19 .070885 
LZ'3 .001000 
PRIC:::Bl -.0151)77 
DISTBl .0 .. 2016 
Hl ·.oa t 363 
~-SaUAREO • 
CORRECT~C R-SQUAREO • 
F-STATI~TIC{ ... 221 
JURaIN~WATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
~UHB~R OF oe~~RVATIC~S 
SUM OF SCUIREO RESIDUALS • 
3TANOARO EQROR CF THE EQUATION 
Ll8 
L28 
PRICE 
OIST 
A -
MSll: 
R-sea.AREO • 
.oiS26£e 
-.0014CO 
.001 .. E" 
• O"OOH 
.011 .. 12 
.00Hlot 
CORRECTEC R-SQUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( 5, 21. 
OUREIN-.ATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUMEER OF CESERvATIC~S • 
SUM OF SCUAREO RES;CCALS. • 
STA~DARD ER~CR CF THE ~CUATICN 
.Olt'lS! 
• CH1'l~ 
.C18"'D~ 
• CCe'l2E 
• CI02S! 
• CH174 
.17~35'l' 
.15~'l~4 
o ::iAFS) 
.112!737 
• Clt!871 
.007730 
• CII812ft 
• 
a lOA FS» 
,.021881t 
.01'''11, 
.C0E728 
.t015!! 
.1216E" 
C lOAFS) 
.015&24 
• C01241 
.008186 
.004610 
.003822 
GAFS) 
. 
• Ct<;3;(1 
• COZ7 37 
.C06'30C 
• co e'3 'l'! 
.C(l~'l":! 
.1Ju .. J 
C GAFS I 
T-
~TATISnC 
.5069014 
.334e.7t;; 
- .6577(19 
;.65~~21 
-4.5282SS 
-1.07%11l 
3.234133 
1.'l~7551 
, -.481954 
.151183 
5.917615 
-1.1':18161 
-.575061 
... 17615 
1.695014 
-2.710':106 
-3.152245 
... 531017 
.805'311 
-1. ':J 145'll 
9.11 .. 0 Ell 
-1.1 .... 053 
202 
1.tCCCCG 
1.~ .. U~~ 
1.~I."Sp.a 
1.Cl~lSC; 
I.C'S1a! 
• C .. SIZE 
.C"7g'3~ 
.CSC~'3Z 
.~4~'S~1 
.~n21C 
:.~ • .!l~1.t61 
'.l1e21' 
?~ 
.(C(~=l 
.C~4~5e 
1.CCCOOO 
1.:! .. 1359 
1.(l~H~ 
.C"<;121: 
.'!:3ftH3 
.~2~521: 
10 ... H2'+8~ 
2. ~O:!510 
21: 
.(OCIo14 
.COIoUO 
olDH!h 
If.HIt!!1E 
.1H12C 
1.(CCCOO 
1.~"13S9 
1.(Ul~9 
,("H2': 
.CItH'34 
.~SS121 
." .. ES79 
111.1"57211 
2.tlt109Z 
2E 
.tC0211E 
.CC~E92 
• C9a~3 
~.Hf81t1 
" .e049"Z 
.282553 
7ol7 ...... ~ 
1.3 ...... 33 
1.C3111'3 
... 12U .. 
.~67Q15 
.9&101& 
1&1 •• 415 .. 5 
1.<:Je081 
21 
.canus 
.0(1353" 
"~~~~~~""" ~------~ 
3.2 .. 35 .. 3 
·.511517 
.1650:''3 
5.7ZS .. 0(1 
2.3ae"OIl 
.065112 
.lte232 
..... C~840 
1.~~~"~J 
1,"3111<: 
.231,711 
.G"<;761!-
.':5gH$ 
.<;"~E31 
q~.G31l15g 
1.11t~:!t 
Z7 
.ceen'!. 
.CC4G17 
Market 2 
Brand 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
ESTIMAlEC STA~CARD T-
203 
Mode=l ____ ~ __ --__ ~V~A~R~I~~-e-L-E-------C-C-E-FF.-X-C-I-E-~-T----____ e_R-~-c_R _________ 5_TA_T_I_S_T_I_C ___________ "~EA:~~~-
"saz .1selQ~ 
CE 
>,' 
CEA 
PA 
PAA 
__ .,i.. __ _ 
GAL 
C 
PIlCEe2 
DISTeZ 
Aova2 
R-SQUARED • 
CORRECTED R-SQUAREO • 
• 82f9 111 
-.~220"i2 
.018871, 
-.00'495 
F-STATISTIC( 3, (3) 
DURSIN-WATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
NUMBER OF ceSERV~TIC~S 
SUM Of SQUARED RESIO~AlS • 
• C1711'l 
.01tS077 
• C3E9H 
.044861 
C GA FS) 
S IHOARO ~QRQR CF THE E.~A n",C~N __ -" __ --'--____ '"--_-A 
c .41S07e .14~6ge 
PRICEe2 -.131379 .10101S 
PRICil18Z -.114027 .107201 
OIST82 .03~Z5E .040014 
CISTlIEZ -.QSEItItIt .C3S43~ 
AOV8Z -.OOatH .032717 
AC\llleZ -.OlH03E .OJHH 
HSlIB2 • S74IHO .160&03 
~-SQUAREO. • 
CORRECIEt ~-SQUAREO • 
F-STATXSTXCI 7, l':lJ 
OUReIN-WATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
NUMeER OF CeSER\lATlC~S 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIOCAlS • 
STA~OARO ERROR of THE ECUATICN 
C 
PRICEE2 
DISTE2 
AOVS2 
MSl1BZ 
~-SQUAREO. • 
.Z8elle 
-.lH68<: 
-.00 ~45E 
.00 ;280 
.6'39583 
CORRECTEC R-Sa~AREa • 
F-SfATISTIC' 4, 22) 
~uReIN-wATSCN STATISTIC ,.OJ. feR 
NUHeER OF ceSERVATlC~S 
SUM OF SCUAREO RESIC~AlS • 
ST~NOARO ERRCR CF THE ECUATICN 
"~.!c:..,, , 
pO' ;C::Ll2Z 
;;rST~2 
DIS TL1:l2 
to:J'IBZ 
Ai:.Llc2 
I'SL 1 22 
:-SL2U 
-/-SCUA<;>tC. • 
CO<;>~tCT~C q.SCLAR~C 
." .. 
-.12"2442. 
•• 12~" ce 
.03,,1,>: 
-.OS'8.C 
-.OU1GC 
-.Gata" .. 
.4912.2 
• OE'';j~l 
F-STATI,TIC( f, 171 
JUREI~-.ITSC~ ~TITISTIC IIOJ. FeR 
~UH5EQ CF C~SE~~ATIC.S • 
.' 
o GAPS J 
.l1t22E 
.C7!:67C 
• C2!9711 
.C311111 
• 13E':l'H 
o GAPS) 
.lSt.2041 
.10~'Hl 
• 11,6~e 
.C41297 
• C41322 
.03::!98'> 
.C3!3ee 
• 23S7 2Z 
• aC7u 
UI.722571 
-10.6374'3~ 
.511ZE'3 
-.100198 
2.8H357 
-l.JOOS/Hi 
·1.063672 
• alH035 
-1.4311'51 
·.2108385 
-.17173S 
3.57'3451 
2.437018 
·2.3349105 
·.2100'S'! 
.233985 
5.106583 
2.7'l137e 
-1.1HJ7!: 
-1.1~1l27 .. 
.69G'ne 
-1.3271"4 
-.32E5~E 
-.Z41g3e 
2.083!l'?S 
.301l17' 
1.0ceooo 
1.J1('31O 
1.[47110 
.19!OE:! 
.!:!:!611 
• H 1909 
33.41Cl2E 
1.Z':lHalt 
27 
.009583 
1.tCCGaC 
1 • .!1 E'310 
1.~2:!ItSS 
I.CIt711C 
1.C4h4Z 
.1':l3C6J 
.18<;501 
.IS31011 
.~."!~2"3 
.~1138S 
3'3. H tHo! 
2.l5H61 
27 
.to:?7JZ 
.CH01S 
l.tCCOQO 
1 • .!1E~1O 
I.C47110 
.1'3:!Q63 
.153<08 
.'!2~e61 
.'310018 
H.7H:!311 
Z.(4~'l87 
27 
.C01,3811 
.(14122 
1.CctJ~~ 
1.~lq'?E 
1.~21.!?7 
1.CI,Hft7 
1.(~(15~ 
.1"~C7? 
.1S12<:2 
o1~~"3 
.lSC~14 
.~3LIH 
."a~"H 
.!C.IZ: 0 74 
(.~=lC«?~ 
5U?1 C" $('UA~tC RtS.ICLAL~ • 
STI~~IQD E.~C~ CF THi SC~~TICK .CC~~=I 
____ ~--____ --__ --______ ~~~;_------~~~~~------~~~~~~------- .Cl~""? 
C ."J7J~£ .14~lSt 3.n3Il>!.~ ~~ttt: 
P"'IC~E'2 -o1!e3eC .:ee?Sl -1.5'H38~ 1.nLp~ 
P~IC£~lB< -.1'1~2. .C9~2?€ -1.Z2t~7S 1.~21!?1 
OI$T22 .03763, • C3e92<:i .'Hli2:? 1.t~~n1 
OISfLl82 -.OSH!~ .C3ellle -t.35E-32~ 1.t .. ~7'; .. 
ACv8Z -.coe4 .. ~ .C313e, -.Z6~232 .1~LC7< 
I'Sl192 .SJi .. C; • Hi Cf. lZ 3.34~gee .1S~le3 
~-SC(;A~'::C • 
COqqoCT~C ~-SG(;A~EC • 
F-StATI~tICC E. 1,) 
OUREIN-~ITSCS STltlstIC IACJ. FCR 
~UH2~R OF ceSERv~TIC~5 
SUM OF S~UI~~C ~:SICl~L~ • 
STA~CA~a iQMCR OF T~E ECuAlteN 
GHS I 
.~!~~O~ 
.<::1~;!1 
~~.L~f~1e 
£.~1!4gC 
2E 
.CC.:S~~ 
.cunz -----..J.-___________ --____ ~._. ____ . _______ __ 
--
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
Market 2 
Brand B2 (continued) 
-------"---"--, 
Model 
PAGAL 
CEACO 
Pj = .940 
PMCO 
Pj = -.174 
GALZG 
A. = .9 
J 
PAGALZG 
A. = .9 
J 
\IA~lAElt: 
HSE2 
c 
NIC::!:, 
PRIC~ll!3;: 
DIST22 
DInuez 
AOIt!!2 
I'Sll:l2 
I'Sl2~2 
R-SCUAR::C • 
£,TI"AHC 
C(;:FFICIE.~T 
... 2eeE:7 
-.13I,b21, 
-.11<:.361 
.CleOI,I 
.... as"s 37 
-.00-<2£5 
• .. SE8Bl 
• OE~2G1 
COqR~CT~( ~·SCUAR~C • 
F-STAT15T1C. 7, 181 
JUREIN-~HSCN SHTISTIC (ADJ. FCq 
NUM2c~ c~ ceSER~AT1C~S 
SU~ OF SCU~~EC 'ES1C~AlS • 
5TA~C~RC £qR(Q Cf T~: Er.~ATI(N 
C 
PRIc:;ez 
DISTeZ 
ADvaz 
~-saUAR£C • 
.26H'33 
-.04ea51 
.OJ401e 
.011501 
CORRECTii:C R-SCt:ARED • 
F-STATISTIC( !. 221 
3UReIN-wATSON STATISTIC (ADJ. fCR 
NUHeER OF ceSERvATtc~s • 
SUH OF SCUARED RESIDCALS • 
STANDARD E"RCR OF TH£ ECUATION 
STANOARC ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
~-SQUAREC IN TER~S OF C~ANG£S • 
c 
p'Hc£ez 
DISTez 
Aovaz 
M.SLl6Z 
R-SCUAR~C. • 
.27eO H 
-.1!:'UEO 
-.QQ:89c. 
.OOZ62! 
.7112510 
CORRECTii:C R-saUAR£O • 
F-STATISTIC( ... 211 
OUREIN-HHSCN STATISTIC (IIDJ. feR 
NUHEER Of ceSERvAT!C~S • 
SUH OF S~UAREO RESIDUALS • 
STA~OARD ERROR OF TH£ £CUATICN 
STANDARD ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FeR RHO 
~-SCUA~EC IN TER~S CF C~ANGES • 
Lt'3 
l29 
PRICES2 
01ST22 
A8Z 
~-SQUARC:O • 
CO~RECTEC R-SQLARED • 
.3981 00 
.0 .. 09&0 
-.274'305 
.0 .. 11&3& 
.0'" 70 "8 
=-S fA lISTIC ( ,+, 221 
)UR2IN-"ATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FOR 
~UM8ER OF 03S~RVATIONS 
SUM OF SCUARED RESIDUALS • 
§TANOAAD ERROR OF THE iOUATICN 
Ll'3 
LZ9 
p;(ICEe:z. 
DISTSl. 
Ae:2 
IISl191.. 
R-SGUAREO. • 
CORRECTED q-SQUARED 
.Z621S9 
.029250 
-.19C05E 
• Q2~'357 
.02E95E 
• J706Z9 
F-STATISTICI 5. 211 
DUReIN-WATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. fCR 
NUHBER OF ceS~RVArIONS • 
SUH ~F SQUARED RESIC~AlS • 
STANDARD ERROR CF THE ECUATICN 
.1 .. g'H~ 
.C917ltC 
.lQ2022 
.C3"e8~ 
.C4(2Ce 
.C32251, 
.ue61C 
.ZOS17J 
GJlFS) 
.127203 
.09~51,e 
.C4C662 
.023503 
GAFS. 
.109Z7! 
• C70019 
.02JZ9'.! 
.C31318 
.1ZII0e7 
Q GAFS) 
.. 
.103885 
.009260 
.0579 .. 9 
.03128£ 
'. Cl<:llZ! 
GAPSI 
• 115335 
• Cl072S 
• C7e8lE 
• C321 .. '3 
• C2C97C 
o1'3~951 
GAFS) 
T-
~TA lISTIe 
Z.&5'l"!O 
-1 ... 67 .. se 
·1.17()1~2 
.9536~~ 
-l.l5f31C 
-.zenSl 
2.1278P'1, 
.:ltn87 
2.01110798 
-.516679 
.1I3E602 
.... &93Z7 
Z.54",S60 
-Z.415935 
-.Z5Z969 
.0836811 
5.55!71011 
3.832113 
...... 233&5 
-4.7 .. 3951 
1.556H4 
2 ... &OZ03 
2. ;.35862 
2.726633 
-2.683973 
.776306 
1.28738<0 
t.e'31r.36 
204 
.lECfH 
I.eeceoe 
1. H q '!E 
1.~aJ27 
1.C .. ~7 .. 7 
1.C4(;7'.7" 
.lg~C7Z 
.IS!le3 
.,tHHc. 
.~!.!~7~ 
.~onH 
n.~le~l~ 
2.£~f~~c 
~e 
.cc~so 
.(ll.:;eq 
1.CCCCOO 
1.HH9E 
l.tc.U,., 
.!'H072 
.<:01a28 
.e~.ellc.c 
67 • .!ESI98 
2.'205E 
ZE 
.(O~Z'!O 
.Ct~S07 
.[&TIze 
13.'igeSIoS 
.[c.elf3 
I.CCCCOC 
1 • .! 1 q 96 
I~ C"~747 
.1'310072 
.15~18'! 
.<iZH3! 
.., 081091 
63. C4'>4Z7 
z.te~eJ7 
2E 
• tOl,1c.2 
.014011 .. 
.1'33100: 
-.'.!0~331 
"~4?27 
• <Il2S58 
7.171, .... '3 
I.JH91Q 
1'~"H10 
1.33'3186 
.'l (! 1Z5'! 
.<;140"5 
70.121062 
1.£9790'1 
Z7 
.OO~191 
• Ct~eo! 
4tl!2.Sse 
70171, .... '3 
1.H€'HG 
1.C .. 711G 
1.J3'l13~ 
.15J2Q~ 
.<;3H5E 
.~2306~ 
eJ.1e471t.. 
,.c4122~ 
Z7 
• OilJ~81 . ( 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) ~u;:, Market 2 
Brand B3 
ESTIMATEC S T.41\CARC r-
Model VARIABlE CCEFFIClt:NT ERROR STATISTIC HH" 
IIS23 .C:!~508 
C .080489 .0439':'5 1.830751 1.ceCOOo 
PRICES3 .01t~1O'3 .1238!:1 .364202 .~E135S 
DISTel -.072717 .C18t4l -1t.008077 .'3117l9 
CE 
Acve3 .07081E • t2E'I52 2.&27496 .(2'E53 
~-SCUAREC: . .':1t4!Ol 
CQRREC TEt ~-SQUAREO • • q4869 
F-STATISTICI 3. 231 • '1.15H30 
OUR8IN-W.aTSCN STATISTIC (ACJ. FCR 0 GAFS I 1. (0 6'1<:12 
NUH8ER OF CESERVA TI CtiS · 27 SUH OF SGUAREO RESIOCALS · .e01082 STANDARD ERROR OF THE ECUA nCN .COUS~ 
\\ l C -.004741 • C17/oE'3 -.271720 1.tCCOoa 
PRICESJ .041,961 .cltl!ooa .'136688 .H.135'l 
PRICEL163 -.C31'1ltl • CIt''167 -.110321 • .'!tESIt!1 
OISTe3 .0Hsa • CIC13" 3.800871t .HUH 
OISTL1e3 -.037'144 .00l!753 -4.334641 .'i0~235 
AOv9J .03 elS" • CI0032 3.863273 .CZ'E53 
CEA AOIJUE3 .027469 .O1020~ 2.&'11999 .C2!504 
,",SLlB3 .'101754 • C'IlOE'.! '1.'10187'l .C:!~24! 
~-SCUAREC · . .~5'3461 CORRECTE( R-SQCARED · .'5It .. S26 F-STATISTICt 7, l'H 6t..ZltCeH 
OuRBIN-WArSCIt ST.ATISTIC ,"OJ. FeR a GUS) 2.tS7'l60 
'lUHEER OF CeSER\iATICt.S 27 
SUM OF SCUAREC RESrOCALS · .CCC09E 5TA"'OARD !;:RRCR OF THE ECliA lICN . .CaZ2S1 
C -.OlO12f • C224€S -.450756 1.tCCOOC 
PRICE8:! -.041977 • C571U -.726389 .:!E135'l 
DIStel .02385'! .01332€ 1.190351 .<; 117l'.! 
AO~83 .031537 .elll0t 2.405921 .C,q'53 
f'Sl1e3 1.C6853C .114881 '1.3006911 .C~:!ZItS 
PA ~-SCUAREO · . .<;076010 C ORREC lEe R-SCUAREC · .!9080! F-STATISTICI It, 22) Sit. C2H13 
OUReIN-"ATSCN SUTISTIC (AOJ. FCR 0 GAFSl 2.~9E.2"Z 
NUHEER OF C2SERVAlIC~S 27 
SUH OF SCUARED RESIDUALS · .CCC21'! STA"OARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN .CO~Ut 
C .CC7E:~7 • Cn2eC .32aO!E 1.lCLCOC 
• Ot.l ott .Ct.~4Ql .83J2!O 
., ... "" ~ .. l' 
P"1C::2! • "'" t: I "e ... 
P~1C::LIE.! -.OIt"4Z~ • C"E9S7 - .903SI! 1 • .! f: i ~ ~ r: 
015T63 .CHI10 .Cl~12e 1.72:'13': .~HH~ 
tJI::;TUIl3 -.OHOO~ • Cl1 fOE C -2.7 .. 520'1 .~a72E7 
~'C\j~! .O .. 15c! • ellS:!4 3.&03:'0'1 .(2neC 
I\C~L1E! • 02~6E2 .Clt .. C7 2.2,+CJE.E l .(2:E~l 
:-"SL 18! • nE8~';' • ,,112'3~ 3 ... li7/ocE. .(~!He 
PM t'!SlZ5J .1 HOOf .22C'tS: .59 .. 2," • t:! ~~72 
>-<;(;lAR::C · .~€:2~~€: CC~"i:C E[ R-Sl.UREC · ,~"4fD: F-SfATISI1CI e. 17) S£..~f.~'!C 
JU'~ ~IN-~ATSCN SHTISTIC !40J. FeR Il Gars; ~.;~~J1.ti 
'~u~ eE.:::: Cf ceSER/enos 2~ 
5U'1 ~F SCL)A;:t'E:C ;;>~s Iel Al:: · .(:CQ,~C: ST;;'~;2ARU ~";H;;; CF H·E "CUD HeN • :aZ2~ .. 
C .02<2-:2 .CZ',,!: .'l94l4! I.C~Cl13C 
r',,1C:::::3 .OS2ZH .CS"'41~ .960112 .Zf Hf.3 
PHC~L1e3 -.O7(2~';' .C"~~72 -1 ..... e'+7~ • .? ~ i 3~t; 
GAL 
CISH3 .Cl:£>'l .C1~g3~ .91l947C .~l~H~ 
JI~TL1e3 -.03C7l':! • CI21l'3? -2.3H~20 .~n7<E7 
ADvaJ .O3"2l~ .C1<711 3.083967 .('~!P.C 
!'5lHl! .eS~8~3 .2Z~9f~ l.aOS217 .(!.?1~1! 
!'SlZ€! -. aCe! 11 .2342U -. 034~2~ .(~~f72 
~-S~lARi::C · . .~~lt~~ CORREe ltcC R-5Cl,.aRi:C · .~:!'2C~ F-:;TATISTICI 7. leI 5 .1 Cp,n7 
ClU!.;~1N-"tTSC ::rATISrrC I ~O"'. Fe. GAfS) .it!11:~ 
NU'1 E t R: CF Ct "vtTrC~," 2 
Sl.J~ OF S":AR PEsrCUlS · .(=Cll~ <;THC~'1C ~<;"'1 CF fl-'E t4unrCN .(C,SZ~ 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
Market 2 
Brand B3 (continued) 
Model vARIHl': 
eSTII"AtEC 
CCoFFICIHT 
PAGAL 
CEACO 
p. = .049 
J 
PMCO 
p. = -.539 
J 
GALZG 
A. = .9 
J 
PAGALZG 
A. = .9 
J 
MSE3 
C 
PR Ie:: E3 
PRICEL1e3 
OIS TEl 
OISTl1e3 
ACoin 
I'Sl1E:! 
'<.-SCIjAR':'C • 
• azqqc 
.051<;177 
-.C7CH~ 
.C1!5CS 
-.C.H"H 
• a3-;,+Z~ 
.aSHe;! 
CORKLCI~C ~-SCIjAR£D • 
F-STATI3TIC( E. 1'l) 
)UReIN-~~TSC~ ~T:TISTIC (ACJ. FCR 
NUHEER CF CES£R~ATIC~5 
SUM CF SGUOqEC ~LSICLIL~ 0 
~TA~C~~C ~~~CR CF THE .CV~TICN 
C .12<.1917 
PRICES3 -.OlHEG 
DISTel -.101873 
AO~33 .05171'3 
R-SGUAREO . 
CORRECTEC R-SQCAREO , 
F-STATISTICI 3. 221 
DURfIN-WATSCN STATISTIC (ACJ. FeR 
NUMBER OF CeSERVJITIC~S 
SUM OFSCUIREO RESIDUAL! . 
STANDARD ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
S TA~DARD ERRCR CF QHC 
T-STATISTIC FeR RHC 
~-SGUAREO IN TERI'S Of C/'ANGES . 
C • Ct:!678 
PRICES;) -.02ES67 
DI5B3 -.aOHe" 
AOll83 .0,.!81D 
HSl1S3 • 91H8<.1 
~ -SCUAREC • 
CORRECTEC ~-saCAREC • 
F-STATISTICI ~. 21) 
OUReIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC IAOJ. FeR 
NUHE£R OF ceSERvATtC~S 
SUM OF SCUAReO RESICCAlS • 
STANDARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATION 
ST~~OARD ERROR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FeR RHC 
~-SGUAREO IN TER~S OF eHANGE~ • 
119 0,015601 
L2<J -.OOLOO .. 
PiUC::e! .02785 .. 
OISTill .00'3121 
AB3 .0010014 
~-S(lUAR::O • 
CORRECTED R-SQUARED • 
=-STATISTIC( 4. 221 
)URerN->iATSON STATISnC (AOJ. FOR 
~UH3F.R OF OeSER¥ATIC~S 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIO~ALS • 
STANDARD E~RCR OF THE EOUATION 
LH • C Gig de 
L2<; -.Di)lqq~ 
PRICE83 -.OO!31S 
DIST23 .OZE5C7 
AS:! o ~4eS~g 
f'S1161 • :!<:!3 Ej 
R-SQLARiC • 
CORRECTED P-SOUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( S. 21) 
DUR8IN-wATSCN :;TATtSTIC (AOJ. FCR 
NUHfER OF ceSERvATIC~S 
~UH OF SQUARED RESICtAL~ • 
~TA~OARO E~RCR CF THE E'u.rIc~ 
206 
SU~C~RC T-
ERRCP nATISTIe I"E AI\ 
• C!HS1 
• C2;?6:!1 1.023902 l'(CCCllC 
.CS2 .. 20 .13<)1548 .~fi8E;! 
• Ct.e4e! -1. "'H7S6 .!EiB~ 
.t1HEl 1.Q2271C .~l<:HE 
• co~z:!c -3.2'13325 • ~ 07<1:7 
.C1C'lEe 3.594 .... 3 .(2~!~C 
.lH .. 2S 7.J91E3'? .t!!10e 
. .SSl1'4 
.t;JS71;~ 
U.H~lH 
C GAFS 1 •• 77'2!€ 
2E 
.((C11~ 
.(Q~lof2 
.OH<.IE2 3.,.22328 1.toOOoo 
.10C512 -.130<.13,. • :! E i as! 
.G17098 -S.9583QS .<;1'iE6E 
• C21921 2.35935;) .C2~3IIa 
• .12~185 
.EH710 
1<;1,.!512<;17 
0 GAPS' 1,~3<:30e 
26 
.tccHa 
.CO~1028 
.1/HaeC 
.(~$C"1I1t 
-l,~2Ha& 
.C1!201 .8'1<.1802 1.ccccaa 
.037783 -.1a31~E .~E 7863 
• CU,.3 .. -.2712E5 .H'lE6E 
.ooe87E 5.161297 .t2~28C 
• C809U 11.31E ...... .C:!:H08 
,~"113" 
."'S922 
a3,~3E2H 
o GAFS) 2.HezOE 
2E 
,teCl:!'l 
,002571 
.1Ef21~ 
-3.t611U 
.~2;!252 
.OOS7lE 2.719709 .262558 
.OOllE!: -2.'H0772 7,17 .. 4 .. 9 
,OOQa<J2 3.0&3639 1.£OE72'l 
.0101410 .a<J<J149 ,57521)10 
.01390E ... 3173E .H0351 
.e<;l85411 
.880102 
46.712773 
o GAFS) 1.15Sq&0 
21 
.tCC528 
;V: "<Jill 
JC 
.CH96C ,. 1. J 1..7~ 7 .£,'!'5~t 
.(Ol'l7~ -1.JU7b!7 '7 It 17 1.. ..... ~ 
.C4!t,E -.12172S • .:e ;3:': 
• (1GB2 2.5;:'S427 .Su73" 
• (1C324 4.73{;3ee .'2L..:!12 
• He3l4 z .30SS'!" .t!.!2t..: 
.S5r;~2~ 
.t;.~~S'~€ 
"1.H~·4P 
a GAFS) 2.337114 
27 
.C;;C10~ 
.(C;:22l! 
Market 3 
Brand A1 
Model 
CE 
CEA 
PA 
PAA 
PAGAL 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
ESTIMATED 
\/ARIA8LE CCEFFICIENT 
IiSAl 
C 17.591;: 272 
PRICE.!! -11.0510117 
DISTAl 7.6"3528 
AOvA1 Io.SUO,;:: 
R-SCUAREO • 
CORRECTED R-SQUARED • 
F-STATISTIC( 3. 23' 
DUREIN-WATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FOR 
NUMEER OF C8SERVATIO~S • 
SUM OF SQUAReD RESIDU.!LS • 
STANDARD E~RCR CF THE ECUATICN 
C 
PRICEAl 
PRICEL1Al 
OISTAl 
OISTUAl 
AOIiAl 
AOIIL 14 1 
I'SLU1 
R-SQUAREC • 
-10.93105£0 
-11. 36J5 7G 
15. ~81625 
.68"8'38 
22.352889 
10.7"567" 
-.~12"3tI 
-.21'3578 
CORRECTED R-SQUARED • 
F-STATISTIC( 7, 19. 
OURe!N-~~TSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUHE~R OF oeSERVATIO~S 
SUM OF S~UAREC RESIDUALS. 
STANDARD ERRCR OF THE ECUATICH 
C 9. 36271o~ 
PRICEAl .eaS32!i 
OISTAl 8."Z7430 
AOVAl 3.:!222CQ 
I'SL1A1 -.2821 fC: 
,{-SCUARED • 
CORRECTEC R-SQUARED • 
F-STATISTIC( 10. 221 
JUREIN-HATSCN STftTISTIC (ACJ. FCR 
NUMSER OF ceSERV~TIC~S 
SUM OF S~UAREO RESID~ALS • 
STAhoARo ERRCR CF THE ECUATItH 
C -lD.97CIH 
P"lC2~1 -10.Z8GnS 
p,nC~l1A I 17.EECE2~ 
DISTAl -o15C24, 
01 S Tl.1 nt Z!.Q3E€:C~ 
ACliAI :.1,*!21!7 
AihL1Al -1.Z1753C 
MSL 141 -.261H7 
~SL241 -.1327~t 
"!·S(;U'~REC • 
COR~fCTtC R-SClAR€G • 
~-3TAfISTIC( e. 17) 
JUi1eIN-~ATSC'" SUTISTIC !ADJ. FeR 
~UHEE~ :F CE~~RJIIIC~S 
SUM OF SCUAPfC ~~SIC~IL! • 
. 5TA~:~RJ ~~R(Q CF THE tC~ATICN 
G -lC.o7;::H7 
PHC"A 1 -10.''!Z2f!: 
PRIC:L1Al 17.311.77f 
DISTAL .23eQ'S 
OISTl.lI1 Z2.3Cl0eE: 
AO.A1 S .1'!212e 
MSL tAi •• ZP.(tcS 
t'S L 211 .... 10;:: .. .,32 
~-SGun~C:C • 
~OK~~CT« ~-$ClAPEC • 
F-~T.fIS'ICI 7. Ie) 
1U~EI~-~lf5C~ ~TITISTIC (AC~. feR 
NUM2~? CF C~S ~~'lIC~S 
SUM CF ~GU.QE P[SIClIL!. 
5TA~O.~~ E~RC CF IM~ l&U~IIC~ 
STA~O.!RO 
ERROR 
te.11191t5 
17. 2l1t66 10 
7.1979'3'3 
2.~S35S1 
o GAPS' 
l'h:!09694 
17. 18a3Slt 
H. ~013Ee 
E. "7C2:!7 
E. 18U 7ft 
2 • .:!931JE 7 
2 .• 21E53~ 
.HI9'31 
o GAPS) 
1'3. HI02~ 
1'!.HSII07 
7.16E652 
Z.71t101ll1 
.Z3e31oE 
UfS. 
2C. t2~~7,? 
17.!7767S 
17.4'!l'33!; 
f.:,*S2a, 
E. el:!32~ 
c.4~<OH 
c. L077IE 
.U271Z 
• 21f'3e7 
GArS) 
2C.16C5H 
H.~se32C 
17dE3,*C 
f.2S18H 
to. tS::H4 
2. 37,~27 
• a4'lS ~ 
• ,041H 
T-
STATISTIC 
.96821010 
-.64002:3 
1.06189E 
1.792023 
-.5662:73 
-.661"ze 
1.011780 
.13H6" 
3.Z93887 
1.9113093 
-.137Z"3 
-1.035792 
.4310339 
• a 1t4SIol 
1.1759Z3 
1.21063 .. 
-1.1113821 
-.531861 
-.S915~" 
1.00<?521l 
-.OZ''35~ 
3.381108 
2.11%01 
-.50<;O7~ 
-1.174912 
-.b117"9 
.... SZLtil~~ 
- .6:'617; 
l.GllGS3 
.045 .. 87 
)."2S~eE 
2.1!l200a 
-1. 305~1·~ 
-.50170'; 
207 
ME.!t. 
H.E29E3O 
1.cctOOa 
1.C1009E 
1.0122E1 
.219'3010 
.1<:137"2 
.cee578 
1.81022110 
2.5Z26SIo 
27 
";.(99100 
1."COl'!7 
I.COIIODO' 
I.ClOO'lE 
I.COSHS 
1.C7HU 
I.Of'He'! 
.H'!'30E 
.~18"42 
15.!7ft07" 
.!4:!!30 
.:!750l!3 
~.;:2<;35E 
2.CO!E51E 
27 
25.! ...... 5 .. 
1.15'S502 
1.tCCOOO 
1. ClCOqE 
1.C7Z2El 
•• 1<;':IOE 
l!i.~7"07" 
•• HOZE 
.1D~Z1Z 
1.15EU .. 
2.'H181o 
Z7 
.. z. ~9 ezE., 
1.3ee211o 
1.(CtCt:( 
1.Clt4Jlr. 
1.(0"771 
1.(1:!:.t!E 
1.tHeS2 
.'1f!Cl 
.Z2'SOE 
E.u~!e~ 
1~.4.~~':'t2 
.~~!~J!7 
..!~ iE2~ 
2.Ht10~ 
'.CetS2e 
le 
22.~1P~62 
1. It IIH 
1.CCCCCG 
1.U(V4 
!.['J<;777 
1.(1~33~ 
!.(7[t 0 2 
.'1E!Cl 
l:;.£l~H~ 
l~.~eeI.H 
."'77~2~ 
.41't;. .. c: 
!.S122:'\ 
'.C!'l~?3 
:?f 
?~ .~E.!,o;.2:! 
I. I! n.l! 
APPENDIX 10 (continued)' 
Market 3 
Brand Al (continued) 
',' 
Model 
GAL 
CEACO 
p. = -.512 
J 
PMCO 
~ = -.589 
GALZG 
It. = .1 
J 
C P~!c~.4t Fi(IC~I.Hl 
ESTI~ATEC 
VHIAeLE CC=FFICIEI\T 
MStl 
C -7.!Hl!E 
PRIC~A1 -12. C3~"(= 
P~IC~l H1 13.25C!'>CE 
DI~T.41 • 07f .. ~7 
CISTl1A1 <2.77~'31~ 
AC~Al :;.2<;2'347 
I'Sl1A1 -.24C80;<; 
~-5GV~R,-C • 
CC~R~CT~C R-SCVA_lC • 
F-3TnTISTICI E. 1~1 
OU~EIN-~~TSON ~T~TIsTrc (ACJ. FCR 
~UM~~R CF CES~RV~TIC~S 
su~ OF SGUAR~C ~~SIClAlS • 
STA~~A~J E~~C~ CF T~E fCU~TICN 
C 
PRICEA1 
DISTAl 
AO~A 1 
R-SCUAREO • 
-4.0'10108 
5.q7eOSE 
lZ. 2Z~0'i1o 
Z.E8£575 
CORRECTEC R-SCVAREO • 
F-STATISTICI 3. Z21 
OUReIN-HATSCN STATISTIC IADJ. FCR 
NUHEER OF ceSERVATIC~S 
SUH OF SCUARED RESIDUALS • 
STAI\DARO ERROR CF THE ECUATICN 
STANDARO ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
~-SCUA~EC I~ TER~S OF C~ANGES • 
C -2. 53Z& 02 
P~IC~A 1 2.363585 
DISTAl lZ.01~Io80 
AOVAl 2.77133e 
I'Sl1A1 .147'142 
~ -SCUARED. • 
CORRECTEC ~-saVAREC 
F-5TATISTICI ~. 211 
DUREIN-~ATSON STATISTIC IADJ. FCR 
NUHBER OF CeSEliYA!IC~S 
SUH OF SCUARED RESID~AlS • 
5TA~DARD ER~CR CF THE EC~ATICH 
STA~OARD ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
R-SCUAREC IN TER~S OF CHANGES. 
L11 
LlZ 
PRICEAl 
DISTAl 
AA1 
~-saUAR::C. • 
2n 14. 8857 a5 
-5!J.26371J 
-.661IHZ 
14.173Z81; 
5.139231 
CORR~CT~C R-saUARED • 
;;-STATISTICI 't. 221 
JUR8IN-riAT5CN STATISTIC IADJ. FOR 
~UH3eR OF CeSERVATIO~S 
5UH OF SCUAR~D RESIDUALS • 
5TANDARO ::RRCR CF THE ECUATION 
CJSr~l OlSTLU1 
SH~CtRC 
ER liCR 
le.7E~721 
1f.4~E12e 
1~. 7770H 
E. al&e~ 
E. ~2281= 
'.32~·171 
• 1~~877 
G.4F~1 
13. S81l205 
13.7645qe 
s. 57789~ 
2.27~677 
o GAFS) 
110. ,31800 
15.73577Z 
5.517'17" 
Z. ~3Z027 
.227710" 
o GAFS I 
1537. l4':059 
379.7'137710 
7. ':ZOO 0'3 
7.~61105E 
2.555714 
GAPS) 
AD'IA1 
T-
5TATISTIC 
-.393300 
-.729S~1 
.89E702 
.012315 
3 ... '11731 
2.25<;2e7 
-1.22'3832 
-.301004 
.434307 
2.1qZ419 
1.17848'3 
-.1779510 
.150205 
2.177334 
10191383 
.&4'15ge 
1.3101'17 
-1./004088 
-.083570 
1.871olo1Z 
2.01087'1 
208 
I.CCtOOC 
1.C1C4B~ 
I.cC~777 
1.C7n.!~ 
l.eHe',. 
.C:1E2Cl 
1~.El~2p~ 
.~71q~ 
.L:.!EC1C 
4.'ZlC3S! 
c.cecae 
2E 
2!.~ef~H 
1..llL2!E 
1.COOOOO 
1.CIC4810 
l.e7~3Je 
.anOl 
.~42751 
.25!lZE 
J.tZIo283 
2.CZ<;170 
2E 
3E.174Z3Z 
1.<e'2'!E 
• HSSOI 
-.!.e3E511 
.7E105Z9 
1.CCCCOC 
1.C1CIo81o 
I.C7U3! 
.<lUOl 
15.E1~385 
.~5153Z 
.,ze014 
2.t4EOOlo 
'.IZC45S 
2E 
35.(90'334 
1.~O~t:7S 
.15H31 
-3.71347E 
.76TE75 
.CCOlo1Z 
.C01852 
1.Cl00q6 
1.C72Z1;1 
.244085 
•• 51641 
.11<;812 
1.a5137E 
2.03027 
27 
41.e4'32El 
1.37"217 
Note: PAGALZG model is rejected at the model screening stage. 
Market 3 
Brand A2 
Mcxiel 
CE 
CEA 
PA 
PAA 
GAL 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
MSAZ 
C 
PRICEA;! 
OISTA2 
AOIIAZ 
R-SCllAREO. • 
ESTlMA TEC 
CCEFFICI EIIT 
-1t.11t57E1t 
-.55~D27 
lC.052217 
9.50qz~! 
C ORREC TEe R-"SQURED • 
F-STATISTICI ~. 231 
OUReIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC IAOJ. FeR 
NUMeER OF oeSERIiATIC~S 
SUM OF SQUAREO RESIDCAlS • 
STAhDARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATICH 
C 
PRIC£AZ 
PRIC£I.1AZ 
OISTAl 
OISTL1AZ 
AOVA2 
AovLiAZ 
MSLlAZ 
R-SCUARt:O. • 
-It,'32!l'6H 
-1.723&t'i 
2.'i11 '3 71'i 
6.15Q"52 
.51'i6EIo 
10.2610 .. 50 
2.OS67 .. 1 .. 
.35'33 ail 
CORRECTEC R-SCUARED • 
F-STATISTICI 7. 1<;1 
DUREIN-nATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FOR 
NUMBER OF ceSERIiATIO~S 
SUM OF SCUAREO ReSIDUALS • 
STA~OA~D ERRCR CF THe ECUATICN 
C 
PRICEA2 
DISTAZ 
AOvA2 
MSL1AZ 
~-SCOAREC • 
.10!91/i 
-!.Z'3Ql1!i 
&.OOE6~~ 
",HIS?:! 
... lIt3 ES 
C O~REC TEe '(-SQUARED , 
F-STATtSTICI ... 221 
DUReIN-~~TSCN STATISTIC IACJ. FCR 
NUHEER OF CeSERVATIO~S 
SUM OF SCUAREO RESIDUALS. • 
3TANOARO ERReR OF THE ECOATICN 
c 
P'IICEA2 
PRIC::llH 
CrSHZ 
OISlL1A2 
:'OIlA2 
A:JiLlA2 
MSL1A2 
t'SL2A2 
~-S(;LA'<~C • 
-:!. 31~ 1<1 
·l.~"<'3tg 
1. ""S ~ 10" 
~.271 .. <; .. 
• c210ee 
~.57€1G<; 
1.S510EC 
.Z9S .. C, 
.1 .. n"~ 
COR~:CT~C ~-SG~AREC • 
F-ST~TIS1ICI e. 17) 
DUq~I",-"H~C" ~THI,SllC IADJ. feR 
~UH~~q CF ceSE~~ITIC~S 
SUM ~F SLUAq~C RE3ICl~L~ • 
iTA~CI~J ~Pi(A CF T~E EC~ATICN 
'. 
F'!ICEA2 
PR IC:: l1A2 
or5TA2 
C[STLlA2 
AO.,A2 
~'5LlA2 
«-SCLJA>I::'C 
CORRECTor P-SGLAR€C 
- ... 1'l€3EC: 
-1.40721C 
2.ZH5<;' 
c.30g6~g 
-.43fZfC 
~.3""f:~e 
."SC 8 32 
F-STATISIICI t. 1,) 
DUReItI-~~TSCt-; SHTlSTIC lAC.;. fCI' 
~UHe~R CF ceSERv'IIC~S 
SUM OF S~UAREC RESICLeL~ • 
STA~OARQ ~Q~(R CF THE £r.~tTI(N 
S TANOARO 
ER~OR 
~.13UH 
E.ZI1ZIt1Z 
1.07418': 
2.75001'! 
Q GAFS' 
7.76':1022 
5. e7ZIlt2 
~. 2eE3EO 
1. S20333 
2. ;!2o:!Il0~ 
Z.78831t1: 
2. 127ZII/o 
.16028e 
a GAPS' 
!i. f058H 
!'. C6f .. 5/O 
1.1.11 .. 06 
2.~IICl17 
.113'351 
CUPS J 
e.~5"·d~ 
t.18 (lce 
~.1ZZ1ES 
€.!:" .. C17~ 
2.Ee~zcc 
!. e6f;'3Ze 
!. !ZHCC 
.'&C3loe 
, ,2Z8SC 
GAFS) 
7. ~'3713t< 
c.ecC17~ 
:.<1"31" 
1.e177~( 
Z.<.1!3f1 
2.~l!:!';7 
olSf'l47 
GHS) 
r-
STA TISJlC 
-.701t311o 
-.06'3o:!68 
9.352731 
3.1057890 
-.6H007 
-.293503 
.55Z323 
3.378751 
.Z23050 
1.!>3E;5H 
1.0680111 
2.ZIo16ft6 
.1118537 
-.&510~2 
... 2551&9 
1.1131693 
3.&31:33Z 
-.392Z": 
-.23"n€ 
• 251:1~! 
2.01SZ .. " 
.Z113"C 
1.1l'1H'lE 
."~1'l32 
l.tSCOnQ 
.o37&'lE 
-.Se72'H 
-.2"2~lS 
... 38522 
3 ... 7112C 
-.1!H&18 
2olE:8Uf 
2.812S!! 
209 
1.tCCOOO 
1. C21.182 
.e37763 
• CZIo107 
.eo:!Hl<J 
.ee~2"8 
66.~61t767 
1.21(Z58 
27 
E.Io!i0'30e 
.~2':i5ge 
1.caoooa 
1.&ZI.182 
I.C2H'30 
.t37763 
.eS1207 
.C21.107 
.&21,107 
3.:2<;1:30 
.'!3<;C;8<J 
.H Hac 
1f2.51S~61 
::,12HS! 
27 
3.1IttZ5"! 
,~~"158 
I.cacocc 
1.tZQS2 
• 0 77~! 
.tZ~107 
J.~Z':iE30 
.'i!~"92 
.OS2J 7~3 
1~.76CZ2~ 
€.(1:!~31 
27 
If.C2<;19" 
.H795S 
I.CCttOr, 
!.C24~~7 
1.(£~~c.. .. 
.t!lS2E 
.tt.t!C1 
.C1~~S::( 
.ClHZ4 
:! • Co 1 ~ :!.s> t; 
~.El!~~~ 
.~3ie13 
.~ce7?~ 
32. CS iCtC 
1.~.t~!=J 
2~ 
!.~~lue 
• .. ~?OS" 
!.tCtOCC 
I.C"<07 
!.(2~""" 
.fZl~Pf 
.HE!Ci 
.tl<;HZ 
'!.~1~3f1: 
.~:!~1~~ 
• ~ 1-;!.I~ 4 
lt~ .. 1(C:12f! 
( .. CSI,;.?St; 
2f. 
!.f7GUo~ 
• .. ~<;SC3 
Market 3 
Brand A2 
Model 
PAGAL 
CEACO 
p. = .723 
J 
PMCO 
Pj = -.298 
GALZG 
)... = .8 
J 
PAGALZG 
)... = .8 
J 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
;;~TIMAH:.C 
C(~FFICIOT 
i1SAZ 
C 
PRIC::A2 
PRIC~L IAl 
DISTAl? 
CISTLlAZ 
ACvA2 
i"SL1J1Z 
I"SLZAcZ 
'<-SCLAREC • 
-Z.403C31E 
-1.9407335 
1.2211'4 
:.Z7ae'! 
.J2101l1 
S.3l<!1'1 
.!ltllCS 
.1:!ESH 
CO~~ECTEC R-SCCAREC • 
F-S1ATISTICI 7. leI 
JUR9IN-M'TSC~ ZT~TISTrc IACJ. feR 
~UH!fR CF ceS~RV'TIC~S 
SUM OF SGU~'~C RESICCAL~ • 
~TA~DAPD EQ~C~ CF T~E eccATICN 
C 
PRICEAZ 
DISTA2 
ADVA2 
,!~SCUARt:C • 
CORRECTEC R·SQUARED 
-.53'15':1'3 
~2. ItH'IZ9 
1.302375 
5.051873 
F~STATISTIC{ 3, Z2) 
DUR8IN-WATSON STATIStIC (ADJ. FeR 
NUHEER CF oeSERVATIO.S • 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDCALS • 
STAhDARD ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
STA~DARO ERROR OF ~HC 
T-S TATISTICFCR RHO 
~-SCUAREC IN TER~S OF C~ANGES • 
C 
PRICEAZ 
DISTAZ 
ADVAZ 
!"SL1A2 
'!-SCUAREC. • 
-1.1015'113 
-1.ZH81o!l 
10.721'17" 
".5'1'10H 
• !5Z330 
CORRECTEC R-SQUAREO • 
F-STATISTICC ", 211 
DUReIN-ri~TSON STATISTIC IAOJ. FOR 
NUHfER OF ceSERVATIC~S 
SUM OF S~UARED RESICCAL!' • 
;TANDARD ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
STA~DA~D ERROR CF RHO 
T-STATISTIC FeR RHO • 
~-SQUAREC IN TER!"S OF C~ANGES • 
L18 
L26 
P~ ICEA2 
DISTA2 
AA2 
~-saUARt::D • 
CORREC TEO R-saUARED • 
=·STATISTICC 10. ZZ, 
8.SG3J8'1 
1.218 .. 1,2 
-S.5HIt .. 7 
o.061t7li1 
... 1'16Z 0" 
) URal ~l-;;A T SON S'fA II S II C IAOJ. FOR 
~UM8ER OF caSERVArIO~S 
5UM OF SQUARED RESIDuALS • 
ST'NDARD ERROR OF THE EGUATION 
L1S 
L28 
PRIC£A2 
DISTAZ 
AA2 
MSL1AZ 
7.'l531!7 
1.15E8'30 
- 8.01! lZ7 
S.3H281 
3.77Z45e 
.157'158 
R-saUAREC • 
CORRECTED R-SQUARED 
F-STATISTIC( 5. 211 
DUReIN- .. ATSCN STATISTIC IADJ. FOR 
NUMeER OF ceSEKVATIO~S 
SUH OF SCUAREO RESIDCALS. 
STANCARD ERRCR OF THE €CUATICN 
S Ta ~;DAPC 
ERl'C1< 
P.. C3UltO 
~. "5tHI 
S.51\7140 
,.482710 .. 
2.7375£7 
Z. !71,+Cl< 
.£371~~ 
• <tel!!7 
C GAPS I' 
E.1H7'1!5 
!. HOlO'.! 
1. i6105'1'? 
!.!QU1! 
GIIFS 1 
S. UtO H 
1t.107()H 
1.20200~ 
Z.~51430 
.10831" 
o G AFS 1 
It. 83 839Z 
.'3"'3551 
... Z5252! 
1.07'Z'3Z 
10 555'1'3" 
GAPS' 
•• 85tH? 
• <;lltZ'31l 1 
... Z3e757 
1.'2024S 
1.17' .. 3~ 
• 13 .. & 1S 
GAFS' 
r-
~TATISTIC 
~.30Z5'l3 
·.3Z61\Z:! 
.Z1~3lt·<; 
2.1237:!~ 
.117287 
,1.51l202P. 
1 ... HZq7 
.oZS2~? 
~.D883E1 
-.4551H 
... 0'11885 
1.41008'1Z 
-.27Z'I2'1 
-.Z603'13 
3.()2'102'3 
1.87£:071 
5.0'1'134(: 
1.61'11086 
1.283178 
-2.003856 
5.&"5358 
3.08Zlt06 
1.63'lte~ 
1.22E:a~lt 
-t.~'30 .... 3 
... 3'37107 
l.126 .. ~~ 
1.113ltOS 
210 
1.C~CCOO 
1.((ta7 
1.C2~""" 
.UISP.E 
.e"t31l1 
• (l<;P.E' 
3.41~!8~ 
;'!.El~!~~ 
.<i3iU'! 
."HE£:: 
!e.HHH 
1."CC277 
2E 
.~,~~(07e 
• .... e 1Z1 
1.tOOOOO 
1.'2~Z07 
.e3158f: 
.C1<.:8&2 
.<:0<':0'l~ 
.e'3(:70~ 
73 • .!J<iH! 
1.<:2l'+0(! 
Z(! 
5.1'12743 
.485833 
.13~ftO~ 
!.~"c138 
.1t1'~Z8 
1.CCOOOO 
1.tZ~207 
.e21S8f: 
.C 1':l8f:Z 
3.U!385 
.<:310'S'3 
.'3HOll 
76.1€2Q28 
1.e'33Z83 
ze 
J.~qS4S! 
.4Unt 
.181211 
-1.!'113EI 
.~<,;"e9E 
.118ZlZ 
It.,,oea40 
1. CZq3Z 
.8377&3 
.11ent 
.'l4'3'H2 
,~"0305 
la ... .!O~'173 
1.et':i371 
Z7 
l.IZ!!51!! 
.371101 
.11 e 2 
•• ~cee~c 
I.C2lt~2 
.017<;3 
.11!271 
!.~2Sf3~ 
.SS2":;Q ... 
.S .. 1'332 
8S.1 .. SUE 
2.ttc"E.32 
<.7 
,.~HGH 
.~7~gl' 
Market 3 APPENDIX 10 (continued) 211 
Brand B1 
Model 
ESlIl'ATEC SlA~DARC: T-
VARIAeLE CCEFFICIENT ERROR STATISTIC 'MEAt-
HSH 1~.a~U5 
CE 
C 34.97'3310 lE. f8316" 2.071845 1.toaOOo 
PRICEet -:!5.72tH: lJ. ~fZS8J -2.633810 t.C2C33e 
DISTal 13.780'373 3.'3f117! 3.478838 1. C;!t277 
AO~81 !.On'381t 1.7SnlC 1.146&'3" .lH25!) 
R-SQUAREO · . • .710338 CORRECTEO R-SQUARED . .f nS5E 
F-STATISTIC ( J, 231 18.ec 1)990 
OUR EIN-WATSCN ST JlTISTIC (ADJ. FCR GAPS) 1.Hf.765 
NUMeER OF ceSERv.!nc~s 21 
SUH OF SCUARED RESIOC.!lS · . 23.~01H8 S T AHOARD E~RCRCF THE feUATICN 1. U,>402 
1: ! 
C 48. !l0!3H 22. H2550 l.167'386 i.cCCCIlO 
PRICE81 -H.fSl033 11.li6'H1'! -2.497959 1.(20338 
PRICE1181 -16.883977 lJ. ~oeSH -1.268655 1. ClOf5'! 
OIST31 1.H7'310 5.7HS'34 .l81896 1.C31277 
OIST1181 4.7'3fOE7 E.!l!J0175 .732204 1.(~te82 
CEA AOV81 2. ~<J1378 t. 7HE> <Je 1.509513 .lH2H AOvL let .431121 1. ~32Jq3 .28133'3 .18'310f 
flSt.lal .l1lt732 .1816 75 1.730482 13 .Ui ~S5f 
R-SQUAREC · .e4119! CORRECHC R-SQt.:ARED . .782686 
F-STATISTIC( 7, 19) l,..~7i"H 
OUREIN-,fATSCN STATISTIC (.!DJ. fCR 0 GHS' 2.JC<;231 
:-lUNeER CF ceSERvATICIiS 27 
sut! OF SQUARED RESIOU.!lS · 1!o10!18~ :; TANOARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN .e3C .. 65 
c 21.861147e lit. Q5~5ee 1.9&21f4 t.(tC()OC 
PRICEel ·26 • .3815a~ 11. ~9tCJ'3S -2.Z9~64CJ 1.(2C!l8 
01 S Tel 5.0"OO~7 4.1Z'H2li 1.220432 1.(31277 
AO~81 2.HH73 1. "5361'! 1.833475 .17 t2H 
'"'SlUt .50742C .147002 3.451790 1!.1S!S'.i6 
PA ~-SCUAREC .aHl01 . 
CORRECTEC R-SQCAREO . .77193/'-
F-STATISTICI ", (2) 23.771011<: 
:J UR EI N-WHSCN SUTISTIC (ACJ. FCR 0 (jAFS J 2.!4H72 
'I UM EER OF CESERV.! TI CI<S 27 
5UH OF SCUARE:O RESIOUALS . 1S.~O'23<; 
'iTANOARO ERRCR OF THE ECU.! TI CN .t3~4U 
C :C.~7G'3H 2~. 7S(6C! 2.1z~a"3 1. (( (( 0 C' 
p~Ic~el ·a.2S127c 1,. teeTH -2.07<12" 1.[lel.!!~ 
P«IC~lle1 -2G.12'211 1~.2H4E1 -'.32J7~2 1.C2C~~~ , , t.(273~l DI~ TEl 1.2ze1C1 E. (~1c2! .2n27:! 
JU: fUEl 3.~2Z ... £: 7. (21<)5& .5 ...... <)E 1.(27~~1 
"ACv~l 2.Jt<;3~7 1.f7~l1C 1.2606,3 .114~"e 
AC~l121 .ne17e 1. E6hEZ ... 31Sg'l .1e3C~r. PM ~SL1t!1 .2'3e321 .U .. H7 1.1 .. 'l30e 1!.'t~231 
~SL2'!1 • C7'34C7 .1'l!3eS ... 06 .. 05 12.t.!e-.€:2 
~-SGUAR::C • ~1 E7~~ · .7JC .. "< COR~t.CTO:C Q·SCl~"EC S.~7C21~ 
F·STATrST!CI e. 171 
;)UREIN·~~TSC!\ ~HTISTIC C ~ CJ • feR (;AFS I ,.~t.!1~E 
>lUM2t:i< OF ceS~~v/lTIC}S 2< t<.P1C!1~ 
$U'i OF 5r.U~H::.C RESICL:4LS · • ~HC71 $T.H[)A'IC SRRC« CF THE ::I;U4 ncr.; 
~a.CH1C' 22.tH9,e 2.212032 !.CCtCOC C I.t 1P.~O= 
p~lc:el -a.seE:2~S' 1<. CC2H, -2.2~83!~ 
PRlc"ltel -lB.'l71?!? 1 ... ~Sl11~ -1.32! 91'1 
1.C'~HIt 
Dr S TS 1 1.E.0701S :.7221'H .2dOS"1 
j.t:!7~q~ 
crSTL1'!1 LE7!91< f.ItE.ES'?E: .5">1!137 
t.(27!f~i 
2."~2oS7 i.7Efl3: 1.3a28g7 .t7~3Ef AGV31 1~.('E':231 .~2~'+C: .17~2!" 1.e5f"72 
GAL t'SL1 E 1 .~U~ .. C 
,!-SC;UAREI.: · .1"~€'37 COPRlC lee "'-SC;t.:tl":!) L!.~ HH.7 
F·SHTISTICI e. lin 2.q~% .. 
JU"Er:-':-~/lTsCr-; ~TATISl!C (ADJ. FCR C GA~S I 2~ 
'1UM"~R GF ceSERv~HO" l~.(.!~E~: 
5U~ OF 5GUAR~C r.:ESICULo · .f2'24Q 5TA"OAQ,J E RRC" CF TI'~ :::CUA TICN 
., . 
Market ::> APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
Brand Bt (continued) 
Model 
PAGAL 
, CEACO 
p. = -.745 
J 
C 
pl(Ic::e 1 
PRICflle: 
ctn~l 
CIS TL1~1 
ACIIE!l 
I"SL121 
I'SL2'!1 
~-SC;UAR::C • 
CORRLCTEC R-SC;~~~EC • 
F-STATISTIC( 7, leI 
E:::TI~A!"C 
C(£FFICIE~T 
;c.cce2~~ 
-26.S .. 35E8 
-1,!.C8'iS~4 
1 ... C85€~ 
3.251'!ce 
2. ~"l24H 
.28~q.,<; 
• ali ~tll€ 
JUREIN-"HSCrx ~HTISTIC (~O.;. FCR 
NUMEEQ OF CESE"v'TIC~S 
~U~ 0F S6U~~~O P~S!C~At~ • 
:iTA.' -,,1·U ::~"·Ii Cf Tf'E (CUATICr; 
C 
PRICEa 1 
DISTel 
"oval 
~-SQUARED • 
<O.9Z0751 
-'3.30e 10., 
1.9309 .. 0 
1.9'3C"O' 
CQRRECTEC R-SQ~AREC • 
F-STATISTICC 3. 22) 
DUReIN~wATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
~UMeER OF ceSERV'TIC~S 
SUM OF SCUAREC RESIDUALS. 
STA~DARO ERRCR OF THE EOUATICN 
STANDARD ERROR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FeR RHC • 
~-SQUA~EC IN TER~S OF CHANGeS • 
SU~CI\RIJ 
E"I<CI< 
2~.1et2'.!~ 
U.~E152E 
H. iOl3Q~ 
!:.e6'l~~( 
E.1HSU 
1. eU'HZ 
• <:07012 
.IOS'S! 
, 
OFS' 
110. '! 
11.73251 .. 
e .... 0212 
1. !3"375 
GAFS) 
Z.15Eaoe 
-Z.1!t7273 
-1.Z9822S 
.23'!H'Z 
• It ~2<;8S 
1.37332~ 
1.39c83E 
.3391':1,. 
-.7931':10 
.30'3"35 
I.Z9n08 
212 
1.(CeCCe 
I.Cte~QS 
1.C2t~el, 
1.(?7!Se 
1.07~!1 
o17~H!E 
1!.H<;(31 
1!.1~e .. 6( 
.~1~7"~ 
07~<€7, 
11.!C7lo7C 
2.~""701 
2€ 
12.S~C~1! 
.E4c'?C 
1.(CCOOO 
I.e 1e"OS 
1.C373911 
• 171t3tt 
.70€:!Z3 
.EH2H 
17.E3743S 
2. "110281 
2E 
20.~261H 
.H5'!E~ 
.23&11110 
5.t'3S!62 
.< .. et92 
----------------_._-_ .. _- ._-_ .. , 
PAACO 
p. = -.339 
J 
GALZG 
A- = .9 
J 
PAGALZG 
Aj = .9 
C 
PRICEEI 
DISTel 
AOVSl 
MSUS1 
~·S QUAREC • 
31.E93931 
-29. Z9U1I! 
3.Z72712 
2.S1r.6"~ 
.51119SE 
C ORREC TEe R-SQl:ARED • 
F-STATISTICC I" 211 
OURSIN-WATSCN STATISTIC (ACJ. FCR 
NUHeER OF CE!SERVATIO~S 
SUH OF SQUARED RESIOUALS • 
STANDARD ERRCR OF THE eCUATICN 
STANDARD ERROR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
~-SQUA~EO IN TERMS CF (~ANGES • 
Ll9 
L2<1 
PR!C::"l 
DIST'l1' 
"131 
~-:;C:UAR:::D. • 
;ORqECTEC ~·SQuAREO • 
28.875022 
1.1'3'3217 
-1'3.68" .. 23 
-.553270 
1.935559 
~ -S TATISTIC( It, 221 
)UR2IN-wATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
IUM3ER OF 08SE~WATIQ~S 
SUM OF SQUAREO RESIDUALS. 
.TANOARO £~RCR CF THE EOUATICN 
L1q 
L2'3 
PR!CEe1 
OISTal 
A81 
,",SL1el 
~-SCUAREC • 
COR~ECT~O R-SQUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( 5. 211 
Z1.6806H 
z. <:l'tq~ol 
-'C.01:238 
-1.0~G'32~ 
1.4'3485'> 
.275589 
DUReIN-wATSC~ STAHsnc (ADJ. FCR 
NUMSER CF C8SERWAt!C~S 
SU~ OF SCUAREC ~ESIC~ALS • 
STA~OARD ERRCR CF THE EC~AtICH 
t:!. 53795! 
11.lIlU"" 
3. S"7H1 
1.~02Z2e 
.IZ939,! 
o GAl'S I 
'. 
1 ... 21t1092/t 
1 ..... Olio 
lZ.Z2C201 
5.ZH21oZ 
.839679 
o GAFSI 
1:!.~a2507 
1. ~1'3727 
11. ~Oa2'3~ 
;.O'3!3<:l-; 
• e7G'354 
.18€838 
GAl'S I 
2.3"1116 
·2.571<J!1 
.922623 
1.9:U032 
".1097581 
2.021039 
2.211337 
-1.61097 .. 
-.t060eT 
2.305117 
1.q'l1a~E 
Z.07720! 
-1.&'111731 
-.206331 
1.7H34€ 
1 ... 7<;,)17 
l.tocaoo 
1.t1I!1tOS 
1.C3719a 
.171,3£E 
1J.a~2:U 
.7'H'3U 
.76HOl 
2Q.~88775 
2.1H19E 
ZE 
1J.HEOS8 
• ~ H 09 0 
.184!l1 
-1. e3lo970 
.4817/1 .. 
• 282558 
7.171, .... ':1 
1. C20338 
1.C.!1277 
1. H2670 
• e 07tH 
.172129 
23. CH8H 
1.!HD13 
27 
15.~Q'!e82 
.S<;OJ'JII 
.a~55! 
7.174~4,! 
1.(ZC'!3e 
1.t31277 
1.'e<E11j 
1!.1S~551: 
.e2~2~7 
.n~6a! 
1<;.e3':l!,)' 
2.13&<;12 
21 
1 ... ~1t301 
.eU'!47 
Market 3 
Brand 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) -213 
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Model 
CE 
CEA 
PA 
PAA 
• 1. 
ESTIHATEC STANOARD 
VARIAt!lE 
Hse2 
CC£FFICIE~l ER~CR 
C 
PRIc::ez 
OIST92 
Aova2 
~-SCUAREO • 
-0.9025101 
~5. S/t13€J 
~E.81S6':! 
-3.87e5,.8 
CORRECTEC R-SClA~EO • 
F-STATISTICC !. Z31 
DUReIN-HATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUHfER OF ceS£RvATIC~S • 
SUH OF SCUARED RESIOUAlS • 
STA~OARD fRReR OF THE EQUATION 
c 
PUCEe.: 
PRIen 162 
01ST22 
OISTllE2 
AOV8Z 
ADIIl1E2 
HSl1B2 
-i!. 30 E 18i 
-'&.1Io~l27 
EO.S'Hl12 
t:!. lllt teG 
-23.03CIoH 
S.11t49CS 
-7.2528101 
.S2€SS! 
21. CEl31E 
19.7808010 
11.403427 
<.13942C 
o GAFSI 
21.e009()Z 
21. es 1 a-e r 
17.17251'1 
9.1E~3Ee 
1C.CIoC519 
2.~e287C 
2. ~2101o5 7 
.1599101 
• 
T-
S TA TI S TIC 
-3.0340107 
2.302402 
3.228470 
-1.809i!a 
-.616001 
-1.196101!! 
3.5l6673 
1./04393/0 
-2.29371,8 
2.177397 
-2.991532 
3.292386 
21. H()370 
I.ceoooo 
.<:93270 
1.102!91o 
.19832'1 
.~1!1701 
.:!91/tS9 
e.57S14C 
1.~6861J7 
21 
!<:!.1538102 
1.Ht7le 
l.tccooo 
.~9:!270 
.~·H301o 
1.t0Z891o 
l.tO~:?H 
.198329 
.Hern 
Zl.~S1852 
~-SCUARED • .7911065 
CORRECTED R-SQI.i~REO • .11~~J7 
F-STATISTIC( 7, 191 1c.~a171() 
DURSIN-wATSCH ST~TISTtC (ADJ. FCR 0 GAFSI 2.~7C53E 
~UHeER OF oeSERVATIO~s • 21 
SUH OF SQUARED RESID~AlS • lS.1E~OJe 
STAhOARO ERROR OF THE ECUATICN .~93Ioae 
~~-------------------------------------
c 
PRlc~e2 
OISTe2 
AQVB2 
~SL1a2 
~-SCUAR;C • 
·~3.95121i9 
Z7.7836oe 
19.1j3:!S9C 
-2.221158 
.ZSE6OJ 
CORRECTEC R-SQUAREO • 
F-STATISTrcc 10, 221 
DUReIN-W~TSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
~UMeE~ Of OE~ERVATIo~s 
SUM Of SCUAREC RESIO~ALS • 
STA~OARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
c 7.J2:?!E 
PRIC~':2 ·~".:.t4eS4e 
P~lCEl1e2 ~E.4"eces 
01 S TEZ 13.9C<7'lC 
Dl,TL1EZ -<2.l!H7"~ 
Acva2 ".'?013EC 
AC.Ll!;Z -f..EOJ27-: 
"SlU2 .J'?e4!8 
I'Sl2~2 .tHe3" 
~-S~UAREC • 
CORR~CT~C '-S'LA~EC • 
F-ST~TlSTIC( e. 17' 
JUReIX-~ITS:N ST.TISIIC (ADJ. FeR 
~u~EER CF c~se~vITIC~S 
SUM CF S~UA~SC R£srClAL~ • 
;TA~aA~~ ~RiC~ CF THE EtUITICN 
~ 
PRIC e, 
PRIC~LI=2 
OISI-22 
UIS Tuel 
AO\i32 
I';>U;:2 
R-SGLAP::C • 
- 21. E7~'l'+f 
12.S2iJZ.? 
!2.10.!"'':7 
;;0.12e""7 
-~1.2Z~?H 
• 52':'l C .. 
.43 .. 548 
COP~eCT~C R-SCU~REC • 
F-ST~rr5TICI t. IS) 
JU~EI~-.IT5C~ SIITISTIC IADJ. FeR 
:IUt1EtR CF CGS£~ijl TIO~ 
;UM CF S~U~RtC ~~SIC~~L: • 
STA~CA~O E~PC~ CF T~f ECUATICN 
2".~517S7 
2Z.10J50:! 
H.1620U 
2. Z621ZZ 
.173101 
2 ~.lq481S1 
Z~.Cl~SEE 
teo ~" .. ~~~ 
~. 1l3Z'<H 
C;.~c2&52 
z. ~7C:::IC 
<. E81".!e 
duec,: 
• 13C2H 
o G A FS ) 
27.19C;;:C2 
21.2479J! 
le.eH"l44 
Ic.e81~Cl 
11. E37051 
2.1ECOE2 
.197"" I 
GAFS I 
-1.79G1H 
1.223759 
2.1t1E1!:t 
-.9IoZ6e3 
1.108Z389 
. . 
.3Q2~OC 
-1,"9<::07 
2. "'H9C C 
1.5~C755 
--2.29"2"1 
?OlO76 .. 0 
"Z.462spe 
2.37441€ 
1.27~25~ 
-.7'l7184 
.58'351;4 
1.73el0C 
1.'lO"lee 
-::.6'i35~S 
.2"53'1g 
2.2C06H 
1.(eeeOC 
.'i';3Z7C 
l.toa9" 
• t~e:2-= 
21.~SHS2 
.~lC"87 
• ~2HOc 
5.7319"5 
Z.17:?510 
27 
35. ~qHt,. 
1. <720H 
:.tCCC';C 
,. c: c.; 1 ~ '1 ~ 
.~~z,:e1 
1.1~'~'!1 
1.1:;!~Jc 
• ( iJ, 7r; 1 
oI~HH 
21.c"'!1~ 
Zt.~C;°t.€ 
.17no.c 
.E7!~~E 
7.""4<:H 
2.t77~~'! 
1;:.Hf7E~ 
.e~t.2~~ 
1.(CtCOO 
.~~1~7<? 
.S<3,jS67 
I.H"'GI 
1.2C1S0' 
.<O<7~1 
ll.~"£~Op' 
• E C n<: 1 
." ~ HE, 
~.fl;~E'4 
2.40~2?2 
Ze 
2<.(27EZ~ 
1.[7t7~1 
Market 3 
Brand B2 (continued) 
Model 
PAGAL 
',' ~ I 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
!:,TU'.u::C 
v41'IAfL£ CCEFFICIE" T 
I'!SE2 
C -.4241:7 
p~tc~e2 3.17JE .. 7 
P:<tCi:lleZ 21.27Cil4e 
crSTEZ 17. 2<Je 0 84 
DISTL122 ·!Z.O"2SC~ 
11') \.:> 2. • p.e13 H 
!"SUEZ .3tl17Ee 
MSL2'lZ ".JI057e 
~-$~UAR"C • 
CORqcCT~t ~·SGUAREC • 
F-STATISltCI 7, leI 
ou.~etN-"tTSCN SHTISTrC (ADJ. FCR 
~u"e£R CF C2SE~w~TIC'S 
su~ CF SCUIR~C ?eSIC~4LS • 
iT~\D~~J 5~RC~ CF T~e ~CU~TICN ·---------r--- --
C 
PIUCEez 
DISTaZ 
AO\/62 
!t. e555 59 
-'2.15~<:IH 
21.4Z9182 
C. ~51125 
CEACO 
• PMCO 
Pj = .749 
PAGALZG 
It. = .2 
J 
! 
~-SCUAR~D. • • 
CORRECT€C R·SQUAR€C • 
F-SrATISTlC( 3t 22) 
~uReIN·wATSCN STAtISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
~uMeER OF ceSERVATIC~S 
SUM OF SQUAReD RESIOCA~s • 
5TANOARO ERROR OF THE EeCATICH 
STA~O~RD ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
~-SCUAREC IN TER~S OF CHANGES • 
C 
PRICEE!2 
OISTe2 
AOvB2 
"SUBZ 
~.SCUAREC • 
~2. 71~2!" 
- Z e. E6 1"62 
<1.551q74 
3. 113&/tE 
-.,,311<;1 
CORR€CTEC R·SQCARED • 
F-STAT!STIC( 4. (1) 
)URfIN-wATSON STATISTIC ,AOJ. FCR 
~UMEER OF ceSERvATIC~S 
SUM OF SCUAREO RESIC~A~S • 
STANDARD ERRCR CF THE ECUATICH 
STANDARD ERRCR CF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FeR R~C 
~-SCUAREC IN TERMS CF C~AHGES • 
L12 
L22 • 
PRIc;;:ez 
01SHl2 
AB2 
R-SCUAR=:C • 
:4. ~31 Q 75 
-;:!.36~341 
11.1E!OQ78 
!O.lt5E651 
-1.11~!l01 
CORRtCTcC R-SCUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( ~. 221 
DUREIN-~ATSCN ,TAT!STIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUMeER OF CESE"~ATIC~S 
SUM OF SG'JAREO RES! OI.:ALS • 
STANOA~D EJ(~CRCF THE ECUATICN 
S TA "CA-RC 
ERJ(CR 
H. C!15'?2 
1<:. ''3IH!' 
17.~81 .. tll 
~.ell(:'Z2 
1c.~S711e 
1. ~457 0 8 
.18!!21 
0131770 
GAFSI 
Z1.Z2fl+l!3 
2~.e6cn3 
e. aHO 67 
2.f80112 
C GA Fs) 
2!. C2e8Jt 
1'S. U311Q 
1.43t4EO 
2. ~E330e 
.14023<; 
a GUS) 
~'S.~3!l2Q4 
2C.Cl<;3H 
2:!.CQ!:t>l.t! 
lC. e6<'113 
1. e!l654~ 
GAPS) 
r-
STATISTIC 
-. ~ I Z'?4 
dF:2"23 
1.20~804 
1.15074~ 
-5.004161 
.452'387 
1.660nc 
Z.lSE'371 
1.353&&6 
-1.aI+34EO 
2.42411,. 
2.3&9611 
1.4206iO 
-1.441I+Ql 
2.aQ8111 
1.S31QI+3 
-3. ° lQ017 
• 'H<'1J 7 
-1.1f>7HIE 
.7 .. 612 .. 
2.7<16251 
-.nlb67 
214 
21.(,J~31!' 
1.(CttC( 
.~~1'=7~ 
.~<;::~e1 
1.102;91 
1.1:il~O< 
.le!]51 
21.'c.2.!Oa 
z!.~c.:~~€ 
.£~i7J~ 
.~et5~3 
;:.H!'U~ 
'.IEE211 
2C 
lE. ~.!2~~~ 
.~f:7lJ2~ 
I.COOOOO 
• "<:1181'S 
1.102~01 
.aZ7S1 
. ~ :4,.1 ~ 
." 7Cq2e 
8.41710£:2 
Z.<3~517 
2£: 
2E.C14023 
1.G81,,08 
.1!~e3E 
S.~2~061 
.f2Hl1 
1.CCCCOO 
.':911!7'S 
1.10~501 
.202751 
Z1.~42308 
.Elea"3 
.£11670 
11. CH123 
1.~E58&l! 
2E 
17."1010301 
.~2"387 
.12~e8c 
s. 7f. ~4q7 
.1/tZ4/t3 
.~\'!~5' 
1.~~;ee~ 
.':~3270 
1.10a'?~ 
.'l+l.oS~2 
.eH70:' 
.4~17<'1 
t. H~3J~ 
1.:7H32 
27 
33.~8C;3e~ 
1.~~2'lf>~ 
--------~----------~--------------------------------------
Note: GALZG model failed to pass model screening stage. 
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Market 3 
Brru}d~B~3 ______ .-________________ --------------------------------
STHOARC 
Model 
CE 
CEA 
PA 
., . 
PM 
GAL 
C 
PRlCEe3 
OISTel 
AOVS3 
~-SQUAREC • 
E~TIMATEC 
CCEFFICIEt. t 
1. £1t521<; 
-.ea9H/o 
2.23!"l21 
11.0896 U 
CORRECTEC R-SQUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( J, 23' 
DUReIN-~AtSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. FeR 
NUH8ER OF ceSERVATIO~S 
SUH OF SCUAREO RESICUALS • 
STANOARO E~RCR CF THE ECUATICN 
C 
FRICEe3 
PR ICE Lle.! 
OIST33 
OISTLlel 
AOlla3 
AOI/Ue3 
HSl1BJ 
~-saUAREC • 
1.10513 EG 
-2.12H9E 
-5. !9CH3 
1.3111663 
.655310 
8.301851 
I.Io8HOI! 
.1070061 
CORREClEC R-SQUARED • 
F-STATISTIC( 7, 19' 
OUREIH-~~TSCN ST~TISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
~UMeER OF OeSERI/.TIC~S 
SUM OF SCUARED RESIOUAlS • 
STANDARD ERR(R OF THE ECUATICN 
C 
PRIc::e3 
llIST!!3 
ADV63 
I"SL1!U 
~-SC;UAREO. • 
-.51H<J3 
.2072ce 
1.7U9E':! 
'S. H Ilt27 
.51tE16e 
CORREC1£C R-SQ~AREO • 
F-STATISTIC( 4, 221 
ilUREIH-OiATSCN STJlTISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
NUMEER OF caSERVATIONS 
SUM OF S~UAREO RESIO~ALS • 
STA~OARO ERRCR OF tHE EQUATICN 
c 
"~Ic£e3 
Pi<ICE1182 
erst::.? 
CISTLIE3 
t.c;~e3 
A"')wL le:! 
1';:L1e3 
I'SL2 ::3 
R-SCUA~EC • 
12.'34s .. n 
·7.50~9tZ 
-E.O':!!:47€ 
1.6"<;6t3 
1.81tH7 
7.21 ;"4<; 
E. ~ooel 
-.08E .. e<; 
.50,643 
CORR~Cl=C ~-sclAREC • 
F-STATrS1ICI !. 171 
)UREI~-~A'~CN STATISTIC (ACJ. FCR 
NUMe£R CF CESERV~TIC.S 
3UH OF SCU~R£~ ~oSTCCtlS • 
STA~[~OC ~q~(R OF T~E €CUlTrCN 
c 
p~Ic;::e3 
p;(ICEL1e~ 
;)1ST83 
:::JIStLtE3 
ADlla3 
I'SL 1 B3 
~-SCLAQ':C • 
CO~R~CT~C R-SClAREC 
10. C€;S63S 
-4.HES<;<; 
-E.05<;n;s 
1.33274<; 
1.e2E30e 
11.~9C&~1 
.37'<6EZ 
F-STATIS1ICI e. 1,) 
JU'<EIN-"nSCN ~THISTTC tACJ. FCR 
~UHeE~ OF ce~ERv~tIC~S 
5UH CF 5CUA~~C ~~SICL4lS • 
STA~CARJ EGACR CF T~E ecuATICN 
E:RI'CR 
E.<!131t2:! 
£. ~61501t 
1.2/oE6!!1t 
It. 2229 05 
C UFSI 
e.E998H 
5.702510 
5.29597':! 
• 9910!5 
1. ~Z1905 
~. OUl01 
Io.E8Ultll 
.15C9S5 
o tAPS J 
~. 118569 
10. t415 TIt 
.<;25995 
~.13-;777 
.1212010 
o OFSI 
beSlbE! 
4. C3 H:. 0" 
4. CfH7J' 
• nel .. ' 
1. ,S1831o 
L. CEC2E;e 
Z.7'3(1',14 
.11l~007 
.14005<' 
GA FS I 
e.E1CO~L 
~. £~4S1~ 
S.12e23E 
.,<usoe 
1.~3~R2~ 
... ( .. <38C 
.1U7e? 
(HS) 
T-
STA TIsTIe 
.231975 
-.13550 ! 
1.791895 
Z.6ZE061t 
.65E1t93 
-.l721t32 
-1.011897 
1.3S5141t 
.562000 
1.731331t 
.3111SIt 
3.113298 
-.11261::1 
.01t21q8 
1.81t&7e8 
2.93378" 
1t.511138 
1.!I'111"~ 
-1.b201:-, 
·1.4'1q2~2 
2.141'1,,7 
1.4'3'>13< 
1.7775H 
1.051'542 
-.:'1<,,601 
3.&1162! 
1.1e.'3S4E 
-.7H23E 
·l01~163S 
1.38E1~3 
1.27423'3 
2.617~Oe 
2.2"1I62~ 
1.COCCOO 
1. C68£73 
.8010712 
.CHon 
• ~7Ct9J! 
.29J"03 
".~ge691 
1.11"'21 
21 
1O.CO'306 
.ES"~23 
1.(CtOOO 
1. C6t1173 
1.(6<;607 
.eCI,712 
.~O~"ll 
.CH017 
.C1~Cl1 
Z.7Ite7"1 
.701760 
.~"1el!! 
E.3eH37 
2.1""7"2 
21 
...773381 
.!CI22'ii 
I.CCCCOO 
1. C68E73 
.e010712 
.Cl~017 
Z.7It071t1 
• H~2q3 
• e It 2S~ 
t1.lt3a33! 
2.~,!e573 
21 
!i.l<jt~9'! 
.Io8E032 
1.(~C~'lC 
1.tCt!i~ 
1.C~~:?~.1 
.H~ 201' 
.£CU22 
.t~~Sg~ 
.(t~~c!~ 
c.t~~!CII 
'.7c-:'~1 
.t!£~lc 
.1~t;;S..t3 
1 C • e 7 : 2'Z ~ 
(.cS7~J'= 
2t 
::.4~E3~7 
.:! f.! i21 
1.lCCCOC 
1.('1373 
t.~i:~393 
.ea~2C~ 
.f U 721: 
.Cl~~9r; 
c.t~i::!CJ! 
.HH2<: 
.flEEoe 
7. 7C 1:::::!<' 
<.~ei9~t 
21' 
4."4~f:e3 
.q'~qH 
Market 3 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
Brand B3 (continued) 
1: ' 
.. , 
Model 
PAGAL 
IIARH!!L£ 
HS;:3 
C 
PRIC"E3 
PRrC:::Lle~ 
:I~T'!~ 
DISTLle3 
ADd3 
f'SL 1 E 3 
"'Sl2~j 
~-3(;UAR<.C • 
COQ~~Cl~C k-S(;UAR~C • 
F-$TATISTIC( 7. leI 
~::rrl'~TtC 
CCE.FFICEr.T 
1!.06E8<;S 
-8.at021~ 
-f..37Eel~ 
1.€~e9C€ 
2.EHe4~ 
11. ~H 0 lot 
.o2C31€ 
.~Z~8C2 
JU~E!N-~~TSC~ ST'TISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUH!E~ CF CESi~vtTIC~! 
SUM 0F S~U4R~a RESIC~'Lo • 
5TA~CAR~ ;~RC~ CF THE E(UATIC~ 
"fA.'Ct .. c 
ERIlCR 
7. <OE01~ 
4.e41071. 
~.25"'ICS 
.tCH7~ 
1. 2Ho;~S 
~.'!~3172 
.17~42e 
.t3e&21 
C GAl'S) 
T-
~TATIStIC 
1.81SEU3 
-1.eS .. 63E 
-1. "9l!62e 
2.10108~O 
2.165'<07 
3.387851 
.113561 
3.1Q05~1l 
--------------~------~C~-----------------~2-.~9~O~9~2~2~~~------~~-.~t~e~3~7~l~~----------~.6~2~1~1~3~3---·--·-· 
CEACO 
p. = .614 
J 
PMCO 
p. = -.763 
J 
GALZG 
A. = 9 J • 
PAGALZG 
A. = .7 
J 
PRICEe3 3.e7S31~ '.25C77~ .84~7109 
OISTe3 1.767673 1.C12&02 1.765425 
AOy83 ~.895844~. ~012:~ 1.138236 
R-saUAR<:C • 
CORRECtEC R-SaUAR£C • 
F-STATISTIC( J, ZZ) 
OURl'IN->jHSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
NUMEER OF ceSERV~TIC~S 
SUM OF SQU~REC RESIOUAlS • 
STAP,OARD ERRCR OF THE ECUATION 
STA~DARO ERRCR OF RHC 
,T-STATISTIC FCR RHC • 
~-SOUAREC IN TERMS OF C~ANGES • 
C 
PRICESJ 
OIS T!33 
AOIIIlJ 
MSL1eJ 
~-SQUAR::C • 
e.!:5;!33!! 
-&.9951E-.8 
1.'377877 
7.2'3<;0210 
.681:111 
CORRECMC R-saU~RED • 
F-STATISTIC( It, 21) 
DUREIN-"ATSCN ST~TISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
~uMeER OF oeSERVATIC~S 
SUM OF SCUAR£D RESICUAlS • 
STAhOARD ERRCR CF THE E4U~TICN 
STANDARO ERROR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FOR R~C 
~-S(;UAREC I~ TER~S OF C~ANGES • 
L1'3 
Ll9 
PRIc::e3 
OIST:l:! 
Ad:! 
~-SQUA~C:C • 
2.82101" 
.0,<1823 
-.515132 
1.9QO~18 
3.996195 
-;OR~E.C I"C R-SQUARED • 
:-STATIS.TIC( ~. 221 
Ju~er~-wAT$CN STATISTIC (ADJ. FOR 
~UH=E~ OF ceS£RvATro~s 
5U~ OF SQUARED RESIDUALS • 
iT~NDA~D EKROR OF THE EQUATICN 
U7 
L21 
PRICEe:! 
DIST!!3 
AS:! 
I'SUe3 
R-SCUAREO • 
1.0lo-C81e 
-.3S99E3 
1 ... 812 E!l 
1.79H2S 
1.6176GS 
.11 ~4 Elo 
CORRECTEC R-SCUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( 5. 211 
DUR8IN-WATSCN STATISTIC (ACJ. fCR 
NUMEER OF ceSERVATIC~S 
SUM CF SQU~RSD R~SIO~~LS • 
STA~DARD E~RCR CF T~£ EcuATrON 
o GAFS I 
~. 201'00" 
~. aHa'3S 
.!:a1'3o" 
1.!1t84H 
.CI:03U 
o GAFS. .. 
~.1:J1535 
• ~1112 E 
3.1022500 
• e&OOe8 
1. 22~815 
GAPS) 
... IOlse. 
I.Z5Z91S 
3.<:4143" 
• -:310091 
1. eH22~ 
.131950 
GAFS) 
Z.DIl28T.! 
-Z.275521 
3.'3 .. 07 .. 7 
... 713858 
11 • .365285 
.776810 
.128858 
-.150513 
2.20')612 
3.2626<:12 
.2537!:0 
- .28730a 
.375619 
1.923'<93 
... 19<.31 e 
.829710 7 
216 
1.COCCOJ 
1.Ceeu! 
1.C~~~~~ 
.ec!:<Ojt 
• fOU2" 
.(1~S9: 
2.€~,~o! 
,.7€HH 
.t1~Ce! 
.1.3Ug~ 
H.~Hen 
2.t2CllC 
.2€ 
'.~CC~5: 
.4C~t,2~ 
1.~U~Uuu 
t.C6e373 
.ec~coe 
.Cl!lS95 
.H2E7Q 
.~U397 
'i.t27t+H 
Z.HflS2 
2E 
e .~He2E 
.~folocJe 
.15"92 
3.'lH7S8 
.~9t80'.l 
I.COcooa 
1.C!:tUl 
.eO~20e 
• C t:5'3~ 
2.e'3(:30e 
.nZ"H 
.eCC567 
26.cete37 
2.t2U5e 
2€ 
2.~5e281 
.~4'l0J1 
.lH801 
-!:.CH2 .. '! 
.163535 
• <82558 
7.17~"~9 
1.C6t673 
.taH1' 
.13~199 
• eJS71lft 
.e05632 
Z1.~76236 
3. C6e333 
Z7 
2.£2<;S82 
.J"57Ze 
.(H .. ~9 
2.13170Q 
1.tHH3 
.eC41H 
.(Ste21 
2.i"07"1 
.7<;1082<; 
.14Sg7~ 
lC,,7C7,,1o 
c.7!2ESC 
27 
Market 3 
Brand C 
Model 
CE 
CEA 
PA 
" , 
PM 
GAL 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
VARIABLE 
HSC 
C 
PRICEC 
DISTe 
ADlle 
~-saUARt:c. • 
CORRECTEC R-SQlARED • 
F-STATISTIC( 3, ZJ, 
E~TII'!ATE!: 
CCEfFICIF.t\T 
"5.61El"~ 
-1,3.12!: 851t 
2Z.9712~E 
11.EItU1O 
JUR8IN-W;lTSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
NUHEER OF caSERV'TIC)S • 
SUH OF S~UAREO RESIDCALS • 
STA~DARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATICH 
C lS.38eoioZ 
PRICEC -49.1<2'0106 
PRICElIC J1. 8292 f 8 
DISTC 9.19E33C 
01 S Tl1C -.58 ZlI 23 
AOVC 7.1t21315 
AOIIUC -1.5380 33 
"Sl1C ,72':1t10 
~-SQUAREC. • 
CORRECTEC R-SQUAREC • 
F-STATISnC( 7. 191 
OUREIN-HIIlSCN STATISTIC (ACJ. FCR 
~UHSER OF oeSERVATIC.S 
SUH OF SCUARED RESIDC~L~ • 
S T UDA RO ERRCR CF THE E eUA TI CN -
C 
PRIeEC 
OISTe 
AOVC 
"Sl1C 
R-SCUAREO , 
CORRECTE!: R-SCCAREO • 
F-STATISTICI 4, 22) 
.. 1.81090E 
-41.QH55E 
6.174174 
8.HE3Il9 
.12:!nC 
JUR5IN-wATSCN ST~TISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
~UHEER CF CESERVATIC~S 
SUH OF SCUAREO RESIDUALS • 
STANOARD ERRCR CF THE EaUATICM 
c 
P.<l C~ C 
":HC~L 1C 
c r~ Te 
()ISTL1C 
":hC 
Ae,LtC 
f#:;llC 
~SL2C 
~-SGL;AR~C • 
CO~QtCT£C 9-SCL;APEC • 
F-STATISTICI e. 17) 
la.~2tqS2 
-!l.f:'dlH 
Ii!. C17Z;?<: 
8.51f5 !1 
3.0'H85 .. 
E.7711H 
2.84COSO 
• C8eH~ 
.'>'leaH 
JU~<;IN-"AT~CN STAlISnC ItOJ. FeR 
~UME~R CF C~SE;vITIC~S 
iUH CF S~UI~EC R~5IC~tLS • 
5TA~DAqO ~'KCR CF T~E ECVATICN 
C 
PRIC~C 
PRIC~L1C 
01 SIC 
OISTLIC 
AC~C 
I'SLl 0' 
'l-SC:UAR::C • 
CO~qtCT~C ~-SCL~R~C 
F-STATISTIC( E. 1") 
Z3.S04'3!E 
--;C.:7'7t..< 
2~. '!1&6"t 
q.31~3H 
-.~7"3C3 
7.~H04<; 
.692~ CS 
JUREIN-~DT~CN ~T~TrSTIC IAOJ. FeR 
~UM~E~ CF ceS~kJtTIC~S 
SUM OF SCUAPt~ RE~IClAL, • 
STANDARD E~RC~ CF THE ECU~TrCN 
STA~CARC 
ER"CR 
54.':51:1t57 
4:!. e721t4l! 
12. 91t04 .. 0 
l<.t71170 
o GAPS I 
fl. f!i767E 
H • .,370H 
~~. ~oe395 
9.99 .. 900 
12. HIl,S7 
~. !:61151 
:!.36752Z 
.11t2899 
o GAFS' 
31o.8E3530 
le. C3Z8ez 
e.75C64l 
~. C275l~ 
• 12349~ 
Q GAPS' 
n. ~8~79Z 
!".:n ;022 
:!1.4e56~1 
'.l'H .. <;C 
11.80223<; 
:.261t54€ 
~.72740< 
• ~oe .. ltf 
.24e23~ 
GIIFS I 
6e. ~713O;2 
!f.~<:'8e~ 
;no !L!C197 
1(. lC72~2 
1£.~4822E 
.:.:c74~.? 
.11t"37~ 
GAFSI 
T-
STATISTIC 
.339793 
-.962983 
1.7156H 
2.1t93630 
• 21t9"5 0 
-1.3H21" 
.965170 
.920152 
-.01t51,92 
2.0839f5 
- .1t5C725 
5.1010358 
1.199273 
-1,464901 
,105620 
2.862497 
5.860339 
.lH702 
-.97e~7p 
.5741"2 
.92€281 
.2EZ3'3€ 
2.07"1S2 
.7E:1938 
.2f::151Z 
2 ... 03703 
.3~~33<3 
-1.3r,10~~ 
.lI2177~ 
.gZ1"S4 
-.061104<; 
?.11~:'2Z 
4.('3S3~lI 
217 
1.GOOOOI) 
1.CIoH09 
1.e9'9:!! 
.:!3S192 
.380835 
.~CC07 .. 
4.1H591 
.701049 
Z1 
l11.~34EIZ 
z.aollolo 
1.(eCOOe 
1.t"~10~ 
1 •• "10943 
1.t'l'931 
1. C''!'06l! 
.33'5792 
.~JH51 
2'1. ;:1:~9E3 
.771819 
.E87752 
~.telOZZ 
2.C,.8S23 
Z1 
"1.C3Cl9:! 
1.H':lH3 
1.caCGOe 
1.C"HQ9 
J.t'l''':!l 
.J3S192 
2'l.HZ'3t3 
.7se<!4~ 
.1 Hze3 
17.clo<;6B 
2.C4'UQ 
27 
~:!.47tee4 
1.itCS101 
1.((Ci:~C 
1.C"!~~f: 
:.C4~7P< 
1.C\:4;::!1 
1.C'!!1"~ 
.!:!~:!~e 
.~.!~~E:! 
2c.:.~~!1!~E: 
Z'?:!cccac 
.feeL!t. 
.717P, .... 
P.~SC,,~<; 
1.:CIC7' 
2E 
~C.UO,?4 
1. ~"ao'3 
1.(CCrCf 
1.("~"!E 
1.("~7·2 
1 • t" , '-.l'1 
1.(<:~1'!" 
.::!~.!~€ 
2<;.~ne4€ 
.HC€S~ 
.He7Q 
S.C4!5~1 
2.(3!Sl~ 
?E 
.1.~~4E"~ 
1. 47: e~2 ----------- -
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Market 3 
~ -~-~-,-,~-
-,-.,,-,--.~~~.~ -Brand C (continue~d~) __________ _ 
. Model' I 
,t : ' 
\.~ 4 
PAGAL 
CEACO 
= .792 
PAACO 
p. '" -,8-11 
J 
GALZG 
A. = ,8 
J 
PAGALZG 
A. = .1 
J 
€o'It'ATEC 
vA,IAeLE CC~FI'IcrE"T 
MSC 
C .2311 aJ 
PRIC~C ·~~.J£22~5 
PRIC",UC 27.'3cHEZ 
arSTC a.S08H 
arSTl1C ~. JOZ$17 
ACVC E.7C7a3~ 
t1SL 1 C .2Z£OH 
~SL2C .5C~78' 
~-SC;(;AR"C • 
CORREC1~C R-SC~AREC • 
F-SrAT!~T!C! 7. 1~1 
JUREIN-liATSCN STHISTIC lAC .. , FCR 
~U~E:~ CF ~ES~FV~TIC~S 
$~~ OF SCUAREC R~SIC~ALS • 
il:~DARC 2ARCR CF THE E~uATICN 
C 
PRICEC 
OISlC 
AOVC 
R-SOUAREC. • 
H.2210620 
-57.8101214 
8.0 .. 94ez 
s.seS03e 
CDRRECTEC.R-SQCARED • 
F-STATISTICI 3. ZZ) 
OUReIN-hATSON ST~TISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
NUMeER OF ceSERVATIC~S 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIOCALS • 
STANDARD ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
STA~DARO ERRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
~-SCUAREC IN TER~S CF C~ANGES • 
SUt.Ct;:c 
~ R ~CL 
~~.11<t7'H 
!~.9S'13S€ 
ze.! .. e2~E 
<:. Cl!P.51f. 
11. H!27" 
~"2:ZJ~ 
.23~~2~ 
• C1~137 
C G ~ FS I 
21. E21!IJO 
2'5.C8J13<; 
e.'3Q950E 
2. ~4JJ"1 
t GAfS' 
T-
.aa"1'32 
-1.0121O! 
.96"627 
.94227£ 
.2S7,<!! 
2.H'.!7'>1< 
.91,36H 
2.1S0geO 
2.94(159$ 
-2.305'380 
.S'3443E 
2.271E3S 
• 
l.cncoo 
1.CI<'~8E 
1,( .. ~7R' 
1.~<;L2.!1 
l.(S~19S 
.~!~3St 
2~.~S:!"!4E 
Zq.!ctCOC 
.tC1SP< 
.72~"1" 
la.~eUll 
1.~5n2' 
2~ 
31. fE2l" 7 
1.~l€2·C 
1.COCOOO 
1.c .. ~'t8E 
1.e9'2J1 
.~'!<;3S£ 
.720 .. 08 
.EH282 
u.e9~38a 
1. <; .. eel'S 
2c 
.. ... E1 H4D 
1.~2t,071 
• 11"e'31 
6.E1t .. OS 
.ll<l'3a~ 
------------~---~-----------------~ 
C 
PRICC:C 
OISTe 
ACVC 
!"SL1C 
~-S~UARIi:D • 
2.3'+395" 
-6.'3E112E 
e.1Q88Z .. 
E:. 06!4 75 
.80541Z 
CO~~ECTEC R-Sa~ARED • 
F-STATISTICI 1<, 21) 
DUR8IN-wATSCN STATISTIC (AOJ. FCR 
NUMEER OF ceSERvAlIc~s 
SUM OF seUAREC RESICUAlS • 
STANDARD ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
STA~GA~p ERROR OF RHO 
T-STATrSTIC FCR RHC • • 
~-SCuA~EC IN TER~S OF C~ANGES • 
US 28.031138 
L2S 7 ... eoe7QO 
PRIC!::C -28.36£180 
OISTe 1'3.S3Zeo7€: 
AC 1.a7E185 
~-SCUARt:D • 
CDRR~CTEC ~-SQUARED • 
;:'-STATISTIC! '" 22) 
t)UR2Hl-rlATSON STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
~UHaER Of ceSERVArIO~S 
3UM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS. 
51ANDAKO ERRCR OF THE ECUATION 
L11 
L12 
PRICC;C 
DISlC 
AC 
MSL1C 
R-SCUARC:C. • 
"1'il0.!2C:O-;' 
-112 ... 1130() .. 
-15. 77 ~o <;c 
!O.907'<H 
€:. '310 e .. 8 1 
.3483 .. 7 
CORRECTED ~-SQUAREO • 
F-STATISTICI 5. 21) 
OU~EIN-rlATSC~ STATISTIC IAOJ. FCR 
NUMeER OF C2SERVATIC~S 
SUM CF SCUllED RESIC~ALS • 
sr~"OARO ~RRCR CF THE feUATICN 
. . 
H.2273'3C 
21. E33102 
EoO .. 7Q .. e 
c. HZIo'H 
.e7Z0l2 
GAPS) 
32.1O£:OSO 
e.Sge335 
ZE.217617 
7.S4E727 
1 .• 06168'+ 
O' GAPS) 
2~8!. 7Se'+8l 
54:. (2130 1 
t.78<;1'<2 
lC.1707"~ 
2. fse8d8 
• ;:0<;115 .. 
o GAFS' 
.08£:0118 
·.321781 
1.355637 
2.6220H 
11.1II12EO 
.8730S0 
1.1288e'3 
-1.081974 
2.5271oS4 
1.013658 
2.01\l9 .. € 
-Z.062S12 
-Z.3Z'<1E!l. 
3.0HIIS7 
2.5S"11," 
1.65'3<)50 
I.CCCCOD 
I.C .. !"6E 
1.(<;'231 
.33<; :sse 
29. ~ $ Jl!4E 
.793e~e 
.15"3'!0 
2C.l'HeES 
1.~eHO! 
2C 
3Z.'lZ204Q 
1.'5lO85 
.1147610 
-7. CE ~ 761 
.!1~391 
.118232 
... It 08114 0 
1.t~~.1Q,! 
1.Q'l~'l31 
1.47HItl 
.77'3735 
.73'l686 
1Q.H'i869 
1.74HS3 
27 
39.eoe801 
1. ~417SE 
.CCC41C: 
.(01Hc 
l.t'<~10,! 
1. (')4,,31 
.;:12~Ea 
2'1. ~t,,'1fl 
.7~7271 
.7JH2e 
113. ~4:!~4e 
2.I'!1H! 
Z7 
!d.'5GH~ 
1 • .!4~E:t~ 
-----------_._-------_.-
Market 3 
Brand D 
Model 
CE 
CEA 
PA 
PM 
GAL 
APPENDIX 10 (continued) 
VARIA!!LE 
HSC 
C 
PRICED 
DI~TO 
AOVD 
R-SCUAR~O • 
E:::TIHATEC 
CCEFFICIElIl 
-9.717067 
17.57'32 77 
1.~11oE15 
1.3671080 
CORR~C TEC R-SQUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( J, 23' 
OUREIN-~~TSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUHEER OF oeSERVATIO~S • 
5UH OF SQUARED RESIDUALS. 
STA~DARO ~RRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
C 
PRICED 
PRICEL 10 
OISTD 
OISTL10 
AOVO 
AOl/ltO 
HSL10 
R-SCUAREO • 
S03SIo'H" 
-Io.1H091o 
-lz.26e6~0 
-5.8155510 
1~.E6337E 
2. 03~9eE 
-1.591403 
.855072 
CORREC1EO.R-SQUARED • 
F-STATISTIC( 7, 191 
JUReIN-WATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
HUME~R CF ceSERVATIC~S 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDCAL~ • 
5TANDARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
C 
PRICED 
OISTO 
AOIIO 
HSl10 
R-SCUAREO • 
2.<;91573 
-1.!80321o 
• 09H 7E 
1.752415 
.7H962 
CORRECMC R-SQUAR~D • 
F-STATISTIC( 4. 221 
DUREIN-wATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. FCR 
NUMeER CF CESERVATIC~S 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS • 
STAhDARO ERRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
C 
~I(IC;:C 
P~IC~LID 
canc 
8ISTLlC 
AOvD 
AO'.lL le 
I"SLIC 
I"SL2D 
~-3CClA"~C • 
1~.14ig41 
-8.'3"26'3e 
-14.223843 
·~.3'CE21 
12.eO~8S3 
1.967Hl 
-1 • .:!7282: 
.78E381 
.t71!;2! 
CCR~EC1EC ~-SCLARED • 
F-STATISTIC( e. 17) 
JU?:lN-.~TSC~ oTtTISTIC (~DJ. FCR 
NUME~~ CF CESE'vtlIC~S 
3UM OF SCU~RED RESICl~L~ • 
5TA~DARC E-R(R CF THE ECUATICN 
C 
PHC~C 
PRICE.L1D 
OI~TD 
crs TLID 
ACvD 
I"SLI0 
~-SCLA~::C • 
CORRECTEC R-SCCAREO 
e.E302S! 
-4.22'5CC 
-~.eeS5ce 
-c.8ECS':t 
12.4511~1 
2.25:00, 
.e!e02E 
F-S1ATI31IC( t. Ig) 
~U~EIN-~~T~CN STtTISTIC (~CJ. FCR 
~UME~R CF C2SE"vtlIC~o 
SU~ OF S~UDR~C "ESICL~L! • 
STA~:ARC E,~CR CF T~E E'UATIC~ 
STHCARD 
ERI<CR 
lC.!5752C 
<:.e9C070 
7.'135883 
2.e7898., 
o GHS' 
11. C8~675 
t.437021o 
7. H3996 
7.020602 
7. C2E6E 0 
2.C2.,73<; 
2.055250 
.18C967 
8.052001 
e.!1580E 
~.e027"2 
2.103811 
• 16 e9~" 
o GAFS 1 
1!.S""E:7C 
11.cse121 
~.E7237? 
1.7E7471 
7. ?OC6S! 
,. HOOll 
2.13272" 
• ,2e8.,,, 
.!OI7C4 
GA FS 1 
II. C4CIO'? 
e."eCUI7 
7.'4~~CI 
E.enon 
c. e9S11; 
2. Cl ('liE 
• 1716!~ 
GHS I 
T-
STATISTIC 
-.938iE5 
1.7771oE.7 
.190856 
.10710986 
.756175 
-.49EO!9 
-1.63Z777 
-.828355 
1.9410505 
1.003077 
-.773171 
4.725009 
.371532 
-.165988 
.011',402 
.832972 
4.597554 
.142527 
-.80'0512 
-1.470SE4 
-.56010' 
I. 75~'33e 
.94211'? 
- .6431094 
.1.560000 
.5681144 
.7-H71e 
-.50"'71? 
-1.328S'OE 
·.9'3'?12a 
1.80~74' 
1.11P.O"~ 
~.6911eo 
219 
HEA" 
1.ceccae 
.<;1018109 
1.CS06" 
.C3059l 
.11oES5t 
• (3~2l': 
1.!1ESEC 
• H 1162 
27 
Io0.EC71023 
1.:!2H3E 
1.CCCOOQ 
.~4te49 
."41023 
1. CHiEio 
1.eSL43E 
.(H59:! 
.02"454 
8.~40741 
.t5e073 
.S3aoo 
5.,23917 
2.CIoel87 
27 
1E.a'il3e 
.~2!~"-: 
l.cccooa 
."41e4" 
I.CSHE" 
.C3CS93 
8.S4C741 
.H4775 
.~8SEIo3 
7.13i132 
1.'i0~14S 
27 
20.70U4" 
.HC200 
1.( .cee 
.S!t:14" 
• ~ t.. (a '! ~ 
1.(:!7?~ 
1 • C S. , C ~ 2 
• ( .:! ! 71 C 
• ( :! C r: ~ 7 
~.::.'(7FC: 
~.~5L.JClC 
• fUE"f 
.~C~7ee 
1...2z..C:7~~ 
1.~H7PS 
2E 
1~.'2iEEe 
·.~5<c33 
I.(eccoe 
.~ .. C744 
.~4·< o~s 
1.(:~7:!S 
1.(:'<32 
.(!I77C 
P'.~307c" 
.E,172! 
.541741 
~.~2~1Q~ 
!."e~EO~ 
Z~ 
lE.IIU~~ 
.'ZlCE~ ~ ., ,
Market 3 APPE~TIIX 10 (continued) 
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Brand D (continued) 
: . 
Model 
PAGAL 
CEACO 
PMCO 
Pj = -.166 
GALZG 
A. = 9 J • 
PAGALZG 
A. = .9 
J 
MSC 
C 
PRIC::C 
PRIC::lIC 
DI!!T!:) 
CISTl1C 
AC'iO 
f"SllC 
t'Sl20 
~-SCUARC:C. • 
CORRECT~C R.S~~ARED 
C:~TI"'AT£C 
CCEFFICIE~T 
lJ.3"855e 
-8.25S80, 
-1~.2U32e 
-5.164141 
11.9ESO~' 
2.0972CC 
.7GE574 
.t776'H 
F-3TATIS1ICI 7. Ie) 
C)URerN-WATSC'N ~TAlISTIC [ADJ. FCR 
NUM2ER CF CESE~V'lIC'!! • 
~UM OF S'U~R~C RESICCAlS. • 
~TANDAR~ C:RR(R CF THE t'UATICN 
C 
PRICED 
OISTO 
AO\lO 
R-SCUAREO. • 
IJ.1':5E3'3E 
2.5738510 
-7.551'35E 
1. 72~9 20 
CORRC:CTEC R-SQUARED , 
F-STATISTIC( 3. 22) 
OURSIN-WATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ, FCR 
NUHEER OF ceSERVATIC~S • 
SUH OF SQUARED RESICCAL~ 
STANDARD ERRCR CF THE ECUATICN' 
S TUDARO EQR(R CF RHC 
i-STATISTIC FeR RHC • 
~-SGUAREC IN TER~S OF CHANGES 
c 
PRIC::C 
CISTO 
ADIID 
f"SL10 
~-SOUAREC • 
e.2'H22E 
-7.<;lt79ltC 
1. e719Gt 
1.531102 
,891&1'9 
CORRECIEC R-SQUAREO • 
F-STATISTIC( It, 21) 
OUReIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC [ADJ. FCR 
NUHeER OF ceSERIIATtc~S 
SUM OF SCUAREO RESIOCAlS • 
5TANOARD fRRCR OF THE ECUATICN 
STAhDAKO C:RRCR OF RHC 
T-STATISTIC FCR RHC 
~-SCUA~EC IN TER~S OF CHANGES. 
Uq 
L2'l 
p.ucc:o 
OISTO 
AD 
HLO 
l-SQUARi::O • 
Zl.21Z .. 56 
.199038 
·1.E'l7099 
-8. E35388 
2.326 .. 03 
.18730!! ,. 
CORRECTED R-SQUAReO • 
=-STATIS1IC( S. (1) 
)U~eIN-WAT$CN STATISTIC (ADJ. FeR 
4UH8ER OF CESE.RVATIC~S • 
SUM OF SCUAReC RESIOUALS • 
iTANOARO E.~ROR OF THE eQUATICN 
11'l 
L2'3 
PRICEO 
OtSTO 
AD 
MS110 
11.9'l22E'1 
.'36C457 
·~.9q8171 
-3.417953 
1.2'l16Se 
• E3443S 
lZ.7171t31 
lC. e5~021 
':. ~87574 
7. ~H2S~ 
7.CE~2<;1;? 
(.C€et:E7 
. 
• a SSE C 
.2'HoU 
II G AFS) 
7.'12126 
!.1t1 0216 
E.495831, 
1. !J1078 
. 
o GAFS I 
!.16<10H 
9. CZCl H 
~. Zlft1!;! 
~.ceeSf:5 
.11:06H 
lOAFS) 
11.093 .. 93 
1.021616 
e.<07561': 
7.869800 
1.4586'37 
.059,.12 
o CAPS) 
te. ~7Z0E 1 
.'i6Q4C 
11.1211100 
7. 70~'3qC 
1.'72'}7C 
.111':34<; 
T-
STATISTIC 
.9n10C; 
•• 76050<;1 
-1.41l7514 
-.06:0:e 
1.69349" 
1.013'79 J 
3.5654eo 
.59<;10~1 
1.8 .. 2507 
.,.757,.0 
-1.162585 
1,125952 
.770867 
-.861133 
.352209 
.733068 
5.5501051 
1.911153 
.19lt826 
-.206841': 
-1.097282 
1.594850 
3.152678 
l.1"S1t1l 
,q'3~97 3 
- ,"9Z27t 
- ... 39392 
.876907 
3.ft7'J228 
1.CCtcoc 
.':401,4 
.~it'CS~ 
1.(:~7H 
I.C~'U' 
.Ul77G 
~.:H7EC; 
e.~~ccoc 
.E~en, 
.S2:73e 
~.~~"072 
1.esc~31 
2E 
1:.eCHa7 
."3IC07 
1.(CCIlOO 
.<;4C7Iolo 
1. CS !739 
.031770 
.:910582 
.!3<;298 
10.75S008 
1.7841082 
26 
18.16~J51o 
.'l235H 
.123331, 
6.JO~031o 
• cauSE 
1.CCCOOC 
.~IoC7"Io 
1.(5573~ 
.C3177G 
8.!3076'i 
.oe7e598 
..'l8J31 
7.ae"I'S 
1.791133 
2E 
1'l.!OH2'3 
.H~T01 
.193399 
-.!5775C 
• HIlT31 
• Cl!Z5Se 
7.17"449 
.S"'I!"Q 
1.0SH!!" 
.lZ330E 
01.355391 
.582019 
.482"99 
5.eft82'31t 
1. H~3J6 
27 
1<f.e871l0S 
.97316Q 
.<eZS5e 
7.17~104<; 
."~1e~g 
1.C5t1c~ 
.1Z3!'lE 
e.~4~7H 
R-SCUAREO. • 
CORRECTt:C R-SCUAR£Cl .€C<;JE2 
F-STATISTICI 5. 21J. .~lE3Sl OUReIN-~ATSCN STATISTIC (ADJ. fCR C GAFS) f.~51EJe 
NUHeE.R OF C"eSER~.4TIC~S • 1.e<1!1~ 
SUH OF SCUARC:O R£SIOt.:ALS • Z7 
STANOAKD EKRCR OF THE fCUATtCN le.~8t8~2 
______ ~ ____ --__ ------__ ----------~------~----------------------~---~----.~--~~----~ .~4t7ql 
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APPENDIX 11 
DUrbin Watson Statistics Lor 
(I) GALZG and (2) PAGALZG -
"larket Brand "rue I 
~larket 1 A (1) • ~)6 1. 07 1.10 1.09 1. 0(, 1.06 1.04 LOS 1.06 1.05 
(2) 1.97 2.15 2.27 2.23 2.01 1.93 1.95 1. 97 1. 95 1. 92 
!l (1) .95 1.02 1.28 1.35 1.53 1.63 1.66 1.55 1.34 1.18 
l~ I 2.34 2.29 2.29 2.30 2.26 2.22 2.15 2.06 2.02 2.05 
C (II .91 1.53 1.45 1.51 1.62 1.67 2.01 2.08 2.00 1.70 
lZ) 2.01 2.03 2.16 2.12 2.12 1.88 1.99 1. 98 1.86 1.70 
~larkct .\1 OJ 2.14 2.25 2.15 2.14 2.20 2.06 2.02 1.89 1.83 1.69 
(2) 2.26 2.18 2.31 2.27 2.28 2.07 2.05 1. 96 1. 94 1.81 
A2 (1) 1. 24 2.11 1.18 1.24 1.33 1.37 1.38 1.28 1. 27 1.32 
(2) 1.53 2.26 1. 41 1.44 1.55 1.57 1.58 1.50 1. 52 1. 56 
131 lil .46 .94 .83 .87 1.00 1.10 1.23 1.41 1. 71 1.94 
(2) 1. 79 1. 93 1.87 1.87 1.86 1. 83 1.79 1. 73 LiZ 1.80 
B2 ( 11 1.30 .76 1.36 1.36 1.61 1.94 1. 96 1. 98 1.71 1.70 
lel 2.24 2.18 2.14 2.14 2.15 2.23 2.15 7 7-.... .;...,) 2.0i 1.04 
33 II) 1.11 1.59 1.39 1.39 1.37 1.,),:) 1. 3l 1.::>1 1.SI1 LYY 
1::.1 2.59 2.89 2.63 2.64 2.62 2.57 2.49 2.40 2.31 2.34 
:'larket :; ,\1 III 1.84 2.83 2.82 2.82 2.76 2.74 2.72 2.72 2.63 2.63 
l2j 2.24 7 7-_~ ... I 2.82 2.76 ? --_~:JI ? ---. .).) ? -, .... .)- 2.30 2.::0 2.17 
,\2 ( 1) 1.22 1.33 1.47 1.47 1.65 1.66 1. 67 1.35 1. S~ 1. 97 
(2) 2.07 .2.42 2.38 2.36 2.31 2.20 2.21 ' -, .... .,) ... 2.14 2.~0 
Bl (1) 1.67 1. 51 1.67 1.66 1.62 1.58 1. 56 1.57 1.59 1.59 
(2) 2.54 2.34 2.52 2.52 2.50 .2.46 2.43 2.36 2.24 2.13 
B2 II ) 1.57 1.43 1.58 1.56 1.54 1.63 1.80 2.02 .2 .18 2.22 
(2) 2.17 1.56 1.97 1.90 1. 81 1.71 1.63 1.55 1.60 1.83 
B3 ( 1) 1.11 1. 70 1.46 1. 48 1.60 1. 74 1. 96 2.35 ~.91 3.07 
l~) 3.00 2.95 2.92 2.92 2.85 .2 .80 2.76 ? 7-_ .. .) 2.i7 2 .. 72 
C (1 ) .70 1. 93 1.38 1.47 1.52 1.68 1.77 1.84 1. 74 1.70 
l21 2.04 2.19 2.17 2.16 1.911 2.04 1.97 1.88 1.69 1.67 
LJ [II .87 .58 .8l .82 .81 .SO .'";7 .73 .71 .75 
[:) 1.90 1. i8 1.89 1.90 1.!JO 1.~Jl 1.92 1. ~)~ 1.8S 1.82 
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APPENDIX 12 
Estimates of Advertising Parameter (f33j) fer 
(1) GALZG and (2) PAGALZG 
Market Br:Jud 
.llarkct 1 A ll) .000 .007 • 007 · 008 .OOS -.002 .002 . 012 -.000 .000 
C.(3) (.53) C .67) (.70) (.37) (-.13) (.16) (.02) C.04) (.03) 
(~) .om .014 .016 .016 • 010 .008 .014 .010 .008 .010 
B ill 
(.065) (1. 28) (1. 76) (1.i7) (1. 04) (.73 ) (1.39) (1. 07) (.92) (1. 09) 
.049 .055 .065 .066 .070 .069 .065 .058 .050 .043 
(' \ 
(2.02) (2.10) (2.98) (3.09) (3.61) (3.92) (4.04) (3.81) (3.26) (2.68) 
-) .025 .022 .032 · 033 .036 .038 .038 .035 .027 .020 
C (1) 
(1. 47) (1.19) (1. 69) (1. 72) (1. 81) (1.89) (1. 93) (1.82) (1. SO) (2.72) 
.010 .046 .023 .027 .030 .032 · 024 .028 .032 .030 
(2) 
(.43) (2.61) (1. 39) (1.68) ( 2.31) (2.82) (2.13) (2.44) (2.62) (1.98) 
.034 .046 . 031 .033 .033 .032 .025 .028 .033 .030 
(1. 75) (2.76) (1.97) (2.12) (2.59) (2.78) (2. 07) (2.45) (2.74) (1.91) 
.11arket 2 ,\1 ll) .036 .028 .024 .023 .026 .Olo · on .014 .012 .013 
(2 ) 
(2. n) (2.39) (1. 35) (1.78) (2. 01) (2.22) (1.60) (1.64) (Ui) (1. 4:5) 
.025 .030 .023 .022 .025 .026 · 016 .014 .Oll .012 
A2 ( 1) 
(2.52) (2.29) (1.63) (1.59) (1.84) C.206) (1. 43) (1. 46) (1. 13) (1. 22) 
.019 .038 .012 .012 .005 .004 .005 .014 .018 .014 
') I (.94) (1. 59) (.81) (.83) (.35) l.30) (.37) (1. 07) (1.49) (1.27) (- I .020 .034 .012 .012 .004 .004 .005 .016 .013 .014 
Bl In 
(1. 01) (1.48) C.84) (.86) (.28) (.29) (.37) (1.16) n.47) (1. 20) 
.019 .030 .02~ .0211 .032 .u33 .030 .025 .ull -.lIv-+ 
I (.82 ) (1. (2) (1. 43) (1. 52) (2.13) (2.D1) (3.11) (3.36) (2.44) (-LIS) 
(2) ! .009 .015 .014 .015 . 018 .019 .020 .018 .011 -.006 
(.b6) (1.20) (1.1.3) (1.19) (1. 60) (1. 89) (2.23) (2.58) (2.31) (.41) 
112 , 1) : -.004 .162 .027 .030 .062 .071 .074 .069 .066 .047 
(- .100) (1.32) ( .67) (.75) (1.67) (2.82 ) (3.27) (3.03) (3.17) (2.46) 
( 2) .007 .015 .026 .027 .025 .026 .038 .030 .035 .027 
(.23) (.42) (.94) (.97) (1. 06) (L04) (1.69) (1.22) (1. 43) (1.29) 
113 ( I) .071 .076 .054 .057 .062 .067 .072 .076 .077 .070 
(2.03) (3.53) (2.49) (2.56) (3.0b) (3.61) (4.43) (5.72) lis. 1lI) ll';.ol) 
( 2) .032 .032 .()32 .032 .n33 .033 _032 .032 .1l36 .049 
(2. -11) (3.30) (2 .oS) (2. bS) (2.9(1) (3.lJ9) (3.17) (3.24) (3.51) (4.73) 
I-Iarket 3 Al (1) 
, 
.046 .051 .033 .032 .032 .029 .026 .025 .026 .018 
(1. 79) (2.01) (1. 46) (1. 46) (1. 44) (1. 34) (1.28) (1.30) (1.47) (1. 06) 
(2 ) .033 .030 .028 .028 .026 .022. · 018 .017 .019 .012 
(1. 12) (1.17) (1. 32) (1.32) (1.16) (1. 03) (.87) (.88) (1. 10) (.71) 
AZ i 1) .095 .083 .075 .073 .097 .091 .076 .060 .048 .013 
(3. ~6) (2.25) (2.64) (2.47) (3.90) (4.24) (3.67) (3.20) (3.08) (.93) 
l2) .047 .029 .041 .040 .059 .058 .045 .039 .038 .009 
(1. 34) (.94) (1.73) (1.63) (2.37) (2.37) (2.03) (1. 83) (2.13) (.54) 
Bl il) .031 .039 .028 · 028 .021 .020 .018 .016 .016 .019 
(1. 75) (2.45) (1. 66) (1.66) (1. 44) (1.43) (1. 47) (1. 50) (1. 70) (2.31) 
12) _027 .033 .023 .024 .018 .017 .015 .013 .012 .015 
(1.83) (2.27) (1.66) (1.67) (1.41) (1.44) (1.38) (1.32) ( 1.38) (1. 72) 
B2 ll.J .. 039 .006 -.017 -.013 .011 - .006 -.001 -.012 - .011 .008 
C-_l. 81) (.30) ( - .92) ( ~. 70) ( -.72) (-.44) ( - . 77) ( -1. 07) ( -1. OS) ( .8i) 
(2) -.002 .006 -.001 -.001 -. 001 -. 001 - .001 -.001 .001 -.nOl 
(.94) (.30) (-. 5 I) ( -.40) ( -.62) ( -.m (-.73) (-.98) (-.9i) ( -.78) 
B3 ll) . 111 .077 .1l6 .1lZ .109 . .103 .095 .084 .066 .040 
( 2.(3) (2.70) (3.43) (.34) (4.12) (4.54) (4.99) (5.37) (5.13) (3.26) 
t ''1\ .092 .087 .090 .089 .035 .082 .080 .076 .06" .048 -, 
(2.93) (2.49) (3.17) (3. IS) (3.46) (3 (3.8Y) (4.20) (4.44) (3.46) 
c ,I) .116 .073 .034 .031 .040 .022 .020 .011 - .003 
(2. 49) (2.62) (1. 23) (1. 13) (1. 91) (1.31) (1.51) (1.64) (1. 01) (-.30) 
I ~) .087 .069 .015 .llIS . 01~) .006 .OH .017 .012 -.003 
,2.86) (2.60) (.68) (.68) (.92) ( .34) (. ~)O) (1. 22) (.99) (-.25) 
D .014 .016 .014 .014 .011 .009 . 009 .OH .022 .029 
l.47) (.54) (.48) (.48) (. 3SJ l·34) ( • :it») (.57 ) (1.07) ( I. '-01 
l2) .018 _013 .018 .019 .lI15 .014 .012 .012 .11l3 .013 
(.83) ( .(0) (.8S) (.88 ) (.75) (. (J,ll l. (ll» ( • 70) (.101 ( .381 
Note: Thc va1ucs in brackets arc the t va1ucs for paramcter estimates 
APPENDIX 13 
Estimates for Partial Adjustment Parameter for PA~ALZG Model 
~Iarkct Brand .0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .b .7 .8 .9 
-.-~----.------.. -------"~~-~. '---'--
I-Iarket 1 A .521 .493 .542 .5:>6 .509 .5)] .543 .530 .526 .541 
(3.72) (3.67) (4.37) (4.29) (3.87) (3.71) (2.93) (3.74) (3.65) (3.75) 
Il .546 .592 .485 .475 .431 .387 .342 .375 .371 .430 
(5.21) (5.19) (3.86) (3.67) (.306) (2.54) (2.08) (1.89) (2.18) (2.72) 
C .595 .304 .356 .311 .254 .116 - .014 -.114 -.198 -.002 
(3.53) (1.75) (2.19) (1. 90) (1.56) (.707) (-.07) ( - .(1) -1.00 (-.01) 
Nm'ket 2 Al .075 -.043 .106 .090 .050 .007 .021 .044 .063 .061 
(.366) (-.20) (.51) (.43) (.12) ( .12) (.12) (.20) (.28) (.28) 
.'\2 .208 .349 .248 .239 .224 .216 .211 .230 .211 .195 
(1. 27) (1. 68) (1. 40) (1.31) (1.16) (1.09) (1. 04) (1.15) (1.09) (1. 01) 
III .665 .552 .604 .585 .539 .480 .387 .238 .009 -.172 
(6.67) (5.43) (5. (5) (5.37) (4.82) (4.11) (3.13) (1.81) (.07) (-1. 30) 
112 .699 1.014 .668 .663 .597 .555 .498 .498 .428 .371 
(5.11) (11.25) (4.75) (4.67) (3.77) (3.19) (2.99) (2.72) (2.28) ( 1.89) 
B3 1.068 .927 1.001 1.033 1.027 1.016 .986 .924 .783 .393 
(9.30) (9.72) (7.21) (7.49) (7.71) (7.76) (7.51) (6.81) (5.30) (2.31) -.---.----
Market 3 Al .282 ·.420 - .389 -.385 - .384 -,385 ·.380 -.374 -.364 -.384 
, (-1.18) (·2.02) (-1.77) (-1.81) (-1.74) ( -1.73) (-1.68) (-1.66) (-1.67) (-1.79) 
A2 .414 .441 .447 .445 .349 .292 .287 .255 .158 .115 
(3.64) (4.08) (3.94) (3.89) (2.93) (2.27) (2.17) (1.91) ( 1.17) (.70) 
Bl .507 .416 .057 .505 .503 .492 .462 .414 .332 .276 
(3.45) (2.53) (3.34) (3.36) (3.27) (3.20) (2.94) (2.52) (1.89) (1.48) 
B2 .257 .046 .166 .141 .101 .033 .068 -.202 -.273 - .201 
(1.48) (.25) (.89) (.75) (.55) (.17) (- .35) (-LOS) (-1.50) (-1.19) 
B3 .541 .466 .462 .459 .379 .318 .234 .114 -.049 .175 
(4.51) (3.06) (3.46) (3.42) (2.79) (2.33) (1. 71) ( .83) (- .35) (·1.18) 
c .724 .34!: .671 .636 .525 .497 • .:13~ ,083 -.C6& - .026 
(S. 86) (1.66) (3.71 ) (3.34) (2.41) (2. OS) (1.35) (.30) ( •. 23) ( •• 09) 
Il .777 .777 .791 .791 .789 .71'17 .778 .755 .706 .634 
(4.60) (4.90) ( 4.(3) (4.6:» (5.(10) (·1.59) (-loS 7) (4.47) ( 4.12) (3.48) 
----.------- - -----.~.- - -~,~.---
l'\ote: The values in brackct~ arc the t statistics. 
" APPENDIX 14 
Sum of Squared Residuals for Stage II Models 
Market Brand Model 
CE CEACO PA PAACO GALZG 
Market 1 A 1.582 1.046 .971 .779 1. 363 
B 1. 327 .741 .595 .546 .649 
C 2.266 .975 1.446 .975 .825 
Market 2 Al .277 .266 .275 .256 .250 
A2 .495 .412 .461 .404 .477 
B1 .256 .042 .085 .029 .027 
B2 .959 .529 .439 .414 .419 
B3 .108 .065 .022 .014 .013 
Market 3 AI .451 .362 .424 .367 .418 
A2 .065 .052 .040 .036 .031 
B1 .239 .205 .155 .140 .159 
B2 .392 .260 .356 .179 
B3 .100 .065 .052 .028 .026 
C 1.113 .446 .435 .329 .396 
D .406 .188 .207 .187 
Note: 1) Values are expressed as E-2. 
2) Blank values indicate model failed to pass 
screening stage. 
224 
PAGALZG 
.716 
.555 
.859 
.437 
.033 
.358 
.010 
.029 
.144 
.289 
.033 
.382 
.186 
225 
APPENDIX 15 
Sum of Squared Residuals for (1) GALZG and (2) PAGALZG 
~Iarket Br:m<.l ~lode1 
1-larket 1 A ( 1) 1.3!:l 1.39 1.53 
(2J .85 .73 .81 .92 
B OJ 1.33 1.41 .94 .81 .73 .81 
(2) .59 .62 •. 57 .56 .55 .60 
C (11 2.26 1.09 1.19 1.03 .88 1.13 
(~) 1. 44 .96 1.02 .92 .86 1.13 
~larket 2 Al (1) .28 .25 .29 .28 .27 .26 .28 .28 .29 .29 
(21 .28 .25 .28 .28 .27 .26 .28 .28 .29 .28 
,\2 [I) .50 .71 .50 .50 .50 .50 .50 .48 .46 .47 
(2) .46 .63 .46 .46 .48 .48 .48 .45 .44 .45 
In OJ .26 .17 .19 .18 .15 .12 .08 .05 .03 .03 
(21 .08 .07 .08 .08 .07 .06 .06 .05 .03 .03 
82 III .90 3.82 .85 .84 .68 .60 .53 .43 .~6 .42 
c:) .44 .54 .41 .41 .41 .41 .3i .39 .37 .36 
B3 llJ .11 .07 .08 .08 .07 .06 .06 .05 .03 .01 
(2) .03 .01 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 
~larket 3 Al (1) .45 .41 .45 .45 .45 .45 .45 .44 .43 .43 
lZJ .4:! .35 .39 .39 .39 .39 .40 . 3~1 .30 .37 
,\2 (lJ .06 .00 .07 .07 .05 .04 .04 .04 .03 .03 
(1) .04 .03 .04 .04 .04 .04 .04 .03 .03 .03 
IH (1) .24 .20 .24 .24 .24 .24 .22 .10 .11 .16 
(2) .10 .15 .16 .16 .16 .16 .16 .15 .15 .14 
B2 (1) .39 .29 .34 .33 .31 .29 .26 ,-.-.> .21 .20 
l2) .36 .29 .33 -, .'>~ .31 .29 .26 ~22 .19 .19 
B3 ( 1) .10 .07 .08 .08 .06 .05 .04 .03 .03 .03 
(2) .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .04 .04 .03 .02 .02 
C (1) 1.11 .43 .94 .85 .68 .64 .53 .45 .40 .39 
( 2) .43 .38 .57 .56 .54 .53 .49 .43 .40 .39 
D llJ .41 .41 .40 .40 .41 .41 .41l .38 .3b ,,~~ 
(2) .21 .19 .20 .20 • :W .20 .20 .20 .1:1 .1S 
